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Privacy is defined as the rights and obligations of individuals and entities with respect to
the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information.
Good privacy practices make good business sense. Employing good privacy practices helps the
entity protect its public image and brand; achieve a competitive advantage in the market-
place; efficiently manage personal information and, thereby, reduce administrative and
other costs, such as retrofitting information systems; and enhance credibility and promote
continued consumer confidence and goodwill.
Privacy is a risk management issue. Protecting the privacy of personal information presents
management with a number of risks to be addressed, including:




• Business partner confidence
• International agreements
Accordingly, many entities are looking for assistance in managing risk and implementing
privacy programs. In response, the AICPA and the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants (CICA) jointly established a Privacy Task Force. The task force comprises a
cross-section of the accounting profession, including industry, large multinational firms,
and small firms, as well as members in academia and the legal profession.
The task force examined the role CPAs and chartered accountants can play in advising enti-
ties about privacy issues and risks, and developed a privacy framework that will serve as a
benchmark for sound privacy practices. The AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (the
Framework) for protecting personal information can be used by CPAs in both industry and
public practice to assist the entities they serve in addressing privacy issues. The Framework
incorporates concepts from significant privacy laws, regulations, and guidelines. It contains
10 privacy components and 65 criteria essential to the proper protection and management
of personal information. They are based on internationally known “fair information prac-
tices” from around the world. The 10 privacy components are:
1. Management. The entity defines, documents, communicates, and assigns
accountability for its privacy policies and procedures.
2. Notice. The entity provides notice about its privacy policies and procedures
and identifies the purposes for which personal information is collected, used,
retained, and disclosed.
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3. Choice and consent. The entity describes the choices available to the individ-
ual and obtains implicit or explicit consent with respect to the collection, use,
retention, and disclosure of personal information.
4. Collection. The entity collects personal information only for the purposes
identified in the notice.
5. Use and retention. The entity limits the use of personal information to the
purposes identified in the notice and to information for which the individual
has provided implicit or explicit consent. The entity retains personal infor-
mation for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated purposes.
6. Access. The entity provides individuals with access to their personal informa-
tion for review and update.
7. Disclosure to third parties. The entity discloses personal information to third
parties only for the purposes identified in the notice and only with the implic-
it or explicit consent of the individual.
8. Security. The entity protects personal information against unauthorized
access (both physical and logical).
9. Quality. The entity maintains accurate, complete, and relevant personal infor-
mation for the purposes identified in the notice.
10. Monitoring and enforcement. The entity monitors compliance with its priva-
cy policies and procedures to address privacy-related inquiries and disputes.
Building on the Framework, Understanding and Implementing Privacy Services: A CPA’s
Resource provides CPAs with a privacy knowledge base (Chapters 1 and 2) along with
methods and detailed illustrations and tools that can be used to:
• Strategically guide management in developing a privacy plan (Chapters 3
and 4)
• Diagnose an entity’s privacy practices and assess privacy risks (Chapter 5)
• Operationally guide management in developing and implementing a pri-
vacy program (Chapters 6, 7, and 8)
• Manage and sustain privacy policies and procedures against measurable
criteria (Chapter 9)
• Guide a CPA firm in providing assurance based on measurable criteria
and cultivating a privacy practice (Chapter 10)
CPAs inherently possess the methodologies, training, and assurance skills necessary to
implement effective privacy practices in any entity—no matter how big or small. CPAs
understand business processes, how information flows within an entity, and how to design
privacy programs. Through a wide range of advisory and assurance services, CPAs have an
opportunity to help businesses navigate the patchwork of privacy laws, regulations, and
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guidelines, and to focus on the heart of the matter—building trust between customers and
businesses and “doing the right thing” by following good privacy practices.
For CPA practitioners who performed privacy engagements using the AICPA/CICA Trust
Services Online Privacy Principle and Criteria, the Framework is broader in scope than the
Online Privacy Principle and Criteria, which focused primarily on Web-based electronic
commerce online privacy. The Framework encompasses any form of collection, use, disclo-
sure, and retention of personal information, including online and offline applications. For
Trust Services (including SysTrust and WebTrust) engagements with reporting periods
beginning on or after April 1, 2004, the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework Principle and
Criteria are to be used in place of the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Online Privacy
Principle and Criteria and will become known as the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy
Principle and Criteria. Earlier application is encouraged. 
Some specific differences between the Trust Services Online Privacy Principle and Criteria
and the Framework’s Principle and Criteria are that the Framework includes the:
• Protection of personal information, in any format, as it is being collect-
ed, used, disclosed, and retained. It provides guidance regarding the pro-
tection of all forms of electronic- and paper-based data collection, stor-
age, and use.
• Protection of employee data in addition to customer data.
• Guidance on data retention and data destruction policies.
Online privacy does not cover any personal information collected via paper-based forms,
such as credit card applications or at point-of sale terminals, whereas the Framework does.
Also, the Framework encompasses the protection of all data, which will likely include data
collected via online mechanisms that is commingled with data collected from other sources.
For example, the Framework includes the security surrounding paper-based filing systems
and historical electronic databases, whereas online privacy does not. 
CPAs can use this publication and the Toolkit CD-ROM to offer entities a full range of
value-added services, including privacy strategic and business planning, privacy gap and risk
analysis, benchmarking, privacy policy design and implementation, performance measure-
ment, and independent verification of privacy controls.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding and Implementing Privacy Services: A CPA’s Resource is a complete refer-
ence of practical, results-oriented procedures, methods, and tools for providing value-
added privacy services for all types and sizes of entities.
As business processes become more complex and sophisticated, more and more personal
information is being collected and used. As a result, the privacy of personal information has
become more vulnerable and is an increasingly critical concern for entities of all sizes, the
government, and the public in general. With identity theft on the rise, and fears of finan-
cial and other types of records being accessed inappropriately, the number of challenges
related to the protection of personal information is steadily increasing. 
Customers more than ever want assurance that the personal information they provide to
entities is not abused. As entities move to improve their approach to privacy, many will turn
to CPAs as trusted business advisers, for help in implementing effective privacy programs.
This privacy services implementation guide covers key issues related to privacy and provides
both a clear roadmap and valuable tools that CPAs can use to address privacy issues and
risks. It builds on material contained within the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework for pro-
tecting personal information that was developed by the AICPA/CICA Privacy Task Force.
This privacy services implementation guide and the Framework incorporate concepts from
significant domestic and international privacy laws, regulations, and guidelines.
Owning this reference means having the most up-to-date compilation of privacy tools avail-
able. Because the CPA experts who helped to research, write, and prepare this book include
both those with industry operations responsibility and those who provide consulting to
hundreds of private and public sector organizations, this reference is a true compendium
of operational guidance and best practices from a broad cross-section of industry, com-
mercial, and government operations. Highlights of the methods accumulated from hands-
on experience include how to:
• Determine the scope of a privacy initiative, including the activities
required to design, implement, and maintain a privacy program
• Develop a privacy strategy, including a high-level privacy plan and
detailed privacy plan
• Establish privacy priorities consistent with the business environment and
applicable legislation and communicating them to management
• Design the elements of privacy policies and communications
• Design elements of privacy procedures and controls and the different cat-
egories of privacy controls
• Execute the privacy program, from determining internal and external
requirements to monitoring implementation activities
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• Perform assurance of the privacy service engagement, including engagement
planning and fieldwork considerations regarding the delivery of a privacy ser-
vices audit engagement
Understanding and Implementing Privacy Services: A CPA’s Resource also provides CPAs
with a number of ready-to-use sample privacy documents, checklists, forms, and resource
materials. The tools provided with this reference are the result of considerable research,
applicable to current U.S. and international privacy laws; they are also available on the
accompanying Toolkit CD-ROM so users are able to tailor them to their needs. 
This reference takes a comprehensive approach to establishing an entire privacy program.
It enables CPAs to select various aspects of privacy to help meet their clients’ or entities’
privacy needs, and it does so by providing the reader with all the necessary tools, including
background information and ready-to-use documents.
Providing privacy services is a beneficial investment. CPAs are in a unique position to exam-
ine privacy practices, help manage entities’ privacy risk, and help turn sound privacy prac-
tices into a marketplace advantage. 
S ECT ION  A  
Mapping Out 
Privacy and CPA Privacy
Services





This chapter explores the basic concept of privacy and the drivers that entities are experi-
encing that are causing key stakeholders to increasingly pay attention to privacy issues. The
chapter discusses both the risks of poor practices and benefits of good privacy practices. To
help entities deal with privacy, the AICPA and CICA have jointly introduced a guiding
methodology for protecting personal information, called The AICPA/CICA Privacy
Framework (hereinafter referred to as the Framework), which is described in this chapter.
Some reasons for a business to have sound privacy practices are to:
• Protect the entity’s public image and brand
• Achieve a competitive advantage in the marketplace
• Meet the membership requirements of an industry association
• Efficiently manage personal information and, thereby, reduce administration costs
and avoid unnecessary financial costs, such as retrofitting information systems
• Enhance credibility and promote continued consumer confidence and goodwill




Privacy is “the right to be left alone.”1 It is also “freedom from intrusion or public atten-
tion.”2 This privacy services implementation guide focuses specifically on the privacy of per-
sonal information and uses the definition of privacy set forth in the Framework:
Privacy encompasses the rights and obligations of individuals and organizations with
respect to the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information.3
1 The modern formulation of the concept of privacy can be traced to American jurists Samuel D. Warren and
Louis D. Brandeis in “The Right to Privacy,” Harvard Business Review, the Harvard Law Review Publishing
Association (1890-1891), p.193. As a matter of law and policy, privacy is constantly defined at multiple lev-
els of government and for a range of purposes.
2 The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English, 8th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990).
3 The AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework and this privacy services implementation guide treat privacy as a risk
management issue and draw from multiple definitions of privacy relating to the protection of personal infor-
mation. CPAs should consult with counsel and other appropriate advisers to ensure that appropriate legal
meanings are considered.
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Good privacy is good business and good governance. With increasing domestic and inter-
national privacy regulations and greater consumer concerns regarding privacy issues, devel-
oping and implementing sound privacy policies have become a necessity. In fact, one of
today’s key business imperatives is maintaining the privacy of personal information. As busi-
ness systems and processes become increasingly complex and sophisticated, more and more
personal information is being collected. As a result, personal information may be exposed to
a variety of vulnerabilities, including loss, misuse, and unauthorized access and disclosure. 
Identity theft is an increasing concern to individuals. According to the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), the number of identity theft complaints rose from about 86,000 in
2001 to about 162,000 in 2002. Identity theft accounted for 43 percent of fraud complaints
collected by the FTC in 2002, making it the leading cause of consumer frauds for a third
consecutive year.4 The FTC also asserts that the Internet is a contributor to the increase in
identity theft because “applying for credit over the Internet is a faceless thing to do.”5 Such
vulnerabilities raise concerns for entities, the government, and the public in general. 
Entities are trying to strike a balance between proper collection of their customers’ per-
sonal information and its use. Government agencies are trying to protect the public inter-
est but, at the same time, manage personal information gathered about individuals.
Consumers are very concerned about their personal information and believe they have lost
control of it. With identity theft on the rise, and fears of financial or medical records being
accessed inappropriately, a pressing need exists to protect personal information. To address
these concerns, a myriad of laws and regulations are being debated and enacted at both
national and state levels of government in the United States, Canada, and elsewhere around
the world with the goal of protecting personal information. In addition, nongovernmental
entities, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
and the European Union (EU), are striving for uniformity and standards regarding the
management of personal information.
1.1.1 Personal and Sensitive Personal Information 
Personal information is information that is, or can be, about or related to an identifiable
individual. It includes any information that can be linked to an individual or used to direct-
ly or indirectly identify an individual. Most information collected by an entity about an
individual is likely to be considered personal information if it can be attributed to an iden-
tified individual. Some examples of personal information are:
• Name
• Home or e-mail address
• Identification number
4 Associated Press, “Identity Theft on the Rise,” Wired News, 22 January 2003. http://www.wired.com/-
news/business/0,1367,57359,00.html.
5 Cecily Barnes, “Internet Contributes to Rise of Identity Theft, FTC Says,” CNetNews.com, 30 August
2000. http://news.com.com/2100-1023-245173.html?legacy=cnet.
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• Physical characteristics
• Consumer purchase history
Current laws and regulations classify some personal information as “sensitive personal
information.” Sensitive personal information includes, but is not limited to:
• Information on medical or health conditions
• Financial information
• Racial or ethnic origin
• Political opinions
• Religious or philosophical beliefs
• Trade union membership
• Sexual preferences
• Information related to offenses or criminal convictions
Sensitive personal information generally requires an extra level of protection and a higher
duty of care. For example, sensitive information may require explicit consent rather than
implicit consent. 
Some information about or related to people cannot be associated with specific individu-
als. Such information is referred to as nonpersonal information. This includes statistical or
summarized personal information for which the identity of the individual is unknown or
links to the individual have been removed. In such cases, the individual’s identity cannot
be determined from the information that remains, because the information is “de-identi-
fied” or “anonymized.” Nonpersonal information ordinarily is not subject to privacy pro-
tection unless it can be linked to an individual. 
1.1.2 Rights and Obligations of Individuals and Entities
The previous definition of privacy refers to “rights and obligations.” An effective privacy
program requires that entities and individuals know and assume their rights and obligations
that, in some cases, carry the force of law. Privacy Rights and Obligations (see Exhibit 1.1)
outlines some of these rights and obligations with respect to maintaining the privacy of per-
sonal information. Depending on the entity’s policies, specific agreements between the
entity and the individual, regulations, standards, and laws, these aspects of privacy may be
the right of the individual or entity, or its obligation to the other party.
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EXHIBIT 1.1: PRIVACY RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
INDIVIDUALS ORGANIZATIONS
• Know the entity’s privacy • Establish and communicate their privacy policies 
policies to individuals
• Provide accurate and appropriate • Provide choices or seek consent for the use of 
information suited only to the  the personal information
purpose to which the information 
is needed
• Collect, use, retain, and disclose personal information
• Notify the entity of inaccuracies 
according to their privacy policies and commitments
in, or changes to, personal 
information used by the entity
• Allow individuals to update or correct 
• Adhere to applicable laws and 
personal information the entity uses
regulations, and other 
agreements with the entity
• Protect the personal information from unauthorized use
and disclosure
• Otherwise adhere to its policies, applicable laws and 
regulations, and other agreements with individuals
1.1.3 Privacy vs. Confidentiality
Privacy, as defined by laws and regulations, is about individuals having control over the collec-
tion, use, retention, and disclosure of their personal information. Unlike privacy, a widely accept-
ed definition of confidentiality has yet to emerge,6 although the federal government has devel-
oped statutory and administrative definitions that apply solely to federal government agencies
for protecting citizen data.7 In most cases, it is about keeping business information from being
disclosed to unauthorized parties. This includes both internal and external disclosures. 
The confidentiality of personal information, especially sensitive information, necessitates
that entities (1) assess which internal employees have legitimate business reasons for view-
ing such data and (2) set up appropriate policies and procedures to ensure that unautho-
rized individuals cannot have access to the confidential information. 
Confidential information is usually driven by agreements or contractual arrangements,
although such agreements are not a necessity. For example, a credit card company may not
have a contractual agreement with its cardholders to allow only specific, authorized classes
of employees to access cardholder purchase history. However, the credit card company may
still wish to implement a privacy practice that limits access to cardholders’ purchase histo-
ries only to its own employees who have a legitimate business reason for viewing a partic-
ular person’s purchasing history. 
6 The AICPA/CICA Trust Services Task Force has developed a principle and related criteria for confiden-
tiality that includes a definition of this term. This provides a basis for providing professional services includ-
ing issuing an opinion on an entity’s confidentiality policy. For more information, go to
www.aicpa.org/trustservices.
7 Refer to the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002, which defines confidentiality as
“means of preserving authorized restrictions on access and disclosure, including means for protecting per-
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1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES IN THE CURRENT
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
From a business perspective, protecting the privacy of personal information is essential. The
following discussion sets out many of the reasons why privacy is important within the con-
text of governance and risk management, and why good privacy is good business.
1.2.1 The Drivers Explained
Privacy as an issue is not a new thing. It has been debated, argued, and even legislated for
decades.8 This debate is not limited to the real world—privacy was a central issue in George
Orwell’s fiction novel, 1984, and films such as Minority Report and Gattaca have tackled
issues surrounding privacy of personal information. 
Privacy is a global issue. Many countries have adopted nationwide privacy legislation gov-
erning the use of personal information within their country, as well as the export of such
information across borders and, in particular, to countries that have not adopted similar pri-
vacy protection legislation.9 The United States has taken a different approach. Major priva-
cy initiatives have been enacted, often as part of more sweeping and sectorized legislation,
such as in the financial and health sectors. In addition, some federal laws have allowed indi-
vidual states to adopt statutes using the national legislation as a foundation rather than as a
ceiling. Tool T-1, “U.S. Legislative Privacy Developments,” and Tool T-2, “International
Legislative Privacy Developments,” include these major legislative acts.
Apart from the legislation, other drivers include advocacy groups, the privacy rights move-
ments, voluntary industry privacy codes, and the public expectation that, as governments
adopt freedom of information legislation to provide greater public access, so should the
private sector. Furthermore, as the public becomes aware of privacy issues, such as identi-
ty theft, through media reports, presentations, and professional publications, expectations
8 Congress passed the Privacy Act of 1974 to control how U.S. government agencies gather and use person-
al information of U.S. citizens. As far back as 1890, Louis Brandeis (to subsequently become a Supreme
Court Justice) voiced anxiety over the increasing use of photographic devices and newspaper media because
he believed they were invading individuals’ sacred, private lives.
9 Privacy International and the Electronic Privacy Information Center annually review privacy laws in over 50
countries around the world. The 2002 survey is available online at http://www.privacyinternational.org/survey/.
Privacy Tools (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-1: U.S. Legislative Privacy Developments 
• Tool T-2: International Legislative Privacy Developments 
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increase and place additional demands on all entities to address such concerns.10 (Consumer
concerns and their effects are discussed further in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4.)
Solid privacy practices create a level playing field by establishing common principles for all
entities. They provide flexibility in meeting the needs of business, limit administrative costs
to those directly associated with implementing privacy programs within the entity, and
encourage individuals to deal with the entity first to resolve complaints. In addition, priva-
cy practices promote the growth of electronic commerce by establishing a consistent,
enforceable, and consumer-friendly privacy environment.
1.2.2 Governance and Risk Management
Information privacy is a significant concern to many individuals. Numerous surveys and
polls mentioned indicate that consumers in the United States have identified fears about
the security and privacy of personal information as a major factor in limiting the growth of
electronic commerce.11 As such, privacy is a governance and risk management issue for all
entities today, whether online or offline. Management has always been responsible for man-
aging risk. Information privacy adds to those risks and must be addressed in a timely and
complete manner to ensure that requirements of laws, regulations, and industry practices
are included in the solution. 
Governance may be broadly defined as the authoritative direction or control over an entity
that encompasses roles, relationships, powers, and accountabilities. In other words, it refers
to who is in charge, who sets direction, who makes decisions, who monitors progress, and
who is accountable for the performance of the entity. Governance is enhanced when an
entity’s governing body assumes explicit responsibility for identifying the principal risks of
the business and implementing appropriate systems to mitigate those risks.12 Failure to pro-
tect the privacy of personal information can raise significant risks that can have a pervasive
impact on an entity.
Protecting the privacy of personal information presents management with a number of risks
to be addressed, including:
• Image and branding. Breaches in privacy protection have the potential to
negatively affect an entity’s image and brand, and hence its perception in
the marketplace.
10For information on identity theft, see the U.S. government’s central Web site http://www.consumer.gov/idtheft.
11Privacy On and Off the Internet: What Consumers Want, a Privacy and American Business Survey conducted
by Harris Interactive and sponsored by Ernst & Young LLP and the AICPA, 2002. Also, Trust and privacy
online: Why Americans want to rewrite the rules, the Pew Internet & American Life Project, August 20, 2000.
12For an example of privacy and governance, refer to the OMB Guidance for Implementing the Privacy
Provisions of the E-Government Act of 2002, Office of Management and Budget (M-03-22, September 30,
2003). That guidance details how leadership in federal government agencies, including cabinet secretaries,
must develop governance programs and undertake responsibility for the agency’s risk management pro-
gram, including privacy and the protection of citizen information.
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• Financial loss. Significant financial loss may result from breaches in privacy
protection, either directly (for example, in the case of a credit card company
whose information was compromised, the cost to reissue all of its customers’
credit cards) or indirectly (for example, lost customer loyalty and sales).
• Stakeholder loss. The marketplace may react to breaches in privacy protection
by having a negative impact on an entity’s stock, resulting in a loss of market
capitalization.
• Regulatory compliance. Failing to comply with regulatory requirements may
result in poor public relations, as well as in fines and penalties.
• Business partner confidence. Business partners who share personal information
but fail to adequately protect that information may suffer a loss of confidence
and trust.
• International agreements. When an entity cannot meet established privacy
standards, certain international privacy laws may restrict or prohibit the
export of personal information.
To determine the significance of privacy-related business risks, it is important for every
entity to conduct a privacy risk assessment. The results of that assessment will dictate
whether, and to what extent, a privacy program should be implemented. Tool T-3, “Privacy
Risk Assessment Questionnaire,” can help CPAs get started in assessing privacy risk.
Prudent business practices call for a privacy risk assessment either as part of an initial pri-
vacy review or when major changes to existing business activities are being proposed.
Generally, activities that involve significant collection, use, or disclosure of personal infor-
mation should include such an assessment and the results should be reflected in the enti-
ty’s business plan. 
An effective privacy program requires clear leadership and a commitment by senior man-
agement to prevent, detect, and address noncompliance. Accordingly, those assigned
responsibility for privacy compliance must be given the decision-making authority to over-
see the entity’s privacy practices, including the implementation of policies and procedures,
staff training, dissemination of information, and response to inquiries and complaints.
Management must also ensure that adequate resources are available for designing the pri-
vacy program, and the time frame for implementation should be realistic.
Finally, individuals expect their privacy to be respected and their personal information to
be protected by the entities with which they do business. They are no longer willing to
overlook an entity’s failure to protect their privacy. Several useful resources cover the sub-
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-3: Privacy Risk Assessment Questionnaire
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ject of privacy as a business issue. (See the Privacy Publications on the Toolkit CD-ROM
to learn more about privacy as a business issue.)
■ ■ ■
1.3 INTRODUCING THE AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK
The AICPA and the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants have introduced the
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework for protecting personal information (see Appendix A).
The Framework can be used by CPAs (both in industry and in public practice) to guide
and assist the entities they serve in implementing privacy programs. The Framework is the
intellectual capital and body of knowledge that provides the foundation for all privacy advi-
sory and assurance services. 
Further, the Framework incorporates concepts from significant privacy laws, regulations,
and guidelines.13 A table compares privacy concepts and international privacy regulations,
laws, and guidelines in relation to the components in the Framework (see Exhibit 1.2). For
example, the OECD has issued Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder
Flows of Personal Data (the Guidelines) and the EU has issued Directive on Data Privacy
(Directive 95/46/EC). In addition, the United States has enacted the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act (GLBA), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and
the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). Canada has enacted the Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), and Australia has enact-
ed the Australian Privacy Act of 1988.
13Certain aspects of law and policy are outside the scope of the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework. They
include such areas as surveillance of employees and general business communications not containing per-
sonally identifiable information on individuals.
Privacy Publications (see the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Publication P-1: Privacy Matters: An Introduction to Personal 
Information Protection
• Publication P-2: 20 Questions a Small Business Should Ask About Privacy
• Publication P-3: 20 Questions Directors Should Ask About Privacy
Appendix (also on the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Appendix A: AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework
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EXHIBIT 1.2: COMPARISON OF INTERNATIONAL PRIVACY CONCEPTS
This table presents a comparison of privacy concepts and several of the major international privacy
regulations, laws, and guidelines in relation to the components of the AICPA/CICA Privacy
Framework (see Section 1.4 for the Framework components).
U.S. Fair Canada’s Personal Organisation
Information Information for Economic
AICPA/CICA Practices Protection and Co-operation and European Australia’s
Privacy (Federal Trade Electronic Documents Development Union Privacy Act
Framework Commission) Act (PIPEDA) Guidelines Directive of 1988
Management Accountability Accountability
Notice Notice • Identify purpose • Purpose • Notification Openness
• Openness • Specification • Information to
openness be given to the 
data subject
Choice and Choice Consent Collection • Data subject’s Use and
Consent limitation right to object disclosure
• Making data 
processing 
legitimate
Collection Limitations on Collection (and Data quality • Collection
collection consent) limitation • Sensitive
information
• Anonymity
Use and Limitations on use, Use limitation • Making data • Identifiers
Retention disclosure and retention (and disclosure processing • Use and 
limitation) legitimate disclosure
• Special categories 
of processing
• Data quality
Access Individual access Individual Data subject’s right Access and
participation of access to data correction
Disclosure to Limitations on use, Use limitation Transfer of • Use and
Third Parties disclosure and (and disclosure personal data disclosure
retention limitation) to third countries • Transborder 
data flows
Security Security Safeguards Security safeguards Confidentiality Data security
and security of 
processing
Quality Integrity Accuracy Data quality Data quality Data quality
Monitoring Enforcement Challenging Individual
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1.4 UNDERSTANDING THE COMPONENTS OF THE
AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK
The Framework contains 10 privacy components14 and 65 related criteria that are essential
to the proper protection and management of personal information. These privacy compo-
nents and criteria are based on internationally known “fair information practices” included
in privacy laws and regulations of various jurisdictions around the world, and best practices.
Privacy Framework Components at a Glance (see Exhibit 1.3) lists the Framework’s 10
components. The guidance (see Sections 1.4.1 through 1.4.10) examines each component
in relation to fair information practices regarding the rights of individuals and the obliga-
tions of entities. For each component, the objectives and related risks are highlighted and
specific privacy requirements are explained. 
EXHIBIT 1.3: PRIVACY FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS AT A GLANCE
1. Management. The entity defines, documents, communicates, and assigns accountability for its
privacy policies and procedures.
2. Notice. The entity provides notice about its privacy policies and procedures and identifies the
purposes for which personal information is collected, used, retained, and disclosed.
3. Choice and consent. The entity describes the choices available to the individual and obtains
implicit or explicit consent with respect to the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of per-
sonal information.
4. Collection. The entity collects personal information only for the purposes identified in the notice.
5. Use and retention. The entity limits the use of personal information to the purposes identified
in the notice and the information for which the individual has provided implicit or explicit con-
sent. The entity retains personal information for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated
purposes.
6. Access. The entity provides individuals with access to their personal information for review
and update.
7. Disclosure to third parties. The entity discloses personal information to third parties only for the
purposes identified in the notice and only with the implicit or explicit consent of the individual.
8. Security. The entity protects personal information against unauthorized access (both physical
and logical).
9. Quality. The entity maintains accurate, complete, and relevant personal information for the pur-
poses identified in the notice.
10. Monitoring and enforcement. The entity monitors compliance with its privacy policies and pro-
cedures to address privacy-related inquiries and disputes.
14Although some terminology in privacy regulation uses the term principle, the term component, in this
Framework, is used to represent that concept because the term principle has been previously defined in the
Trust Services literature.
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1.4.1 Component 1: Management 
The first component of the Framework, Management, requires that the entity define, doc-
ument, communicate, and assign accountability for its privacy policies and procedures.
For a privacy program to be appropriately established, an entity must have implemented a
sound management infrastructure that supports its privacy strategy. This includes develop-
ing and implementing appropriate and well-documented policies that address the other
nine privacy components. 
Specifically, the criteria outlined in the Framework indicate that management should do the
following: 
• Design a privacy policy that defines and documents its privacy policies with
respect to the other nine components of this framework (see Criterion 1.1.0)
• Communicate the privacy policies to internal personnel and consequences of
noncompliance (see Criterion 1.1.1)
• Design a system of responsibility and accountability by assigning a person or
group to manage the privacy program (see Criterion 1.1.2)
• Design procedures and controls to periodically review and approve changes
to the privacy policies and procedures (see Criterion 1.2.1.)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that the privacy program is in com-
pliance with applicable laws and regulations and review them periodically and
revise them when necessary (see Criterion 1.2.2)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that commitments and relation-
ships with other businesses entered into by the entity are consistent with its
own privacy policies and address any inconsistencies (see Criterion 1.2.3)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that the appropriate privacy infra-
structure is put into place and developed, implemented, and maintained (see
Criterion 1.2.4)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that the entity provides adequate
resources to achieve the privacy objectives (see Criterion 1.2.5)
• Design procedures and controls to establish appropriate qualifications for
personnel responsible for protecting the privacy and security of personal
information (see Criterion 1.2.6)
• Design procedures and control to monitor and assess any changes in business
and regulatory environments that may affect the appropriateness of the exist-
ing privacy policies and procedures and make any necessary changes (see
Criterion 1.2.7)
Examples of related risks. If an entity does not assign accountability for its privacy program,
the privacy of employees and customers will not be adequately protected and the entity
risks noncompliance with required legislation.
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1.4.2 Component 2: Notice 
The second component of the Framework, Notice, requires that the entity provide notice
about its privacy policies and procedures and identify the purposes for which personal infor-
mation is collected, used, retained, and disclosed.
This fair information practice acknowledges that an entity should make readily available to
individuals specific information about its privacy policies and procedures. In this respect,
an entity must ensure that accountability for personal information is effectively imple-
mented and, at the same time, individuals are able to obtain the information they need to
make informed decisions about their business relationships with the entity. 
Specifically, the criteria outlined in the Framework indicate that an entity should do the
following:
• Design a privacy policy that addresses providing notice to individuals (see
Criterion 2.1.0)
• Communicate the notice to individuals (see Criterion 2.1.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure the provision of notice initially, due
to changes in the privacy policy, and due to changes in uses of personal infor-
mation (see Criterion 2.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that an objective description of the
entities and activities covered by the privacy policies and procedures is includ-
ed in the privacy notice (see Criterion 2.2.2)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure the use of clear and conspicuous
language in the privacy notice (see Criterion 2.2.3)
Notice requires that an entity openly communicate to both employees and customers its
policies and procedures for management of personal information. 
For employees to meet their responsibilities, it is important for them to be aware of the
proper procedures for responding to individual inquiries, including:
• The name and title of the person accountable for the entity’s privacy program
• The name, title, and address of the person to whom access requests should
be sent
• How individuals can access their personal information
• How individuals can file a complaint with the entity
The entity should inform individuals about why it is collecting information about them.
For example, the entity may use the information to provide benefits to the employee, open
an account for the individual, verify creditworthiness, or process a subscription request. In
this regard, an entity is not allowed to mislead individuals about the reasons for collecting
personal information. Furthermore, individuals must be told how to contact the entity
regarding any inquiries or complaints; any third parties to whom the information may be
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disclosed; and the choices and means for limiting the collection, use, and disclosure of their
personal information. 
Examples of related risks. If an individual cannot readily determine an entity’s privacy poli-
cies, trust and confidence may be undermined, resulting in denial of consent to use per-
sonal information for business purposes. Also, misrepresenting the purpose for collecting
personal information may give rise to charges of deceptive business practices.
1.4.3 Component 3: Choice and Consent 
The third component of the Framework, Choice and Consent, requires that the entity
describe the choices available to the individual and obtain implicit or explicit consent with
respect to the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information.
This fair information practice acknowledges the right of individuals to be provided with
clear, conspicuous, readily available, and affordable mechanisms to exercise choice. In this
regard, an entity is obligated to inform and obtain permission from individuals before col-
lecting or using their personal information for the purpose specified in the notice. It must
also offer individuals the opportunity to voluntarily choose (opt in or opt out) whether
their personal information will be disclosed to a third party or used for a different purpose.
Specifically, the criteria outlined in the Framework indicate that an entity should do the
following: 
• Design privacy policies that address the choices available to individuals and
the consent to be obtained (see Criterion 3.1.0)
• Communicate to individuals the choices available to them regarding the col-
lection, use, and disclosure of personal information (see Criterion 3.1.1)
• Communicate to individuals whether implicit or explicit consent is required
to collect, use, and disclose personal information (see Criterion 3.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls to obtain consent for new purposes and uses
(see Criterion 3.2.2)
• Design procedures and controls to obtain implicit or explicit consent from
the individual (see Criterion 3.2.3)
• Communicate to individuals the consequences of denying or withdrawing
consent (see Criterion 3.2.4)
For sensitive information (for example, information regarding medical conditions), indi-
viduals must be given an affirmative or explicit (opt-in) choice if their information is to be
disclosed to a third party or used for a purpose other than that for which it was originally
collected or subsequently authorized by the individual. In any case, an entity should treat
as sensitive any information received from a third party where the third party treats and
identifies it as sensitive.
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Some exceptions exist, however.15 Special cases are set out in the next section with respect to
situations where an entity may collect, use, or disclose personal information without the knowl-
edge or consent of an individual, such as when a specific law specifically requires otherwise.
Examples of related risks. An entity that fails to obtain consent from individuals before col-
lecting, using, or disclosing their personal information may be subject to legal liability or
sanctions when the obligation to seek consent is required by law or self-regulation.
Furthermore, if consent is not obtained, or is obtained in ways inappropriate to the sensi-
tivity of the personal information, the entity’s reputation may suffer, customer trust may be
eroded, and customers may withdraw consent for future use of their personal information. 
1.4.4 Component 4: Collection 
The fourth component of the Framework, Collection, requires that the entity collect per-
sonal information only for the purposes identified in the notice.
As a general rule, this fair information practice precludes an entity from collecting person-
al information indiscriminately. Specifically, the criteria outlined in the Framework indicate
that an entity should do the following: 
• Design privacy policies that address the collection of personal information
(see Criterion 4.1.0)
• Communicate to individuals that personal information is collected only for
the purposes identified in the notice (see Criterion 4.1.1)
• Communicate to individuals types of personal information collected and the
methods of collection used (see Criterion 4.1.2)
• Design procedures and controls to document and describe the types of per-
sonal information collected and methods of collection in the privacy notice
(see Criterion 4.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls to limit the collection of personal information
to that necessary for the purposes identified in the notice (see Criterion 4.2.2)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that methods of collection are fair
and lawful (see Criterion 4.2.3)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that management confirms that informa-
tion collected from third parties is done so fairly and lawfully (see Criterion 4.2.4)
Some exceptions to the general rule exist. An entity may collect personal information with-
out the knowledge or consent of an individual if any of the following is true:
• The collection is clearly in the interests of the individual and consent cannot
be obtained in a timely way.
15 In cases involving sensitive information for specific industries (for example, health, banking, and so on), users of the
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework and this publication are encouraged to consult with counsel. Federal and state
laws, which include court interpretations as well as industry-developed standards and best practices, change over time.
These developments can alter expectations and thus affect major considerations, such as policies for opting in and out.
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• It is reasonable to expect that the collection with the knowledge or consent
of the individual would compromise the availability or the accuracy of the
information and the collection is reasonable for purposes related to investi-
gating a breach of an agreement or a contravention of federal or state laws.
• The collection is solely for journalistic, artistic, or literary purposes.
• The information is publicly available.
Examples of related risks. Gathering more information than necessary may expose the enti-
ty to greater liability and security risks. In addition, it may raise administration costs of col-
lecting and retaining the data, and increase the risk of inappropriate use and disclosure.
1.4.5 Component 5: Use and Retention 
The fifth component of the Framework, Use and Retention, requires that the entity limit
the use of personal information to the purposes identified in the notice and for which the
individual has provided implicit or explicit consent. The entity retains personal information
for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated purposes.
As a general rule, this fair information practice precludes an entity from using personal
information for other than the purposes specified in the notice and retaining the informa-
tion after the specified purposes are fulfilled. Specifically, the criteria outlined in the
Framework indicate that an entity should do the following: 
• Design privacy policies that address the use and retention of personal infor-
mation (see Criterion 5.1.0)
• Communicate to individuals the entity’s use and retention policies (see
Criterion 5.1.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that the use of personal informa-
tion is only for purposes identified in the notice and only if the individual has
provided consent, unless a law or regulation specifically requires otherwise
(see Criterion 5.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information is
retained for no longer than necessary to fulfill the stated purposes, unless a
law or regulation specifically requires otherwise, and personal information no
longer retained is disposed of in a manner that prevents loss, misuse, or unau-
thorized access (see Criterion 5.2.2)
Some exceptions to the general rule exist. Personal information may be used without an
individual’s knowledge or consent if any of the following is true:
• If the use is clearly in the individual’s interest and consent is not available in
a timely way.
• If knowledge and consent would compromise the availability or accuracy of
the information, and collection were required to investigate a breach of an
agreement or contravention of a federal or state law.
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• If the entity has reasonable grounds to believe the information could be use-
ful when investigating a contravention of a federal, state, or foreign law and
the information is used for that investigation.
• If there is an emergency that threatens the individual’s life, health, or security.
• If the use is for statistical or scholarly study or research.
• If the personal information is publicly available.
Examples of related risks. Unauthorized use or disclosure of personal information can jeop-
ardize customer trust and result in legal liability or sanctions. If a minimum retention peri-
od is not specified, personal information may be destroyed prematurely, making it unavail-
able for decision-making purposes. If a maximum retention period is not specified, personal
information may become inaccurate over time. It may also be difficult to manage and
increase administration costs for storing and archiving the data.
1.4.6 Component 6: Access
The sixth component of the Framework, Access, requires that the entity provide individu-
als with access to their personal information for review and update.
This fair information practice acknowledges the right of individuals to access their person-
al information held by an entity and to be provided with the means to review, update, or
block further use of that information. 
A corresponding obligation is imposed on the entity to facilitate the individual’s right, on
request. In this regard, exceptions can occur when the burden or expense of providing
access would be disproportionate to the risks to the individual’s privacy or when the rights
of persons other than the individual would be violated. In such cases, the individual should
be provided an explanation for being denied access. Specifically, the criteria outlined in the
Framework indicate that an entity should do the following: 
• Design privacy policies that address providing individuals with access to their
personal information (see Criterion 6.1.0)
• Communicate to individuals how they may obtain access to their personal infor-
mation to review, update, and correct that information (see Criterion 6.1.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that individuals are able to deter-
mine whether the entity maintains personal information about them and, upon
request, may obtain access to their personal information (see Criterion 6.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure the confirmation of individuals’
identity before they are given access to that information (see Criterion 6.2.2)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information is pro-
vided to the individual in an understandable form, in a reasonable time frame,
and at a reasonable cost, if any (see Criterion 6.2.3)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that individuals are informed, in
writing, of the reason for denial of access (see Criterion 6.2.4)
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• Design procedures and controls to ensure that individuals are able to update
or correct personal information held by the entity. If practical and economi-
cally feasible to do so, the entity provides such updated or corrected infor-
mation to third parties that previously were provided with the individual’s
personal information (see Criterion 6.2.5)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that individuals are informed, in
writing, about the reason a request for correction of personal information was
denied, and how they may appeal (see Criterion 6.2.6)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that complaints and other disputes
are escalated until they are resolved (see Criterion 6.2.7)
Typically, the individual’s request should be documented and an entity should provide
assistance, as needed, in preparing the request. A fee may be charged only if the entity has
informed the individual of the approximate cost and the individual does not withdraw the
request. In addition, an entity should respond to a request with due diligence and, in any
case, usually not later than 30 days after receiving the request.
An entity that responds within the time limit and refuses a request should inform the indi-
vidual in writing of the refusal, setting out the reasons and any recourse available. An enti-
ty must also retain information for as long as necessary to allow the individual to exhaust
any recourse available.
In certain situations, an entity may not be able to provide access to all the personal infor-
mation it holds about an individual. The reasons for denying access should be provided to
the individual, on request. Exceptions may include information that is prohibitively costly
to provide; contains references to other individuals; cannot be disclosed for legal, security,
or commercial proprietary reasons; or is subject to solicitor-client or litigation privilege.
In certain circumstances, a request for access can be legally denied, for example, if giving
an individual access to personal information would reveal personal information about a
third party. If that information is severable, the entity should delete the information about
the third party from the copy provided to the individual. This would not apply if the third
party consents to the access or the individual needs that information because an individ-
ual’s life, health, or security is threatened.
The disclosure of personal information may also be restricted because of any of the following:
• It relates to investigations of offenses or national security.
• The information is protected by solicitor-client privilege.
• To do so would reveal confidential commercial information.
• To do so could reasonably be expected to threaten the life or security of
another individual.
• The information was collected with respect to investigating a breach of an
agreement or a contravention of a law.
• The information was generated in the course of a formal dispute resolution process.
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Examples of related risks. If an individual is unable to correct erroneous information, and
this information is used by the entity to make a decision, such as a credit rating or medical
assessment, this may result in legal liability or sanctions. Also, if an individual’s identity is
not appropriately authenticated before releasing his or her record, theft of that individual’s
identity may result and may also lead to legal liability.
1.4.7 Component 7: Disclosure to Third Parties 
The seventh component of the Framework, Disclosure to Third Parties, requires that the
entity disclose personal information to third parties only for the purposes identified in the
notice and only with the implicit or explicit consent of the individual.
This fair information practice acknowledges the right of individuals to be notified that per-
sonal information may be disclosed to third parties and to voluntarily choose (opt in or opt
out) whether such information will be disclosed to a third party or used for a purpose that
is other than that described in the notice. A corresponding obligation is imposed on the
entity to disclose personal information only to third parties that provide substantially equiv-
alent protection to such personal information, and do so according to the specific notice
and choice practices disclosed to the individual. Further transfers of the personal informa-
tion by the third party should be permitted only where the transfer is also subject to prac-
tices affording an adequate level of protection. Specifically, the criteria outlined in the
Framework indicate that an entity should do the following:
• Design privacy policies that address the disclosure of personal information to
third parties (see Criterion 7.1.0).
• Communicate to individuals that personal information is disclosed to third
parties only for the purposes identified in the notice. Only information for
which the individual has provided consent will be disclosed, unless a law or
regulation specifically allows or requires otherwise, and disclosure includes
any limitation on the third party’s privacy practices and controls (see
Criterion 7.1.1).
• Communicate the privacy policies to third parties to whom personal infor-
mation is disclosed (see Criterion 7.1.2).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information is dis-
closed only for the purposes described in the notice, and only information for
which the individual has provided consent will be disclosed, unless a law or
regulation specifically allows or requires otherwise (see Criterion 7.2.1).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information is dis-
closed only to third parties that have agreements with the entity to protect
personal information from loss, misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure,
alteration, and destruction (see Criterion 7.2.2).
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• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information is dis-
closed to third parties for new purposes or uses only with the prior consent
of the individual (see Criterion 7.2.3).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that the entity takes remedial
action in response to misuse of personal information by a third party to
whom the entity has transferred such information (see Criterion 7.2.4).
In addition, personal information may be disclosed without the individual’s knowledge or
consent:
• To a lawyer representing the entity
• To collect a debt the individual owes to the entity
• To comply with a law, a subpoena, a warrant, or an order made by a court or
other body with appropriate jurisdiction
• To a government institution requesting the information under lawful authority
and indicating that disclosure is for the purpose of:
— Enforcing, carrying out an investigation, or gathering intelligence relat-
ing to any federal, state or foreign law
— National security or the conduct of international affairs
— Administering any federal or state law
• If made by an investigative body for the purposes related to the investigation
of a breach of an agreement or a contravention of a federal or state law
• In an emergency threatening an individual’s life, health, or security
• For statistical purposes, scholarly study, or research, or to an archival institution
• Twenty years after the individual’s death or 100 years after the record was created
• If publicly available
Examples of related risks. An entity that passes data on to a third party that has substantial-
ly inferior privacy policies may risk alienating its customers if the information is not prop-
erly treated and results in a negative event, such as identity theft.
1.4.8 Component 8: Security 
The eighth component of the Framework, Security, requires that the entity protect per-
sonal information against unauthorized access (both physical and logical).
This fair information practice acknowledges that entities creating, maintaining, using, or dis-
seminating personal information should take reasonable precautions to protect them from
loss, misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction. In this regard,
personal information should be protected by safeguards (physical, organizational, and
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technological measures) that are appropriate to the sensitivity of the information.16 Specifically,
the criteria outlined in the Framework indicate that an entity should do the following:
• Design privacy policies that address the security of personal information (see
Criterion 8.1.0)
• Communicate to individuals the precautions that are taken to protect per-
sonal information (see Criterion 8.1.1)
• Design procedures and controls that ensure that a security program has been devel-
oped, documented, approved, and implemented that includes administrative, tech-
nical, and physical safeguards to protect personal information from loss, misuse,
unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction (see Criterion 8.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that logical access to personal
information is appropriately restricted (see Criterion 8.2.2)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that physical access to personal
information in any form is appropriately restricted (see Criterion 8.2.3)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information, in all
forms, is protected against unlawful destruction, accidental loss, natural dis-
asters, and environmental hazards (see Criterion 8.2.4)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that personal information is pro-
tected when transmitted by mail and over the Internet and public networks
by deploying industry-standard encryption technology for transferring and
receiving personal information (see Criterion 8.2.5)
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that tests of the effectiveness of the
key administrative, technical, and physical safeguards protecting personal
information are conducted at least annually (see Criterion 8.2.6)
Examples of related risks. If appropriate security measures are not in place, unauthorized
parties may be able to access and use, copy, disclose, alter, or destroy personal information.
Significant harm could be done to individuals whose personal information is compromised,
and the entity responsible for protecting that information could be held liable. Therefore,
the more sensitive the personal information (for example, financial or medical data), the
greater the potential harm and the need for increased security.
1.4.9 Component 9: Quality 
The ninth component of the Framework, Quality, requires that the entity maintain accu-
rate, complete, and relevant personal information for the purposes identified in the notice.
16For example, consumers demand that Internet transactions be protected. Public key infrastructure (PKI)
and digital certificates are important safeguards. PKI is the framework that protects the data, using special-
ized encryption software and associated policies and services. PKI uses numeric keys to enhance security.
Digital certificates (a kind of identification card that authenticates their holder’s ID) are used by certifica-
tion authorities as a type of Internet passport.
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This fair information practice acknowledges that, on request, an entity should inform indi-
viduals of the existence, use, and disclosure of their personal information and provide access
to that information to ensure its accuracy, completeness, and relevance for the purposes
stated in the notice. In this regard, personal information should be updated only when nec-
essary to meet the identified purpose. Specifically, the criteria outlined in the Framework
indicate that an entity should do the following: 
• Design privacy policies that address the quality of personal information (see
Criterion 9.1.0)
• Communicate to individuals that they are responsible for providing the enti-
ty with accurate and complete personal information and for contacting the
entity if correction of such is required (see Criterion 9.1.1)
• Design procedures and controls that ensure personal information is accurate
and complete for the purposes for which it is to be used (see Criterion 9.2.1)
• Design procedures and controls that ensure personal information is relevant
to the purposes for which it is to be used (see Criterion 9.2.2)
Examples of related risks. An individual might be harmed by the use or disclosure of inaccu-
rate data. If an entity uses inaccurate or misleading personal information to make business
decisions, customer relations may be jeopardized, resulting in lost profits and market share.
1.4.10 Component 10: Monitoring and Enforcement 
The last component of the Framework, Monitoring and Enforcement, requires that the
entity monitor compliance with its privacy policies and procedures and have procedures to
address privacy-related inquiries and disputes.
This fair information practice acknowledges that an entity should be responsible for the
protection of personal information. Specifically, the criteria outlined in the Framework
indicate that an entity should do the following: 
• Design privacy policies that address the monitoring and enforcement of pri-
vacy policies and procedures (see Criterion 10.1.0).
• Communicate to individuals how to contact the entity with complaints (see
Criterion 10.1.1).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that a process is in place to address
complaints (see Criterion 10.2.1).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that every complaint is addressed
and the resolution is documented and communicated to the individual (see
Criterion 10.2.2).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that compliance with privacy poli-
cies and procedures, commitments, applicable laws, regulations, service-level
agreements, and other contracts is reviewed and documented and the results
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of such reviews are reported to management. If problems are identified, the
entity’s privacy policies and procedures are enforced (see Criterion 10.2.3).
• Design procedures and controls to ensure that instances of noncompliance
with privacy policies and procedures are documented and reported and, if
needed, corrective measures are taken on a timely basis (see Criterion 10.2.4).
This fair information practice also acknowledges the right of individuals to challenge an
entity’s compliance with stated privacy policies and procedures. In this regard, an entity
is obliged to provide the means by which an individual can exercise that right. This
includes explaining the entity’s procedures and the various avenues of recourse available
to the individual.
Accordingly, it is important that the privacy officer develop easily accessible complaint
procedures and inform complainants of avenues of recourse, including those of industry
associations and regulatory bodies. To meet these responsibilities, the privacy officer (or
a designated employee) should investigate all complaints received, taking care to record
the date a complaint is received and the nature of the complaint, and to acknowledge
receipt of the complaint promptly. If necessary, the individual should be contacted to
clarify the complaint. 
Normally, entities assign the investigation to a person with the skills necessary to con-
duct it fairly and impartially. The investigator should be given access to all relevant
records, and employees or others who handled the personal information or access
request. The investigator should notify the individual of the outcome of the investiga-
tion, explaining any relevant steps taken. Any inaccurate personal information should be
corrected and/or policies and procedures should be modified based on the outcome of
the investigation.
Examples of related risks. Individuals may make inquiries or lodge complaints related to per-
sonal information matters, such as delays in responding to a request, incomplete or inac-
curate responses, improper collection or use, and improper disclosure or retention of that
information. If an entity does not have an effective process for dealing with such inquiries
and complaints, individuals will not be able to assess how well their personal information
is managed. This could destroy customer confidence, resulting in customer dissatisfaction
and lost business.
■ ■ ■
1.5 USING THE AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK AS A
GUIDING METHODOLOGY
The Framework is organized so CPAs have tangible criteria against which they can assess
entities’ current privacy policies and identify potential privacy gaps. They can then help
design solutions to close gaps, reduce privacy risks, and capitalize on the benefits of a sound
privacy program. 
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Example. A CPA assessing an entity’s current privacy policies may look at a specific criteri-
on—6.2.1, for example, “access by individuals to their personal information.” This criteri-
on states:
Individuals are able to determine whether the entity maintains personal information
about them and upon request, may obtain access to their personal information.
The CPA seeking additional guidance can look for further elaboration in the “illustrations
and explanations of criteria” column. In this case, the Framework provides the following
guidance:
Procedures are in place to:
• Determine whether the entity holds or controls personal information about an
individual.
• Communicate the steps to be taken to gain access to the information.
• Respond to an individual’s request on a timely basis.
• Provide a copy of personal information, upon request, in printed or electronic
form that is convenient to both the individual and the entity.
• Record requests for access, actions taken, including denial of access, and unre-
solved complaints and disputes.
These illustrations and explanations are not requirements; rather, they are suggested mecha-
nisms that may be used to assess current privacy programs and also provide a suggested means
of meeting the criteria. Ultimately, the CPA will have to use his or her judgment about how
each entity should meet the criteria. But the second column in the Framework will undoubt-
edly provide many service providers a good frame of reference to make their assessments. 
Finally, the Framework has a third column of information that contains “additional con-
siderations.” In this case, the additional considerations are:
Some laws and regulations specify:
• Provisions and requirements for providing access to personal information (for
example, HIPAA).
• Requirements that requests for access to personal information be submitted in
writing.
Not all entities will be affected by the items mentioned in the third column; again, the CPA
must be familiar with the legislative acts applicable to the specific client. In this case, if the
entity is in the healthcare industry, it is most likely subject to HIPAA. The purpose of the
“additional considerations column” is to raise awareness that these various entities may
have special legislative requirements that govern access to personal records.
■ ■ ■
1.6 SUMMARY
Privacy has long been regarded as a basic human right. On December 10, 1948, the
General Assembly of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the Universal
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Declaration of Human Rights. Article 12 of that declaration states: “No one shall be sub-
jected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to
attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the
laws against such interference or attacks.” This chapter defined the concept of privacy and
explained why and how privacy is a business issue. The AICPA/CICPA Privacy Framework
has been developed to meet the needs of businesses. Chapter 2 describes value-added pri-




This chapter presents the opportunities for CPAs to provide value-added privacy ser-
vices and explains why both consumers and businesses are demanding such services.
Then, a “road map” for delivering privacy services is provided, as is an explanation of how
CPAs can use the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (hereinafter referred to as the
Framework) both in industry and public practice to guide and assist implementing suc-
cessful privacy programs.
■ ■ ■
2.1 THE NATURE AND NEED FOR VALUE-ADDED PRIVACY SERVICES
2.1.1 What Are CPA Privacy Services?
Chapter 1 notes that entities recognize that sound privacy practices are central to corpo-
rate governance and risk management; however, some entities do the minimum required
to protect personal information and still comply with the law. Some can be coaxed to do
the right thing and protect the privacy of their customers and employees. Many others see
how privacy can be used as a competitive advantage. Whatever the motivation, businesses
are looking for guidance and assistance in managing privacy risk. Consistent throughout
these scenarios is the CPA—a trusted business adviser who is skilled at examining man-
agement information systems and adept at identifying the controls needed to effectively
manage risk.1
1 A National Small Business Poll by the NFIB Research Foundation, Advice and Advisers (August 28, 2002),
found that 74 percent of owners employing 20 or more people sought advice from their accountant and 83
percent took that advice.
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Many CPAs are actively helping businesses develop and implement sound privacy pro-
grams. Building on this expertise, the AICPA and CICA jointly established the Privacy Task
Force, comprising a cross-section of the accounting profession, including public practice—
small to large multinational firms; industry—small to large companies; the legal profession;
and members in academia. The Privacy Task Force examined the role CPAs can play in
advising entities about privacy issues and risks, and developed the AICPA/CICA Privacy
Framework (see Appendix A). 
Further, recently the AICPA and CICA also developed AICPA/CICA Trust Services, which
encompasses both professional assurance and advisory services that include a core set of
principles and criteria on the subject matters of security, online privacy, processing integri-
ty, availability, and confidentiality. The Framework follows the guidance set out in Trust
Services. Chapter 10 follows the principle and criteria included in Trust Services.
If an entity collects, uses, retains, and discloses personal information, the challenge is to
enhance the trust relationship with consumers, customers, employees, and third parties, as
well as to comply with privacy laws and regulations. To support management’s commit-
ment to privacy, CPAs can provide a variety of value-added privacy services, including a
comprehensive assessment of risks and controls associated with the collection, use, reten-
tion, and disclosures of personal information.
Whether in industry or public practice, large or small, CPAs can help entities address pri-
vacy issues by offering a full range of value-added privacy services, including:
• Developing a privacy strategic and business plan
• Providing a privacy gap and risk analysis
• Providing privacy advice, recommendations, and training
• Designing privacy policies and procedures
• Benchmarking and performance measurement
• Providing independent verification of privacy controls
2.1.2 Why Should CPAs Offer Privacy Services?
CPAs can provide guidance to the entities they serve by using the privacy best practices to
help them develop and implement sound privacy practices and policies. These privacy ser-
vices help entities reduce privacy-related risks, protect valuable business assets, preserve
and enhance an entity’s brand and reputation, and maintain and enhance customer loyal-
ty and relationships.
Valued for their integrity and high standards, CPAs are the right professionals to provide
guidance and objective assessments for their entities to help bolster confidence and trust in
information management and privacy practices. CPAs build on decades of experience in
providing assurance around financial information. CPAs also provide assurance about non-
financial information, such as internal controls and compliance with specified criteria. The
business and professional experience, subject matter expertise, and professional character-
istics needed for such services are the same key elements that enable a CPA to examine the
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adequacy of an entity’s privacy practices and policies. To support management’s commit-
ment to privacy, CPAs can provide a variety of value-added privacy services, including a
comprehensive assessment of risks, controls, and business disclosures associated with per-
sonal information privacy.
Research shows that CPAs have the skills necessary to implement effective privacy programs
in any entity—no matter how big or small.2 They understand business processes, how infor-
mation flows within an entity, and how to design effective privacy control systems.
Through a wide range of advisory and assurance services, CPAs have an opportunity to
help businesses navigate the patchwork of privacy laws, regulations, and guidelines and
focus on the heart of the matter: building trust between customers and businesses and
doing the right thing by following sound privacy practices. 
2.1.3 Why Do Businesses Need Privacy Services?
Chapter 1, Section 1.2, stated that, from a business perspective, protecting the privacy of
personal information is essential. It also explained why privacy is an important business
issue, particularly with respect to risk management. The following discussion addresses why
businesses need to adopt good privacy practices and why businesses look to CPAs to pro-
vide guidance and assistance in protecting the privacy of personal information. 
So why should entities consult with a CPA about their privacy concerns?
1. Privacy is a risk management issue for all businesses. The entities that CPAs
serve often look to their CPAs for assistance in managing risks, one of which
is privacy-related risk. CPAs can assist these entities not only by helping to
minimize privacy risk, but also by providing them with strategic privacy man-
agement.
2. Customers and employees perceive risks to their interests in the collection, use,
retention, and disclosure of their personal information. Research studies over
the past few years continue to show that individuals are increasingly worried
about the protection of their personal information. CPAs have the skills and,
with appropriate training, can help entities implement good privacy practices
to build confidence among customers and employees.
3. Entities engaged in any form of individual personal information collection,
storage, and use need to comply with laws and regulations, reduce litigation
risks, and build confidence and trust in their privacy practices. The Framework
gives CPAs specific guidelines for helping entities implement sound privacy
practices and policies. Businesses that implement privacy policies in accor-
dance with this framework will likely meet, if not exceed, the requirements of
applicable privacy regulations or laws while reducing privacy-related risks.
2 M. Greenstein and J. Hunton, “Extending the Accounting Brand to Privacy Services,” Journal of
Information Systems (2003).
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4. CPAs draw upon more than 100 years of history in providing auditing, con-
sulting and attestation services relating to information. They possess the cred-
ibility, trustworthiness, and skills necessary to help the entities they serve
build confidence and trust in their privacy practices.
5. Privacy services create new ways to enhance value to employers for CPAs in busi-
ness and industry and new services for CPAs in public practice.
Sound privacy practices can provide a consistent approach to protecting personal information
in a way that individuals can easily understand and entities can readily implement. Such prac-
tices establish a benchmark for entities of all sizes, across all industry sectors. They permit
flexibility in meeting business needs, limit administrative costs to those directly associated
with implementing privacy programs within the entity, and encourage individuals to deal
with the entity first to resolve complaints. In addition, they promote the growth of electronic
commerce by establishing an enforceable and consumer-friendly privacy environment.
Solid privacy practices can do far more than build consumer confidence and protect the
integrity of an entity’s brand: They can also increase customer loyalty and add to the bot-
tom line. According to the recent Harris Interactive Study for Privacy & American
Business, almost 50 percent of consumers said they would buy more frequently and in
greater volume from companies known to have more reliable privacy practices.
Using privacy to promote consumer confidence and goodwill is something many entities
may not have thought about. For the most part, privacy is considered a legal compliance
matter instead of a customer-strategy matter. However, the way personal information is
obtained and used is both a challenge and an opportunity for businesses. Although the
“privacy culture” is changing slowly, privacy is still a largely untapped customer-building
resource in most businesses.
Just as good privacy practices have a positive impact on business, not having good privacy
practices in place can increase risk to an entity. The Privacy & American Business study indi-
cates that 83 percent of consumers would stop doing business entirely with companies that
misuse customer information.3
The misuse of customer information can potentially result in:
• Damage to an entity’s reputation, brand, and business relationships
• Charges of deceptive business practices
• Customer, employee, and stockholder distrust
• Reduced revenue, market share, and shareholder value
• Refusal by customers to consent to the use of personal information for busi-
ness purposes
• Legal liability and industry or regulatory sanctions
3 According to a recent report by Jupiter Research, companies that fail to post and support clear privacy poli-
cies may be leaving money at the table. As much as $24.5 billion in online sales alone will be lost by 2006
because companies do not adequately address consumers’ privacy and security apprehensions.
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Clearly, an entity that follows sound privacy practices not only avoids potential legal liabil-
ity and sanctions, but also likely satisfies both domestic and international requirements to
protect personal information. In this regard, many European countries do not allow the
transfer of personal information to an entity outside the country unless that entity has ade-
quate privacy protection practices. 
2.1.4 Consumer Concerns in the Marketplace
A number of factors have contributed to the widespread concern about privacy. Most of
these factors relate to technological advances—the emergence of large, inexpensive data-
bases, the use of private and public networks, wireless communications, and Internet-relat-
ed technology that enables “profiling,” to name a few. These advances have made the col-
lection, use and sharing of personal information possible at electronic speeds. This has
given rise to uses and abuses of personal information. 
According to consumer advocacy groups, such as the Center for Democracy and
Technology (CDT), individuals increasingly consider the unauthorized use of their person-
al information to be an annoyance at best and highly offensive at worst. Consumer advoca-
cy groups, such as the CDT, identify some key privacy concerns to individuals, such as:
• Intrusively contacting consumers by telephone, voice, or fax from direct mar-
keters; by postal service in the form of physical junk mail; or by the Internet
in the form of spam.
• Building profiles of consumers’ online actions. Most consumers do not want
their activities to be surreptitiously recorded.
• Identifying and recording consumers’ physical whereabouts, which increas-
ingly can be tracked by wireless devices to be reported to anyone for non-
emergency purposes.
• Discriminating against consumers based on information collected about
them, particularly if that information could be inaccurate and they are not
allowed to have it corrected.
• Sharing consumers’ personal information so freely that criminal elements
could steal their identity.
Research studies show that consumers are feeling frustrated about privacy. In a recent
study,4 79 percent of consumers said they have lost all control over how companies collect
and use their personal information.5
4Privacy On and Off the Internet: What Consumers Want, A Privacy and American Business Survey, conduct-
ed by Harris Interactive and sponsored by Ernst & Young LLP and the AICPA (2002).
5 Similarly, a study by the NFIB Research Foundation, National Small Business Poll—Privacy found that U.S.
small business owners are concerned about unauthorized collection, release, and use of both their business
and personal information; 81 percent of those worried about privacy do not distinguish between the two.
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A survey by the Pew Internet and American Life Project6 found in 2000 that U.S. Internet users
overwhelmingly want the presumption of privacy when they go online. Eighty-six percent of
Internet users are in favor of “opt-in” privacy policies that require Internet companies to ask for
permission before using their personal information for secondary uses. In another study con-
ducted by the Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University of Pennsylvania,7 85 percent of
consumers indicated that they are willing to pay a fee for anonymous access to content site or
just get that information offline rather than visiting free sites that collect their names, e-mail
addresses, and other personal information. If users do not get the promise of privacy they seek,
many choose not to engage in online transactions. Some of those who have experienced abuse
have challenged the abusers on legal grounds. 
2.1.5 What Does the Target Market for Privacy Services Look Like?
In the current environment, many industries already face compliance issues. The financial
services industry must continue to comply with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), the
health care industry must come into compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), and all entities with Web sites that knowingly target children
12 and under must comply with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA).
Entities that operate outside the United States must be compliant with international leg-
islative acts, such as those in Australia, Canada, and the European Union.
The Privacy and American Business Study indicates that consumers want independent ver-
ification of privacy practices.8 Most consumers (62 percent) indicated that independent ver-
ification should be an absolute or very important requirement, and almost one-third of
consumers (30 percent) indicated it should be an absolute requirement. To the extent that
consumers affect or motivate entities’ business practices, these results indicate that entities’
desire to fulfill customer needs should be increasing. 
Materials to assist CPAs in marketing value-added privacy services are included in Appendix
B. Also included in Appendix C are privacy considerations for CPA firms themselves, includ-
ing discussions relating to the Federal Trade Commission’s Safeguards Rules, an example of
a privacy policy for firms, and a HIPAA notice of privacy practices for CPA firm employees.
6 Trust and Privacy Online: Why Americans Want to Rewrite the Rules, the Pew Internet & American Life
Project (August 20, 2000).
7 Americans and Privacy: The System Is Broken, the Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University of
Pennsylvania (June 2003).
8 See footnote 2.
Appendix (also on the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Appendix B: Marketing Privacy Services
• Appendix C: Privacy Considerations for CPA Firms
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■ ■ ■
2.2 THE AICPA/CICA SERVICE DELIVERY MATRIX
Privacy services is part of AICPA/CICA Trust Services, which are professional assurance
and advisory services that include a core set of principles and criteria on security, process-
ing, integrity, availability, confidentiality, and privacy. To provide the foundation of such
services, a Service Delivery Matrix (SDM) has been developed. The discussion that follows
explains this matrix and how it can be applied to the delivery of privacy services.
The SDM (see Exhibit 2.1) aligns service delivery components across one axis and service
areas of interest along the other. This matrix can be used to identify the range of potential
services that an entity may need, and to provide a framework for selection and ranking of
specific offerings according to priority.
EXHIBIT 2.1: SERVICE DELIVERY MATRIX
An entity may choose to have diagnostic support as well as implementation support. The
entity might also finally seek assurance on the implemented service (although, due to
potential conflicts of interest or perceived independence issues, one firm might not be able
to provide the assurance component after providing the first two components). The set of
potential components is thus significant. 
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These components are discussed in more detail in the following subsections. They track
quite closely with most consulting/advisory methodologies that use stages such as assess-
ment, design (solution architecture), implementation (and integration), and monitoring. 
2.2.1 Strategizing 
In strategizing, the emphasis is on providing services to help clients develop their business
strategy or helping them to identify areas for growth or of potential concern. Strategizing
helps an entity formulate sound business decisions and evaluate potential opportunities and
the ways in which they can be realized. A sound strategy helps a business sustain a com-
petitive advantage in the marketplace or create a better chance of achieving its goals. 
The essence of products and services in the strategizing category are those services that
assist a client to combine decisions about ends (goals or directions the entity wants to pur-
sue) and means (how to achieve the goals). Components of strategizing include develop-
ment of products and services related to assisting clients with:
• Vision. An entity’s strategy is concerned with its long-term direction and pros-
perity. The vision identifies the entity’s culture and helps shape and determine
how the entity will interact with its external environment, including customers;
competitors; and legal, social, and ethical issues. Establishing the vision helps
the entity integrate preferences and rank goals according to priorities. 
• Strategic planning. This is an entity’s overall master plan, encompassing its
strategic direction. Its objective is to ensure that the entity’s efforts are all
headed in a common direction. The strategic plan identifies the entity’s long-
term goals and major issues. In privacy services, the strategic plan considers
how the entity’s collection, use, retention, and disclosure of data affect and
are affected by the entity’s master plan.
• Resource allocation. This step identifies the human and financial resources allo-
cated to achieve the goals and objectives set forth in the strategic plan, business
plan, or an individual’s personal plan. It might identify the people working with
and responsible for areas that might include systems management, online activ-
ities, or security concerns, and stipulate the budget for their activities. 
• Business plan development. This strategic document describes expected or
intended future development. In privacy services, it would clarify plans for
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the systems under consideration or for the business’s privacy objectives. The
plan identifies the process to achieve goals, milestones, and a product or ser-
vice that will be developed. It also provides a mechanism to communicate
critical implementation elements, including details on services, budgets,
development costs, promotion, and advertising. 
Strategizing clearly applies to privacy services initiatives. In a privacy effort, a strategy could
be developed to enable top management and boards of directors to communicate their
understanding of the importance of good privacy practices within corporate governance
and their fiduciary responsibility for reliable privacy control systems. In privacy efforts,
strategizing addresses the entity’s goals, its resources for achieving them, and its plan for
reaching specified objectives.
2.2.2 Diagnosing
This component, often referred to as the assessment phase, encompasses a thorough analy-
sis of the entity’s environment, identifying opportunities where weaknesses, vulnerability,
and threats exist. Some of the objectives are to identify and document information systems
and processes that will have to be assessed and to perform a risk assessment and gap analy-
sis of controls and procedures that an entity has in place. 
Techniques involved in diagnosing include: 
• As is/to be. This is the process of evaluating against an established set of cri-
teria. The criteria serve as the optimal framework against which the environ-
ment is evaluated and recommendations for corrective action or improve-
ment are made. 
• Benchmarking. This is the process of identifying the best practice in relation
to products, processes, or an individual’s desired goals with the objective of
using the benchmark as a guide and reference point for making improve-
ments, such as comparing past performance to desired performance.
When diagnosing within privacy services, the Framework components and criteria provide
the foundation for evaluating the environment and making appropriate recommendations
for change. 
2.2.3 Implementing
At this point, an action plan is mobilized or a diagnostic recommendation is put into effect,
or both. Implementing involves the execution of all planned and other tasks necessary to
make the action plan operational. It includes the definition of who will perform what tasks,
assigning responsibilities and establishing schedules and milestones. It involves the plan-
ning and implementation of a series of planned projects to provide guidance, direction,
methodology, and tools to the entity in developing its initiatives. 
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Components of implementing include:
• Design. This means creating the plan or protocol that is used to accomplish
the objective. Abstractions, such as “improving online privacy on the entity’s
Web site,” are translated into observable realities. During this phase the
Framework can be a useful guideline to system developers and consultants as
a representation of standards that privacy programs are expected to achieve.
• Develop. This refers to the process of building a system or plan to meet
requirements. During this phase, the design is translated into a working sys-
tem through the acquisition or development of appropriate system compo-
nents, including controls. One-time advisory services, such as preimplemen-
tation reviews at a point-in-time, based on the Framework, are likely to be
sought at the end of this phase. 
• Execute. This refers to the roll-out of the plan. For an entity, execution is the
direction, coordination, and conduct of operations through managerial
supervision, decision making, and intervention. Management often requires
internal audit sign-off on new systems at the end of the implementation
phase. For mission-critical systems with important reliability considerations,
such a sign-off would normally involve audit procedures to establish that the
system is reliable. The Framework would represent a benchmark that could
be used for establishing systems reliability at this major milestone. 
• Change management. This refers to the process of altering the existing cul-
ture to create an environment in which desired behavior is the expected
norm. It is insufficient, for example, to implement a more reliable system and
to create a set of improved processes for working with that system. The enti-
ty must also investigate what steps will be needed to ensure that its own cul-
ture can support and further enhance those improvements. Internal and out-
sourced systems and their environments are subject to frequent changes and
maintenance procedures. The Framework could be used in an initial engage-
ment to assess an entity’s present system and its readiness for a privacy ser-
vices audit or examination. A CPA can also help management develop an
appropriate system description. 
In a privacy initiative, for example, this step encompasses assessing and/or implementing
the appropriate security, confidentiality or privacy policies, and procedures.
2.2.4 Sustaining/Managing
Sustaining/managing involves monitoring the work to identify how progress differs from
the action plan in time to initiate corrective action. Monitoring procedures include:
• Maintenance. This entails a review of the processes and plan for updates and
changes in the environment to ensure processes and plans conform to new or
revised criteria or desired goals. 
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• Performance measures. Performance measures are used to gauge how differ-
ent critical functions—and the managers responsible for them—are to be
evaluated. Performance measures may be quantitative, qualitative, financial,
or nonfinancial.
• Assistance/outsourcing. A decision is made about whether the entity or an
outside firm will perform a specified function. The Framework could be con-
tractually specified as the guidelines to be used for governing system opera-
tion for third-party systems. Internal auditors could review compliance with
the Framework components and criteria as part of their responsibility for con-
tributing to the reliability of entity systems and information.
In a privacy service, systems are evaluated to ensure that system changes and/or changes in
standards are properly reflected in the control environment and policies and procedures are
evaluated to determine how well they conform to the criteria for one or more components.
2.2.5 Assuring
Assuring is actually part of an ongoing monitoring phase that an entity should embark
upon to ensure:
• Regulatory compliance. Assuring refers to the monitoring of management
policies, processes, and supporting technology to ensure compliance with
organizational policies and procedures and the ability to exhibit due dili-
gence. It also refers to the conduct of internal and external independent
reviews and audits to ensure compliance with legislation and regulations.
• Trust. In providing assurance, the CPA performs independent professional
services in accordance with promulgated standards, such as the
AICPA/CICA Trust Services. Privacy falls under the umbrella of trust ser-
vices. Generally, in a privacy services engagement, the CPA association with
financial and nonfinancial information builds trust and confidence for indi-
viduals, management, customers, business partners, and users. Assurance can
be provided at various stages of system development: design, development,
implementation, and change management, as discussed previously. It is antic-
ipated that privacy services assurance engagements would normally be per-
formed periodically during system operation on a recurring basis, such as
annually, semiannually or quarterly. This is the primary form of assurance that
is addressed in this privacy services implementation guide (see Chapter 10.) 
Those entities that do have an implemented privacy program may ultimately wish to have
an assurance engagement performed. A CPA performing an examination of an entity’s pri-
vacy under Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 10, Attestation
Engagements: Revision and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec.
101), as amended, or the CICA assurance standards, CICA Handbook Section 5025,
would need to be satisfied that all the relevant criteria in all 10 privacy components have
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been met during the period covered by the report to issue an unqualified report. CPAs in
the United States providing such services follow Statement on Standards for Consulting
Services (Section CS of the AICPA’s Professional Standards). Chapter 10 specifically dis-
cusses providing assurance services.
■ ■ ■
2.3 APPLYING THE SERVICE DELIVERY MATRIX TO PRIVACY SERVICES
The Framework can be used by CPAs both in industry and in public practice to guide com-
panies and clients both large and small. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.5, the
Framework can be used as a guiding methodology in providing any of the services men-
tioned in Service Delivery Matrix (SDM) (see Exhibit 2.1). This privacy services imple-
mentation guide further explains each of the components of the Framework and how they
may be used in providing each of the services in the SDM. 
Providing privacy services using the SDM is an effective way to organize the planning of pri-
vacy initiatives, and as such, the remainder of this resource guide is organized by the phases
in the service delivery matrix. The Road Map for Delivering Privacy Services (see Exhibit 2.2)
provides a map of the remainder of this privacy services implementation guide using the
SDM as the route to delivering such services. Each of the phases of the SDM is broken down
into one or more chapters with specific emphasis on delivering privacy services. The specific
objectives and deliverables of these chapters are also presented in this matrix by chapter.
This privacy services implementation guide covers all areas of the SDM as indicated on the
top row of Exhibit 2.2. CPAs providing privacy services can view these practice areas as a pri-
vacy maturity model. Clients or entities served by CPAs most likely achieve better results in
a timely fashion if they are advised to work through these areas in sequence. A CPA may assist
a client or entity that is in the early phases of implementing a privacy program to devise an
appropriate privacy strategy that will minimize its privacy risk and provide a privacy payoff.9
Once that work is completed, the CPA may take the client or entity to the next step by
diagnosing the firm’s existing privacy practices and identifying specific solutions to help the
client or entity achieve its privacy strategy. After solutions are identified, the CPA can assist
the client or entity implement the detailed privacy plan and ensure that it includes appro-
priate controls and monitoring techniques. Once a privacy program has been implement-
ed, the client or entity needs assistance to continuously manage the policy program and to
ensure that the program remains current and appropriate for the client entity’s business
environment. Once a client or entity has achieved meeting the goals of the first four activ-
ities, it may want to engage a CPA for an assurance engagement to provide for both inter-
nal and external parties a signal or verification that its entity has a sound and independent-
ly verifiable privacy program.
9 Ways in which a firm can achieve a privacy payoff are discussed in detail in Privacy Payoff, by Ann Cavoukian
and Tyler Hamilton (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2002).
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S ECT ION  B  
A Step-by-Step Guide 
to Implementing 
Privacy Services




PLANNING THE PRIVACY INITIATIVE
As indicated in the Service Delivery Matrix (SDM) (Chapter 2, Exhibit 2.1), the first major
component of providing privacy services is strategizing. Strategizing is defined in the
AICPA/CICA Trust Services as providing services to help clients develop their business
strategy or helping them to identify areas for growth or of potential concern. Strategizing
helps an entity formulate sound business decisions and target and evaluate potential oppor-
tunities and ways in which they can be realized. The essence of products and services in the
strategizing category are those services that assist a client in combining decisions about
ends (goals or direction the entity wants to pursue) and means (how to achieve the goals).
This chapter and the next examine how CPAs can use the AICPA/CICA Privacy
Framework (hereinafter referred to as the Framework) to provide value-added privacy ser-
vices. This chapter describes how to determine the privacy scope, and Chapter 4 describes
how to develop the privacy strategy. 
Specifically, this chapter covers the initial phase of planning a privacy initiative, which is
determining the scope. In determining the scope of a privacy initiative, the emphasis is on
assisting clients or the entity in developing a high-level assessment of what they hope to
accomplish with their privacy program. 
■ ■ ■
3.1 DETERMINING THE SCOPE OF A PRIVACY INITIATIVE
The SDM organizes strategizing into two subcomponents: vision and strategic planning. 
Senior management often will have developed, and shared with stakeholders, an overall vision
for the entity—what the entity should evolve to be over the long term. For smaller entities,
an explicit vision statement may not have been as formally developed and communicated, but
nevertheless management will have a vision of what direction they want their entity to take. 
This vision will underpin the overall entity preferences and priorities, significantly affect the
entity’s culture, and help determine how it will interact with its external environment.
Such interaction includes addressing customer, competitive, legal, social, and ethical issues.
Privacy is a key component of all these issues. At this stage, CPAs would use their knowl-
edge of privacy concepts to help clarify for management how privacy is an integral part of
the fundamental issues that the entity must address going forward, and how a privacy ini-
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The entity’s vision would be the driving force behind the development of its strategic plan.
Strategic planning is used to develop an overall master plan, encompassing its strategic
direction to ensure that efforts are all headed in a common direction. The strategic plan
identifies the entity’s long-term goals and major issues, which encompass privacy issues.
Determining the scope of the entity’s privacy initiative should be an important and distinct
subset of the entity’s overall strategic plan. 
This scope, and the nature and extent of assistance that CPAs could provide in helping the
entity address privacy risk issues, will depend, in part, on the stage of privacy life cycle the
entity is in.
The Privacy Life Cycle (see Exhibit 3.1) is an illustration of one model of a privacy life
cycle. It is no coincidence that the SDM closely parallels this privacy life cycle (consisting
of strategy and risk management, design and planning, development, implementation, and
monitoring and control). The SDM, in fact, is designed to enable the CPA to identify and
perform services that an entity would typically need to effectively address significant mat-
ters, including privacy issues.
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EXHIBIT 3.1: PRIVACY LIFE CYCLE*
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Entities may be at very different points in the privacy life cycle, so their needs may be quite
different. For example, an entity in a relatively unregulated industry (from a privacy per-
spective) may ask a CPA to conduct a privacy risk and gap analysis, whereas an entity that
operates in a regulated environment may ask a CPA to provide assurance on the effective-
ness of its privacy program. Entities need to consider both where they currently are in the
privacy life cycle and where they want to be in determining the scope of their current pri-
vacy initiative.
Like other models, Exhibit 3.1, of necessity, simplifies the underlying reality. The privacy
life cycle, is in fact quite complex. For example, even though strategy and risk identifica-
tion are identified as a separate and distinct component, an effective strategy cannot be
developed without examining key aspects of those other components. Also, the whole
process is dynamic. An entity may, for example, have fully implemented its initial privacy
program but, based on the results of continuous monitoring and changes in the environ-
ment in which it operates, new strategies must continuously be developed. 
Exhibit 3.1 can apply to entities of all sizes. Even smaller entities need to consider many of
the issues listed, just in a smaller context. Although a small entity may not have a full-blown
human resources department, it still has employees who need training and still needs to
protect its employees’ data. Also, although a smaller entity may not feel the need for third-
party assurance of its privacy program, its still needs to conduct environment updates of its
own business and legislative environment, and it should also be aware of the privacy poli-
cies of any third-party entity with which it shares data or to which it transfers data. 
The whitepaper A New Covenant with Stakeholders: Managing Privacy as a Competitive
Advantage can be helpful in educating management about the value obtained by having
good privacy practices (see the privacy publication P-4 on the Toolkit CD-ROM).
An entity should determine the scope of its privacy initiative based on a sound strategy. The
CPA, as an employee of the entity or as an outside service provider, can help the entity
develop sound decisions regarding privacy matters. For the purposes of this privacy services
implementation guide, it is assumed that an entity is designing, at a strategic level, the scope
of its privacy initiative. In this regard, the CPA can assist an entity in taking a logical
approach to determining such scope. Key activities required to undertake planning a privacy
initiative, including the tools that can be employed, are set out in the following section.
Privacy Publications (see the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Publication P-4: A New Covenant with Stakeholders: Managing Privacy 
as a Competitive Advantage (KPMG LLP, 2001)
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■ ■ ■
3.2 ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN PLANNING A PRIVACY INITIATIVE
When determining the scope of a privacy initiative, certain activities would be undertaken
by management and staff of the entity. The role of the CPA is to assist the entity, as
required, to organize and undertake these activities. In this regard, the CPA can add sig-
nificant value, for example, by helping the entity identify specific matters that need to be
addressed and by providing and facilitating the use of tools that make these efforts more
efficient and effective (covered in later sections). Following the list of activities involved in
determining the scope of a privacy initiative, several of the key activities are explained.
• Assign responsibility to a person (privacy officer) or persons (see Chapter 1,
Section 1.4).
• Take an inventory of the entity’s current personal information practices (see
Section 3.2.1). 
• Identify all privacy laws as well as counsel interpretations. In addition, iden-
tify industry code requirements that significantly affect the entity based on its
business structure and activities (see Section 3.2.2).1
• Interview corporate and outside counsel. Match the various privacy legal
requirements to which the entity is subject with the 10 components of the
Framework (see Section 3.2.3).
• Interview senior executives to determine the privacy philosophy and the enti-
ty’s privacy tolerance level (for structuring interviews, see 20 Questions a
Small Business Should Ask About Privacy and 20 Questions Directors Should
Ask About Privacy, provided on the Toolkit CD-ROM). 
• Review the entity’s business areas, strategic business objectives and plans, cul-
ture, and risk tolerance (see Section 3.2.4).
• Diagnose and document the “as is” high-level entity privacy position (see
Chapter 5). 
• Identify the entity’s business opportunities that arise from addressing the pri-
vacy gaps (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3).
• Develop the privacy initial proposal (see Section 3.2.5).
1 As indicated in other sections of this publication as well as the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework, CPAs and
other users of the material should consult closely with legal counsel.
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3.2.1 Key Activity: Inventory Current Personal Information Practices 
A key early step in determining the scope of a privacy initiative is to take inventory of the
entity’s current personal information practices. The objective is to obtain a high-level
understanding of what personal information (data) an entity collects, uses, retains, and dis-
closes. Included in retention is how long an entity maintains data and what mechanisms it
uses to purge the data at some point in time. To gain such an understanding, it is impor-
tant to prepare a Personal Information Matrix Guide (Tool T-4, “Personal Information
Matrix Guide”) in identifying where personal information is collected, used, retained, and
disclosed within the entity.
As provided in the Framework, the following matters affecting personal information prac-
tices should be identified and documented:
• Who manages privacy compliance within the entity
• How notice (that is, accountability and data ownership) is provided regarding
the entity’s personal information practices, including the choices for consent
and access to the information
• The method for obtaining consent for the collection of personal information
• How personal information is collected and from whom
• The use(s) of the personal information
• How personal information is retained (consider both physical paper docu-
ments and electronic form)
• How access to personal information is provided (consider both physical paper
documents and electronic form)
• Whether the personal information is disclosed to third parties and, if so, to
whom and how
• How the personal information is safeguarded
• How the personal information is kept accurate and complete
• The existing privacy policy(s) and procedures for monitoring and enforcement
3.2.2 Key Activity: Identify Applicable Privacy Laws, 
Regulations, and Guidelines 
When determining the scope of the privacy engagement, another key activity is to identify
all privacy laws and industry requirements that significantly affect the entity, based on its
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-4: Personal Information Matrix Guide
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business structure and activities. CPAs should collaborate with corporate counsel and/or
outside counsel to assess identification programs and processes.
When assessing legal and regulatory matters, an entity needs to be cognizant of the privacy
requirements for every jurisdiction in which it conducts business activities. If the entity oper-
ates in multiple jurisdictions, the privacy initiative should address the multiple requirements.
The following should be considered, including processes to identify:
• Applicable national laws and regulations
• Industry regulations (for example, health care)
• The entity’s trading partners’ laws and regulations
• Applicable international laws and regulations
• Ability to continually monitor privacy laws and regulations
3.2.3 Key Activity: Match Legal Requirements With the 
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework
The privacy initiative includes an assessment of whether the entity conforms to recognized
privacy criteria, such as those contained in the Framework, and complies with the various
applicable privacy laws, regulations, and guidelines. This process is a basis for determining
the scope of the privacy engagement being undertaken by the entity. Any one or a combi-
nation of the 10 components may be the subject of an advisory services engagement. All
10 components should be addressed in the privacy assurance engagement (see Chapter 10).
When matching legal requirements with the Framework, for example, the Framework has
a notice component (see Criterion 2.0), and the legal requirement may have a notice com-
ponent as well. The efficiency and effectiveness of compliance assessments regarding notice
provisions (or any other privacy component) will be enhanced if similar issues are consid-
ered at the same time. Use of a matrix, along the lines presented in Identifying Applicable
Privacy Laws, Regulations, and Guidelines (see Exhibit 3.2), can facilitate this process.
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EXHIBIT 3.2: IDENTIFYING APPLICABLE PRIVACY LAWS, 
REGULATIONS, AND GUIDELINES
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework Applicable Legislation, Regulation, and Guidelines
Local State National International
Management. The entity defines, documents, 
communicates, and assigns accountability for 
its privacy policies and procedures.
Notice. The entity provides notice about its 
privacy policies and procedures and identifies 
the purposes for which personal information 
is collected, used, retained, and disclosed.
Choice and consent. The entity describes the 
choices available to the individual and obtains 
implicit or explicit consent with respect to the 
collection, use, retention, and disclosure of 
personal information.
Collection. The entity collects personal 
information only for the purposes identified 
in the notice.
Use and retention. The entity limits the use 
of personal information to the purposes 
identified in the notice and for which the 
individual has provided implicit or explicit 
consent. The entity retains personal 
information for only as long as necessary to 
fulfill the stated purposes.
Access. The entity provides individuals with 
access to their personal information for 
review and update.
Disclosure to third parties. The entity 
discloses personal information to third parties 
only for the purposes identified in the notice
and with the implicit or explicit consent of 
the individual.
Security. The entity protects personal 
information against unauthorized access 
(both physical and logical).
Quality. The entity maintains accurate, 
complete, and relevant personal information 
for the purposes identified in the notice.
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Using this matrix, each privacy component in the Framework, and the applicable laws, reg-
ulations, and guidelines dealing with matters relating to that component, are all shown in
the same row of the matrix (with a separate column for each legal jurisdiction). Similarities
(and differences) in various laws dealing with a privacy component are then easy to identi-
fy. This matrix also serves as a means of double checking whether information obtained
about various laws and regulations is complete. For example, if there was initially no infor-
mation in the matrix dealing with national requirements regarding the concept of collec-
tion, this would lead to a review to ensure that applicable provisions had not inadvertent-
ly been missed.
3.2.4 Key Activity: Review the Entity’s Overall Strategic Plan
As noted earlier in this chapter, the entity’s privacy strategy should be a subset of its over-
all strategy. Therefore, a number of questions are asked when developing the entity’s over-
all strategic plan when looked at from a privacy perspective, including the following:
Organizational structure and culture considerations
• What type of governance structures are in place, and how might these struc-
tures affect the entity’s approach to, and allocation of, responsibilities for pri-
vacy matters?
• Who are the key stakeholders within the entity that should be involved in
assessing and defining the privacy initiative (for example, key stakeholders
might include executive/senior management or the owner/manager, mar-
keting, human resources, information technology, internal audit, and legal
and compliance)?
• Does the entity have a culture that is likely to support and promote effective
privacy practices (for example, a corporate culture that places a high value on
ethics and effective controls to achieve corporate objectives)?
• What value proposition for a new privacy initiative is likely to achieve support
in the entity’s current environment?
Operations considerations
• What is the impact on the business operations of the privacy strategy?
• What is the likely cost of the privacy strategy (that is, consider develop-
ment, implementation, and ongoing maintenance costs)?
• What is the time required for development, implementation, and ongo-
ing maintenance of the privacy program (for example, internal and exter-
nal resource requirements, training, and monitoring)?
Technology considerations
• What impact will the entity’s current technological architecture likely have on
the entity’s capacity to implement an effective privacy program (consider, for
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example, applications, databases, Web sites, emergency response plan, logical
and physical security and access controls, and outsourced arrangements)?
Stakeholder expectations
• What are the customer and employee expectations regarding the entity’s
efforts to protect privacy?
• How might consumer perception of privacy practices significantly affect
attitudes toward the business?
• Who is the competition and what are they doing regarding privacy?
• Does the entity operate in an industry where there are unique privacy issues?
• In what geographic markets does the entity operate and how might dif-
ferent cultures in these areas affect privacy perspectives?
• How can good privacy practices be used for market differentiation?
3.2.5 Key Activity: Prepare the Privacy Initiative Proposal 
The following steps are followed in preparing the privacy initiative proposal:
Step 1: Identify the required skills to undertake the privacy initiative 
(see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.6).
Step 2: Identify the privacy initiative team members and/or the 
privacy business unit team members (see Chapter 4, Privacy 
Solution Detailed Plan (Tool T-10)).
Step 3: Establish and document the roles and responsibilities for each 
member of the privacy team (see Chapter 4, Privacy Solution 
Detailed Plan (Tool T-10))
Step 4: Define performance and success measurements for the privacy 
initiative (see Chapter 7, Section 7.1.1).
Step 5: Define performance, accountability, and success measurements 
for the privacy team members (see Chapter 7, Privacy Training 
Script (Tool T-25)).
Step 6: Establish the required status and management reporting 
requirements, including report format, frequency, attendees, 
and report distribution (see Chapter 9, Section 9.1).
Step 7: Define the process for dealing with issues (identification, 
logging, and resolution) (see Chapter 9, Section 9.4).
Step 8: Identify deliverables of the privacy initiative (see Tool T-5, 
“Example of a Privacy Initiative Proposal”).
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■ ■ ■
3.3 BEST PRACTICES APPROACH VS. COMPLIANCE WITH
APPLICABLE LEGISLATION
Increasing domestic and international privacy regulations and an increased public aware-
ness of privacy issues are generating a demand for businesses to develop and implement
sound privacy policies. Entities need to determine, based on their risk exposure, the opti-
mum approach in conducting their privacy initiatives. In some entities, being compliant
with the applicable legislation may not be enough to provide the level of risk mitigation
required for the entity’s business.
To develop and maintain consumer confidence in business practices and actively mitigate
risk, companies must take steps to practice and ensure privacy. Privacy risk can have a per-
vasive impact on an entity and lead to:
• Damage to the entity’s reputation, brand, and business relationships
• Legal liability and industry sanctions
• Charges of deceptive business practices
• Customer and employee distrust
• Denial of consent to use personal information for business purposes
• Lost business and consequential reduction in revenue and market share
Because privacy is a risk management issue for all businesses, many are looking to the
accounting profession for privacy solutions that not only help them manage risk but also
create a competitive advantage. The goal is to turn privacy responsibilities into better cus-
tomer relations and good business practices. Good privacy practices can:
• Reduce privacy-related risks
• Protect valuable business assets
• Protect the entity’s public image and brand
• Achieve a competitive advantage in the marketplace
• Preserve and enhance entity’s reputation
• Preserve and enhance customer loyalty and confidence, and promote goodwill
Management may not initially view privacy as a best practices issue; they may view it as a
compliance issue. The white paper A New Covenant with Stakeholders: Managing Privacy
as a Competitive Advantage may be used to help educate management about the value
obtained by having good privacy practices (see Toolkit CD-ROM). 
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-5: Sample Privacy Initiative Proposal
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■ ■ ■
3.4 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented a practical approach to determining the scope necessary in
strategizing the privacy initiative as well as considering where an entity fits into the priva-
cy life cycle. The activities required to plan the privacy initiative and corresponding tools
were provided, as well as an example of scope. The next chapter presents guidance for fur-
ther developing the privacy strategy. 
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DEVELOPING THE PRIVACY STRATEGY
The first two subcomponents of the strategizing stage of the privacy initiative (vision and
strategic planning) are described in Chapter 3. The chapter shows how to determine the
privacy scope and linking the initiative to management’s overall vision and strategy for the
entity. It also describes the activities required to undertake a privacy initiative, including the
development of the proposal for the initiative. This chapter addresses the next two sub-
components of the strategizing stage: business plan development and resource allocation.
The sections that follow provide guidance for further development of a privacy strategy by
drafting the workplan for a privacy initiative that considers and allocates resources to vari-
ous aspects of the initiative.
For purposes of this privacy services implementation guide, the term workplan is used
instead of the generic business plan because it more accurately describes the nature and
purpose of this document. The overall steps that an entity takes leading up to the devel-
opment of the final workplan include:
Step 1: Identify privacy committee members and specify roles and 
responsibilities.
Step 2: Identify/customize forms, questionnaires, and other information-
gathering tools:
— Provide key individuals with the forms and questionnaires to 
be completed.
— Interview key individuals to clarify matters noted in forms and 
questionnaires.
Step 3: Determine an appropriate privacy strategy and refine the scope of
the privacy initiative.
Step 4: Develop a draft workplan, specifying key activities and tasks.
— Identify/allocate the human and financial resources needed to 
implement the chosen strategy.
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■ ■ ■
4.1 IDENTIFYING PRIVACY COMMITTEE MEMBERS, ROLES, 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Privacy committee members include leaders who can effectively represent the communities
of key stakeholders in the entity. Often, they include individuals from the board of direc-
tors, senior management (or the owner/manager), marketing, legal/compliance, internal
audit, information technology, human resources, operational business unit management,
financial business unit management, and support services management.
The assignment of roles and responsibilities depends largely on the nature of the entity and
the scale and complexity of its operations. The committee has oversight of the development
and implementation of the overall privacy strategy, including the activities related to:
• Privacy assessment and analysis 
• Design of privacy solution(s)
• Development of privacy processes, policies, and procedures
• Monitoring adherence to privacy policies and procedures
■ ■ ■
4.2 IDENTIFYING/CUSTOMIZING FORMS, QUESTIONNAIRES, AND
OTHER INFORMATION-GATHERING TOOLS
As detailed in AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (hereinafter referred to as the
Framework) and discussed in Chapter 3, the preliminary determination of the scope of the
privacy initiative included gathering information using the Personal Information Matrix
Guide (Tool T-4). To develop a privacy strategy, this initial information is normally sup-
plemented by more comprehensive information regarding the entity’s current privacy poli-
cies, communications, procedures, and controls. A sample privacy questionnaire (Tool T-
6, “Sample Privacy Questionnaire”) can be used to collect this information. Examples in
which more detailed information would be needed include: 
• Documents
• Systems
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• Destruction techniques
• Destruction timing
• Policies and procedures
• Awareness and training
• Technology
• Inventory vs. risk assessment
The CPA can conduct these types of assessments, using tools that provide procedures, def-
initions, and forms for conducting assessments of the location of the collection, use, reten-
tion, and disclosure of personal information at both a high-level (see Tool T-7, “Form 1—
High-Level Map of Personal Information”) and business unit (see Tool T-8, “Form 2—
Business Unit Personal Information”) level. Smaller entities will probably only need to use
the business unit form. 
■ ■ ■
4.3 DETERMINING AN APPROPRIATE PRIVACY STRATEGY
To develop an appropriate privacy strategy for the entity, members of the privacy commit-
tee need to consider the impact various scenarios and initiatives would have on key areas of
the business, such as the following: 
1. Product/service characteristic:
a. Privacy touch points. Which privacy alternative includes privacy coverage
of the most data touch points for personal information?
b. Products and services. Which privacy alternative most enhances the enti-
ty’s products and services?
c. Brand requirements. Which privacy alternative most enhances the entity’s
brand image?
2. Business processes. Which privacy alternative results in the most efficient, effec-
tive, and privacy-friendly business processes?
3. Laws and regulations. Which privacy alternative best meets applicable legal
requirements?
4. Industry standards. Which privacy alternative best meets or helps to support
industry standards?
Privacy Tools (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-6: Sample Privacy Questionnaire
• Tool T-7: Form 1—High-Level Map of Personal Information
• Tool T-8: Form 2—Business Unit Personal Information
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5. Control model objectives. Which privacy alternative best meets the privacy con-
trol objective?
6. Organizational structure. Which privacy alternative results in the best orga-
nizational structure to promote good corporate governance regarding privacy?
7. Sectors/geographies of the entity. Which privacy alternative includes privacy
coverage of the most sectors and geographies of the entity?
8. Organzational awareness. Which privacy alternative will most raise awareness
of privacy among employees?
Alternative privacy scenarios may be rated and evaluated when compared with these dimen-
sions to help determine a privacy strategy. Trade-offs may need to be made, but consider-
ation of all the above dimensions is important. When an alternative is chosen, a low score
on a certain consideration should be noted in future privacy initiatives.
4.3.1 Guidelines for Categorizing Privacy Activities as Short-Term, 
Mid-Term, and Long-Term Solutions
Determining the time-frame for performing and implementing activities associated with
the short-term, mid-term, and long-term organizational privacy compliance requirements
is based on the privacy risk exposure and the privacy philosophy the entity decides to adopt.
Exhibit 4.1 illustrates the different paths that entities may take when developing their pri-
vacy strategy. The privacy approach can range from minimal practices to a comprehensive
best practices approach. Typically, as an entity moves toward best practices, value in terms
of a privacy payoff will result.1
EXHIBIT 4.1 PRIVACY VALUE VS. PRIVACY APPROACH
1 Ann Cavoukian and Tyler Hamilton, The Privacy Payoff (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2003).
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In developing the desired privacy strategy, specific activities can be ranked according to pri-
ority and phased in, hence the categorization of short-term, mid-term, and long-term pri-
vacy initiatives. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a privacy life cycle approach can be helpful in
this regard. This means that an entity may initially take the less aggressive approach, but
changes in the external environment, such as legislation, competitor actions, or consumer
demand, may cause an entity to shift its strategy to a more aggressive one, which will
change the course of actions identified and implemented.
An example of how an entity can take two different approaches in the aggressiveness of the
privacy strategy is illustrated in the Framework Criterion 6.2.2, confirmation of an indi-
vidual’s identity. A less aggressive approach would require that individuals who request
access to their personal information be asked certain questions about themselves to prove
their identity. A more aggressive approach would require user identification and passwords
to authenticate the individuals’ identity before they are given access to that information. 
4.3.2 Using the Privacy Initiative to Establish a Competitive Advantage
In considering the product/services dimension (noted earlier), the entity should assess
how it might use its privacy initiative to create opportunities for gaining competitive advan-
tage. To learn more about using privacy for competitive advantage, refer to Publication P-5,
Creating a Privacy Value Strategy: Emerging Opportunities for Competitive Advantage.
4.3.3 Privacy Strategy and Corporate Governance
Two of the dimensions noted earlier are the entity’s control model objectives and its orga-
nizational structure. These dimensions should be considered in light of the need for effec-
tive corporate governance, without which the entity will not be able to meaningfully
address privacy risk issues. The Framework Component 1.0, Management, encapsulates an
entity’s privacy strategy. The objectives are to:
• Create a corporate governance structure that is supported and endorsed by
senior management (or the owner/manager) and that results in a responsive,
proactive privacy-minded entity
• Delineate roles and responsibilities for achieving the entity’s privacy
objectives and provide authority and accountability for privacy across the
entire entity
• Promote senior management awareness and ownership of the privacy pro-
gram throughout the entity, including subsidiaries and third parties
Privacy Publication (see the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Publication P-5: Creating a Privacy Value Strategy: Emerging 
Opportunities  for Competitive Advantage (Deloitte & Touche LLP, 2002)
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• Implement a program for ongoing policy management and compliance
To meet these objectives, the entity defines, documents, communicates, and assigns
accountability for its privacy policies and procedures. Processes must be put in place to
address and ensure:
• Privacy policies are defined and documented to address each component of
the Framework (see Criterion 1.1.0).
• Communications to internal personnel are clear and concise (see Criterion 1.1.1).
• Accountability is assigned for all policies (see Criterion 1.1.2).
• Privacy policies and procedures (and changes thereto) are reviewed and
approved by management (see Criterion 1.2.1).
• Privacy policies and procedures are consistent with laws and regulations (see
Criterion 1.2.2).
• Commitments with privacy policies and procedures are consistent (see
Criterion 1.2.3).
• Infrastructure and systems are aligned with the privacy strategy (see
Criterion 1.2.4).
• Resources are made available to implement, manage, and sustain the privacy
program (see Criterion 1.2.5).
• Personnel responsible for protecting the privacy of personal information meet
established qualifications (see Criterion 1.2.6).
• Changes in business and regulatory environments are monitored and incor-
porated into the privacy strategy (see Criterion 1.2.7).
■ ■ ■
4.4 DOCUMENTING THE PRIVACY STRATEGY IN A WORKPLAN
Once the appropriate privacy strategy is selected, key elements of the privacy initiative to
carry out this strategy would be documented in a privacy workplan, along the lines used in
Tool T-9, “Privacy Solution Detailed Plan.” Normally, the workplan would set out each
phase of the privacy initiative, the key activities to be undertaken in each phase, who has
responsibility for undertaking these activities, and deadlines for completion of each activity.
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-9: Privacy Solution Detailed Plan
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■ ■ ■
4.5 IDENTIFYING THE RESOURCES THAT ARE NEEDED TO
IMPLEMENT THE SELECTED STRATEGY
Before implementing the selected privacy strategy, it is important to identify the human
and financial resources that will be needed.
4.5.1 Human Resources
Implementing an entity’s privacy strategy requires a myriad of skills that encompass
the following:
Business advisory skills and abilities
• Develop a high-level strategic plan for privacy practices.
• Align systems and infrastructure with developed privacy policies.
• Implement business policies.
• Identify personal information within the entity’s operations and business processes.
Technical skills and abilities
• Build customer forms, such as human resource and other types of forms.
• Build and implement data maintenance and destruction processes.
• Build and implement systems.
• Build and implement information transfers inside and outside of the entity.
• Build and implement hard copy files.
• Identify and assess personal information within the technical architecture of
the entity.
• Identify personal information safeguards within the entity.
Controls and assurance skills and abilities
• Perform risk assessment of inadequate privacy policy and practices.
• Build and implement data security controls, such as data collection, storage,
and usage controls.
• Assess data collection, storage, and usage controls.
• Monitor the implemented systems’ compliance with policies and procedures.
Legal skills and abilities 
• Interpret regulatory and statutory requirements.
• Apply regulatory and statutory requirements to existing business processes.
• Build and implement contracts and legal agreements.
• Assess the adequacy of privacy policies of relevant business partners and
service providers.
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Key organizational players and stakeholders may be included in the development and imple-
mentation of the overall privacy program, including the activities related to the following: 
• The privacy strategy and framework
• The privacy assessment and analysis
• Designing the privacy solution(s), including the system architecture and cul-
tural transformation
• The development of privacy processes, policies, and procedures
• Monitoring the adherence to privacy compliance
The organizational players may include members of:
• Board of directors and chief executive officer






• Operational business unit management
• Financial business unit management
• Support services management and leaders
• Government affairs office
• Business development
Once the necessary resources are identified, the entity assesses its own internal capabilities
to supply these resources. Any gaps found indicate a need to investigate whether to out-
source. Exhibit 4.2 is a checklist format for assessing privacy resources.
EXHIBIT 4.2: ASSESSING ADEQUACY OF PRIVACY RESOURCES
Ability to Provide With Action Needed
Current Resources (None, Internal Hiring, Internal
Resource Necessary (Low, Medium, or High) Training, or Outsourcing)
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4.5.2 Financial Resources
The amount of direct costs associated with the privacy initiative will depend on several fac-
tors, including:
• Funds required to engage outside consultants with the expertise in privacy
matters needed to supplement those available in-house
• Travel required for entities with geographically disbursed operations
• Costs of documenting, in electronic and/or paper format, the information
on which sound decisions on privacy are based
• Costs of employee training and awareness
A privacy initiative may result in costs incurred to improve systems and controls. Whether
such costs are properly attributable to the privacy initiative will be determined by the finan-
cial policies of the entity.
■ ■ ■
4.6 SUMMARY
This chapter provides guidance for further developing the privacy strategy by drafting a
workplan for a privacy initiative that considers and allocates resources to various aspects of
the initiative. All elements of the initiative may not be implementable immediately, howev-
er, and the categorization of elements of the initiative on a short-term, mid-term, and long-




DIAGNOSING THE PRIVACY PROGRAM
This chapter provides guidance for diagnosing the adequacy of an entity’s current privacy
program using the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (hereinafter referred to as the
Framework). Included are the steps involved in determining privacy risk, performing a gap
analysis, identifying personal information data touch points, establishing priorities, and
finally reporting the results to management. 
Diagnosing, often referred to as the assessment phase, encompasses a thorough analysis of
the entity’s environment, identifying opportunities where weaknesses, vulnerability, and
threats exist.1 Some of the objectives are to identify and document information systems and
processes that will have to be assessed and to perform a risk assessment and gap analysis of
controls and procedures that an entity has in place. Diagnosing includes two processes: 
1. As is/to be—The process of evaluating against an established set of criteria
that provides the point of reference against which recommendations for cor-
rective action and/or improvement are made.
2. Benchmarking—The process of identifying the best practice in relation to
products, processes, or an individual’s desired goals, to serve as a guide and
reference point for making improvements. One example is comparing past
performance to desired performance.
Good corporate governance is a must. A privacy program that reduces privacy risk from
exposures stemming from inadequate protection of personal information will assist entities
in enhancing corporate governance structures. On the other hand, weaknesses exposed to
the public will send a signal to the general public and investing community that the cor-
porate governance structure is lacking. 
The CPA can assist an entity in using the Framework for conducting the as is/to be eval-
uation as well as benchmarking.
■ ■ ■
5.1 ASSESSING THE PRIVACY PROGRAM
This stage encompasses a thorough analysis of the entity’s privacy program to identify and
document relevant privacy information systems, processes, and controls that have to be
addressed. A checklist of items to identify, document, and assess includes:
1 Diagnosing appears in the Service Delivery Matrix (Chapter 2) and is defined in the AICPA/CICA Trust Services.
 Diagnose
(Assess)
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• The current level of privacy awareness within the entity
• The business units where personal information is used (for example, market-
ing, human resources)
• The party responsible for the personal information (for example, corporate,
agent, or third party)
• The types of personal information collected, used, retained, or disclosed to
third parties
• Where and how the information is stored (that is, electronic or paper-based
storage, central or remote locations, Web servers, databases, and log files used)
• Applicable legislative requirements (that is, geographical or industry specific)
• Third-party interfaces of personal information
• Key vendor/partner relationships and privacy arrangements existing between
such parties
• The international exchange or use of personal information
• The existing controls/mechanisms to ensure information privacy and integrity
After completing this assessment, an entity will be in a position to conduct a risk assess-
ment and gap analysis of controls and procedures that are currently in place, including the
following activities:
• Identifying changes required of information management practices and cor-
porate governance structure to comply with legal, regulatory, and industry
code requirements
• Determining levels of privacy and security achieved in procedures, processes,
and technologies that the entity has in place and comparing this against the
criteria in the Framework
• Benchmarking the privacy program against competitors’ programs
• Assessing privacy weaknesses, vulnerabilities, and threats as well as opportu-
nities to gain a competitive advantage
• Identifying courses of action to correct deficiencies or improve the privacy
program
The CPA, as an employee of the entity or as an outside service provider, can help the enti-
ty with risk assessment and gap analysis. Key activities, including various tools that can be
employed, are discussed in the following sections.
■ ■ ■
5.2 REVIEWING CURRENT PRIVACY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Reviewing an entity’s current privacy management practices means taking a look at the
entity’s definition of personal information, any existing privacy policies, the collection and
handling procedures concerning personal information, and the monitoring and training
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procedures in place to ensure compliance. Management is one of the 10 components in the
Framework, and Criterion 1.1.2 specifically states:
Responsibility and accountability is assigned to a person or group for document-
ing, implementing, enforcing, monitoring, and updating the entity’s privacy poli-
cies. The names of such person or group and their responsibilities are communi-
cated to internal personnel.
The key individuals within an entity who can provide input and assistance with the privacy
management practices are those stakeholders with the knowledge and understanding of the
entity’s strategic objectives and goals, business areas, and business processes affected by the
privacy requirements. As covered in Chapter 4, the key entity players assist with the gath-
ering of information on the entity’s privacy practices: 
• Board of directors and chief executive officer
— Business strategies and objectives
— Enterprise-wide privacy strategy
• Senior or owner management




— Contracts, agreements, and third-party arrangements 
• Internal audit
— Privacy monitoring procedures
— Privacy audit and compliance plan
— Internal audit assessment reports – security and privacy 
— Information security policy 
— Database architecture and content
— Security user’s guide and training program 
— Information security policy and systems security manual 
— Application security configurations and access profiles
• Information technology (IT)
— Privacy monitoring procedures
— Data transfer procedures to third parties
— Information classifications scheme
— Application screen shots where information is collected and submitted 
— Technical schematic for applications which collect, use, retain, and
process personal information
— Technical code for data transfers of personal information
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• Human resources
—Human resources documentation, including forms and applications
—Human resources employee orientation package
• Operational business unit management
—Business unit privacy policies, processes, and procedures
—Examples of business unit application forms and agreements
—Customer data collection points
—Record-retention guidelines
The above list is not meant to be exhaustive. Privacy tools that may be useful for this pur-
pose include a privacy questionnaire to be completed by specifically identified departments,
such as marketing or legal business unit managers.  Tool T-10, “Questions to Ask Your IT
Department About Data Protection,” shows an example of a questionnaire to be answered
by an IT department.
5.2.1 Identifying the Business Environment and Any 
Applicable Legislation
The need for a review of applicable laws, regulations, and guidelines, and the Framework
(Criterion 1.2.7, Changes in Business and Regulatory Environments) is discussed in
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2, and tools are provided for performing that analysis in planning
a privacy initiative. In the diagnosis stage, this previously gathered information will
prove invaluable.
Nonetheless, this process includes more than just identifying the applicable regulatory and
legislative environment. It also includes identifying the entity’s approach to addressing the
legal implications of privacy in areas such as contractual relationships with business part-
ners, and privacy disclosures and notices to customers and consumers. In this respect, the
Framework, Criterion 1.2.3, Consistency of Commitments with Privacy Policies and
Procedures, requires that:
Entity personnel or advisers review contracts for consistency with privacy policies
and procedures and addresses any inconsistencies.
Thus, the entity must identify the privacy risks that affect its business environment. Some
of the challenges facing entities today are:
• Expanding user community
• New hardware and software technologies
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Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-10: Questions to Ask Your IT Department About 
Data Protection
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• Increasing market demands on technology-based services
• High-capacity and cost-effective communications
• Shifting responsibilities for systems and information
Within the context of the business environment, an entity is particularly at risk when it:
• Collects personal information on clients and employees
• Uses integrated management systems such as data warehouses and customer
relationship management systems
• Processes, stores, or transmits personal information electronically or otherwise
• Uses IT outsourcing services or third-party processing of personal information 
• Transfers personal information to subsidiaries or business partners located in
other legal jurisdictions
• Performs security checks, medical exams, or employee monitoring of e-mail
and Internet use
5.2.2 Assessing Business Relationships
Clearly, a review of the key vendor and business partner relationship contracts and agree-
ments for the entity is necessary. In this respect, Criterion 1.2.3 requires that an entity
review all business contracts and service-level agreements for consistency with the entity’s
privacy policies and procedures. Furthermore, Criterion 1.2.7 necessitates a review of con-
tracts and service-level agreements with third parties. Accordingly, the identified informa-
tion systems interface and exchange points (data touch points) for personal information
need to be examined and assessed.
5.2.3 Assessing Information Systems and Data Touch Points
Assessing information systems and data touch points encompasses the review of the collec-
tion, storage and transmittal practices of personal information, as well as the security and
control procedures surrounding these practices. Specifically, the Framework, Criterion
1.2.4, Infrastructure and Systems Management, necessitates that the design, acquisition,
implementation, configuration, and management of infrastructure, systems, and proce-
dures be reviewed by appropriate personnel or advisers to ensure they are consistent with
the entity’s privacy policies and procedures.
A review of new projects being considered is critical to understanding potential effects
these projects may have on privacy risk. The assessment process involves detailed techni-
cal analysis of customer information repositories, such as databases and Web server log
files. When assessing and managing privacy risk, data touch points should be identified.
Events where data is collected, processed, stored, or used are considered to be touch
points (see Exhibit 5.1). 
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This exhibit illustrates the many times and ways in which data may be replicated. Data may
be collected in digital format directly from the individual when he or she is on the Internet.
The data collected may be directly entered by the individual (including employees) or it
may be data recorded about what individuals are doing on the entity’s Web site, such as
which items or pages are examined and/or for how long. Logs of chats may be kept as well.
Data, such as medical histories, may be collected on paper-based forms and entered into
the computer. Also, transactions need not occur on the Internet to be recorded in the enti-
ty’s database. For example, data about purchases made at retail stores or phone orders may
also be transferred into the database. Data collection does not stop with the individual,
however. Notes and observations made by entity employees may also be collected, linked
to the individual, and entered into the system. 
EXHIBIT 5.1: DATA TOUCH POINTS
Once data is collected by the original entity with which the individual is conducting business
or even just by the individual’s visiting a Web site, the data may be shared with other sub-
sidiaries or the parent company, called the organizational family system. The data may be dupli-
cated or transferred internally to both the operational databases and the data warehouses. 
As indicated in Exhibit 5.1, entities frequently sell personal information to or share it with
affiliates or third parties. The Framework (Component 7.0) specifically provides criteria for
how disclosure to third parties should be designed, monitored, and communicated to indi-
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7.1.0 Privacy policies address disclosure to third parties.
7.1.1 Communications are sent to individuals about the disclosure to third parties.
7.1.2 Privacy policies are communicated to third parties.
7.2.1 Disclosure of personal information is only for purposes given or specifically
as allowed by law.
7.2.2 Disclosure to third parties should only occur when they have substantially
equivalent privacy policies.
7.2.3 Consent is necessary for new purposes and uses of disclosure to third parties.
7.2.4 Remediation process is necessary for misuse of personal information by a 
third party.
These are just general descriptions of these criteria; the Framework should be examined for
the full criteria and illustrations.
■ ■ ■
5.3 PERFORMING THE RISK ASSESSMENT AND GAP ANALYSIS
Assessment includes the performance of a risk assessment and gap analysis of controls and
procedures that an entity has in place. Accordingly, it is important to consider the privacy-
related risks and vulnerabilities that the entity faces (discussed in Chapters 1 and 2) in rela-
tion to the nature and sensitivity of the personal information collected.
Based on this information identified, documented, and collected, the entity develops and
documents the areas where changes are required to comply with the legislative and regu-
latory requirements and the established privacy requirements for the entity. Dealing with
legislative and regulatory issues normally requires the involvement of the entity’s legal
counsel. When ranking the changes, the following steps would be completed:
• Benchmarking against the criteria set in the Framework
• Risk analysis and evaluation
• Impact analysis and evaluation
In benchmarking against the Framework, some judgment will be necessary because the cri-
teria, by their nature, are not definitive. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1, a com-
pany can take a specific criterion and take two different approaches in the aggressiveness of
the strategy. Knowing the current leading practice approaches can be useful. An entity may
consider Tool T-11, “Sample Leading Practices.” Once the benchmarks are established, a
systematic means for assessing gaps between the current practices and the desired practices
is useful. This includes an assessment and documentation of whether existing practices (1)
are satisfactory, (2) have points that need further consideration, or (3) need improvement.
This is illustrated in Tool T-12, “Example High-Level Gap Analysis.” 
Privacy Tools (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-11: Sample Leading Practices
• Tool T-12: Example High-Level Gap Analysis
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5.3.1 Ranking According to Priority and Defining Gaps
After taking an inventory of an entity’s current privacy practices, mapping these practices
into the 10 privacy components and then assessing their related risks can be very useful, as
demonstrated by Tool T-13, “Sample Privacy Scorecard.” Noticeable gaps where some of
the privacy criteria are not being met can be systematically identified this way. Categorizing
the gaps into high, medium, or low risks can help management to determine priorities.
Also helpful is a recommendation to help bridge the gap as indicated in the right column
of the tool.
■ ■ ■
5.4 COMMUNICATING THE PRIVACY ASSESSMENT RESULTS AND GAP
ANALYSIS TO MANAGEMENT
Upon completion of the privacy assessment and gap analysis, the findings need to be clear-
ly communicated to management. In this respect, the Framework (Criterion 1.1.1,
Communication to Internal Personnel) states:
Privacy policies, and the consequences of noncompliance with such policies, are
communicated at least annually to the entity’s internal personnel responsible for
collecting, using, retaining, and disclosing personal information.
Once the privacy program is in place, periodic reviews of compliance with privacy policies
and procedures are also necessary, as indicated in the Framework (Criterion 10.2.3), and
any instances of noncompliance found must be examined to determine whether corrective
measures are taken on a timely basis (Criterion 10.2.4). 
The Sample Privacy Scorecard scores the entity on each of the Framework components and
gives both summary findings and summary recommendations as an example of a commu-
nication tool.
Another useful communications method for top management is to prepare a privacy assess-
ment report (see Tool T-14, “Sample Privacy Assessment: Executive Summary Report”)
that contains the following key items:
• Objectives of the privacy assessment
• Scope and approach of the assessment, including:
— Specific individuals interviewed
— Specific deliverable documents
— Key findings and recommendations
— Specific findings for achieving the desired level of privacy
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-13: Sample Privacy Scorecard
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Even though the Privacy Scorecard and the Privacy Assessment: Executive Summary
Report are useful to top management, a greater level of detail must also be communicated.
The general recommendations should be drilled down into greater detail according to the
Framework, as illustrated by Tool T-15, “Sample Detailed Privacy Assessment Report.”
The level of detail provides very specific guidelines for achieving the desired level of privacy.
■ ■ ■
5.5 SUMMARY
Assessing involves the identification and initial assessment of the entity’s privacy require-
ments and the related risks of poor privacy practices. The primary purpose of the assess-
ment activities is to increase the importance of privacy as an asset and reduce the probabil-
ity of it being a liability throughout the entity, both internally and externally. By using the
tools in this chapter, CPAs can identify and assess privacy gaps, develop priorities for imple-
menting a privacy program, and communicate the privacy assessment to management. 
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-14: Sample Privacy Assessment: Executive Summary Report
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)




DESIGNING PRIVACY POLICIES AND
COMMUNICATIONS
This chapter provides guidance for designing the policies and communications of the pri-
vacy program. Designing means creating the plan or protocol used to accomplish the
objective. Abstractions, such as “improving online privacy on the entity’s Web site,” are
translated into observable realities. During this phase the AICPA/CICA Privacy
Framework (hereinafter referred to as the Framework) may be a useful guideline to systems
developers and consultants as a representation of standards that sound privacy programs are
expected to achieve. The chapter illustrates how to use and apply the Framework to design
privacy policies and communications that will help an entity meet its privacy goals with cus-
tomers, personnel, and third parties.
■ ■ ■
6.1 HOW TO ESTABLISH AN APPROPRIATE PRIVACY
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
At this point in the delivery of advisory services, the CPA has facilitated the entity’s plan-
ning of a privacy initiative (Chapter 3) and developing a privacy strategy (Chapter 4). In
addition, the CPA has assisted the entity by assessing current privacy practices, identifying
the gaps, and communicating the results of the privacy assessment and gap analysis to man-
agement (Chapter 5).
The next stage of the Service Delivery Matrix (SDM) (Chapter 2) is about implementing
a privacy program.1 This chapter addresses the first phase of implementing, which deals with
the design of privacy policies and communications using the Framework’s criteria as the
foundation. The second phase—develop privacy procedures and controls—is covered in
Chapter 7, and the final phase—execute the privacy program—is covered in Chapter 8.
As noted in Chapter 1, the Framework can be used by CPAs, both in industry and in pub-
lic practice, to guide and assist the entities they serve in implementing privacy programs.
In this respect, the CPA can help an entity address privacy issues by offering value-added
privacy services in relation to designing or evaluating privacy policies.
1 For purposes of this privacy services implementation guide, a privacy program is defined as the policies,
communications, procedures, and controls in place to manage and protect personal information in accor-
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The Framework contains 10 privacy components and related criteria that are essential to
the proper protection and management of personal information.2 Each component has rel-
evant, objective, complete, and measurable criteria for preparing or assessing the adequacy
of an entity’s privacy policies and communications. The starting point is to ensure an
appropriate organizational structure is in place to adequately manage the privacy program.
6.1.1 Designating the Privacy Officer in Small, Medium, 
and Large Entities 
The Framework specifies that an entity should define, document, communicate, and assign
accountability for its privacy policies and procedures (see Component 1, Management). 
For small and medium-sized entities, responsibility and accountability would be assigned
to one person, such as the owner/manager or a designated privacy officer (those assigned
responsibility for privacy policies may be different from those assigned for other policies,
such as security). It is important to note that the designation of a responsible person does
not relieve the entity of the obligation to comply with legal or regulatory privacy require-
ments. Instead, it formally establishes a personal information “custodian” or “trustee” to
serve as the intermediary between the individuals who provide personal information and
those who use that information, whether they are internal personnel or third parties
(Chapter 1, Section 1.4.1).
The authority, accountability, and responsibilities of the designated privacy officer should
be clearly documented. Such responsibilities would include preparing, implementing,
enforcing, monitoring, and updating the entity’s privacy policies. 
After preparing the privacy policies, the designated privacy officer ensures:
• Privacy policies are reviewed and approved by senior management or a man-
agement committee, reviewed at least annually and updated as needed (see
Criterion 1.2.1).
• Privacy policies are reviewed and compared to the requirements of applicable
laws and regulations at least annually and whenever there are changes to such
laws and regulations (see Criterion 1.2.2).
• Entity personnel or advisers review contracts for consistency with privacy
policies and procedures and address any inconsistencies (see Criterion 1.2.3).
• Entity personnel or advisers review the design, acquisition, implementation,
configuration, and management of infrastructure, systems and procedures,
and changes thereto, for consistency with the entity’s privacy policies and
procedures, and address any inconsistencies (see Criterion 1.2.4).
2 The Framework is included as Appendix A. It is presented in a three-column format. The first column con-
tains the criteria. The second column contains illustrations and explanations to enhance the understanding
of the criteria. The third column contains additional considerations, including supplemental information
such as good privacy practices and selected requirements of specific laws and regulations that pertain to a
certain industry or country.
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• Resources are provided by the entity to implement and support its privacy
policies (see Criterion 1.2.5).
• The entity establishes qualifications for personnel responsible for protecting
the privacy and security of personal information and assigns such responsibil-
ities only to those personnel who meet these qualifications and have received
needed training (see Criterion 1.2.6).
• For each jurisdiction in which the entity operates, the effect on privacy of
changes in business operations and processes, people, technology, applicable
laws and regulations, and contracts and service-level agreements is identified
and addressed, and privacy policies and procedures are updated for such
changes (see Criterion 1.2.7).
For large entities, a team approach may be needed to manage the privacy initiative or
privacy program. The privacy team, regardless of configuration, should be prepared to
also provide project management, staff management and development, financial man-
agement, strategic management, and senior management/executive liaison functions,
as needed.
A variety of team approaches are available for managing and executing the entity’s privacy
initiative or program. Armed with expertise on business processes and information systems,
the CPA can assist an entity in selecting a tailored approach, for example:
• An independent department, reporting to the president or chief executive
officer of the entity, that provides the leadership and staffing requirements.
Under this approach, resources are centralized to manage privacy risk, and
liaisons with the various departments within the entity would provide addi-
tional support.
• A privacy group within an existing department, reporting to the department
head, that provides the leadership and staffing requirements. Alternatives
for such a group include reporting to general counsel, chief financial offi-
cer, chief information officer, chief communications officer, or to depart-
ments that have responsibilities and reach across the entity, such as the oper-
ations department.
• An independent executive (for example, privacy officer), reporting to the
president or chief executive officer of the entity, who champions privacy mat-
ters within the entity and relies on management and staff resources from
existing departments. This involves a virtual, distributed organizational struc-
ture, rather than a concentration of resources. Under this approach, the pri-
vacy officer is responsible for managing privacy risk enterprise-wide, but the
implementation, management, and resources are distributed.
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■ ■ ■
6.2 USING THE AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK TO
DESIGN PRIVACY POLICIES
The following discussion provides guidance for designing a privacy policy to include each
of the 10 components in the Framework. 
6.2.1 Component 1: Management’s Intent, Objectives, Requirements,
Responsibilities, and/or Standards Policy
Policies are written statements that convey management’s intent, objectives, requirements,
responsibilities, and/or standards. According to the Framework, an entity should define,
document, communicate, and assign accountability for its privacy policies and procedures
(see Component 1, Management).
In this respect, the designated privacy officer should ensure that privacy policies address the
other nine components of the Framework to include:
• Notice to individuals, including the purpose(s) for collecting personal infor-
mation (see Criterion 2.1.0)3 
• Choices available to individuals and the consent to be obtained (see Criterion 3.1.0)4
• Collection of personal information (see Criterion 4.1.0)
• Use and retention of personal information (see Criterion 5.1.0)
• Access to individuals’ personal information (see Criterion 6.1.0)
• Disclosure of personal information to third parties (see Criterion 7.1.0)
• Security of personal information (see Criterion 8.1.0)
• Quality of personal information (see Criterion 9.1.0)
• Monitoring and Enforcement of privacy and policies and procedures (see
Criterion 10.1.0)
6.2.2 Component 2: Notice to Individuals Policy
Guidance for designing a privacy policy with respect to notice is covered in detail in section
6.4.2 of this chapter regarding communications. At this stage in the discussion it is impor-
tant to simply point out that the entity’s privacy policies address providing notice to indi-
viduals (see Criterion 2.1.0).
3 Purpose refers to the reason why personal information is collected by the entity.
4 Consent means agreement by the individual for the entity to collect, use, retain, and disclose personal infor-
mation in accordance with the privacy notice. Such agreement can be explicit or implied. Explicit consent
is given either orally or in writing, is unequivocal, and does not require any inference on the part of the enti-
ty seeking consent. Implied consent may be inferred from the action or inaction of the individual.
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6.2.3 Component 3: Choice and Consent Policy
With respect to designing a privacy policy that addresses the choices available to individuals
and the consent to be obtained, the following matters are considered (see Criterion 3.1.0):
• The choices available to the individual regarding the collection, use, reten-
tion, and disclosure of personal information
• The process an individual should follow to exercise these choices (for exam-
ple, checking an “opt-in” box to receive further information or checking an
“opt-out” box to decline receiving marketing materials)5
• The consequences of failing to provide information
• That personal information not essential to the purposes identified in the pri-
vacy notice need not be provided
• That preferences may be changed and consent may be withdrawn at a later
time, subject to legal or contractual restrictions and reasonable notice
• The type of consent required based on the nature of the personal information
and the method of collection (for example, an individual subscribing to a
newsletter gives implied consent to receive communications from the entity)
6.2.4 Component 4: Collection of Personal Information Policy
In designing a privacy policy that addresses the collection of personal information, the fol-
lowing matters would be considered (see Criterion 4.1.0):
• Personal information includes various information types (for example, finan-
cial, health, and demographic) and collection includes specific methods for
each type (for example, in person, over the telephone, or via the Internet
using cookies,6 Web beacons,7 or other tracking techniques).
• Personal information is not collected indiscriminately.
5 Opt in means personal information may not be collected, used, retained, and disclosed by the entity with-
out the explicit consent of the individual. Opt out means there is implied consent for the entity to collect,
use, retain, and disclose personal information unless the individual explicitly denies permission.
6 Cookies are pieces of information generated by a Web server and stored in the user’s computer, ready for
future access. This information can then be used to identify the user when returning to the Web site, to per-
sonalize Web content and to suggest items of potential interest based on previous buying habits. Certain
advertisers use tracking methods, including cookies, to analyze patterns and paths through a site.
7 Web beacons, also known as Web bugs, are small strings of code that provide a method for delivering a graph-
ic image on a Web page or in an e-mail message for he purpose of transferring data. Businesses use Web bea-
cons for many purposes, including site traffic reporting, unique visitor counts, advertising, and e-mail audit-
ing and reporting, and personalization. For example, a Web beacon can gather a user’s IP address, collect
the referrer, and track the site being visited by users. The Web beacon may be controlled by the entity that
is responsible for the web site being visited, or by another party that has been given permission to place the
Web beacon on the site. Primarily, they are used in conjunction with cookies to transmit data online. When
third parties use Web beacons, users have no knowledge that their information is being collected.
Furthermore, third parties are not legally required to abide by the privacy policy set by the original Web site.
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• Personal information is collected by fair and lawful means.
• Personal information is collected from reliable third parties (for example,
credit reporting agencies).
6.2.5 Component 5: Use and Retention Policy
In designing a privacy policy on the use and retention of personal information, the follow-
ing matters would be considered (see Criterion 5.1.0):
• The uses of personal information are identified in the entity’s notice, for
example:
— Processing business transactions (for example, claims and warranties, payroll,
taxes, benefits, stock options, bonuses, or other compensation schemes)
— Addressing inquiries or complaints about products or services, or inter-
acting during the promotion of products or services
— Product design and development, or purchasing of products or services
— Participation in scientific or medical research activities, marketing, sur-
veys, market analysis, or direct marketing
— Personalization of Web sites or downloading software
— Meeting legal requirements
• That personal information will be retained only as long as necessary to fulfill
the stated purposes or for a period specifically required by law or regulation
(see Chapter 7 for a discussion of specific retention and disposal issues).
6.2.6 Component 6: Access Policy
In designing a privacy policy that address providing individuals with access to their personal
information, the following matters would be considered (see Criterion 6.1.0):
• How individuals may gain access to their personal information and any costs
associated with obtaining such access
• The means by which individuals may update and correct their personal infor-
mation (for example, in writing, by telephone, by e-mail, or by using the enti-
ty’s Web site)
• How individuals may confirm their identity
• How personal information is provided to the individual
• Under what circumstances and how individuals may be denied access to their
personal information
• How an individual is informed of a statement of disagreement
• How complaints and disputes are escalated
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6.2.7 Component 7: Disclosure to Third Parties Policy
In designing a privacy policy that addresses the disclosure of personal information to third
parties, the following matters would be considered (see Criterion 7.1.0):
• The practices related to the sharing of personal information (if any) with third
parties and the reasons for information sharing
• Third parties or classes of third parties to whom personal information is  disclosed
• That personal information is disclosed to third parties only for the purposes
identified in the notice and for which the individual has provided implicit or
explicit consent, or as specifically allowed or required by law or regulation
• The process used to assure the privacy and security of personal information
that has been disclosed to a third party
• How personal information shared with a third party will be kept up-to-date,
so that outdated or incorrect information shared with a third party will be
changed if an individual has changed his or her information
• How misuses of personal information by a third party are handled
6.2.8 Component 8: Security Policy
In designing a privacy policy that addresses the security of personal information, the fol-
lowing matters would be considered (see Criterion 8.1.0):
• Security measures used to protect the individual’s personal information, for
example:
— Employee authority to access personal information based on job
responsibilities
— Authentication to prevent unauthorized access to electronic personal
information
— Physical security over personal information in hardcopy and encryption to
prevent unauthorized access to personal information sent over the Internet
— Special safeguards applied to sensitive information
• Key elements of the personal information security program, including the following:
— Logical access controls
— Physical access controls
— Environmental safeguards
— Transmitted personal information controls
— Testing of security safeguards (specific issues about the development and
implementation of a security program are covered in Chapter 7)
• Care used in the disposal or destruction of personal information to prevent
unauthorized parties from gaining access to the information
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6.2.9 Component 9: Quality Policy
In designing a privacy policy on quality, the following matters would be considered (see
Criterion 9.1.0):
• How personal information is kept accurate and complete (for example, if data
is archived, but kept for legal or regulatory reasons, there is no need to peri-
odically update the personal information; however, if the information is used
or shared with third parties, attempts should be made to keep the informa-
tion current and accurate)
• Assessing the ongoing relevance of personal information for the purposes
for which it is to be used (to minimize the use of inappropriate data for
decision making)
• That personal information is not routinely updated, unless such a process is
necessary to fulfill the purposes for which such information was collected
6.2.10 Component 10: Monitoring and Enforcement Policy
In designing a privacy policy that addresses monitoring and enforcement, the following mat-
ters would be considered (see Criterion 10.1.0):
• The monitoring and compliance review process
• How instances of noncompliance are handled
• The inquiry and compliant process, including how individuals can contact the
entity (for example, name, telephone number, mailing address, and e-mail address
of the individual or office responsible for handling inquiries and complaints)
• The dispute resolution process and recourse, if any
■ ■ ■
6.3 SAMPLE PRIVACY POLICY MANUAL
In designing, reviewing, or assessing the adequacy of an entity’s privacy policies, CPAs may
find it helpful to refer to Tool T-16, “Sample Privacy Policy Manual.” This tool includes
forms that typically would be part of a policy manual and used to implement certain policies.
Privacy Tools (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-16: Sample Privacy Policy Manual including examples for:
— Standard Consent Form (Third Party Authorization) 
— Privacy Complaint Form
— Acknowledgement of Receipt of Complaint
— Privacy Code of Conduct (for internal personnel) 
— Statement for Third Party Contracts
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■ ■ ■
6.4 USING THE AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK TO
DESIGN PRIVACY COMMUNICATIONS
The Framework notes that communications refers to the entity’s communication to inter-
nal personnel, individuals, and third parties about its privacy notice and its commitments
therein, and other relevant information. Guidance on the nature and extent of such com-
munications is covered in the sections that follow. 
6.4.1 Communications With Internal Personnel
As noted earlier in this chapter, the Framework states that responsibility and accountabili-
ty should be assigned to a person or group for documenting, implementing, enforcing,
monitoring, and updating the entity’s privacy policies. In this respect, the names of such
person or group and their responsibilities should be communicated to internal personnel
(see Criterion 1.1.2). Internal personnel include employees, contractors, agents, and oth-
ers acting on behalf of the entity and its affiliates.8
Normally, the responsible person or group would:
• Document (in writing) the entity’s privacy policies and make them readily
available to internal personnel who need them
• Periodically communicate to internal personnel (for example, on a network
or a Web site) relevant information about the entity’s privacy policies
• Communicate the consequences of noncompliance with such policies at least
annually to internal personnel responsible for collecting, using, retaining, and
disclosing personal information
• Communicate changes in privacy policies to such personnel shortly after the
changes are approved (see Criterion 1.1.1)
• Require internal personnel to confirm in writing (initially and periodically)
their understanding and agreement to comply with the entity’s privacy policies
• Educate and train internal personnel (initially and periodically) who have
access to personal information or are charged with the security of personal
information about privacy awareness, concepts, and issues (education and
training are discussed in Chapter 7)
In assessing the adequacy of communications with internal personnel, CPAs may find it
helpful to refer to the Privacy Code of Conduct (see Tool T-16), which employees should
review and sign annually.
8 Affiliate is defined as an entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with another entity.
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6.4.2 Communications With Individuals
According to the Framework, an entity communicates with individuals. An individual is the
person about whom the personal information is being collected (sometimes referred to as
the data subject). The communication is primarily by means of a privacy notice. In this
respect, the entity provides notice about its privacy policies and procedures and identifies
the purposes for which personal information is collected, used, retained, and disclosed (see
Criterion 2.0).
6.4.2.1 Content and Form of Notice
Notice is provided to individuals regarding the entity’s privacy policies with respect to:
• Purpose for collecting personal information
• Choice and consent
• Collection
• Use and retention
• Access
• Disclosure to third parties
• Security
• Quality
• Monitoring and enforcement
If applicable, the notice should indicate whether the purpose for collecting sensitive infor-
mation is part of a legal requirement.9 The privacy notice may be provided in various ways,
for example, in a face-to-face interview, a telephone interview, by mail, on an application
form or questionnaire, brochures at the place of business, or electronically from a Web site.
Preferably the privacy notice is in writing.
The types of personal information collected and the methods of collection should be doc-
umented and described in the privacy notice (see Criterion 4.2.1). If information is col-
lected from sources other than the individual, such sources should be described in the
notice (see Criterion 2.1.1). 
Note: Employees should be informed how personal information for human resources
records is collected, used, retained, and disclosed by the entity and how personal informa-
tion on e-mail, voice mail, personal digital assistants, and computers is handled.
Additionally, individuals should be informed:
• About the choices available to them with respect to the collection, use, and
disclosure of personal information (see Criterion 3.1.1)
9 Sensitive information is defined as personal information that requires an extra level of protection and a high-
er duty of care, for example, information on medical or health conditions, racial or ethnic origin, political
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, sexual preferences, or information
related to offenses or criminal convictions.
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• That implicit or explicit consent is required to collect, use, retain, and dis-
close personal information, unless a law or regulation specifically requires
otherwise (see Criterion 3.1.1) [Note: In obtaining consent, the reasonable
expectations of the individual are also relevant. For example, an individual
buying a subscription to a magazine should reasonably expect that the enti-
ty, in addition to using the individual’s name and address for mailing and
billing purposes, would also contact the person to solicit the renewal of the
subscription. In this case, the entity can assume that the individual’s request
constitutes consent for specific purposes. On the other hand, an individual
would not reasonably expect that personal information given to a health care
professional would be given to a company selling health care products, unless
consent was obtained.]
• That personal information is collected only for the purposes identified in the
notice (see Criterion 4.1.1)
• That personal information is used only for the purposes identified in the
notice and only if the individual has provided implicit or explicit consent,
unless a law or regulation specifically requires otherwise (see Criterion 5.1.1)
• That personal information is retained for no longer than necessary to fulfill
the stated purposes, or for a period specifically required by a law or regula-
tion (see Criterion 5.1.1)
• About how they may obtain access to their personal information to review,
update, and correct that information (see Criterion 6.1.1)
• That personal information is disclosed to third parties only for the purposes
identified in the notice and for which the individual has provided implicit or
explicit consent, unless a law or regulation specifically allows or requires oth-
erwise (see Criterion 7.1.1)
• That precautions are taken to protect personal information (see Criterion 8.1.1)
• That they are responsible for providing the entity with accurate and complete
personal information and for contacting the entity if correction or such infor-
mation is required (see Criterion 9.1.1)
• About how to contact the entity with inquiries or complaints (see Criterion 10.1.1)
6.4.2.2 Timing of Notice
Notice should be provided to individuals about an entity’s privacy policies:
• At or before the time information is collected, or as soon as practical thereafter
• At or before the time an entity changes its privacy policies and procedures, or
as soon as practical thereafter
• Before personal information is used for new purposes not previously identified
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6.4.2.3 Other Matters Concerning Notice
According to the Framework, the privacy notice should also meet the following criteria:
• The information includes an objective description of the entities and activi-
ties covered by the privacy policies and procedures (see Criterion 2.2.2).
• The information uses clear and conspicuous language (see Criterion 2.2.3).
• If information previously collected is to be used for purposes not previously
identified in the privacy notice, the new purpose should be documented, the
individual should be notified, and implicit or explicit consent should be
obtained before such new use or purpose (see Criterion 3.2.2).
• When information is collected, individuals should be informed of the conse-
quences of refusing to provide personal information or of denying or with-
drawing consent to use personal information for the purposes identified in
the notice (see Criterion 3.1.1).
In reviewing or assisting with the preparation of a privacy notice, CPAs may find it help-
ful to refer to Tool T-17, “Example Employee Privacy Notice,” and Tool T-18,
“Example Customer Privacy Notice.” It may also be useful to refer to industry associa-
tion privacy codes or actual privacy notices, such as that of the Royal Bank of Canada
(http://www.rbcroyalbank.com/privacy/), which also operates in the United States.10
6.4.2.4 Communication With Third Parties
According to the Framework, privacy policies are communicated to third parties to whom
personal information is disclosed (see Criterion 7.1.2). Third party refers to an entity that
is not affiliated with the entity that collects personal information or any affiliated entity not
covered by the entity’s privacy notice.
Normally, an entity’s privacy policies would be documented (in writing) and made readily
available to third parties that need them. For example, a third party that processes data on
behalf of the entity (for example, payroll processing) may need a copy of the entity’s pri-
vacy policy manual for its own internal review. When personal information is disclosed to a
third party, the entity obtains a written agreement from them, before sharing personal
information, that the privacy practices of the third party are substantially equivalent to that
of the entity.
10The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has prepared a Privacy Policy Statement
Generator at http://cs3-hq.oecd.org/scripts/pwv3/pwhome.htm, which is available for download from
the OECD (http://www.oecd.org).
Privacy Tools (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-17: Sample Employee Privacy Notice
• Tool T-18: Sample Customer Privacy Notice
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In assessing the adequacy of communications with third parties, CPAs may find it helpful
to refer to the Sample Privacy Policy Manual (Tool T-16), which includes a standard con-
sent form (authorization to third party consent) and a statement for third party contracts.




This chapter provided guidance for establishing a privacy organizational structure and illus-
trated how to use the Framework for designing privacy policies and to design privacy com-
munications with individuals, internal personnel and third parties. Chapter 7, the second
phase of the Service Development Matrix, covers developing privacy procedures and control. 
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)






This chapter provides guidance for developing privacy procedures and controls using the
components and criteria set out in the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (hereinafter
referred to as the Framework). Also covered are how controls may be classified as (1) pre-
ventative; (2) detective; or (3) corrective, and how to assess the appropriateness of identi-
fied controls. 
■ ■ ■
7.1 USING THE AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK TO DEVELOP
PRIVACY PROCEDURES AND CONTROLS
Chapter 6 covers the first phase of implementing a privacy program—the design of privacy
policies using the Framework criteria as the foundation. This chapter addresses the second
phase—develop privacy procedures and controls. The final phase—execute the privacy pro-
gram—is addressed in Chapter 8.
Develop refers to the process of building a system to meet privacy requirements. During
this phase, the design is translated into a working system through the development of
appropriate system components, including controls.
In delivering privacy advisory services, CPAs both in industry and public practice may use
the guidance in this chapter to develop, or assist with developing, an effective control envi-
ronment for protecting personal information. The guidance can also be used for preimple-
mentation system reviews and assessing or implementing the appropriate security or priva-
cy policies and procedures.
The following table highlights the 10 components of the Framework. It provides a cross-
reference to exhibits, setting out the requirements of each component and the related con-
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AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework: 
Components and Control Criteria
Privacy Components Criteria
1. Management Exhibit 7.1
2. Notice Exhibit 7.2
3. Choice and Consent Exhibit 7.3
4. Collection Exhibit 7.4
5. Use and Retention Exhibit 7.5
6. Access Exhibit 7.6
7. Disclosure to Third Parties Exhibit 7.7
8. Security Exhibit 7.8
9. Quality Exhibit 7.9
10. Monitoring and Enforcement Exhibit 7.10
7.1.1 Management Privacy Procedures and Controls 
The Framework states that an entity should define, document, communicate, and assign
accountability for its privacy policies and procedures. Exhibit 7.1 sets out the criteria to
meet the objective. Illustrations and explanations of the criteria follow the exhibit.
EXHIBIT 7.1: MANAGEMENT
Control Criteria
1.2.1 Review and Approval
Privacy policies and procedures and changes thereto are reviewed and approved by management.
1.2.2 Consistency of Privacy Policies and Procedures With Laws and Regulations
Policies and procedures are reviewed and compared with the requirements of applicable laws and reg-
ulations at least annually and whenever there are changes to such laws and regulations. Privacy poli-
cies and procedures are revised to conform with the requirements of applicable laws and regulations.
1.2.3 Consistency of Commitments With Privacy Policies and Procedures
Entity personnel or advisers review contracts for consistency with privacy policies and procedures
and address any inconsistencies.
MANAGEMENT
The entity defines, documents, communicates, and assigns accountability for its privacy policies and
procedures. (The Framework component 1.0)
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1.2.4 Infrastructure and Systems Management
Entity personnel or advisers review the design, acquisition, implementation, configuration, and
management of infrastructure, systems, and procedures and changes thereto for consistency with
the entity’s privacy policies and procedures and address any inconsistencies.
1.2.5 Supporting Resources
Resources are provided by the entity to implement and support its privacy policies.
1.2.6 Qualifications of Personnel
The entity establishes qualifications for personnel responsible for protecting the privacy and securi-
ty of personal information and assigns such responsibilities only to those personnel who meet these
qualifications and have received needed training.
1.2.7 Changes in Business and Regulatory Environment
For each jurisdiction which the entity operates, the effect on privacy of changes in the following
factors is identified and addressed:
• Business operations and processes
• People
• Technology
• Applicable laws and regulations
• Contracts and service-level agreements
Privacy policies and procedures are updated for such changes.
As noted in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, an entity should have systems and procedures in place
to ensure that privacy policies are reviewed at least annually, updated as needed, and
approved by senior management or a management committee (see Criterion 1.2.1).
Corporate counsel or the legal department should determine which privacy laws and reg-
ulations are applicable in the jurisdictions in which the entity operates and review privacy
policies to ensure that they are consistent with these laws and regulations. This review
should be performed, at least annually and whenever there are changes to such laws and
regulations, with appropriate revisions made to policies when required (see Criterion
1.2.2). In addition, management and the corporate counsel or the legal department should
review all contracts (including service-level agreements) for consistency with the entity’s
privacy policies and procedures (see Criterion 1.2.3).
Internal personnel or advisers should review the design, acquisition, implementation, con-
figuration, and management of infrastructure, systems,1 and procedures, and changes
thereto for consistency with the entity’s privacy policies and procedures and address any
inconsistencies. Procedures should be in place to:
• Govern the development, acquisition, implementation, and maintenance of
information systems and related technology used to collect, use, retain, and
disclose personal information
1 For purposes of this privacy services implementation guide, a system consists of five key components orga-
nized to achieve a specified objective. The five components are infrastructure (facilities, equipment, and net-
works), software (systems, applications, and utilities), people (developers, operators, users, and managers),
procedures (automated and manual), and data (transaction streams, files, databases, and tables).
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• Ensure that the entity’s backup and disaster recovery planning processes are
consistent with its privacy policies and procedures
• Classify the sensitivity of classes of data and determine the classes of users
who should have access to each class of data (users should be assigned user
access profiles based on their need for access and their functional responsibil-
ities as they relate to personal information)
• Assess planned changes to systems and procedures for their potential effect
on privacy
• Test changes to system components to minimize the risk of an adverse effect
on systems that process personnel information (all test data should be
anonymized)
• Require the documentation and approval by the privacy officer and business
unit manager before implementing changes to systems and procedures that
handle personal information, including those that may affect security (emer-
gency changes may be documented and approved on an after-the-fact basis)
(see Criterion 1.2.4)
The entity should provide adequate resources to implement and support its privacy poli-
cies and management should annually review the assignment of personnel, budgets, and
allocation of other resources to its privacy program (see Criterion 1.2.5). In addition, the
entity should establish qualifications for personnel responsible for protecting the privacy
and security of personal information and assign such responsibilities only to those person-
nel who meet these qualifications and have received needed training.
The qualifications of internal personnel responsible for protecting the privacy and security
of personal information should be ensured by procedures such as:
• Formal job descriptions, including the responsibilities, educational and pro-
fessional requirements, and organizational reporting for key privacy manage-
ment positions
• Hiring procedures, including comprehensive screening of credentials, back-
ground checks, and reference checking
• Training programs related to privacy and security matters
• Performance appraisals, performed by supervisors, including assessments of
professional development activities (see Criterion 1.2.6)
As noted above, the entity should have an ongoing process in place to monitor, assess, and
address the effect on privacy of changes in legal and regulatory environments and contracts
with third parties in each jurisdiction in which the entity operates (changes that alter the
privacy- and security-related clauses in contracts should be reviewed and approved by the
privacy officer or corporate counsel before they are executed). Similar processes should also
be in place regarding changes in:
• Business operations and processes
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• People assigned responsibility for privacy and security matters
• Technology (before implementation) (see Criterion 1.2.7)
7.1.2 Notice Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that the entity should provide notice to the individual about its pri-
vacy policies and procedures. Exhibit 7.2 sets out the criteria to meet the objective. The
privacy notice should be:
• Readily accessible
• Available when personal information is first collected from the individual (or
as soon as practical thereafter) and before personal information is used for new
purposes not previously identified, to enable individuals to decide whether or
not to submit personal information to the entity (see Criterion 2.2.1)
• Clearly dated to allow individuals to determine whether the notice has
changed since the last time they read it or since the last time they submitted
personal information to the entity (see Criterion 2.2.1)
EXHIBIT 7.2: NOTICE
Control Criteria
2.2.1 Provision of Notice
Notice is provided to the individual about the entity’s privacy policies and procedures:
• At or before the time information is collected, or as soon as practical thereafter
• At or before the entity changes its privacy policies and procedures, or as soon as practical
thereafter
• Before personal information is used for new purposes not previously identified
2.2.2 Entities and Activities Covered
An objective description of the entities and activities covered by the privacy policies and procedures
is included in the entity’s privacy notice.
2.2.3 Clear and Conspicuous
Clear and conspicuous language is used in the entity’s privacy notice.
In addition, the entity should have systems and procedures in place to:
• Track previous iterations of its privacy policies and procedures
NOTICE
The entity provides notice about its privacy policies and procedures and identifies the purposes 
for which personal information is collected, used, retained, and disclosed. 
(The Framework component 2.0)
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• Inform individuals of a change to a previously communicated privacy notice
(for example, by posting the notification on the entity’s Web site, by mailing
a written notice or by sending an e-mail) at or before the time the entity
changes its privacy policies and procedures, or as soon as practical thereafter
• Document that changes to privacy policies and procedures were communi-
cated to individuals (see Criterion 2.2.1)
An objective description of the particular entities and activities covered by the privacy poli-
cies and procedures should be included in the entity’s privacy notice, for example:
• Operating jurisdictions (legal and political)
• Businesses and affiliates
• Lines of business
• Types of third parties (for example, delivery companies and other types of
service providers)
• Sources of information (for example, mail order or online)
Also, the entity should inform individuals when they leave the Web site and are no longer
covered by entity’s privacy policies and procedures (see Criterion 2.2.2).
Further, the privacy notice should use plain and simple language, be appropriately labeled,
easy to see, and not in fine print; it should be linked to or displayed on the Web site at
points of data collection (see Criterion 2.2.3).
When collecting personal information over the telephone, it may be helpful to develop
scripts. Tool T-20, “Sample Privacy Training Script,” provides a telephone customer with
notice and for consent.
7.1.3 Choice and Consent Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should describe the choices available to the individual
and obtain implicit or explicit consent with respect to the collection, use, retention, and
disclosure of personal information. Exhibit 7.3 sets out the criteria to meet that objective.
Illustrations and explanations of the criteria follow the exhibit.
An entity should obtain consent from the individual to collect, use, retain, and disclose per-
sonal information. Accordingly, systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Obtain and document an individual’s implicit or explicit consent in a timely
manner (that is, at or before the time information is collected, or as soon as
practical thereafter)
• Confirm an individual’s preferences (in writing or electronically)
• Document and manage changes to an individual’s preferences
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-20: Sample Privacy Training Script
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• Ensure that an individual’s preferences are implemented
• Address conflicts in the records about an individual’s preferences
• Ensure that the use of personal information, throughout the entity and by third
parties, is in accordance with an individual’s preferences (see Criterion 3.2.1)
When personal information is to be used for a purpose not previously specified in the
notice, the entity should:
• Notify the individual and document the new purpose
• Obtain and document consent or withdrawal of consent to use the informa-
tion for the new purpose
• Ensure that personal information is being used in accordance with the new
purpose or, if consent was withdrawn, not so used (see Criterion 3.2.2)
EXHIBIT 7.3: CHOICE AND CONSENT
Control Criteria
3.2.1 Implicit or Explicit Consent
Implicit or explicit consent is obtained from the individual at or before the time information is col-
lected or as soon as practical thereafter. The individual’s preferences expressed in his or her consent
are confirmed and implemented.
3.2.2 Consent for New Purposes and Uses
If information that was previously collected is to be used for purposes not previously identified in
the privacy notice, the new purpose is documented, the individual is notified, and implicit or explic-
it consent is obtained before such new use or purpose.
3.2.3 Explicit Consent for Sensitive Information
Explicit consent is obtained directly from the individual when sensitive personal information is col-
lected, used, retained, or disclosed, unless a law or regulation specifically requires otherwise. 
3.2.4 Consequences of Denying or Withdrawing Consent
When information is collected, individuals are informed of the consequences of refusing to provide
personal information or of denying or withdrawing consent to use personal information for pur-
poses identified in the notice.
The entity should collect sensitive information only if the individual provides explicit con-
sent. Explicit consent requires that the individual affirmatively agree, through some action,
to the use or disclosure of the sensitive information. Explicit consent is obtained directly
CHOICE AND CONSENT
The entity describes the choices available to the individual and obtains implicit or explicit consent
with respect to the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information.
(The Framework component 3.0)
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from the individual and documented (for example, by requiring the individual to check a
box or sign a form). This is sometimes referred to as “opt-in consent” (see Criterion 3.2.3).
Finally, the entity should inform individuals at the time of collection:
• About the consequences of refusing to provide information (for example,
transactions may not be processed)
• About the consequences of denying or withdrawing consent (for example,
opting out of receiving information about products and services may result
in not being made aware of sales promotions)
• About how they will or will not be affected by failing to provide more than
the minimum required information (for example, services or products will
still be provided) (see Criterion 3.2.4)
7.1.4 Collection Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should collect personal information only for the pur-
poses identified in the notice. Exhibit 7.4 sets out the criteria to meet that objective.
Illustrations and explanations of the criteria are provided after the exhibit.
EXHIBIT 7.4: COLLECTION
Control Criteria
4.2.1 Types of Personal Information Collected and Methods of Collection
The types of personal information collected and the methods of collection, including the use of
cookies or other tracking techniques, are documented and described in the privacy notice.
4.2.2 Collection Limited to Identified Purpose
The collection of personal information is limited to that necessary for the purposes identified in the notice.
4.2.3 Collection by Fair and Lawful Means
Methods of collecting personal information are reviewed by management, legal counsel, or both
before they are implemented to confirm that personal information is obtained: 
• Fairly—Without intimidation or deception, and
• Lawfully—Adhering to all relevant rules of law, whether derived from statute or common
law, relating to the collection of personal information.
4.2.4 Collection From Third Parties
Management confirms that third parties from whom information is collected (that is, sources other
than the individual) are reliable sources that collect information fairly and lawfully.
COLLECTION
The entity collects personal information only for the purposes identified in the notice.
(The Framework component 4.0)
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An entity should document and describe in the privacy notice the types of personal infor-
mation collected and the methods of collection, including the use of cookies or other track-
ing techniques. Examples of the types of personal information collected are financial (for
example, financial account information), health (for example, information about physical
or mental status or history), and demographic (for example, age, income range, social geo-
codes). Examples of methods of collecting and third-party sources of personal information
are credit reporting agencies, over the telephone, and via the Internet using forms, cook-
ies, or Web beacons. The entity should disclose in the privacy notice that it uses cookies
and Web beacons and how they are used. The notice should also describe the consequences
if the cookies or beacons are refused (see Criterion 4.2.1).
The entity should limit the collection of personal information to that necessary for the pur-
poses identified in the notice. Accordingly, systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Specify the personal information essential for the purposes identified in the
notice and differentiate it from optional personal information
• Periodically review the entity’s program or service needs for personal infor-
mation (for example, once every five years or when there are changes to the
program or service)
• Obtain explicit consent when sensitive personal information is collected (see
Criterion 3.2.3)
• Monitor that the collection of personal information is limited to that neces-
sary for the purposes identified in the privacy notice and that all optional data
is identified as such (see Criterion 4.2.2)
To confirm that personal information is obtained fairly (without intimidation or deception)
and lawfully (adhering to all relevant rules of law, whether derived from statute or common
law, relating to the collection of personal information), the methods of collecting person-
al information, and any changes thereto, should be reviewed by management, legal coun-
sel, or both before they are implemented (see Criterion 4.2.3). In this respect, it may be
considered a deceptive practice:
• To use tools, such as cookies and Web beacons, on the entity’s Web site to
collect personal information without providing notice to the individual
• To link information collected during an individual’s visit to a Web site
with personal information from other sources without providing notice to
the individual
• To use a third party to collect information to avoid providing notice to
individuals
Finally, an entity should confirm that third parties from whom information is collected
(that is, sources other than the individual) are reliable sources that collect information fair-
ly and lawfully (see Criterion 4.2.4). The entity should perform due diligence before estab-
lishing a relationship with a third-party data provider and review the privacy policies and
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collection methods of third parties before accepting personal information from third-party
data sources. Consideration should be given to including provisions in contracts that
require that information is collected from reliable sources and that information is collect-
ed fairly and lawfully. As well, if information collected from third parties is to be combined
with information collected from the individual, consideration should be given to providing
notice to such individuals.
7.1.5 Use and Retention Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should limit the use of personal information to the
purposes identified in the notice and for which the individual has provided implicit or
explicit consent. Furthermore, it should retain personal information for only as long as
necessary to fulfill the stated purposes. Exhibit 7.5 sets out the criteria to meet that objec-
tive. Illustrations and explanations of the criteria are provided after the exhibit.
EXHIBIT 7.5: USE AND RETENTION
Control Criteria
5.2.1 Use of Personal Information
Personal information is used only for purposes identified in the notice and only if the individual has
provided implicit or explicit consent, unless a law or regulation specifically requires otherwise.
5.2.2 Retention of Personal Information
Personal information is retained for no longer than necessary to fulfill the stated purposes unless a
law or regulation specifically requires otherwise.
Systems and procedures should be in place to monitor use in conformity with the purpos-
es identified in the entity’s privacy notice, in agreement with the consent received from the
individual and in compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
To ensure that personal information is retained for no longer than necessary to fulfill the
stated purposes, systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Document retention and disposal policies (consider contractual requirements
when establishing retention policies)
• Erase or destroy records—in a secure manner—in accordance with the retention
policies, regardless of the method of storage (for example, electronic or paper-based)
USE AND RETENTION
The entity limits the use of personal information to the purposes identified in the notice and 
for which the individual has provided implicit or explicit consent. The entity retains personal 
information for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated purposes.
(The Framework component 5.0)
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• Retain, store, and dispose of archived and backup copies of records—in a
secure manner—in accordance with retention policies
• Verify that personal information is not kept beyond the standard retention
time unless there is a justified business reason for doing so
• Locate and remove specified personal information about an individual as required
(for example, removing credit card numbers after the transaction is complete)
• Regularly and systematically destroy, erase, or make anonymous personal
information no longer required to fulfill the identified purposes or required
by laws and regulations
7.1.6 Access Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should provide individuals with access to their personal
information for review and update. Exhibit 7.6 sets out the criteria to meet that objective.
Illustrations and explanations of the criteria are provided after the exhibit.
EXHIBIT 7.6: ACCESS
Control Criteria
6.2.1 Access by Individuals to Their Personal Information
Individuals are able to determine whether the entity maintains personal information about them
and, upon request, may obtain access to their personal information.
6.2.2 Confirmation of an Individual’s Identity
The identity of individuals who request access to their personal information is authenticated before
they are given access to that information.
6.2.3 Understandable Information, Time Frame, and Cost
Personal information is provided to the individual in an understandable form, in a reasonable time
frame, and at a reasonable cost, if any.
6.2.4 Denial of Access
Individuals are informed, in writing, of the reason a request for access to their information was
denied; the source of the entity’s legal right to deny such access, if applicable; and the individual’s
right, if any, to challenge such denial, as specifically permitted or required by law or regulation. 
6.2.5 Updating or Correcting Personal Information
Individuals are able to update or correct personal information held by the entity. If practical and
economically feasible to do so, the entity provides such updated or corrected information to third
parties that previously were provided with the individual’s personal information.
(continued)
ACCESS
The entity provides individuals with access to their personal information for review and update.
(The Framework component 6.0)
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6.2.6 Statement of Disagreement
Individuals are informed, in writing, about the reason a request for correction of personal infor-
mation was denied, and how they may appeal.
6.2.7 Escalation of Complaints and Disputes
Complaints and other disputes are escalated until they are resolved.
Individuals should be able to determine whether an entity maintains personal information
about them and, upon request, obtain access to their personal information. Accordingly,
the entity should have systems and procedures in place to:
• Determine whether the entity holds or controls personal information about
an individual
• Communicate the steps to be taken to gain access to the information
• Respond to an individual’s request on a timely basis
• Provide a copy of personal information, upon request, in printed or electronic
form that is convenient to both the individual and the entity
• Record requests for access, actions taken (including denial of access) and
unresolved complaints and disputes (see Criterion 6.2.1)
The entity should authenticate the identity of individuals who request access to their per-
sonal information, before they are given access to that information. Therefore, employees
should be adequately trained to authenticate the identity of individuals before granting
access to their personal information or requests to change sensitive or critical information
(for example, to update primary information such as address or bank details). Systems and
procedures should be in place to:
• Prohibit the use of government issued identifiers (for example, Social Security
numbers) for authentication
• Mail information about a change request only to the address of record or, in
the case of a change of address, to both the old and new addresses
• Require that a user ID and password (or equivalent) be used to access user
account information online (see Criterion 6.2.2)
It is important to note that the extent of authentication takes into consideration the type
and sensitivity of information that is made available. Different techniques may be consid-
ered for the different channels, such as the Web, interactive voice response system, a call
center, and in person.
In response to a request from an individual, the entity should provide his or her personal
information in an understandable form, in a reasonable time frame, and at a reasonable
cost, if any. Therefore, systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Provide personal information to the individual in a format that is under-
standable (for example, not in code, not in a series of numbers, not in over-
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ly technical language or other jargon) and in a form convenient to both the
individual and the entity
• Make a reasonable effort to locate the personal information requested and, if
personal information cannot be found, keep sufficient records to demonstrate
that a reasonable search was made
• Take reasonable precaution to ensure that information released does not
identify another person, directly or indirectly
• Provide access to personal information in a time frame that is similar to the
entity’s normal response times for other business transactions, or as permit-
ted or required by law
• Provide access to personal information in archived or backup systems and media
• Inform individuals of the cost of access at the time the access request is made
or as soon as practicable thereafter
• Charge the individual for access to information at an amount, if any, that is
not excessive in relation to the entity’s cost of providing access
• Provide an appropriate physical space to inspect personal information (see
Criterion 6.2.3)
The entity should inform individuals, in writing, of the reason a request for access to their
information was denied; the source of the entity’s legal right to deny such access, if applic-
able, and the individual’s right, if any, to challenge such denial, as specifically permitted or
required by law or regulation. Systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Outline the reasons why access to personal information may be denied
• Record all denials of access and unresolved complaints and disputes
• Provide the individual with partial access in situations in which access to some
of their personal information is justifiably denied
• Provide the individual with a written explanation about why access to per-
sonal information is denied
• Provide a formal escalation and review process, if access to information is
denied (see Criterion 6.2.7)
• Convey the entity’s legal rights and the individual’s right to challenge, if
applicable (see Criterion 6.2.4)
Individuals should be able to update or correct personal information held by the entity. If
practical and economically feasible to do so, the entity should provide such updated or cor-
rected information to third parties that previously were provided with the individual’s per-
sonal information. Systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Describe the process an individual must follow to update or correct personal
information records (for example, in writing, by phone, by e-mail, or by
using the entity’s Web site);
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• Verify the accuracy and completeness of information that an individual
updates or changes (for example, by edit and validation controls, and forced
completion of mandatory fields)
• Record the date, time, and identification of the person making the change if
the entity’s employee is making a change on behalf of an individual
• Notify third parties to whom personal information has been disclosed of
amendments, erasures, or blocking of personal information, if it is possible
and reasonable to do so (see Criterion 6.2.5)
The entity should inform individuals, in writing, about the reason a request for correc-
tion of personal information was denied, and how they may appeal. If an individual and
an entity disagree about whether personal information is complete and accurate, the
individual may ask the entity to accept a statement claiming that the personal informa-
tion is not complete and accurate. In this respect, systems and procedures should be in
place to:
• Document instances when an individual and the entity disagree about
whether personal information is complete and accurate
• Inform the individual, in writing, of the reason a request for correction of
personal information is denied, citing the individual’s right to appeal
• Inform the individual, when access to personal information is requested or
when access is actually provided, that the statement of disagreement may
include information about the nature of the change sought by the individual
and the reason for its refusal by the entity
• If appropriate, notify third parties who have previously been provided with
personal information that there is a disagreement (see Criterion 6.2.5)
Complaints and other disputes should be escalated until they are resolved. Accordingly, the
entity should establish a formal escalation process to address complaints and disputes that
are not resolved. Systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Train employees responsible for handling individuals’ complaints and dis-
putes about the escalation process
• Document unresolved complaints and disputes
• Escalate complaints and disputes for review by management
• Resolve complaints and disputes on a timely basis
• Engage an external, third-party dispute resolution service (for example, an
arbitrator), when appropriate, to assist in the resolution of complaints and
disputes (see Criterion 6.2.7)
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7.1.7 Disclosure to Third Parties Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should disclose personal information to third parties
only for the purposes identified in the notice and with the implicit or explicit consent of
the individual. Exhibit 7.7 sets out the criteria to meet that objective. Illustrations and
explanations of the criteria are also provided.
An entity should disclose personal information to third parties only for the purposes
described in the notice and for which the individual has provided implicit or explicit con-
sent, unless a law or regulation specifically allows or requires otherwise. Therefore, systems
and procedures should be in place to:
• Prevent the disclosure of personal information to third parties unless an indi-
vidual has given implicit or explicit consent for the disclosure
• Document the nature and extent of personal information disclosed to third parties
• Test whether disclosure to third parties is in compliance with the entity’s
privacy policies and procedures, or as specifically allowed or required by law
or regulation
• Document any third-party disclosures for legal reasons (see Criterion 7.2.1)
Personal information should be disclosed only to third parties with privacy policies sub-
stantially equivalent to that of the entity. Systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Provide a level of protection of personal information equivalent to that of
the entity when information is provided to a third party (that is, by contract
or agreement)
• Affirm that the level of protection of personal information by third parties is
equivalent to that of the entity, for example, by obtaining assurance (for
example, an auditor’s report), contractual obligation, or other representation
(for example, written annual confirmation)
• Limit the third party’s use of personal information to purposes necessary to
fulfill the contract
• Communicate the individual’s preferences to the third party
• Refer any requests for access or complaints about the personal information
transferred by the entity to the privacy officer
• Specify how and when third parties are to dispose of or return any personal
information provided by the entity (see Criterion 7.2.2)
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EXHIBIT 7.7: DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES
Control Criteria
7.2.1 Disclosure of Personal Information
Personal information is disclosed only for the purposes described in the notice and for which the
individual has provided implicit or explicit consent, unless a law or regulation specifically allows or
requires otherwise. 
7.2.2 Protection of Personal Information
Personal information is disclosed only to third parties that have privacy policies substantially equiv-
alent to those of the entity.
7.2.3 New Purposes and Uses
Personal information is disclosed to third parties for new purposes or uses only with the prior
implicit or explicit consent of the individual.
7.2.4 Misuse of Personal Information by a Third Party
The entity takes remedial action in response to misuse of personal information by a third party to
whom the entity has transferred such information.
The entity should disclose personal information to third parties for new purposes or uses
only with the prior implicit or explicit consent of the individual. Systems and procedures
should be in place to:
• Notify individuals and obtain their consent before disclosing personal infor-
mation to a third party for purposes not identified in the privacy notice
• Document whether the entity has notified the individual and received the
individual’s consent
• Monitor that personal information is being provided to third parties only for
uses specified in the privacy notice (see Criterion 7.2.3)
The entity should take remedial action in response to misuse of personal information by a
third party to whom the entity has transferred such information. Systems and procedures
should be in place to:
• Monitor complaints to identify indications of any misuse of personal infor-
mation by third parties
• Respond to any knowledge of a third party using or disclosing personal infor-
mation in variance with the entity’s privacy policies and procedures or con-
tractual arrangements
DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES
The entity discloses personal information to third parties only for the purposes identified in the
notice and with the implicit or explicit consent of the individual. (The Framework component 7.0)
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• Mitigate, to the extent practicable, any harm caused by the use or disclosure of
personal information by the third party in violation of the entity’s privacy policies
and procedures
• Take remedial action in the event that a third party misuses personal infor-
mation (for example, contractual clauses address the ramification of misuse of
personal information) (see Criterion 7.2.4)
7.1.8 Security Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should protect personal information against unautho-
rized access (both physical and logical). Exhibit 7.8 sets out the criteria to meet that objec-
tive. Illustrations and explanations of the criteria are also provided.
A security program should be developed, documented, approved, and implemented that
includes administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to protect personal information
from loss, misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction. The entity’s
security program should address the following matters:
• Periodic risk assessments
• Identification and documentation of the security requirements of authorized users
• Allowing access, the nature of that access, and who authorizes such access
• Preventing unauthorized access
• The procedures to add new users, modify the access levels of existing users,
and remove users who no longer need access
• Assignment of responsibility and accountability for security
• Assignment of responsibility and accountability for system changes and 
maintenance
• Implementing system software upgrades and patches
• Testing, evaluating, and authorizing system components before implementation
• Addressing how complaints and requests relating to security issues are resolved
• Handling errors and omissions, security breaches, and other incidents
• Procedures to detect actual and attempted attacks or intrusions into systems
and to proactively test security procedures (for example, penetration testing)
• Allocating training and other resources to support security policies
• Provision for the handling of exceptions and situations not specifically
addressed in the system processing integrity and related system security policies
• Disaster recovery plans and related testing
• Provision for the identification of, and consistency with, applicable laws and reg-
ulations, defined commitments, service-level agreements, and other contracts
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• A requirement that users, management, and third parties confirm (initially and
annually) their understanding of and agreement to comply with the entity’s pri-




8.2.1 Information Security Program
A security program has been developed, documented, approved, and implemented that includes
administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to protect personal information from loss, misuse,
unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction.
8.2.2 Logical Access Controls
Logical access to personal information is restricted by procedures that address the following matters:
a. Authorizing and registering internal personnel and individuals.
b. Identifying and authenticating internal personnel and individuals.
c. Making changes and updating access profiles.
d. Granting system access privileges and permissions.
e. Preventing individuals from accessing other than their own personal or sensitive information. 
f. Limiting access to personal information to only authorized internal personnel based upon
their assigned roles and responsibilities.
g. Distributing output only to authorized internal personnel.
h. Restricting logical access to offline storage, backup data, systems, and media.
i. Restricting access to system configurations, superuser functionality, master passwords,
powerful utilities, and security devices (for example, firewalls).
j. Preventing the introduction of viruses, malicious code, and unauthorized software.
8.2.3 Physical Access Controls
Physical access is restricted to personal information in any form (including the components of the
entity’s system(s) that contain or protect personal information).
8.2.4 Environmental Safeguards
Personal information, in all forms, is protected against unlawful destruction, accidental loss, natur-
al disasters, and environmental hazards.
8.2.5 Transmitted Personal Information
Personal information is protected when transmitted over the Internet, public networks, and by mail.
8.2.6 Testing Security Safeguards
Tests of the effectiveness of the key administrative, technical, and physical safeguards protecting
personal information are conducted at least annually.
SECURITY
The entity protects information against unauthorized access (both physical and logical).
(The Framework component 8.0)
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Safeguards employed may consider the nature and sensitivity of the data, as well as the
size and complexity of the entity’s operations. For example, the entity may protect per-
sonal information and other sensitive information to a level greater than it applies for
other information.
Logical access to personal information should be restricted by procedures that address the
matters set out in Exhibit 7.9 (see Criterion 8.2.2). Systems and procedures should be in
place to:
• Establish the level and nature of access that will be provided to users based
on the sensitivity of the data and the user’s legitimate business need to access
the personal information
• Authenticate users (for example, by user name and password, certificate,
external token, or biometrics)
• Require the user to provide a valid ID and password to be authenticated by
the system before access is granted to systems handling personal information
• Require enhanced security measures for remote access, such as additional or
dynamic passwords, dial-back controls, digital certificates, or secure ID cards
(see Criterion 8.2.2)
User authorization processes may also take into consideration:
• How the data is accessed (internal or external network), as well as the media
and technology platform of storage
• Access to paper and backup media containing personal information
• Denial of access to joint accounts without other methods to authenticate the
actual individuals
Tool T-21, “Sample Information Asset Classification,” illustrates how information can be
classified to help achieve an appropriate level of access security.
Physical access should be restricted to personal information in any form (including the
components of the entity’s system(s) that contain or protect personal information).
Systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Manage logical and physical access to personal information, including hard-
copy, archival, and backup copies
• Log and monitor access to personal information
• Prevent unauthorized or accidental destruction or loss of personal information
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-21: Sample Information Asset Classification 
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• Investigate breaches and attempts to gain unauthorized access
• Maintain physical control over distribution of reports containing personal
information
• Securely dispose of waste containing confidential information (for example,
shredding) (see Criterion 8.2.3)
Physical safeguards may include the use of locked file cabinets, card access systems, physi-
cal keys, sign-in logs, and other techniques to control access to offices, data centers, and
other locations where personal information is processed or stored.
Personal information, in all forms, should be protected against unlawful destruction, acci-
dental loss, natural disasters, and environmental hazards. Systems and procedures should
be in place to:
• Protect against environmental factors (for example, fire, flood, dust, power
failure, and excessive heat and humidity) based on the entity’s risk assessment
(controlled areas should be protected against fire using both smoke detectors
and a fire suppression system, and water detectors should be installed within
the raised floor areas)
• Protect against a disruption in power supply to the processing environment
by both uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) and emergency power supplies
(EPS) and test this equipment semiannually (see Criterion 8.2.4)
Personal information should be protected when transmitted over the Internet, public net-
works, and by mail. Systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Address the confidentiality of information and communication, and the
appropriate protection of personal information transmitted over the Internet
or other public networks
• Define minimum levels of encryption and controls
• Employ industry standard encryption technology for transferring and receiv-
ing personal information
• Approve external network connections
• Protect information sent by mail, courier or other physical means (see
Criterion 8.2.5)
As technology, market, and regulatory conditions evolve, new measures may become nec-
essary to meet acceptable levels of protection (for example, 128-bit Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) encryption, including user IDs and passwords).
Tests of the effectiveness of the key administrative, technical, and physical safeguards pro-
tecting personal information should be conducted at least annually. Systems and proce-
dures should be in place to:
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• Regularly test the effectiveness of the key administrative, technical, and phys-
ical safeguards protecting personal information
• Periodically undertake independent audits of security controls using either
internal or external auditors
• Test card access systems and other physical security devices at least annually
• Document and test disaster recovery and contingency plans at least annually
to ensure their viability
• Periodically undertake threat and vulnerability testing, including security
penetration testing and Web vulnerability and resilience
• Make appropriate modifications to security policies and procedures on a peri-
odic basis, taking into consideration the results of tests performed and new
and changing threats and vulnerabilities (see Criterion 8.2.6)
It is important to consider that the frequency and nature of the testing of security safe-
guards will vary with the entity’s size and complexity, the nature and scope of its activities,
and the sensitivity of personal information.
Tool T-22, “Sample Security Program Table of Contents,” is helpful for assisting an enti-
ty in the development of a security program.
7.1.9 Quality Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should maintain accurate, complete and relevant per-
sonal information for the purposes identified in the notice. Exhibit 7.9 sets out the cri-
teria to meet that objective. Illustrations and explanations of the criteria are provided
after the exhibit.
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-22: Sample Security Program Table of Contents
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EXHIBIT 7.9: QUALITY
Control Criteria
9.2.1 Accuracy and Completeness of Personal Information
Personal information is accurate and complete for the purposes for which it is to be used.
9.2.2 Relevance of Personal Information
Personal information is relevant to the purposes for which it is to be used.
Personal information should be accurate and complete for the purposes for which it is to
be used. Therefore, systems and procedures should be in place to:
• Record the date when the personal information is obtained or updated
• Specify when and how the personal information is to be updated and the
source for the update (for example, annual reconfirmation of information
held and methods for individuals to proactively update personal information)
• Indicate how to verify the accuracy and completeness of personal information
obtained directly from an individual, received from a third party (see
Criterion 4.2.3), or disclosed to a third party (see Criterion 7.2.2)
• Ensure personal information used on an ongoing basis is sufficiently accu-
rate and complete to make decisions, unless there are clear limits to the need
for accuracy
• Ensure personal information is not routinely updated, unless such a process
is necessary to fulfill the purposes for which it is to be used
• Undertake periodic assessments to check the accuracy of personal informa-
tion records and to correct them, as necessary (see Criterion 9.2.1)
To ensure personal information is relevant, systems and procedures should be in place to
periodically assess personal information records and to correct them, as necessary, to min-
imize the use of inappropriate data for decision making (see Criterion 9.2.2).
7.1.10 Monitoring and Enforcement Procedures and Controls
The Framework states that an entity should monitor compliance with its privacy policies
and procedures and have procedures to address privacy-related inquiries and disputes.
Exhibit 7.10 sets out the criteria to meet that objective. Illustrations and explanations of
the criteria are also provided.
QUALITY
The entity maintains accurate, complete, and relevant personal information for the purposes identi-
fied in the notice. (The Framework component 9.0)
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To address inquiries and complaints, the privacy officer or other designated individual
should develop systems and procedures that set out:
• The steps to be followed in communicating and resolving complaints about
the entity
• The actions that will be taken with respect to the disputed information until
the complaint is satisfactorily resolved
• The remedies available in case of a breach of personal information and how
to communicate this information to an individual
• The recourse available and the formal escalation process to review and
approve any recourse offered to individuals
• The contact information and procedures to be followed with any designated
third-party dispute resolution or similar service (if offered) (see Criterion 10.2.1)
EXHIBIT 7.10: MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
Control Criteria
10.2.1 Complaint Process
A process is in place to address inquiries and complaints.
10.2.2 Dispute Resolution and Recourse
Every inquiry and complaint is addressed and the resolution is documented and communicated to
the individual.
10.2.3 Compliance Review
Compliance with privacy policies and procedures, commitments and applicable laws, regulations,
service-level agreements, and other contracts is reviewed and documented and the results of such
reviews are reported to management. If problems are identified, the entity’s privacy policies and
procedures are enforced.
10.2.4 Instances of Noncompliance
Instances of noncompliance with privacy policies and procedures are documented and reported
and, if needed, corrective measures are taken on a timely basis.
Every inquiry and complaint should be addressed and the resolution documented and
communicated to the individual. Accordingly, the entity should have a formally docu-
mented process in place to:
• Record and respond to all inquiries and complaints in a timely manner
MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
The entity monitors compliance with its privacy policies and procedures and has procedures to
address privacy-related inquiries and disputes. (The Framework component 10.0)
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• Periodically review unresolved disputes and complaints to make sure they are
resolved in a timely manner
• Identify trends and the potential need to change the entity’s privacy policies
and procedures
• Address inquiries and complaints that cannot be resolved
• Use specified independent third-party dispute-resolution services or other
processes mandated by regulatory bodies in the event the individual is not
satisfied with the entity’s proposed resolution, together with a commitment
from such third parties to handle such recourses
• Provide an explanation about how an individual can use a third-party resolu-
tion process, if offered, for complaints that cannot be resolved directly with
the entity (see Criterion 10.2.2)
To ensure that compliance with privacy policies and procedures, commitments and applic-
able laws, regulations, service-level agreements, and other contracts is reviewed and docu-
mented, the results of such reviews are reported to management. If problems are identi-
fied, the privacy policies and procedures are enforced; the entity should have systems and
procedures in place to:
• Annually review compliance with privacy policies and procedures, commitments,
and applicable laws, regulations, service-level agreements, and other contracts
• Document periodic reviews (for example, internal audit plans, audit reports,
compliance checklists, and management sign-off are maintained)
• Report the results of the compliance review and recommendations for
improvement to management and implement a remediation plan
• Monitor the resolution of issues and vulnerabilities noted in the compliance
review to ensure appropriate corrective action is taken on a timely basis (that is,
privacy policies and procedures are revised, as necessary) (see Criterion 10.2.3)
Instances of noncompliance with privacy policies and procedures should be documented
and reported and, if needed, corrective measures are taken on a timely basis. Therefore, sys-
tems and procedures should be in place to:
• Notify employees of the need to report privacy breaches and security vulner-
abilities in a timely manner
• Inform employees of the appropriate channels to report security vulnerabili-
ties and privacy breaches
• Document instances of noncompliance with privacy policies and procedures
• Monitor the resolution of security vulnerabilities and privacy breaches to
ensure appropriate corrective measures are taken on a timely basis
• Identify trends that may require revisions to privacy policies and procedures
(see Criterion 10.2.4)
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7.2 CLASSIFYING THE CONTROLS AS PREVENTATIVE, 
DETECTIVE, OR CORRECTIVE
Control techniques are manual or automated mechanisms that are regularly performed to
ensure the reliable processing and quality of processes and systems. They use both tech-
nology enablers and non-technical enablers to achieve the control objective, thereby miti-
gating the identified privacy risks. It is important to specify how the control technique
should be designed, configured, and implemented; the personnel it should support; and
with what frequency it should operate. 
Control techniques generally fall into three specific categories or control types:
1. Preventative—Controls used to prohibit an activity or event from occurring
or continuing
2. Detective—Controls used to identify the occurrence of an undesired activity or event
3. Corrective—A specific action or procedure that is implemented to fix where
an undesired result has already occurred
Preventative controls are the first line of defense. When properly maintained, they reduce
the number of occurrences of detective and corrective control actions. Automated, pre-
ventative controls usually do not require more design and implementation effort than man-
ual, detective controls. Often, they are significantly less expensive to operate and maintain
on an ongoing basis. Where possible the CPA would assist the entity in using technology
to implement cost-effective preventative controls. Examples are:
• Preventative control. An example is user authorization table that restricts
access to sensitive data to specific categories of users.
• Detective control. An example is a periodic report listing various users that
have accessed sensitive data.
• Corrective control or procedure. An example is updating the user authorization
table to make access more restrictive.
■ ■ ■
7.3 ASSESSING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF IDENTIFIED CONTROLS
(SECURE ENOUGH VS. EXCESSIVELY TIGHT)
After identifying controls to address the components and criteria set out in the Framework,
their adequacy and appropriateness should be assessed. Cost-effective control techniques
should be developed and implemented based on the results of the privacy risk assessment
and gap analysis (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3). In addition, processes should be developed
to gauge the ongoing adequacy of implemented controls (see Chapter 9).
The CPA, as an employee of the entity or as an outside service provider, may find Tool T-
23, “Privacy Risk Assessment Controls,” useful in helping an entity identify high-level risks
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(risks that have a high likelihood of occurrence and the impact of which would be signifi-
cant) and develop appropriate controls to mitigate the identified risks. In this regard, three
risk ranking levels can be used to categorize the privacy risk, as shown below:
If the risk is... Then...
High The focus should be on preventative control techniques, 
wherever possible, with automated attributes. If necessary these 
preventative controls should be supplemented by detective 
controls with frequent monitoring of controls to ensure 
their effectiveness.
Medium The focus should be on a combination of preventative 
and detective control techniques, with the emphasis on 
ease of implementation and performance.
Low No controls will be implemented, as the cost of 
implementing and maintaining any control would exceed 
the value of a loss if the loss were to occur.
■ ■ ■
7.4 SUMMARY
The Framework’s components and criteria enable the CPA to implement an entity’s nec-
essary privacy policies and procedures. This chapter showed how to develop privacy proce-
dures and controls using the components and criteria set out in the Framework. It also clas-
sified them as (1) preventative, (2) detective, or (3) corrective, and discussed how to assess
the appropriateness of identified controls. Chapter 8 focuses on how to implement the pri-
vacy program.
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-23: Privacy Risk Assessment Controls
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Chapter 8
IMPLEMENTING THE PRIVACY PROGRAM
This chapter provides guidance for finalizing the privacy implementation plan—determin-
ing the nature, timing, and extent of resources needed, and managing the privacy imple-
mentation plan. Tools as well as conversion strategies that are helpful to successfully imple-
ment the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (the Framework) are included. 
As discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, the Framework provides a solid foundation for design-
ing privacy policies and developing privacy procedures and controls. This chapter provides
guidance on the last phase, implementing the privacy program. This phase involves:
• Finalizing the implementation plan, including:
— Determining the appropriate implementation approach
— Identifying specific implementation tasks
• Determining the nature, extent, and timing of resources needed, including:
— Identifying internal resources
— Identifying external resources
• Managing the privacy implementation project, including:
— Allocating the available resources
— Using appropriate project management processes
— Using appropriate project management tools
As trusted business advisers, CPAs in both industry and public practice can assist an entity
with many aspects of implementing a privacy program.
■ ■ ■
8.1 FINALIZING THE PRIVACY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
When finalizing the implementation plan, an entity needs to decide on an appropriate
approach and identify specific tasks.
The privacy management team weighs the benefits and costs of the following items:
• Time constraints
• Cost constraints
• Resource constraints (for example, knowledge of employees and training needs)
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How these constraints are met depend, in part, on the system conversion approach that is
taken. Examples of system conversion approaches include the following:
• Phased-in approach. The privacy program is compartmentalized into seg-
ments and the segments are phased-in. Each segment should be tested and
running as desired before the next segment is implemented.
• Prototype (simulation approach). The privacy program is implemented in one
division or department and, after it is tested and running as desired, it is then
installed in the other divisions.
• Plunge (direct cutover). The entire privacy program is implemented, with the
direct cutover occurring at a milestone point where the old system ceases to
be operational. This approach is probably not as relevant to a privacy initia-
tive as it would be to an ERP installation, for example; however, depending
on how broad and deep an initiative it is, this type of approach may be sug-
gested. It can be highly risky if not properly tested.
• Parallel. This is the counter-approach to the plunge method in that both the old
and new systems are run in tandem until the new system has been thoroughly
tested and proves itself. This is the lowest-risk but highest-cost approach.
■ ■ ■
8.2 IDENTIFYING SPECIFIC PRIVACY IMPLEMENTATION TASKS
Implementation tasks encompass the mapping of both functional and technical require-
ments for the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information to the busi-
ness processes and software technology required to the needs and requirements of the enti-
ty. The entity must ensure the appropriate configuration of the software, hardware, and
supporting infrastructure, as well as the performance of necessary testing, training, and
knowledge transfer. Some key considerations include:
• Building and deploying the system infrastructure
— Architecture (including cross-border, centralized versus decentralized,
protocols, and manual and automated processes)
— Applications and systems (including enterprise resource planning systems,
customer relationship management systems, and legacy systems involving
migration and replacement strategies)
— Network (including portals, directories, messaging, and automated workflows)
— Data stores
— Secondary usage issues
— Access 
• Building and deploying data protection
— Identification of management solutions
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— Authorization and authentication
— Encryption
• Building and deploying systems software 
— Testing
• Quality assurance and system testing
• Information technology (IT) cultural transformation
— Common language and definitions
— Taxonomy
— Defining functional roles
— Web-based assessment tools for monitoring cultural baseline and changes
— Online transformation reporting tools
Implementation tasks are not solely IT-systems related. It is essential that the entity focus
on instilling adopted privacy values to internal personnel and third parties. The entity must
initiate both internally and externally a privacy awareness and training program that con-
siders the following:
• Internal considerations
— Client-facing behaviors, such as scripts for communications
— Organizational policies, procedures, and processes
— Employee awareness of rights and obligations of individuals and the entity
— Data classification, for example, personal, sensitive, financial, and health
— Obligations of employees to adhere to the privacy polices and penalties
for not doing so
• External considerations:
— Third-party awareness of policies and procedures
— Carefully craft advertising and solicitation materials so they are in the spir-
it of the privacy program 
— Individual awareness of privacy notice and their rights and obligations
— Vendor and third-party agreements and contracts (cookies, web advertis-
ing, links hosting)
■ ■ ■
8.3 DETERMINING THE NATURE, EXTENT, AND TIMING OF
RESOURCES NEEDED
Chapter 4, Section 4.5, provides guidance for identifying the resources needed to imple-
ment an entity’s chosen privacy strategy. It states that, once the necessary human resources
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are identified, an entity would assess whether they are available internally or can be
obtained. Any gaps would require outsourcing (see Exhibit 4.2 for a checklist approach).
8.3.1 Identify Internal Resources
The process for identifying internal resources should take into consideration skill sets, avail-
ability, career options, and senior management involvement. In this respect, the following
questions may be helpful in identifying whether the “internal resource option” is suitable
for the entity:
• Skill set. Do the internal resources have the appropriate skills? Can they learn
them in the time required? Will they learn by shadowing another staff mem-
ber or external resource? Are there courses they can attend? 
• Availability. Are the internal resources available and will they be fully commit-
ted to the privacy project? What conflicting activities exist? How will the con-
flicts be resolved? What impact will unresolved conflicts have on the project?
• Career options. Are the internal resources likely to be able to apply their skills
learned during the privacy project to other projects? Will the skills be usable in
a privacy area? Will the skills be usable in a future project management or relat-
ed areas? Will internal resources’ involvement in the project likely lead to their
departure from the entity (consider marketability, career privacy involvement)?
• Senior management involvement. Will the entity’s chief privacy officer be
actively involved in all aspects of the privacy implementation project? 
8.3.2 Select External Resources
External resources require a combination of effective project management skills, privacy
knowledge, and skills and knowledge of the entity and its people. External resources tradi-
tionally bring three attributes to any project:
1. Knowledge, experience, and skill. External specialists know the topic; they
know the issues; they know how to address the problems that are likely to be
encountered. However, they generally are not as familiar with the entity’s cul-
ture and detailed processes and procedures as internal resources. 
2. Commitment of time. External resources provide resources that can provide
dedicated time. However, external resources can be expensive compared with
internal resources.
3. Action and acceptance. External resources are frequently able to command
the attention of key decision makers and thereby obtain the necessary
resources and a commitment to action by senior management.
Other benefits of using external resources are:
• Availability. The right external resources can bring knowledge and ability to
an entity’s privacy initiatives. Effectively used, such external resources can
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provide the entity with knowledge transfer, coaching, and a plan to bring
employees from participating in to maintaining and managing the entity’s
privacy initiatives.
• Skill and experience. External resources bring skills and experiences to the pri-
vacy initiatives. They provide best practices for both privacy and project
design and management.
• Independence and objectivity. External resources also bring an independent
and objective view to the privacy initiatives.
• Cultural issues. At times, internal resources are insufficient to convince senior
management and the board to act or change. Independent external resources
need to identify and address cultural issues to bring success where internal
resources may otherwise face challenges and roadblocks.
■ ■ ■
8.4 MANAGING THE PRIVACY IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT
In managing the privacy implementation project, an entity needs to decide how to allo-
cate the available resources and make use of appropriate project management processes
and tools.
8.4.1 Allocate Available Resources
Resources, consisting for example of people, funding, and technology, can be allocated
based on the results of the gap analysis, legislative imperatives, key deadlines, or early
results. Items to take into consideration when allocating resources are: 
• Choices and alternatives. The choices may include an assessment of relative
risk, costs, time to market, legislative imperatives, and availability of entity
personnel or external resources to work on the project. Also, each alternative
should be assessed in terms of its ability to meet the entity’s objectives in the
required time and at the least cost in terms of resources, funds, and people.
• Determining objectives. Privacy can be implemented to meet business, legisla-
tive, or other requirements. However, establishing the key objectives and the
required timelines is important to ensuring that resources are allocated in a
rational way that supports the needs of the entity. 
• Optimizing alternatives. Effective optimization models will require a costing
of each alternative, a determination and quantification of the risks, and ulti-
mate exposures and the time to complete and implement. 
8.4.2 Use Appropriate Project Management Processes
Successfully implementing a privacy program requires project management processes.
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Progress monitoring. The project manager, his or her designate, or, in some cases, a project
management office will monitor the progress of the project, generally using automated
project management software. Actual progress and costs are measured against scheduled
targets, timelines, budgets, and critical path work tasks.
Time recording. Accurate time recording is necessary and important. Every team member
completes a timesheet with a description of the specific tasks, as identified on the detailed
project schedule, performed each day. Timesheets can be used to maintain a history of the
implementation effort for future reference and for estimating the required support.
Communication. Communication, both written and oral, of the project’s progress and sta-
tus of the privacy initiative or program is key within an entity. This communication reports
how successful the project is on a periodic and ongoing basis. The frequency of the com-
munication should be identified in the planning phase of the project and take into consid-
eration the following communication vehicles:
• Corporate, business unit, and IT newsletters
• Executive, steering committee, and audit committee reports and presentations
• Web site announcements
• Open houses and employee demonstrations
• Project team meetings and presentations
Quality assurance. The quality assurance and review tasks would be completed during the
project phases (that is, plan, design, implement, and monitor) to provide an objective
assessment value-added recommendations on both system architecture and business
process improvements considered by the team. The quality assurance and review tasks also
assist in developing an appropriate privacy compliance plan and supporting the preparation
and delivery of compliance reports to management, when required.
Status reporting. The frequency, schedule, and format for status reporting and status meet-
ings are set at the initial planning and start-up of the privacy initiative or program. Specific
project team individuals will be assigned responsibility for preparing the progress reports
and required attendance at status meetings.
Status meetings should take place regardless of attendance. If someone cannot attend the
meeting, the team should appoint an alternate representative. Suggested areas to cover
when conducing a status meeting are:
• Description of the accomplishments during the previous week
• Discussion of any problems experienced during the previous week
• Expected accomplishments in the following week
• Discussion of any outstanding issues and creation of an action plan for resolv-
ing (including responsibilities)
• Current project status versus planned and scheduled
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The deliverables for each status meeting is a list of agreed-upon action items, including the
description of the action, individual responsible for completing the action, and the target
completion date. The status meeting facilitator (possibly the project manager) is responsi-
ble for ensuring that all action items are added to the action log for the project. Tool T-
24, “Steering Committee Status Meeting,” is an example.
Issue management. Usually, an issue management process, supported by an automated
repository, should be implemented to manage and track all issues and change requests that
arise during the project. The issues should be recorded in an issues log (or database) by the
project manager. Each team member should work to resolve issues. However, if agreement
cannot be reached, the issue escalates to the project manager, executive sponsors, steering
committee, and/or advisory or audit committee, if required.
Documentation management. Documentation is critical to the successful implementation
of the privacy initiative or program. Therefore, standards and procedures, including repos-
itories, should be developed for the following:
• Technical systems and application documentation
• Project documents
• User training material
• Client specific user documentation
• Corporate policies and procedures
8.4.3 Use Appropriate Project Management Tools 
The size of the privacy initiative, the complexity of the project, the number of individuals
involved, and their skills and experience will dictate the types of management tools to be
used in implementing a privacy program. It is important, however, that all projects have
authority, planning, management, and reporting. In this respect, flowcharts, tailored forms,
other documents, and Gantt charts would be helpful. 
Privacy involves the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information. As
such, a graphic depiction of these activities in a flowchart often facilitate the understand-
ing of the flow of personal information, the data touchpoints, and the internal and exter-
nal exchanges of information. (See Chapter 5, Exhibit 5.1, for an illustration of data touch-
points.) Flowcharts can also assist in the documentation of key controls; key documents;
and related verification, validation, and approval processes. 
Scheduling the tasks in the sequence in which they will be performed can be very useful in
allocating the necessary resources, monitoring whether the implementation is on schedule
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-24: Steering Committee Status Meeting
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and, if not, what the repercussions are, especially if a legislative requirement is pending.
Gantt charts are a useful tool because they first require that all the relevant tasks be iden-
tified and then sequenced relative to one another and assigned to a time frame. Tasks can
be performed concurrently, but the nature of the sequential tasks becomes apparent at a
glance. As the privacy initiative progresses, the actual time is compared against planned
time. Also, both actual and planned milestones can be noted, and duration and cost of the
tasks can be tracked as well. Exhibit 8.1 illustrates the basic layout of a Gantt chart.
EXHIBIT 8.1: GANTT CHART
Other tools and techniques that can be used to ensure the implementation is successful
include:
• Privacy initiative proposal (see Chapter 3)
• Privacy initiative work plan (see Chapter 4)
• Project steering committee mandate
• Project management software
• Project management forms
— Status reports (for example, Tool T-25, “Project Dashboard,” can be
used to monitor how the implementation process is proceeding) 
— Budgets
Task Month













planned actual Planned milestone Actual milestone
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— Management and board reporting
— Issue documents
— Decision requests









• Project completions forms
— Postimplementation review
— Project signoff
• Project maintenance forms





This chapter included the tools and techniques used in implementing the privacy plan, how
to identify internal and external resources requirements and timing, and the processes to
use in monitoring implementation activities.
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)




SUSTAINING AND MANAGING THE
PRIVACY PROGRAM
The fourth stage of the Service Delivery Matrix (Chapter 2, Exhibit 2.1) is about sus-
taining and managing the privacy program. This involves ongoing maintenance, which
entails updating plans and processes to respond to changes in the privacy environment,
including new or revised privacy criteria or desired goals. It also involves performance
measurement to gauge how different critical functions, and the privacy officer responsible
for them, have performed. Performance measures may be quantitative or qualitative, and
financial or nonfinancial.
This chapter provides guidance on identifying control points, obtaining evidence that the
privacy program is operating effectively, assessing the evidence, reporting deficiencies, and
managing system changes. 
■ ■ ■
9.1 MONITORING PRIVACY COMPLIANCE
As part of the sustaining and managing phase, decisions need to be made on whether the
entity’s staff, or external resources engaged for this purpose, will perform specified func-
tions. In either case, the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (hereinafter referred to as the
Framework) components and criteria could be specified as the basis for monitoring priva-
cy compliance. For example, internal auditors could review compliance with the
Framework criteria as part of their responsibility for contributing to the integrity and reli-
ability of privacy programs. Alternatively, the work could be outsourced and the service
contract could specify those criteria as the benchmark for assessment. Compliance with pri-
vacy laws and regulations would be performed by the entity’s legal counsel.
CPAs can provide various privacy advisory services to help an entity effectively monitor the
operation of its privacy-related systems, processes, procedures, and controls. Potential areas
of focus could include:
• Identifying control points in the privacy program
• Obtaining evidence that the privacy program is operating effectively
• Assessing the evidence and reporting deficiencies
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■ ■ ■
9.2 IDENTIFYING CONTROL POINTS IN THE PRIVACY PROGRAM
Effective controls need to be designed and implemented to protect the personal infor-
mation at each data touch point. Therefore, it is important that an entity develop priva-
cy performance metrics and identify privacy data touch points (see Chapter 5, Section
5.2.2), including:
• All data collection points, including data entry
• All data processing points
• All data access points (both internal and external)
• All distribution points
The privacy officer or equivalent should assign an individual to identify all relevant data
control points. Specific control objectives should be established in relation to each of the
Framework components, as well as any additional controls to meet organizational or indus-
try-related privacy requirements.
To monitor whether privacy-related controls are operating as designed, a work schedule
should be established that sets out the frequency and responsibility for control testing. An
example of such a schedule is presented in Exhibit 9.1. 
EXHIBIT 9.1: FREQUENCY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTROL TESTING
Control Tests of Frequency Responsibility for Review
Activity Control of Test Conducting Test of Control
The Framework 1. Examine whether Annually Internal Audit Internal Audit
all employees have Senior Manager
taken the quiz.
8.2.1 2. Assess their scores
Information to determine 
Security Program understanding.
...
q. A requirement 3. Examine whether all
that users, employees completed
management, and the electronic form.
third parties confirm 
(initially and annually) 
their understanding 
of an agreement to 




to the security of 
personal information.
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All identified data control elements should be covered by an appropriate data control activ-
ity. To ensure that these control elements are periodically tested at appropriate intervals,
responsibility is assigned for both performing the test and reviewing the control report.
These activities encompass testing the preventative controls and are by nature a detective
control process. These concepts are reviewed in Chapter 7, Section 7.2. The actual testing
and results would be reported separately, along the lines illustrated in Exhibit 9.2.
EXHIBIT 9.2: THE FRAMEWORK CRITERIA AND CONTROLS
Control Control Controls  Tests of Result of
Criteria Objective Activity in Place Controls Control Testing
Framework Information Users, management, 1. Give electronic 1. Examine 1. 97% of all 
8.2.1 Security and third parties privacy policy whether employees
Program confirm annually quiz with five all employees have taken
their understanding random questions have taken the quiz.
of, and agreement to employees the quiz.
with, the entity’s annually.
privacy policies and 
procedures related 2. Have employees 2. Assess their 2. Average score
to the security of give electronic scores to was 3 out
personal information. acknowledgment determine of 5 correct.
that they have understanding.
read and agree 
to the
privacy polices.
3. Examine 3. 97% of all
whether all employees
employees completed the
completed the electronic form.
electronic form.
Categorizing these control elements into the individual privacy components facilitates their
assessment. The criteria in the Framework should be used as a guideline to identify control
activities and actual controls in place. Tool T-26, “Sample Quality Compliance Program,”
provides an example of how this might be done for the Quality component and criteria in
the Framework. CPAs may find this helpful when assisting an entity in monitoring and test-
ing controls. 
Privacy Tool (see Appendix E and the Toolkit CD-ROM)
• Tool T-26: Sample Quality Compliance Program
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■ ■  
9.3 OBTAINING EVIDENCE THAT THE PRIVACY PROGRAM IS
OPERATING EFFECTIVELY
Staff independent of the functions being reviewed (or persons to whom this work has been
outsourced) need to collect evidence to demonstrate that controls are operating as intend-
ed. Exhibit 9.2 (columns 5 and 6) provides brief examples of tests to gather evidence and
document the results. Other examples of data that might be collected include:
• Customer’s requests for information data
• Log of filling customer requests
• Fields in databases
• Contracts with trading partners and other third parties
• Firewall configurations
• Logs of data transfers to third parties
• Customer service telephone logs
In addition to examining data, the actual process may need to be examined, including:
• Methods used to transfer data to third parties
• Methods used to authenticate users
• Methods used to handle disputes
The actual process being used may be determined in various ways, such as interviews, flow-
charts, and telephone logs (see Criterion 10.2.1, Inquiry and Complaint Process).
Evidence of processes might include an analysis of the methods used to:
• Identify the individual making the inquiry or complaint
• Identify and track inquiries and complaints
• Obtain the requested personal information
• Escalate and respond to the inquiry or complaint
• Provide timely results
Broader issues also need to be considered in obtaining evidence regarding the effective
operation of the privacy program. For example, inadequate resources devoted to the ongo-
ing support of privacy can cause significant problems. Management should review annual-
ly the assignment of personnel, budgets, and allocation of other resources to its privacy
program (see Criterion 1.2.5). Monitoring of resource adequacy and utilization can be
implemented in a continuous manner with exception reporting techniques, in which any
reports of cost overruns, personnel shortages, or hardware problems, such as server capac-
ity overloads, are sent to an appropriate manager for review and immediate action. Also, an
annual process of reviewing the personnel, budgets, and resources should be in place
requiring review and signature of the privacy officer or equivalent.
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It is also important to note that even a well-designed and implemented system can start to
deteriorate in terms of user response, integrity, and security. Such deterioration can inadver-
tently result, for example, from normal activities such as system updates and routine mainte-
nance or from changes such as the hiring of new employees who do not have appropriate
experience or sufficient training to operate the systems properly. Changes in the nature of the
business (for example, a new line of business or category of customers) can also cause systems
to become outdated. Accordingly, continuous monitoring is needed to obtain evidence that
the system is operating effectively, and to identify and correct deficiencies on a timely basis.
■ ■ ■
9.4 HOW TO ORGANIZE AND ASSESS THE EVIDENCE, AND
REPORT DEFICIENCIES
How evidence can be organized and assessed is illustrated in Exhibit 9.3. It sets out gen-
eral recommendations. However, these need to be detailed in a specific plan, assigning
accountability and a timeframe by which the recommendation should be implemented.
EXHIBIT 9.3: ORGANIZING AND ASSESSING EVIDENCE
Time Period Assessment of  Compliance Date
Data Data Actual Practice (High, Medium, Action Responsible Action
Collected Collected vs. Expectation or Low) Recommendations Taken Person Taken
Field list of Field list Field list of data High No action 
data collected examined on collected is in needed




Field list of Field list Additional fields Low Revise the privacy
data collected examined on of clickstream policy to indicate 
from mm/dd/yyyy data (the loan that visitors to 
consumers amount and the site who use  
on ABC’s annual gross  the free mortgage 
Web site income on the calculator will 
free mortgage have this data 
calculator) are collected
being stored and 
tracked through 
a cookie
List of Period from New third parties High Immediate review
current mm/dd/yyyy to are being used of all new third
third-party mm/dd/yyyy for outsourced party outsourcers’ 
providers activities and no privacy policy
documentation
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In addition, an assessment of the cost of addressing deficiencies should be made. A senior
privacy management leader, ideally the privacy officer, should review all actionable plans
and costs and approve or disapprove them. If the plans are not approved, the privacy offi-
cer or accountable privacy management leader should prepare a short report on the reasons
the course of action was not taken and the risks of not taking this action.
Good corporate governance requires that ongoing monitoring of implemented systems be
carried out in a timely fashion. Periodically, the privacy officer or equivalent should prepare
a report to senior management that states the scope of the review, the time frame for the
review, and his or her overall assessment that the privacy program is functioning with
integrity and as required by the privacy strategy and stated privacy policies and procedures.
■ ■ ■
9.5 MANAGING CHANGE AND MAINTENANCE OF
THE PRIVACY PROGRAM
Periodically, changes to the existing privacy program will need to be made for a number
of reasons:
• Weaknesses found in the existing system
• Continuous improvement efforts to move along the privacy life cycle (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.1)
• Response to regulatory environment, such as new legislation (see Criterion 1.2.2)
• Response to business environment, such as new technology (see Criterion 1.2.7)
• New products or services being offered
Ideally, any changes made to the existing privacy control systems should be documented
with the following information (see Criterion 1.2.4):
• The date the change was proposed
• By whom the proposal was made
• Reason for change
• Implications of implementing the change
• Risks of not implementing the change
• Privacy components and criteria affected by change
• Approval of change
• The date the change was actually made
• Implications of ongoing monitoring procedures
Periodically—monthly or quarterly—any recent changes should be reviewed by the priva-
cy officer or equivalent for compliance with original privacy program objectives and the
implementation of the change assessed.
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■ ■ ■
9.6 SUMMARY
Sound corporate governance requires that ongoing monitoring of implemented systems be
conducted and controlled in a timely fashion. Periodically, top management, ultimately the
privacy officer or equivalent, should prepare a report that states the scope of the periodic
review, the time frame for the review, and his or her overall assessment that the actual pri-
vacy process in place is functioning with integrity and as expected defined in the initial pri-
vacy strategy and policies and procedures. 
This chapter began with a general discussion of monitoring procedures, managing change,
and documenting the needs for updates to the privacy program. This information should
help developing data collection for obtaining evidence, developing solutions to found pri-
vacy gaps, and developing opinions about the ongoing privacy operations.
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PROVIDING PRIVACY ASSURANCE: 




Some organizations may want to provide independent assurance about the effectiveness
of their privacy program to their customers, employees, and others. This chapter pro-
vides guidance for the CPA in public practice (the practitioner) on providing privacy
assurance services. 
The principal AICPA professional standards applicable to providing privacy assurance ser-
vices are set forth in Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 10,
Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AT secs. 101–701), as amended (the attestation standards). Among other things, the attes-
tation standards require that:
• The CPA has adequate technical training and proficiency in the attest func-
tion (AT sec. 101.19), has adequate knowledge of the subject matter (in this
case, privacy) (AT sec. 101.21), be independent (AT sec. 101.35), and exer-
cise due professional care in the planning and performance of the engage-
ment (AT sec. 101.39).
• Suitable criteria exist and are available against which the subject matter can
be evaluated. The AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework includes Privacy
Criteria that can be used for this purpose (AT sec. 101.24–.34).
The attestation standards also address standards of field work (AT sec. 101.42) and stan-
dards of reporting (AT sec. 101.63).
This chapter amplifies on these requirements and provides guidance on:
• Client and engagement acceptance
• Engagement letters
• Engagement planning, execution, completion, reporting, and quality control
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Although the guidance in this chapter is intended for the independent CPA in public prac-
tice, it also may be useful for a CPA in industry employed by an entity for performing an
internal audit or similar service related to that entity’s privacy program. However, because
such a CPA is not independent in this situation, the CPA’s report could be used only for
internal management purposes and not for providing assurance to customers, employees,
or third parties.
■ ■ ■
10.2 GENERAL ENGAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
10.2.1 What Are Assurance Services?
Assurance services are those services in which a practitioner is engaged to issue an opinion,
a review, or an agreed-upon procedures report on subject matter or an assertion about the
subject matter that is the responsibility of another party. For example, an assurance engage-
ment might result in an opinion about whether a defined system meets the AICPA/CICA
Trust Services Principles and Criteria for Systems Reliability.
As indicated, assurance services are developed within the framework of the attestation stan-
dards, specifically, Chapter 1, “Attest Engagements” (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.
1, AT sec. 101). Accordingly, a practitioner is expected to be aware of the professional
requirements established by the relevant professional standards.
Under these standards, an independent, objective, knowledgeable practitioner performs
tests of the subject matter to form an opinion or to report on either management’s asser-
tion or the subject matter to which the assertion relates. The practitioner gathers evidence
about the subject matter’s conformity with the criteria in the same way as is commonly
done in other audit engagements, by performing procedures such as inquiry, observation,
inspection, and reperformance to verify the achievement of specified Trust Services crite-
ria. The practitioner expresses an opinion on management’s assertion or on the subject
matter to which it relates. The practitioner’s report provides value to management because
it increases the credibility of management’s assertion and helps distinguish the entity from
other service providers.
10.2.2 Overview of Privacy Assurance Services
In a privacy assurance engagement, as envisioned in the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework: 
• The subject matter is the entity’s privacy program. Specifically it includes the
following two components:
— The effectiveness of the entity’s controls over the privacy of personal
information collected in the business in providing reasonable assurance
that the personal information was collected, used, retained, and disclosed
based on its commitments in its privacy notice and on the AICPA/CICA
Trust Services Privacy Criteria; and
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— Compliance with the commitments in the entity’s privacy notice
• The practitioner’s opinion covers either:
— Management’s assertion about the subject matter, or
— The subject matter directly. 
In either case, management must provide the practitioner with a written
assertion, or the practitioner is required to modify his or her report.
• The measurement criteria used to evaluate the subject matter are the
AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Criteria, which are set forth in the
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework. These criteria provide a structure for the
various components of an entity’s privacy program and a set of benchmarks
against which that program can be evaluated.
The following table shows a comparison between a privacy assurance engagement and a
financial statement audit engagement.
Privacy Assurance Financial Statement Audit
Professional standards Statements on Standards for Statements on Auditing Standards,
Attestation Engagements issued issued by the AICPA; and, for SEC 
by the AICPA registrants, Auditing and Related 
Professional Practice Standards, issued 
by the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board
Measurement criteria Trust Services Privacy Criteria, Generally accepted accounting
issued by the AICPA/CICA principles
10.2.3 How Does Privacy Relate to Trust Services?
AICPA/CICA Trust Services are defined as a set of professional assurance and advisory ser-
vices based on a common framework (that is, a core set of principles and criteria) to address
the risks and opportunities of information technology. Trust Services principles and crite-
ria are issued by the Assurance Services Executive Committee. Trust Services include
WebTrust® and SysTrust® assurance services.
With the issuance of the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework, the privacy principle, compo-
nents, and criteria became part of the Trust Services principles and criteria. Online privacy
has been part of the AICPA/CICA Trust Services, which also include a core set of princi-
ples and criteria covering security, processing integrity, availability, and confidentiality. The
framework criteria replace the existing Trust Services Online Privacy Principle and Criteria
and are referred to as the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Principle and Criteria.
These criteria have been broadened to include additional business segments and processes
relating to privacy. To perform an online privacy Trust Services assurance engagement
using these criteria, the entity describes the online business segment or process in its pri-
vacy notice (see Criterion 2.2.2) and the practitioner applies the criteria to the business seg-
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ment or process that he or she is engaged to evaluate. (See Section 10.9 of this chapter and
Attachment E to the framework, “Transition From AICPA/CICA Trust Services Online
Privacy Principle and Criteria to Transition Guidance,” for additional information.)
The AICPA/CICA Trust Services Resource Guide contains guidance that may be useful to
the practitioner in conducting privacy assurance engagements.
10.2.4 Key Concepts Applicable to Privacy Assurance Engagements
The following key concepts apply to privacy assurance engagements:
• A privacy assurance report ordinarily covers all 10 privacy components. In
addition, all the relevant criteria in all 10 privacy components need to be met
during the period covered by the report to issue an unqualified report.1
• The work should be performed at the highest level of assurance set forth in
the attestation standards, that is, the “examination” level. Work performed at
lower levels of assurance, such as the “review” level, could be misleading and
is not appropriate for most privacy assurance engagements.
• The scope of the engagement can cover (1) either all personal information or
only certain identified types of personal information, such as customer infor-
mation or employee information, and (2) all business segments and locations
for the entire entity or only certain identified segments of the business (retail
operations, but not manufacturing operations or only operations originating
on the entity’s Web site) or geographic locations (such as only Canadian
operations). In addition:
— The scope of the engagement generally should be consistent with the
description of the entities and activities covered in the privacy notice (see
Privacy Criterion 2.2.2). The scope often could be narrower, but ordi-
narily not broader, than that covered by the related privacy notice.
— The scope of the engagement should cover all the activities in the “infor-
mation cycle” for the relevant personal information. These should include
collection, use, retention, disclosure, and destruction, de-identification,
or anonymization. Defining a segment that does not include this entire
cycle could be misleading to the user of the practitioner’s report.
— If the identified personal information included in the scope of the exam-
ination is commingled with other information not in the scope of the
engagement, the privacy assurance engagement needs to cover controls
over all the information from the point of commingling forward.
1 In certain circumstances (such as a report on a third-party service provider), special purpose privacy reports
covering some of the 10 privacy components could be issued. The Privacy Task Force recommends that
such reports contain language that indicates that the privacy components not covered are essential for over-
all assurance of privacy and be “restricted use” reports. Additional guidance on reports on third-party ser-
vice providers is set forth in Chapter 5 of the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Resource Guide.
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• The scope of the engagement covers (1) the effectiveness of the entity’s con-
trols over privacy of the relevant personal information and (2) the entity’s
compliance with the commitments in its privacy notice.
• The practitioner’s report should ordinarily cover a period of time (not less
than two months); however, the practitioner’s initial report can be a point-
in-time report.
10.2.5 Existence of an Accountability Relationship 
Assurance engagements involve three separate parties: a practitioner, a responsible party,
and the intended user(s) of the practitioner’s report. Before undertaking a privacy assur-
ance engagement, the practitioner needs to be satisfied that an accountability relationship
exists. An accountability relationship exists when one party (the responsible/accountable
party) (1) is answerable to and/or is responsible to another party (the user) for the priva-
cy matters that are subject to the engagement, or (2) voluntarily chooses to report to
another party on its privacy matters, such as its privacy notice and controls. The account-
ability relationship may arise either as a result of an agreement or legislation or because a
user can be expected to have an interest in how the responsible or accountable party has
discharged its responsibilities for privacy.
The practitioner provides assurance to the intended user, such as customers, based on the
responsible party’s assertions about its privacy notice and controls. The responsible party is
usually an entity that collects, uses, retains, and discloses personal information. The respon-
sible party may or may not be the party who engages the practitioner. The practitioner may
be engaged by management or by other parties. In either case, it is important for the
responsible party to understand its responsibility for the engagement (see discussion of
engagement letters in Section 10.4) and the need to make an assertion with respect to its
privacy notice and controls.
The intended user is the person or class of persons for whom the practitioner prepares the
report for a specific use or purpose. The intended user may be identified by agreement
between the practitioner and the responsible party or those engaging or employing the
practitioner. The responsible or accountable party is typically referred to as management.
For a privacy assurance engagement, the responsible or accountable party ordinarily is the
management of the entity, responsible for its privacy policies, procedures, and controls and
for compliance with the entity’s privacy notice. 
Because the practitioner’s role in a privacy assurance engagement is that of an attester, the
practitioner should not take on the role of the responsible party in the engagement.
Therefore, a prerequisite for a privacy assurance engagement is to clearly identify the
responsible party. A practitioner may accept a privacy assurance engagement provided that
one of the following conditions is met:
• The party wishing to engage the practitioner is responsible for the privacy
notice and controls.
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• The party wishing to engage the practitioner is not responsible for the priva-
cy notice and controls but is able to provide the practitioner, or have a third
party who is responsible for privacy notice and controls provide the practi-
tioner, with evidence of the third party’s responsibility for this subject matter.
The practitioner should obtain written acknowledgment or other evidence of the respon-
sible party’s responsibility for the privacy notice and controls, or the written assertion, as it
relates to the objective of the engagement to ensure that there is a common understand-
ing of management’s responsibilities under the accountability relationship. The responsible
party can acknowledge that responsibility in a number of ways, for example, in an engage-
ment letter, a representation letter, a presentation of the subject matter, or a written asser-
tion. Obtaining this acknowledgment in writing provides the most appropriate form of evi-
dence of management’s acknowledgment.
Normally, the practitioner seeks management’s acknowledgment before undertaking an
assurance engagement. As a practical matter in a privacy assurance engagement, the practi-
tioner obtains management’s acknowledgment in the engagement letter before commenc-
ing the engagement and in a representation letter at the conclusion of the engagement.
If the practitioner cannot obtain acknowledgment from management, the practitioner con-
siders whether an accountability relationship exists. The practitioner should also consider
how the lack of acknowledgment might affect his or her work and conclusions. For exam-
ple, if evidence that an accountability relationship exists cannot be obtained, an assurance
engagement cannot be performed. Even if other evidence of the accountability relationship
exists, lack of acknowledgment from management for some or all of the subject matter may
also cause the practitioner to question his or her ability to obtain sufficient appropriate evi-
dence and reconsider whether to accept the engagement.
■ ■ ■
10.3 CLIENT AND ENGAGEMENT ACCEPTANCE
A practitioner’s reputation depends on the care that is taken to identify and reject (1)
prospective clients of dubious reputation and (2) engagements that will not provide the
practitioner with an appropriate fee relative to the risks assumed or that are likely to involve
the practitioner in litigation, adverse publicity, or investigations, or other matters that
might reflect negatively on the practitioner. These important risk management activities for
any practice can be divided into two areas of consideration: client acceptance and engage-
ment acceptance.
10.3.1 Client Acceptance
The objective of the client acceptance process is to ensure that the practitioner is not asso-
ciated with clients that could potentially harm the practitioner’s reputation. Acceptance of
each new client also should make good business sense in relation to the practitioner’s pro-
posed responsibilities and capabilities to deliver the proposed service. Similarly, the practi-
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tioner should periodically reassess the acceptability of continuing client relationship, par-
ticularly when proposing a new service for an existing client.
Client screening should consider the nature of the entity’s business and the business prac-
tices followed by the entity, as well as the entity’s overall financial condition. For example,
organizations involving gambling may fall outside acceptable norms for some practitioners. 
In addition, the practitioner should assess the background, experience, reputation, and
integrity of the entity’s management. In some cases, the practitioner might request a back-
ground check of key management personnel. If management’s reputation or integrity is in
question, the practitioner should consider rejecting the client. 
10.3.1.1 Independence and Objectivity
Because a privacy assurance engagement requires independence and objectivity, the practi-
tioner should consider whether there are any matters that might impair independence or
objectivity. Independence and objectivity are the cornerstone of the assurance function.
Rules of Professional Conduct require the practitioner to maintain the intellectual honesty
and impartiality necessary to reach an unbiased conclusion about the subject matter. 
The attestation standards (AT sec. 101.35) require “in all matters relating to the engage-
ment, an independence in mental attitude shall be maintained by the practitioner.” These
standards (AT sec. 101.36) also state, “The practitioner should maintain the intellectual
honesty and impartiality necessary to reach an unbiased conclusion about the subject mat-
ter or assertion.”
10.3.1.2 Independence Considerations
The principal independence standards and rules relating to privacy assurance engagements
are those issued by the AICPA (see Rule 101, Independence [AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.01]). Various other bodies also establish independence rules
and standards. These include state boards of accountancy, the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) for reports to be filed with the SEC, and various other governmental
agencies, such as the Department of Labor and the General Accounting Office for certain
types of services to governmental agencies. These standards may differ from or may be
more restrictive than those of the AICPA.
To be considered independent under the AICPA Rule 101 (ET sec. 101), the practitioner
and defined individuals in the practitioner’s firm (and in some cases their family members),
among other things, must not:
• Have or be committed to acquire a direct or indirect financial interest in
the client
• Have a joint closely held investment with the client
• Have had a loan to or from the client, or from any officer, directory, or sig-
nificant shareholder of the client
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• Be associated with the client as a director, officer, or employee or in any
capacity equivalent to that of a member of management
• Perform management functions or make management decisions in the course
of providing nonattest services for the client
The practitioner should be familiar with all the requirements of AICPA’s Rule 101, which
are only briefly summarized here.
The SEC has established independence regulations for practitioners who perform financial state-
ment audits for SEC registrants. Thus, for audit clients that are SEC registrants, the practition-
er must consider SEC independence regulations and determine how they affect any diagnostic,
advisory/remediation, and assurance services the practitioner may wish to provide. The princi-
pal consideration is whether the performance of such services would potentially impair inde-
pendence with respect to the practitioner’s audit of the entity. Generally, providing the privacy
assurance service should not present independence issues for SEC audit clients; however, audit
committee approval for this service should be obtained.
10.3.1.3 Objectivity Considerations
Before providing a privacy assurance engagement, the practitioner may have provided advi-
sory, preimplementation, or remediation assistance to the entity. Although such services
can be provided in a manner that does not impair independence, the practitioner should
consider whether the privacy assurance engagement team has the appropriate objectivity
needed for this engagement. 
If the practitioner believes that there may be potential impairments to objectivity, appropriate
steps can be to taken mitigate them. For example, a careful assignment to the privacy assur-
ance engagement of personnel different from those who participated in previous projects and
a process of supervision and quality assurance should help mitigate potential impairments. 
Considerations about objectivity and independence require the exercise of professional
judgment on the part of the practitioner. In providing assurance services, the practitioner
should ensure that his or her firm and the engagement team are appropriately independent
and objective in fact and in appearance. 
Exhibit 10.1 summarizes some of the matters a practitioner might wish to address when
evaluating or screening prospective clients.
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EXHIBIT 10.1: CLIENT ACCEPTANCE SCREENING
Considerations Reason
1. Entity background, management, ownership, To establish the risks associated
capital structure, and sources of capital with the client’s business activities
2. Nature of the entity’s business activities, To identify any inherent risks associated with
industry, and other features the nature of the business or the industry in which
it operates; also to assess whether the practitioner 
might require specialized industry knowledge or 
experience to appropriately serve the client
3. Management’s attitude about controls and To assess the integrity and business backgrounds
commitment to broad system reliability of the key management personnel
components
4. Financial statements; projections To establish the financial resources of the client, 
financial stability, future plans, and ability to pay
5. Key personnel, competencies, retention plans To establish the strength of the human resources, 
and their competencies to manage and control the 
system to the standards expected by Trust Services 
Privacy Criteria.
6. Customer/client satisfaction To identify potential causes of customer 
dissatisfaction with the entity’s products, services, 
or customer relationship management
7. Actual or potential investigations, litigation, To identify potential risks that could affect
or regulatory sanctions the client’s reputation
8. Independence—financial and other To ensure that the practitioner meets the
relationships with the client, prior services, independence requirements for a
applicable rules, and other factors privacy assurance engagement
9. Objectivity—prior services performed for the To ensure that the engagement team
client, assignment of personnel, planned performing the privacy assurance engagement
quality control procedures, and other factors is sufficiently objective
10.3.2 Engagement Acceptance
Once the client screening process has been completed, the practitioner should assess
whether it is appropriate to accept a privacy assurance engagement from this client. The
objective of this process is to ensure that the client is a suitable candidate for this service and
that practitioner can provide a quality service at a fee that is commensurate with the risks. 
The practitioner may have an excellent long-term client that could be a poor candidate
for a privacy assurance engagement. This might be due to factors such as an ineffective
privacy program, lack of management’s commitment to the privacy program, or their lack
of experience in managing the privacy program. In this circumstance, the practitioner
might consider providing a privacy advisory services engagement rather than a privacy
assurance engagement.
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Similarly, the practitioner may conclude that the proposed privacy assurance engagement is
not acceptable due to factors such as low fees, the unavailability of staff with appropriate
experience in privacy matters, or the likelihood of being able to complete the engagement
in a reasonable time frame.
The key questions the practitioner must consider before accepting the engagement include:
• Is this entity a good candidate for a privacy assurance engagement?
— Is there a strong control environment and positive “tone at the top”?
— Is there strong management committed to and accountable for privacy?
— Are there disputes or other potential adverse issues related to privacy?
— Are the information systems well-controlled and secure?
— Is the entity’s privacy notice clear and well-communicated?
— Does the entity appear to have an effective privacy program?
— Has legal counsel been involved with the development or a review of the
privacy program?
— Is it likely that the entity will get a “clean opinion” from the practitioner?
(Consideration should be given to performing a privacy diagnostic review
as a first phase of the engagement.)
• Are there risks in this engagement that may require special attention?
— Why does the entity want a privacy assurance report?
— Who will be using the privacy assurance report and for what purpose?
— Does management understand the type of report the practitioner plans to
issue and any limitations on its use?
— Is management prepared to make a written management assertion regard-
ing privacy?
— Does the entity have a history of privacy or security breaches or system
problems?
— Are the information systems suitably designed and implemented with pri-
vacy in mind or has privacy been added as an afterthought?
— Is there apparent customer or employee dissatisfaction related to privacy
matters?
— Have there been recent changes in key personnel?
— Have there been significant changes in the level of business activity?
— Does the business or industry have unusual complexities or risks?
— How long has the entity’s privacy program been in operation (more
mature programs are likely to be more effective)?
— Are third parties involved with processing personal information that is the
subject of the privacy assurance engagement? If so, how does the entity
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obtain assurance regarding the privacy of the information processed by
such third parties?
— Is personal information purchased from third parties? If so, how does the
entity obtain assurance about the quality and privacy of such information?
— Is personal information obtained online?
— Are the privacy program and controls well documented in a form that
facilitates efficient completion of the privacy assurance engagement?
— Is this likely to be a “one-time” or a “recurring” engagement?
• Is the practitioner suitably positioned to provide a high-quality service:
— Is the scope of the engagement clearly defined and understood by the client?
— Will the practitioner be able to evaluate controls and privacy practices at
significant third-party service providers or obtain a suitable report of
another auditor covering such matters?
— Do the practitioner and the members of the practitioner’s proposed
engagement team have relevant knowledge and experience with:
(a) The entity’s business and industry?
(b) Privacy subject matter?
(c) Information systems controls and security?
(d) Attestation standards and related matters?
— Will the practitioner and the members of the practitioner’s proposed
engagement team be appropriately objective?
— Will a licensed CPA sign the report (required in many states)?
— What quality control process will the practitioner use?
• Are the proposed fees appropriate for the skills required and risks undertak-
en for this engagement?
— Will specialized skills be required for this engagement?
— Will special procedures be required to address the risks identified?
— Is it likely that internal auditors or other client personnel can provide
assistance to ensure that the practitioner’s work is conducted efficiently?
Even if no other adverse risk factors are identified, some potential privacy assurance engage-
ments could represent a high risk related to the potential of exposure of certain types of
personal information. For example, a system may collect, use, and disclose highly sensitive
personal information, such as location information collected by a GPS device in a rental car,
and driving history, such as speed traveled, especially when the driver may be speeding.
Because the nature of the data being stored can indicate that an individual may have bro-
ken a speeding law, the disclosure of such information may have both legal (speeding tick-
et, breaking probation) and financial (insurance rates raised) implications. The unautho-
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rized disclosure of such information that harms an individual may result in litigation against
the client. The practitioner should assess the sensitivity of the personal information and the
risks of accidental or unauthorized disclosure of such data.
After considering matters such as these, the practitioner should decide whether the engage-
ment risks identified can be appropriately addressed and whether to accept the engagement.
■ ■ ■
10.4 ENGAGEMENT LETTERS
The practitioner should reach an understanding and agreement with the entity’s manage-
ment about the objective, scope, timing, fees, and other matters related to the privacy
assurance engagement. Such an understanding reduces the risk that either the practitioner
or the client may misinterpret each other’s role and expectations. Such understanding
should be documented in an engagement letter. The practitioner should request that the
client sign an acknowledgment or acceptance copy of the engagement letter.
10.4.1 Scope of the Privacy Assurance Engagement
The scope of a privacy assurance has several different dimensions. These include:
• Types of services
• Types of personal information
• Business segments or locations
• Commingling with other information
• Third-party service providers
• Period of time
• Scope limitations or adverse findings
These matters should be addressed clearly in the engagement letter and are discussed below.
10.4.1.1 Types of Services
If this is the first privacy assurance engagement for this entity and the practitioner has not
provided other services related to the client’s privacy program, the practitioner might wish
to consider a multiphase engagement along the following lines:
• Phase 1—Diagnostic. This phase is a high-level review to identify major gaps
between the client’s privacy program and the Trust Services Privacy Criteria.
The diagnostic typically is based on reading the client’s privacy notice and
making high-level inquiries about the privacy policies, controls, and other
matters. Tests of controls and compliance with the privacy notice generally
are not made at this stage. The practitioner typically issues one or more
reports, for management’s use only, covering findings and recommendations
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and disclaims any opinion about the effectiveness of privacy controls or com-
pliance with the privacy notice.
• Phase 2—Remediation. During this phase, the practitioner provides assistance
to the client in addressing any gaps and implementing any recommendations
identified in Phase 1. This is an advisory service and typically no report is
issued. When providing remediation services, the practitioner should bear in
mind the independence and objectivity considerations noted above.
• Phase 3—Privacy examination. In this phase, the practitioner conducts an
examination under the attestation standards. The examination includes a
more detailed understanding and tests of the management assertion, privacy
notice compliance, privacy policies, and controls. Assuming a satisfactory
completion, the practitioner issues an opinion on management’s assertion or
the subject matter directly that covers:
— The effectiveness of the entity’s controls over the privacy of personal
information collected in the business in providing reasonable assurance
that the personal information was collected, used, retained, and disclosed
based on its commitments in its privacy notice and on the AICPA/CICA
Trust Services Privacy Criteria; and
— Compliance with the commitments in the entity’s privacy notice
• Phase 4—Privacy examination updates. The practitioner discusses with the
client the potential benefits of periodic updates to the privacy examination
report. Typically, update examinations are every six months or every year and
would result in the issuance of an updated opinion covering the update period.
10.4.1.2 Types of Personal Information
The scope should define types of personal information to be included. For example, such
information might include customer information, prospective customer information,
prospective employee information, employee information, and patient medical informa-
tion. Although the client typically has privacy policies covering all types of personal infor-
mation that it collects and uses, the client may want assurance about certain types of infor-
mation, such as information about customers and prospective customers.
The types of information to be covered in the privacy assurance engagement also should
be covered by the client’s privacy notice (Criterion 2.2.2). The privacy notice may be
broader in its coverage, but not narrower than the scope of the engagement.
10.4.1.3 Business Segments or Locations
The scope should define the business segments or locations to be included. For example, such
business segments might include online marketing and sales (through the entity’s Web site),
definable line of business (such as online clothing sales or pharmacy business), and geograph-
ic locations or operations (such as North American operations, or the entire organization). 
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The description of the information or business segment must be clearly understandable to
the reader of the privacy notice and the user of the practitioner’s report. Use of descrip-
tions that can be understood only within the business or by a limited group is not appro-
priate. For example, internal department names not generally known outside the enterprise
are not meaningful for describing segments of the business.
The engagement scope needs to cover all the activities in the “information life cycle” for the
relevant personal information. These must include the collection, use, retention, disclosure,
destruction, de-identification, and/or anonymization of personal information. Defining a
segment that does not include this entire cycle is not appropriate and could be misleading.
The engagement scope cannot be limited to include certain systems that process the iden-
tified personal information and exclude other systems that process that same information.
Defining the scope to include only certain systems typically results in covering only por-
tions of the information life cycle.
As with the types of information previously discussed, the engagement scope generally
should be consistent with the description of the entities and activities in the privacy notice
(Criterion 2.2.2). The scope may be narrower, but not broader than that covered by the
related privacy notice.
The absence of a scope definition implies that the attest engagement covers all personal
information (such as customers, employees, and prospects) throughout all the operations
of the enterprise globally. Thus, the scope should be carefully considered and defined in the
engagement letter if anything less than the coverage of all personal information in all busi-
ness operations and locations is to be included.
10.4.1.4 Commingling With Other Information
If the engagement scope is limited to certain types of information or business segments and
the related personal information is subsequently commingled with other types of information
or information from other business segments, the privacy assurance engagement needs to
cover controls over all the information and segments from the point of commingling forward.
For example, the engagement is limited to customer information obtained online on a
United States-based Web site. If this information is then commingled with other customer
information (such as information obtained in the entity’s stores or from Canadian opera-
tions) at the point of order fulfillment, the engagement scope should include privacy of all
commingled information from the point of fulfillment through all subsequent processing,
storage, retention, and destruction.
This should be clearly understood by the client and documented in the engagement letter.
10.4.1.5 Third-Party Service Providers
If the client uses third-party service providers for significant processing of the personal
information included in the scope of the engagement, the practitioner should consider
the following:
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• What is the nature of the processing by the third party and how significant
are the third party’s privacy controls in protecting such personal information?
What would be the consequences of a breach of privacy by the third party?
• What contractual obligations has the third party made to the client regarding
privacy of such information (see Criterion 7.2.2)?
• How does the client obtain assurance regarding privacy of such information
by the third party?
• Is there a suitable report from another auditor covering the effectiveness of
relevant privacy policies and controls at the third party? If not, how can the
practitioner obtain assurance regarding such matters?
The practitioner then determines whether procedures need to be performed at the third
party and discuss this with the client. The client should obtain permission from the third
party for the practitioner to perform the needed procedures and these arrangements
should be documented in the engagement letter. (See additional discussion in Section
10.6 of this chapter.)
10.4.1.6 Period of Time
The practitioner’s examination and report should ordinarily cover a period of time.
Typically, this is several months (not less than two months), to provide meaningful cover-
age. However, an initial examination and report can be as of a point-in-time.
Privacy update examinations and reports are often designed to provide continuous cover-
age. For example, an initial examination and report might cover a period from January 1
to April 30 (or a point-in-time as of April 30). Update examinations and reports might
then cover May 1 to August 30 and then September 1 to December 31, thereby providing
continuous coverage for the remainder of the year.
These matters should be discussed with the client and documented in the engagement letter.
10.4.1.7 Scope Limitations and Adverse Findings
The engagement letter should document the course of action if there are scope limitations
(imposed by the client or third parties) or adverse findings encountered after the work has
started. The following might be considered:
• If the scope limitation or adverse finding can be corrected by performing the
work at a later time, the engagement might be replanned to cover a different
period of time and the engagement letter (and, if necessary, the fee amount)
modified accordingly.
• The practitioner could issue a qualified report or withdraw from the engagement.
• In any case, the practitioner may wish to maintain an option not to issue a report
because there generally is little value to the client in a qualified report. However,
in some circumstances a report may be required, regardless of outcome.
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10.4.2 Matters for the Engagement Letter
Exhibit 10.2, “Illustrative Engagement Letter Contents,” summarizes the contents of a
typical engagement letter for a privacy assurance engagement. The practitioner should con-
sider reviewing the engagement letter with legal counsel.
EXHIBIT 10.2: ILLUSTRATIVE ENGAGEMENT LETTER CONTENTS
Possible Contents of Engagement Letter
• Entity’s name and address.
• Purpose of this letter (for example, to confirm understanding of the nature of
the engagement, arrangements).
• Reference to previous communications if relevant.
• Nature of the engagement (multiphase and description of each or single phase)
and period covered by the privacy examination phase (duration or point in time).
• Types of personal information covered by the engagement
• Business segments and locations covered by the engagement and effects of any
commingling of information.
• Need for assurance or to perform procedures related to processing of relevant
personal information at third-party service organizations and the client’s related
responsibilities.
• Reference to AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Criteria and how they will
be used in the engagement.
• Services to be provided (for example, where weaknesses are identified they will
be drawn to management’s attention).
• Limitations of responsibility to detect fraud and errors.
• Examination designed to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance.
• Inherent limitations of internal control.
• No warranty or assurances on the products or services the client provides to
customers.
• Management’s responsibility for the assertion and subject matter, including the
privacy notice and compliance therewith and privacy controls and the effec-
tiveness thereof.
• Practitioner’s responsibility for expressing an opinion. Practitioner’s procedures
will include obtaining an understanding of the controls related to the privacy com-
ponents of the specified system, testing and evaluating the operating effectiveness
of controls to determine whether those controls were operating effectively during
the period covered by the attestation/assurance report, the company’s compliance
with its commitments in its privacy notice during the period, and performing such
other procedures as are considered necessary in the circumstances.
• Known adverse or negative conditions or circumstances.
• Management’s obligation to inform the practitioner during the course of the engage-
ment of changes in the privacy notice and controls and of any matters that could
affect the results of the engagement (such as control failures, fraud, privacy breaches).
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• Need for and reliance on management’s representations.
• Representation letter at the conclusion of the engagement attesting to the com-
pleteness and truthfulness of representations and disclosures made to the practi-
tioner during the course of the engagement. No frauds or defalcations, etc. clause.
• Anticipated form of opinion assuming no material exceptions are identified.
• If procedures not completed, no report issued.
• Limitations on the distribution of the report (if any).
• Distribution and uses of the report. Practitioner may require that manage-
ment’s assertion and the privacy notice accompany the report. If the report is
to be posted on the client’s Web site, the guidelines for that process and pro-
vision for the practitioner to preview the Web site presentation.
• Assistance from client personnel, use of internal auditors (if any) and limitations
on the practitioner’s ability to rely on the work performed by such personnel.
• Expected timing of engagement phases—planning, testing, other fieldwork,
and reporting.
• Staffing during each engagement phase and the right to change people if necessary.
• Practitioner retains the right to determine nature, timing, and extent of proce-
dures to be performed.
• Practitioner retains the right to revoke the assurance report.
• Billing arrangements, fees, and timing of invoices, including payment terms for
work in progress.
• Alternative dispute resolution. This clause can be helpful in reducing the need
for litigation and is gaining wide acceptance.
• Limitations on practitioner’s liability and indemnification. 
• Retainer clause, if used.
• Ownership of working papers, records, and record-retention policies.
• Use of AICPA logos, trademarks, and service marks.
• References to the practitioner’s firm or work (if permitted, normally should
require prior review by the practitioner).
• Additional matters related to the use of the WebTrust Online Privacy Seal, if
applicable (see Section 10.9).
• General legal matters (for example, governing law, right to terminate, clauses
that survive termination, and interest on and collection of past due bills).
• Request for management’s acknowledgment by signing the engagement letter.
• Instructions on when and where to return the signed letter.
■ ■ ■
10.5 ENGAGEMENT PLANNING
Proper planning is not only required by professional standards, but it is also key to the suc-
cess of an assurance engagement. This section only addresses planning for the “privacy
examination” and “privacy examination update” phases of the privacy assurance engage-
ment and does not address other phases of a multiphase engagement that were discussed
in Section 10.4.
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10.5.1 Steps in the Planning Process
The key steps in the planning process are set forth in this section. 
10.5.1.1 Establish Reporting Framework
If this has not already been agreed on with the client, the practitioner should finalize the
following matters:
• Reports to be issued
— Type of opinion—whether the practitioner will be reporting on manage-
ment’s assertion or directly on the subject matter. If the practitioner will
be reporting on management’s assertion, the form and wording of the
assertion should be reviewed with the client. Some practitioners prefer to
report on management’s assertion because they believe it clarifies the
respective responsibilities of management and the practitioner.
An example of a management assertion follows:
During the period XXXX XX, 2004 through YYYY YY, 2004, ABC
Company, in all material respects:
• Maintained effective controls over the privacy of personal information
collected in our xxxxxxx business [description of the entities and activ-
ities covered, for example “the mail-order catalog-sales operations”]
(the Business) to provide reasonable assurance that the personal infor-
mation was collected, used, retained and disclosed in accordance with
our commitments in the privacy notice related to the Business and with
the AICPA/CICA Trust Services privacy criteria, and




— Uses to be made of the report—To whom the report will be provided and how
this will be accomplished. Ordinarily, a copy of management’s assertion and
the related privacy notice should accompany the report. In some cases, the
client may desire to post the report on their Web site. The practitioner should
make arrangements to preview the presentation of the report on the Web site
before it goes live. This should include any client prepared introductory mate-
rial and the links to the management assertion and privacy notice.
— Period of time to be covered by the report—The practitioner should con-
sider how assurance will be obtained over the entire period covered by the
report. For longer time periods, testing will need to be spread over the peri-
od and several visits to client locations may be necessary. If update reports
are to be issued, the planned update periods also should be established.
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— Other reports for management—Often the practitioner identifies matters
that should be called to management’s attention, recommendations to
improve processes or efficiency, and other matters. The practitioner
should consider issuing a separate report for management’s use only con-
taining such matters. Obviously, if there are matters related to the effec-
tiveness of controls or compliance with the privacy notice, the practition-
er needs to consider significance of such matters and whether the practi-
tioner’s opinion will need to be modified.
• Important milestones and timing of the fieldwork—On larger projects, it will
be important to establish important milestones and target dates for each.
These might include periodic meetings with client management at each stage
of the engagement to discuss progress, review issues, discuss matters for man-
agement’s follow-up, and other targets. In addition, the following key dates
should be established:
— Start and completion dates for fieldwork. If there are locations to be vis-
ited, the dates for each should be established with the client. Likewise, if
several visits will be needed during the period covered by the report, these
dates should be established.
— Target dates for meetings with management
— Target date to review draft report(s) with management
— Target dates for issuance of final report(s), posting to Web site
— General target dates for update reports, if any.
10.5.1.2 Understand the Business and Privacy Considerations
An understanding of the client’s business and industry are important to a successful pri-
vacy assurance engagement. This is an ongoing process, which starts with the client and
engagement acceptance process and deepens during the planning and engagement exe-
cution process. Typically the practitioner should understand the following about the
client’s business:
• Organization structure and key management personnel and their roles
• Nature of the products and services the entity provides
• Different business segments or lines of business
• Operating locations
• Nature of the industries in which the client operates and related business and
regulatory issues
• Nature of transactions with customers (for example, many smaller transac-
tions, fewer large transactions, purchases by credit card, or purchase order)
• Nature of customers (typically “one time” customers, repeat customers,
long-standing customers, and locations of customers)
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• How new customers are obtained
• How orders are initiated (for example, sales calls, online orders, phone
orders, or significant negotiations)
• How are orders fulfilled (for example, are products manufactured to order,
are products shipped from inventory, how is shipment made, or how are ser-
vices delivered)
• How many and what types of employees there are at each location
• What privacy laws and regulations are applicable to the client’s business
In addition, the practitioner should understand the nature, types, and sources of personal
information that the entity collects and how it is used, including personal information on
current and prospective customers and employees. This should lead to an understanding
and documentation of the information life cycle, including:
• What are the sources of each type of personal information and how it is col-
lected or obtained (directly from the individual, from third parties, or com-
binations thereof)? For example, some information may be obtained directly
from the customer, while customer credit information may be obtained from
a credit-reporting agency.
• What are the uses of each type of personal information?
• How is personal information retained in all forms (for example, electronic or
paper) and for how long?
• What personal information is provided to third parties and for what purposes?
The role of third-party service providers and the nature of information pro-
cessing performed needs to be understood.
• How is personal information destroyed, de-identified, or otherwise made
anonymous?
The practitioner may wish to diagram or flowchart this information life cycle or request
that the client do so. This provides a starting point for evaluating the client’s privacy notice
and privacy controls.
The practitioner also should understand the nature of the privacy laws and regulations that
apply to the client. If the client does business or has customers in other countries, there
may be privacy laws applicable to those businesses or customers.
The practitioner should read the client’s privacy notice and understand how it is main-
tained, updated, and communicated to individuals. 
In addition, the practitioner should read and discuss the client’s privacy policies. While
many of these may be addressed in the privacy notice, some entities have policies in much
greater detail than those in the privacy notice.
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10.5.1.3 Obtain a Preliminary Understanding of Privacy Risks and Controls
For each of the 10 components of the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework, the practitioner
should make a preliminary assessment of the risks and obtain a preliminary or high-level
understanding of the nature of the procedures and controls. At this stage, this under-
standing can be obtained by discussion with the client and a walk-through of the informa-
tion life cycle. The 10 components and related considerations are as follows:
1. Management. How the entity defines, documents, communicates, and
assigns accountability for its privacy policies and procedures.
2. Notice. How the entity provides notice about its privacy policies and proce-
dures and identifies the purposes for which personal information is collected,
used, retained, and disclosed.
3. Choice and consent. How the entity describes the choices available to the indi-
vidual and obtains implicit or explicit consent with respect to the collection,
use, and disclosure of personal information. 
4. Collection. How the entity collects personal information and ensures it is col-
lected only for the purposes identified in the notice.
5. Use and retention. How the entity limits the use of personal information to
the purposes identified in the notice and for which the individual has provid-
ed implicit or explicit consent. How the entity ensures that personal infor-
mation is retained for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated purposes.
6. Access. How the entity provides individuals with access to their personal infor-
mation for review and update.
7. Disclosure to third parties. How the entity discloses personal information to
third parties for the purposes identified in the notice and ensures that such
disclosure is with the implicit or explicit consent of the individual.
8. Security. How the entity protects personal information against unauthorized
access (both physical and logical).
9. Quality. How the entity maintains accurate, complete, and relevant personal
information for the purposes identified in the notice.
10. Monitoring and enforcement. How the entity monitors compliance with its priva-
cy policies and procedures and addresses privacy-related complaints and disputes.
10.5.1.4 Design Procedures and Prepare Work Program
Sources of Evidence
A privacy assurance engagement is designed to provide a high level of assurance; hence, the
practitioner obtains sufficient appropriate evidence to reduce attestation risk to a low level.
Evidence normally is obtained by such means as inspection, observation, inquiry, confir-
mation, computation, analysis, and discussion. The practitioner seeks corroborating evi-
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dence from different sources or of a different nature when forming his or her conclusion
concerning a subject matter. The practitioner normally finds it necessary to rely on evi-
dence that is persuasive rather than conclusive.
The concepts of sufficiency and appropriateness of evidence are interrelated, and include
considering the reliability of evidence. Sufficiency is the measure of the quantity of evidence
obtained, and appropriateness is the measure of its quality, including its relevance to the
subject matter. The decision about whether sufficient evidence has been obtained is influ-
enced by its quality. The quality of evidence available to the practitioner is affected by the
nature of the subject matter and the quality of the criteria, and also by the nature and
extent of the procedures applied by the practitioner. A determination about the sufficien-
cy and appropriateness of evidence is a matter of professional judgment. The practitioner
collects and evaluates evidence to evaluate whether the subject matter is in conformity with
the identified criteria. 
Expertise Required
The engagement process involves the practitioner planning and conducting the engage-
ment to accumulate sufficient evidence and applying professional judgment to issue an
attestation report. This process may require specialized competencies for evidence gather-
ing and evaluation. Even though no minimum competencies have been designated for pri-
vacy assurance engagements, practitioners are responsible for assessing their own compe-
tence and evaluating whether their education, experience, and judgment are adequate for
the engagement acquired.
The practitioner should consider the expertise required, including the nature, timing, and
extent of specialist involvement. The practitioner should be satisfied that all persons per-
forming the privacy assurance engagement have sufficient knowledge of the subject matter
and of the elements of the subject matter with which they are involved to carry out the
work assigned to them. 
When a specialist is involved, such as a security specialist to help evaluate the privacy crite-
ria in Section 8—Security, the practitioner should obtain reasonable assurance concerning
the specialist’s reputation for competence in his or her field. The practitioner considers fac-
tors such as the specialist’s reputation, experience, and professional certifications or license.
Procedures to Address Identified Risks
The practitioner should design procedures to address any significant risks identified in the
client and engagement acceptance process or the planning process. For example, the prac-
titioner may have identified that there may be difficulties in obtaining explicit consent for
uses of sensitive personal information. In this case, specific procedures may be needed to
test that explicit consent was obtained for such uses.
Procedures to Evaluate Privacy Controls
The practitioner should design procedures to further understand the privacy controls oper-
ating in each of the 10 privacy components and to evaluate the suitability of their design
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for addressing the risks involved and for meeting the relevant privacy criteria. One approach
to this is to map the client’s controls to each of the privacy criteria. This map can then be
reviewed for any gaps (missing controls) and to assess whether the controls adequately
address the intent of each criterion in light of the risks.
Once the controls have been identified, the practitioner needs to develop procedures for
testing the effectiveness of the controls. These are discussed further in Section 10.6,
“Engagement Execution.”
Exhibit 10.3, “Template for Documentation of Controls and Tests,” illustrates how this
approach might be documented in the practitioner’s working papers.
Procedures to Test Compliance With the Privacy Notice
In addition to testing privacy controls, the practitioner should design procedures to test
compliance with the client’s commitments in its privacy notice. Even though some
assurance about these matters can be obtained from tests of controls, the practitioner
should not rely solely on tests of controls as a basis for testing compliance with the enti-
ty’s privacy notice.
The practitioner, after considering the controls, designs tests of each significant element of
the privacy notice. For example, the practitioner might consider sending confirmation
requests to individuals requesting confirmation of the choices they have made regarding
their personal information and then testing that the uses of the information are consistent
with the individual’s choices.
Client Participation
The practitioner should identify areas in which client personnel could provide assistance.
These might include:
• A listing of items required for the practitioner’s review (for example, descrip-
tions of the client’s products and services, copies of policies, procedures)
• Documentation of the information life cycle (flowcharts and narratives)
• Assistance in mapping the client’s controls to the privacy criteria
• Assistance in locating supporting documentation for items selected for testing
This should be documented in a “client participation schedule” together with due dates for
each item. This should be reviewed with and approved by client management.
Process for Documenting and Evaluating Exceptions
When exceptions are identified, it is important to consider their potential impact on the
practitioner’s report on a timely basis. Exceptions also should be promptly discussed with
client personnel to identify whether there are mitigating factors, such as compensating con-
trols or procedures. Some practitioners use a form for documenting and evaluating excep-
tions and follow-up procedures.
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Prepare Work Programs and Documentation Templates
The significant procedures to be performed should be documented in a work program that
provides for a signoff for each procedure and references to the working paper sections
where the work is documented. The practitioner also may wish to develop standard work-
ing paper templates to document procedures performed, tests of controls, and other pro-
cedures. Such templates help standardize the supervision and review process, particularly
when the practitioner is using professionals from several locations.
10.5.1.5 Finalize Staffing and Timing
The practitioner should assign staff to the engagement and, after considering the skills and
experience of each member of the engagement, determine which staff member will perform
which procedures. Ordinarily, a budget is established for each procedure or category of proce-
dures and an engagement plan by week developed based on that budget and staff assigned (the
plan should indicate who is doing what during each week of the engagement). This plan should
consider the client participation schedule and key milestone dates discussed previously.
10.5.2 Other Considerations
Certain other matters might be considered during either the planning process or engage-
ment execution.
10.5.2.1 Materiality
Materiality in an attestation engagement is considered in relation to the reasonable
prospect of a matter (or matters in the aggregate) changing or influencing the decisions of
intended users of the practitioner’s report (that is, an omission or a misstatement is con-
sidered to be material if the omission or misstatement, individually or when aggregated
with others, is such that a reasonable person is influenced by the omission or misstate-
ment). The practitioner should consider both qualitative and quantitative aspects of omis-
sions and misstatements. 
When considering materiality, the practitioner needs to understand and assess what factors
might influence the decisions of intended users. Materiality can be considered in the con-
text of quantitative and qualitative factors, such as relative magnitude, the nature and
extent of impact on the subject matter and the expressed interests of intended users. In the
case of privacy, an assessment of materiality might consider the nature of the individuals and
their personal information and the effect on users of a lack of compliance with the privacy
notice or an identified weakness in privacy controls. These matters are difficult to quantify
and will rely significantly on the practitioner’s professional judgment.
10.5.2.2 What Is a Material Control Deficiency That 
Will Require Remediation?
In a privacy assurance engagement all relevant criteria for each component must be satis-
fied. As such, failing to meet one or more of the applicable and relevant criteria that have
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been defined for each component constitutes a material deficiency. An entity fails to meet
a criterion when, in the judgment of the practitioner, it does not have sufficient, appropri-
ate policies and procedures in place to provide reasonable assurance that the criterion is met
or, if such procedures are in place, they are not operating effectively. Where a specific cri-
terion is clearly not relevant to the client business situation, this does not constitute a defi-
ciency that leads to a report qualification.
The nature and extent of policies and procedures that management chooses to implement
reflects their judgments about the nature and number of errors or failures that are intoler-
able, or otherwise result in the organization failing to meet its privacy objectives. The prac-
titioner gathers independent evidence that the privacy policies and procedures implement-
ed by the entity prevented or detected and promptly corrected such errors or failures.
When errors or failures have occurred, the practitioner assesses their impact in light of the
commitments made to users and stakeholders, giving due consideration to the anticipated
users of the privacy report and the types of decisions that they are expected to make on the
basis of the report. For example, errors found in personal information data that are moni-
tored and resolved within specified time intervals could represent evidence of effective
functioning of policies and procedures, even though lapses in data integrity occurred. 
The practitioner does not report on the privacy components. Rather, the practitioner reports
on, and therefore needs to evaluate, the specific criteria. With this in mind, the practition-
er should be careful to avoid dismissing control weaknesses that appear immaterial in light
of the overall component but that may in fact reflect a failure to satisfy a particular criteri-
on. Failure to satisfy any applicable criterion represents a material deficiency. In addition,
the practitioner should assess the combined effect of several immaterial control deficiencies
to judge whether in combination they reflect a material control deficiency. 
A material control deficiency arises in one of three ways:
1. The control or set of controls required by a criterion may not exist.
2. The control or set of controls may exist but may not be suitably designed to
achieve the criterion.
3. The control or set of controls may be suitably designed but may not have
operated effectively throughout the period being reported on.
If the practitioner concludes that a control or set of controls does not exist, are not suit-
ably designed to satisfy a criterion, or are suitably designed but did not operate effectively
throughout the period, the practitioner communicates this finding to management and
recommends that those controls be remediated. If such deficiencies existed during the
reporting period, the practitioner is obligated to modify his or her report to reflect the
material deficiency. Based on the terms of the engagement, the practitioner in conjunction
with the client may wish to either reconsider issuing the practitioner’s report, or consider
adjusting the reporting period to reflect a period in which the control deficiencies have
been corrected.
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10.5.2.3 The Impact of Remediation
If remedial action cannot be taken or is not taken by management, the client will either
receive a qualified practitioner’s report or not receive a report at all, depending on the
engagement terms agreed to in the engagement letter. If remedial action is taken, the
examination engagement reporting period ends and will not recommence until the defi-
ciency is corrected. Once the practitioner is satisfied with the remediation, the “reporting
clock” restarts. The client then has to demonstrate compliance for a minimum period of
time as discussed in Chapter 3 of the Practice Aid Understanding and Implementing Trust
Services for initial reporting periods. The practitioner needs to ensure that any involvement
in client remediation does not impair independence and objectivity.
10.5.2.4 Conditions That May Require Extension or 
Modification of Attest Procedures 
The practitioner may encounter factors that require extension or modification of the
planned procedures, such as:
• Planned tests are found to be impractical due to problems with data or per-
sonnel availability. For example, tests of hospital employee authentication
techniques for accessing patient personal information may be stalled because
of simultaneous installation of a new billing system.
• Outsourced systems could involve procedures at the outsourcing service
provider’s site; Web-based systems could involve data collection at the host-
ing site and may not be readily observable or tested within the time frame
originally scheduled.
• Tests of controls might need to be extended if errors or other exceptions are
identified during the engagement that require follow-up to determine
whether they are material. An example might be weaknesses found in authen-
ticating individuals electronically before allowing them to access their own
personal information for review.
• New risks arise or existing risks are reevaluated during the course of the
engagement.
• Subsequent events occur that require follow-up to determine whether they
relate to the period under examination or to the subsequent period.
■ ■ ■
10.6 ENGAGEMENT EXECUTION
The following provides guidance on various matters that need consideration during
engagement execution.
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10.6.1 Gaining a Further Understanding of the Privacy Policies and
Procedures and Relevant Controls 
Gathering information about the entity’s privacy policies and procedures and correspond-




• Collection and review of existing documentation
• Use of questionnaires or checklists to gather information
Client-completed questionnaires are often used to gather the necessary system and control
information and can include collection of supporting evidence in the form of narrative
descriptions of the entity’s practices, charts, diagrams, and other documentation.
Questionnaires and checklists could be organized around the privacy criteria and could
provide an area for the practitioner to record highlights of the information gathered, ref-
erence to more detailed information supporting the highlights, and appendixes with the
detailed information summarizing the information related to the criteria (see Exhibit 10.3
for an illustration). Some of the supporting information may be notes of interviews con-
ducted with entity personnel, flowcharts, extracts from manuals and other documentation,
time-stamped screenshots of relevant Web pages, and similar information. For example, the
practitioner could have summaries of or extracts from policy documentation that corre-
spond to the requirements under each section of the privacy criteria. In connection with
the communication information, the practitioner could have summaries or copies of agree-
ments, memos, or Web pages containing required disclosures.
Some categories of controls that the practitioner considers include:
• Preventive controls, designed to prevent errors and exceptions in personal
information collection, processing, and storage.
• Detective controls, designed to detect (and correct) errors and exceptions in
personal information collection, processing, and storage.
• Programmed procedures and controls designed to automate processes and to
reduce human error and the likelihood of other errors and exceptions, such as
electronic logging of requests for access to personal information by individuals. 
• User procedures and controls designed to compensate for limits of programmed
procedures and to provide a reasonability check on privacy processes.
• Administrative procedures and controls designed to keep privacy components
working together in harmony and reduce the likelihood of errors, faults,
and exceptions.
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The illustrative controls listed in Chapter 9 represent various ways that entities may achieve
those criteria. Which specific controls are required depends on the risks identified.
10.6.2 Linking Procedures to Assertions and Criteria 
Management’s assertion addresses the effectiveness of controls and the entity’s compliance
with its commitments in the privacy notice. It may be effective to link controls to specific
criteria through the use of a table or database to summarize the key policies, communica-
tions, procedures, and monitoring activities performed by the entity. A control may apply
to more than one criterion and may be recorded in the table or database in connection with
each criterion to which it applies or otherwise cross-referenced. (Of course, it need be test-
ed only once.)
10.6.3 Verifying the Existence and Design of Policies, Communications,
Procedures, and Controls
Once the privacy components and the corresponding policies, communications, proce-
dures, and controls are identified, the practitioner should corroborate their existence and
design. One way to accomplish this is to walk through the information life cycle by tracing
the path of a sample transaction or activity involving personal information from its initial
collection through its use, retention, disclosure, and destruction, de-identification, or
anonymization and observing and recording the application of the documented control
features discussed earlier.
10.6.4 Preliminary Assessment of Controls
During the process of gathering information concerning the entity’s systems and controls, the
practitioner determines whether controls related to each privacy criterion exist and he or she
forms a preliminary assessment of whether they are suitably designed to achieve the specified
criterion and address the risks involved. This part of the evidence-gathering process involves: 
• Reviewing the information gathered through observation and inquiry as dis-
cussed previously.
• Reviewing the documentary evidence gathered in the form of flowcharts,
manuals, Web sites and privacy policies, disclosures, and procedures.
• Analyzing how controls relate to risks of potential errors, flaws, or failures
that impair the achievement of specified criteria. 
• Assessing the existence and effectiveness of the design of controls and con-
cluding whether they are sufficient to achieve the privacy criteria. The effec-
tiveness of a control is judged by considering:
— The nature of the control.
— Who exercised it.
— How it was done.
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— How consistently it was likely to have been done during a specified peri-
od of time. For example, if there were many changes in personnel during
the period in a particular area, the practitioner might conclude on a pre-
liminary basis that a control exercised by that area was probably not per-
formed consistently and opt to test a different control that the practi-
tioner expected to have operated consistently. 
When assessing the design of controls, the practitioner considers the interplay between
direct and indirect controls such as general controls, preventive, and detective controls,
automated and manual controls, and on-site and off-site controls, as applicable. 
If the practitioner concludes that some of the documented controls do not function as
described or do not appear to be effectively designed, the practitioner brings this to man-
agement’s attention and determines whether alternative control procedures exist. If the
practitioner determines that the control is insufficient to achieve one or more of the priva-
cy criteria, he or she does not continue to perform procedures to test the effectiveness of
the functioning of the controls throughout the reporting period.
10.6.5 Assessing and Documenting the Effectiveness of the 
Functioning of the Controls Throughout the Reporting Period
The following is not intended to be a complete discussion of the procedures a practition-
er should perform when gathering sufficient, appropriate evidence upon which to base his
or her assessment of the effective operation of an entity’s controls. It is intended only to
provide supplementary guidance that may be of assistance to practitioners as they consider
the evaluation of control effectiveness.
Controls can fall into the following categories:
• Controls that leave evidence in the form of approved and signed documents,
messages, and other communications.
• Controls that leave evidence of their operation in the form of reconciliations,
initials on records and logs, and error corrections. 
• Controls that leave no evidence of their effective operation but can be verified by
reperforming them or using test transactions to verify their effective operation.
• Controls that leave no documentary evidence of their effective operation,
such as effective design of forms and procedures, documentation of proce-
dures, supervision of personnel, training, and similar preventive controls.
Controls that leave evidence in the form of approved policies, documents, and communica-
tions can be verified by inspecting the documents. The practitioner makes inquiries to cor-
roborate that the approved policies, documents, and communications were in force during
the interval under examination.
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Controls that leave evidence of their operation in the form of reconciliations, initials on
records, and logs can be verified by inspecting the evidence and, in some cases, reper-
forming the control procedures. 
Some controls such as edit checks, programmed comparisons, and automated reconcilia-
tions of control totals leave no visible evidence of their effective operation; however, they
can be reperformed to determine whether the control was correctly and consistently per-
formed by the person or program responsible for performing it in the first place or using
test transactions to verify its effective operation. To ensure that the test applies to the entire
period under examination, the test could be reperformed on several occasions selected to
be representative of the period. Alternatively, the test could be performed at the beginning
and/or end of the period and then other procedures are used to ensure that no changes to
the system processes being tested occurred or that such changes were managed effectively
in the interval under examination.
Some controls do not leave documentary evidence of their effective operation; however,
evidence of ineffective operation typically exists. Thus, a practitioner assesses such controls
by considering their design, making inquiries to determine whether the controls in place
were effective, and being alert to evidence of control failure. 
10.6.6 Verify Compliance With Commitments in the Privacy Notice
In addition to reporting on the effectiveness of privacy controls, the practitioner’s report
addresses the compliance of an entity’s activities with its defined commitments as set forth in
its privacy notice. Because the practitioner should not rely solely on tests of controls for assur-
ance regarding compliance with these commitments, additional evidence will be required.
Many tests of control effectiveness are dual-purpose tests in the sense that they provide evi-
dence of compliance with commitments at the same time as they provide evidence about
the effective operation of controls.
In other cases, the practitioner needs to design separate tests to verify compliance with the
commitments in the privacy notice. For example, in connection with Criterion 3.2.1, the
practitioner might select a sample of customer registrations to determine whether the indi-
vidual’s choices and consent were recorded in the entity’s database for these customers.
The practitioner could then select a sample of uses of personal information and agree them
to the options recorded. Another way of testing compliance might be to create a test-cus-
tomer account and periodically track it through the entity’s system to verify that the infor-
mation provided was correctly recorded and subsequently treated in accordance with the
options selected by the test customer.
If the testing reveals significant (material) deficiencies, the client then needs to address
remediation. As discussed earlier, the current examination engagement may or may not end
at this point.
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10.6.7 Extent of Testing Considerations
The concept of testing implies observing a sample of items drawn from a population to
draw a conclusion about that population. Testing may be performed statistically or non-
statistically. It may involve formal random sampling of observable items or events or the
selection of observable items or events on the basis of the practitioner’s judgment. 
As a general rule, samples should be representative of the time period and event flow under
examination. However, it is important to recognize that focused systematic testing based
on a thorough understanding of the information life cycle and the related systems and an
effective risk assessment based on that understanding, can be efficient and effective. Such
testing can be superior to random tests that do not incorporate the knowledge derived
from a risk assessment. 
The risk assessment provides a basis for determining the nature and extent of testing required.
The extent of control testing should be proportional to the risks that the controls are designed
to mitigate. If there is a low inherent risk, there may be no controls in place because the spe-
cific risks do not exist. In such circumstances, testing may be aimed primarily at confirming the
risk assessment. In contrast, if there is a high inherent risk that is mitigated by controls, the
focus of the testing is to verify the effectiveness of those controls. When a control mitigates a
high inherent risk, a larger sample is appropriate for a test. When a control mitigates a moder-
ate risk, a smaller sample is appropriate for a test. However, if there is a high inherent risk that
is unmitigated by controls, this constitutes a control weakness and control testing is pointless. 
When starting the examination, electronic testing of certain information technology con-
trols, such as a firewall, routers, and access controls, should be considered in order to estab-
lish the existence and operating effectiveness at the beginning of the examination period.
To obtain evidence with respect to controls exercised around the firewall (needed for elec-
tronic commerce security elements), it may be efficient and effective to use some special-
ized security assessment software. The nature and extent of testing depends on issues, such
as the network platform being used, the number of servers being used, the extent of inte-
gration of the Web site with the client’s systems that process personal information, and the
number of transactions being processed each month.
When controls are incorporated within software that the practitioner considers to be reliable
because of previous experience with, or tests of, the software, the auditor verifies the effec-
tive operation of the controls at one or two key points in time (for example, the beginning
and end of the period) and then relies on, and tests, other controls that support consistent
operation of the software, such as operational controls and change management controls.
When controls relate to manual operations or system operations that change periodically, the
auditor selects a sample of control records representative of the period being reported on. 
In summary, the extent of testing depends on the degree of risk, the nature of the control,
and the availability of evidence about changes to controls during the period under exami-
nation. Because each criterion is material, the tests of controls and tests of compliance with
commitments should be sufficient and appropriate to reduce attestation risk to a low level
for each criterion.
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10.6.8 Electronic Evidence Types and Issues
A practitioner may create or obtain four main types of electronic evidence:
1. Evidence that is created or transformed by the practitioner into electronic
form through keying, scanning, or other transformation of original paper
documents, notes of inquiries, or other evidence.
2. Evidence about the effective operation of a procedure based on a test or
dummy transaction inserted into the normal processing stream.
3. Evidence about the effective operation of a procedure based on viewing, or
extraction and analysis, of data generated by the procedure.
4. Evidence about the effective operation of an automated procedure based on
viewing, or extraction and analysis, of the processing logic (for example,
code) used by the procedure.
When the evidence is electronic, the practitioner needs to ensure that there are effective
controls over the completeness, accuracy, currency, and authenticity of the evidence
because electronic information can be altered, duplicated, or deleted erroneously or inten-
tionally. The practitioner should consider physical and logical access controls and other
controls such as sequential numbering, time stamping, frequent back-ups, encryption, and
digital signatures to address such risks.
10.6.9 Client Use of a Third-Party Service Provider
Increasingly, entities rely on a third-party service provider (TPSP), such as an Internet ser-
vice provider (ISP) or another third-party Web or application hosting service, to perform
processing of key and other applications and to administer security relating to the client’s
Web site or other processing functions. There may be certain controls that are important
to protecting the privacy of personal information and needed to satisfy the privacy criteria
that are the primary responsibility of the TPSP or that may be a shared responsibility
between the TPSP and the entity.
This raises a number of potential concerns:
• The practitioner and client both need to know the specific processes
employed to achieve compliance with the applicable criteria for which the pri-
vacy service is being rendered. It is important that the practitioner consider
the nature and extent of the services provided by the TPSP and how the
TPSP’s controls interrelate with those of the client to meet the criteria. 
• The practitioner needs to determine how he or she can obtain assurance
about the controls at the TPSP:
— In some cases, the processing and controls may not be that significant and
the practitioner may be able to rely on written descriptions or represen-
tations by the management of the TPSP.
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— In those situations in which the processing and controls are significant,
the practitioner needs to visit the TPSP, understand the processing and
controls and perform tests thereof, or obtain a report from the TPSP’s
auditor on such controls.
• If a TPSP auditor’s report is obtained, the practitioner needs to assess the rel-
evance of the TPSP auditor’s report in its application to the practitioner’s
client. The level of detail to which stated controls are described could present
difficulties for practitioners in assessing the relevance of a TPSP auditor’s
report. The controls may not be described in sufficient detail for a practition-
er to ascertain whether a specific control has been examined. In such cases, it
may be necessary to obtain details from the TPSP, discuss the issue with TPSP
management, or, as a last resort, contact the TPSP auditor. If evidence relating
to a particular control is crucial and the control is not addressed by the TPSP
practitioner’s report, one option is that the TPSP practitioner extends the
scope of examination and that the TPSP grants the necessary access. Additional
matters the practitioner considers when relying on a TPSP auditor’s report
include the period covered by the TPSP auditor’s report and its relationship to
the period covered by the practitioner’s examination and report, and the need
to perform supplemental procedures in order to bridge the TPSP reporting
period to the period covered by the practitioner’s examination and report. In
addition, the use of a TPSP auditor’s report can affect the practitioner’s deci-
sion regarding whether a specific engagement can be accepted. A key consid-
eration is whether the practitioner’s own participation is sufficient to be able to
act as the principal auditor. If the activities and controls at the TPSP are too
significant to the entire control structure or criteria, it is unlikely that the prac-
titioner would be willing to rely so extensively on a TPSP auditor’s report and
still be considered the principal auditor. In such a situation, the practitioner
needs to either personally perform the examination of the TPSP’s controls or
tests of the work of TPSP practitioner, or refuse the engagement.
10.6.10 Reliance on Other Practitioners 
Situations may arise where the client’s system is maintained in a number of locations. In
such instances, it is important that the practitioner be able to identify and test all locations
where significant controls exist. This could create situations in which the practitioner needs
to rely on the work of another practitioner. 
In a common scenario, the secondary auditor may be acting as an agent of the practition-
er, performing the required testing at the direction of the practitioner. When the auditor
of the location is the practitioner’s agent, the practitioner’s responsibility for the work of
his or her agent is the same as if the practitioner performed the work. In these circum-
stances the practitioner is usually involved with the planning, supervision, and review of the
audit of the location. If the practitioner has an ongoing arrangement that acquaints him or
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her with the professional standards of the agent or affiliated firm, the primary auditor may
be in a position to obtain the audit assurance he or she requires on each engagement with-
out necessarily performing all the procedures set out below:
• The practitioner should consider the professional qualifications, competence,
and integrity of the secondary auditor. If the practitioner has doubts regarding
the professional qualifications, competence, or integrity of the secondary audi-
tor, the practitioner should not rely on the work of the secondary auditor.
• The practitioner should communicate with the secondary auditor to ensure that
the secondary auditor is aware of the practitioner’s requirements and anticipates
being able to provide the representations required by the primary auditor.
• The practitioner should obtain assurance that the secondary auditor is inde-
pendent with respect to the entity being audited.
• The practitioner should also obtain reasonable assurance that the secondary
auditor has:
— Conducted the examination in a manner such that the primary auditor
can rely on the work of the secondary auditor
— Advised the practitioner auditor of any matters that could affect the prac-
titioner’s opinion
10.6.11 Use of Specialists 
Training and experience enable a practitioner to be reasonably knowledgeable about a
range of subject matters, but a practitioner is not expected to have the expertise of a per-
son trained and experienced in another profession or specialized occupation. When a prac-
titioner encounters circumstances in which such expertise plays a significant role, he or she
assesses whether to engage a specialist. Some aspects of a privacy assurance engagement
may require specialist involvement. 
Specialists may not have any assurance background, and as such they must be appropriate-
ly supervised to ensure that their activities conform to attestation standards and achieve the
objectives of the engagement. Practitioners who manage privacy assurance engagements
should have the competencies required to effectively supervise technical specialists, includ-
ing the ability to provide such personnel with appropriate guidance and the ability to
understand the significance of issues raised by technical personnel.
A practitioner should use a specialist when his or her subject matter expertise is insufficient
to appropriately understand and assess significant aspects of an attestation/assurance
engagement. In these situations, professional standards require that the practitioner:
• Obtain reasonable assurance concerning a specialist’s expertise, competence, and
integrity. The practitioner places significant reliance on these attributes because
he or she may not be in a position to be able to detect a false or misleading rep-
resentation from a specialist on a matter within the specialist’s expertise.
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• Obtain satisfaction that the specialist’s expertise is relevant to the engagement.
• Obtain satisfaction concerning the specialist’s objectivity and appropriate
degree of independence in relation to the practitioner’s requirement.
In addition the practitioner should:
• Be satisfied that there are no restrictions on what the specialist can com-
municate to the practitioner that impair the practitioner’s ability to conduct
the engagement
• Obtain a written agreement that the specialist will carefully and faithfully pre-
serve the confidentiality of any information acquired for the purpose of the
engagement, and not make use of such information other than as shall be
required in the performance of such services
Specialists do not need to understand the attestation standards and techniques to the same
degree as the practitioner. However, they do need to understand the objectives and nature
of the assurance engagement sufficiently to understand their role and to apply the profes-
sional standards in the context of their responsibilities. 
It is important that the practitioner and the specialist communicate sufficiently to minimize
misunderstandings that could cause a practitioner to misinterpret the specialist’s findings,
and to obtain agreement on respective responsibilities. The form of communication may
range from no direct communication at all when the practitioner determines that the spe-
cialist’s findings are of little significance to the privacy assurance engagement, to a simple
explanatory discussion, or to formal written terms of engagement.
The practitioner needs to consider and conclude on the reasonableness of the source data
and assumptions and methods used by the specialist, and the specialist’s findings, and to
conclude on the relevance of the findings in relation to the objective of the engagement
and to the practitioner’s overall conclusion. The specialist is responsible for the appropri-
ateness of his or her assumptions, methods, and findings. This is the case whether the spe-
cialist issues a formal report on his or her work or communicates in a less formal way, or
the findings are incorporated piecemeal into the practitioner’s work. The practitioner needs
a level of involvement in the engagement and an understanding of the aspects of the sub-
ject matter for which the expert has been used, sufficient to accept responsibility for con-
clusion. To do this, the practitioner needs to consider the reasonableness of the assump-
tions, methods, and source data used by the specialist and to consider the reasonableness
of the findings of the expert in relation to the objective of the engagement. 
10.6.12 Supervision 
Standards require that the work be adequately planned and the practitioner should ensure
any other persons performing a portion of the engagement are properly supervised. Privacy
assurance engagements often involve using persons whose knowledge of the attestation
standards or other applicable standards is limited. All persons performing the engagement,
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including specialists, need to understand the objectives of the work assigned to them and
how this work relates to the overall objective of the engagement. Adequate supervision
ensures that the work of all persons, including specialists, is properly executed.
■ ■ ■
10.7 ENGAGEMENT COMPLETION AND REPORTING
Engagement completion issues include reviewing the work performed, obtaining repre-
sentation letters, considering subsequent events, drafting and finalizing reports, and ensur-
ing the engagement is properly documented. This section focuses on particular issues asso-





As with other attestation engagements, a practitioner should consider obtaining a repre-
sentation letter that normally includes the following elements.
• A statement acknowledging the management’s (or other responsible party’s)
responsibility for the effectiveness of controls and compliance with the com-
mitments in its privacy notice and for its management assertion.
• A statement acknowledging responsibility for determining that the privacy
criteria are appropriate for its purposes.
• The assertion about subject matter based on the criteria (sometimes man-
agement will provide a separate document containing its assertions).
• A statement that the responsible party has disclosed to the practitioner all
known matters contradicting the assertion and any communication from reg-
ulatory agencies affecting the assertion or the subject matter. 
• A statement that there are no violations or possible violations of laws or regula-
tions whose effects on the assertion or the subject matter should be considered.
• A statement that the entity has complied with all contractual agreements that
have a material effect on the assertion or subject matter.
• A statement that there have been no breaches to the privacy, security, or
integrity of personal information or the systems that process and retain such
information have not been disclosed.
• A statement that the entity’s procedures, processes, and controls are followed
consistently and as disclosed to the practitioner.
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• A statement that other than those changes that have been disclosed, there have
been no additional changes in the entity’s business practices during the period
of this engagement or, if applicable, since the last privacy assurance engagement.
• A statement that management has made available to the practitioner all sig-
nificant information that it believes is relevant to the appropriate privacy cri-
teria and its related assertions.
• A statement that all records relevant to the subject matter have been made
available to the practitioner.
• A statement that management subscribes to and follows the privacy criteria.
• A statement that the entity’s practices are followed consistently and as dis-
closed to the practitioner.
• A statement that management represents that the disclosures are current,
accurate, complete and, when applicable, have been posted on its Web site
since the beginning of the reporting period.
• A statement that management has disclosed all related and third-party orga-
nizations, such as those with whom it shares information.
• A statement that management agrees to maintain its system controls, prac-
tices, and disclosures and to notify the practitioner regarding changes affect-
ing system processing activities, including changes in controls, practices, and
disclosures or the manner in which it achieves the privacy criteria, or changes
in the nature of products and services offered.
• A statement that any known events subsequent to the period (or point in time)
of the subject matter being reported on that have a material effect on the subject
matter (or, if applicable, the assertion) have been disclosed to the practitioner.
• Other matters, as the practitioner deems appropriate. For example, these
might confirm in writing any significant oral representations the client has
made during the course of the engagement.
Persons responsible for and knowledgeable about the matters covered by the representa-
tions should sign the management representation letter. Management representations
should be made as of the date on which fieldwork is substantially completed. The practi-
tioner’s report should be dated concurrently with the representation letter.
In some circumstances, for example, when the practitioner’s client is not the responsible
party, it may not be possible for the practitioner to obtain a representation letter. In those
circumstances, the practitioner should consider whether he or she has sufficient evidence to
form a conclusion. Additionally, the practitioner should consider the effects of the respon-
sible party’s refusal on his or her ability to rely on other representations. For example, when
the client is not the responsible party, the practitioner should consider obtaining a letter of
written representations from the client as part of the attest engagement. Examples of mat-
ters that might appear in such a representation letter include the following:
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• A statement that any known events subsequent to the period (or point in time)
of the subject matter being reported on, that have a material effect on the subject
matter (or, if applicable, the assertion) have been disclosed to the practitioner
• A statement acknowledging the client’s responsibility for selecting the crite-
ria, where applicable
• A statement acknowledging the client’s responsibility for determining that
such criteria are appropriate for its purposes
• Other matters as the practitioner deems appropriate
If a responsible party or the client refuses to furnish all written representations that the prac-
titioner deems necessary, the practitioner should consider the effects of such a refusal on his
or her ability to rely on other representations and on his or her ability to issue a conclusion
about the subject matter. If the practitioner believes that the representation letter is neces-
sary to obtain sufficient evidence to issue a report, the responsible party’s or the client’s
refusal to furnish such evidence in the form of written representations constitutes a scope lim-
itation sufficient to preclude an unqualified opinion and is ordinarily sufficient to cause the
practitioner to qualify or disclaim an opinion or withdraw from an examination engagement. 
10.7.2 Subsequent Events 
Events or transactions sometimes occur subsequent to the point in time or period of time
of the subject matter being tested, but before the date of the practitioner’s report, that have
a material effect on the subject matter and therefore require adjustment or disclosure in the
presentation of the subject matter or assertion. These occurrences are referred to as subse-
quent events. In performing a privacy assurance engagement, a practitioner should consid-
er information about subsequent events that comes to his or her attention. Two types of
subsequent events require consideration by the practitioner:
• Events that provide additional information about conditions that existed dur-
ing the period covered by management’s assertion. This information should be
used by a practitioner in determining whether controls were operating effec-
tively and commitments in the privacy notice were being met and whether
those events may affect management’s assertion or the practitioner’s report. 
• Events that provide information about conditions that arose subsequent to
the period covered by management’s assertion that are of such a nature and
significance that their disclosure is necessary to keep users from being misled.
For example, a security breach, occurring after the period of the report, result-
ing in the unauthorized disclosure of credit card information for a number of
the entity’s customers. This type of information ordinarily does not affect the
practitioner’s report if the information is appropriately disclosed. 
Although the practitioner has no responsibility to detect subsequent events, the practi-
tioner should ask the responsible party (and his or her client if the client is not the respon-
sible party) whether they are aware of any subsequent events, through the date of the prac-
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titioner’s report, that have a material effect on the subject matter or assertion.2 The repre-
sentation letter ordinarily includes a representation concerning subsequent events. 
There are additional events that occur after the report date. Under professional standards
the practitioner has no responsibility to keep informed of events subsequent to the date of
his or her report; however, the practitioner may later become aware of conditions that
existed at that date that might have affected the practitioner’s report had he or she been
aware of them. In such circumstances, the practitioner may wish to consider the guidance
in Statement on Auditing Standards No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and
Procedures (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 561, “Subsequent Discovery of
Facts Existing at the Date of the Auditor’s Report”).3
10.7.3 Sample Reports 
Reports from the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework and other examples in Chapter 3 of
Understanding and Implementing Trust Services set out a number of report examples that
can be used to model the report. Chapter 3 also addresses:
• Engagement elements—The AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework components
and criteria, management’s assertion, period of coverage issues
• The practitioner’s report—Available alternatives
• Additional reporting guidance—Failure to meet criteria, different examina-
tion periods, initial reports
• Agreed-upon procedure engagements
The Practice Aid Understanding and Implementing Trust Services should be referred to for
guidance. Included in Appendix A, the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework, are two illustrative
reports: Reporting Directly on Subject Matter and Reporting on Management’s Assertion.
■ ■ ■
10.8 QUALITY CONTROL
The AICPA Principles of Professional Conduct provide, among other things, that “mem-
bers should practice in firms that have in place internal quality control procedures to ensure
that services are competently delivered and adequately supervised.” A system of quality
control is broadly defined as a process to provide the firm with reasonable assurance that
2 For certain subject matter, specific subsequent event standards have been developed to provide additional
requirements for engagement performance and reporting. Additionally, a practitioner engaged to examine
the design or effectiveness of internal control over items not covered by Chapter 5, “Reporting on an
Entity’s Internal Control Over Financial Reporting,” of Statement on Standards for Attestation
Engagements (SSAE) No. 10, Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 501.65–501.68), or Chapter 6, “Compliance Attestation” (AT sec. 601.50–
601.52), should consider the subsequent events guidance set forth in those sections.
3 See SSAE No. 10 (AT sec. 101.95-99).
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its personnel comply with applicable professional standards, regulatory requirements, and
the firm’s standards of quality. Quality control is important to the firm, its clients, and the
profession as a whole. This is true for all CPA services; however, it is especially important
to emphasize in connection with new services such as privacy assurance to avoid under-
mining the investment made in developing and marketing the new service.
A number of benefits accrue to a firm from the effective operation of a quality control sys-
tem. These include increased confidence that existing controls reduce the risk of error,
which ultimately reduces the risk of litigation being settled against the firm. A quality con-
trol system facilitates on-the-job training for staff in effectively performing their roles and
enhances morale through a well-run practice.
The benefits to clients and the community include higher quality services in response to
public expectations, recognized consistency, and uniformity in rendering a variety of ser-
vices and increased reliance on the end product. A practitioner should implement quality
control policies to ensure that all assurance engagements are conducted in accordance with
the applicable professional standards. 
The elements of quality control encompass the following:
• Independence, integrity, and objectivity
• Personnel management (including hiring, assigning personnel to engage-
ments, professional development, and advancement activities)
• Acceptance and continuance of clients and engagements
• Engagement performance (including planning, performing, supervising,
reviewing, documenting, and communicating the results of each engagement
as well as a consultation process with appropriate individuals within or out-
side the firm in dealing with complex, unusual, or unfamiliar issues).
• Monitoring (including an ongoing consideration and evaluation of the rele-
vance and adequacy of the firm’s policies and procedures, appropriateness of the
firm’s guidance materials and practice aids, effectiveness of professional devel-
opment activities, and compliance with the firm’s policies and procedures).
Additional information about quality control can be found in the quality control section of
the AICPA Professional Standards.
■ ■ ■
10.9 WEBTRUST ONLINE PRIVACY ENGAGEMENTS
10.9.1 New WebTrust Online Privacy Engagements
For privacy assurance engagements involving an online business segment or where infor-
mation is collected online, the client may wish to have a seal on its Web site to symbolize
the practitioner’s report on privacy. This can be accomplished by the use of the WebTrust
Online Privacy Seal.
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WebTrust is a branded service of the AICPA/CICA. Although the privacy criteria are now
common to both a privacy assurance engagement and a WebTrust online privacy engage-
ment, other considerations for WebTrust engagements include:
• The practitioner will need to sign a license with the AICPA and pay a mod-
est fee to be able to award the WebTrust seal to a client.
• There are rules and protocols for the display of the WebTrust seal, which are
set forth in the license agreement.
• The engagement letter will need to address additional matters governing the client’s
use of the seal and protection of the AICPA/CICA WebTrust and other brands.
• The license also requires the practitioner’s report to be unqualified, cover a
certain period of time, and be periodically updated in order for the client to
be able to display the seal.
These matters are discussed in greater detail in the Practice Aid Understanding and
Implementing Trust Services.
10.9.2 Existing WebTrust Online Privacy Engagements
Attachment E of the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework sets forth guidance for transition
from the old Trust Services online privacy principle and criteria to the new privacy criteria,
which are contained in the Framework. 
Appendix A
AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK
Chapters 1 through 10 of this publication included the application of the AICPA/CICA
Privacy Framework. This appendix contains the framework itself of privacy best practices.
This framework was developed by the AICPA/CICA Privacy Task Force and covers both
online and offline privacy protection. The AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework is also included
on the Toolkit CD-ROM.

AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK
Including the AICPA/CICA Trust Services
Privacy Principle and Criteria
November 15, 2003
(Revised March 22, 2004)
Issued by the Assurance Services Executive Committee of the AICPA and the
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 AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework 
Introduction  
Privacy is a risk management issue. Many organizations are looking for assistance in managing 
privacy risk and certified public accountants/chartered accountants (CPAs/CAs)1 are actively helping 
businesses develop and implement privacy programs. The American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA) and the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) jointly established 
an Enterprise-Wide Privacy Task Force comprising a cross section of the accounting profession, 
including industry, large multinational firms, and small CPA/CA firms, as well as members in 
academia and the legal profession. Its mission is to examine the role CPAs/CAs can play in advising 
organizations about privacy issues and risks, and to develop a privacy framework that will serve as a 
benchmark for good privacy practices. 
 
In this document, the AICPA and the CICA are introducing the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework (the 
Framework) for protecting personal information.2 It can be used by all CPAs/CAs (both in industry 
and in public practice) to guide and assist the organizations they serve in implementing privacy 
programs. The Framework incorporates concepts from significant domestic and international privacy 
laws, regulations, and guidelines (see Attachment D, “Comparison of International Privacy 
Concepts”).3 The Framework is the intellectual capital and body of knowledge that provides the 
foundation for CPA/CA-related privacy advisory and assurance services.  
 
Research shows that many CPAs/CAs possess the skills necessary to implement effective privacy 
practices in any organization—no matter how big or small. They understand business processes, how 
personal information flows within an organization, and how to design privacy programs. Through a 
wide range of advisory and assurance services, CPAs/CAs have an opportunity to help businesses 
navigate the patchwork of privacy laws, regulations, and guidelines, and focus on the heart of the 
                                                 
1  The term CPA/CA, as used in this document, refers to a certified public accountant in the United States of America, a 
chartered accountant in Canada, or their equivalent in other countries, whether in public practice, private industry, 
government, or education. The term practitioner refers only to those CPAs/CAs who are in public practice. 
2  The Framework and privacy-related publications are available on the AICPA and the CICA Privacy Resource Centers 
(see Attachment C, “Additonal Sources of Privacy-Related Information,” of this document for the URLs). The 
publications include the booklet, 20 Questions Businesses Need to Ask About Privacy, and the primer, Privacy Matters: 
An Introduction to Personal Information Protection.  In addition, to support CPA/CAs in the delivery of privacy 
engagements as well as to aid them in the education of the subject matter of privacy, a privacy resource guide is 
available.   
3  For example, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has issued Guidelines on the 
Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data (the Guidelines) and the European Union (EU) has 
issued Directive on Data Privacy (Directive 95/46/EC). In addition, the United States has enacted the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act (GLBA), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and the Children’s Online 
Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). Canada has enacted the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents 
Act (PIPEDA) and Australia has enacted the Australian Privacy Act of 1988, as amended in 2001. Web site URLs for 
these and other privacy laws and regulations are set out in Appendix C. Compliance with the Framework criteria may 
not necessarily result in compliance with applicable privacy laws and regulations and entities may wish to seek 
appropriate legal advice regarding compliance with any laws and regulations. 
 
matter—building trust between customers and businesses and “doing the right thing” by following 
good privacy practices. 
 
CPAs/CAs in public practice will be able to offer clients a full range of services, including privacy 
strategic and business planning, privacy gap and risk analysis, benchmarking, privacy policy design 
and implementation, performance measurement, and independent verification of privacy controls, 
which includes attestation engagements.  CPAs/CAs in industry can enhance their value to their 
employers by offering privacy advisory services and performing internal assessments against 
something they can measure—the Framework.   
 
Online Privacy has been part of the AICPA/CICA Trust Services, which also include a core set of 
Principles and Criteria covering Security, Processing Integrity, Availability, and Confidentiality.  The 
Framework criteria replace the existing Trust Services Online Privacy Principle and Criteria and will 
become known as the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Principle and Criteria.  The Criteria have 
been broadened to include additional business segments and processes relating to privacy. To perform 
an online privacy Trust Services assurance engagement using the Framework, the entity would 
describe the online business segment or process in its privacy notice (see Criterion 2.2.2) and the 
practitioner would apply the Framework Criteria to the business segment or process that he or she is 
engaged to evaluate. (See Attachment E, “Transition From AICPA/CICA Trust Services Online 
Privacy Principle and Criteria to Transition Guidance,” for additional information.) 
What Is Privacy? 
Privacy is defined as the rights and obligations of individuals and organizations with respect to the 
collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information.  
Personal Information 
Personal information is information that is, or can be, about or related to an identifiable individual. It 
includes any information that can be linked to an individual or used to directly or indirectly identify an 
individual. Most information collected by an organization about an individual is likely to be considered 




• Home or e-mail address 
• Identification number (e.g., Social Security or Social Insurance Numbers) 
• Physical characteristics 
• Consumer purchase history 
 
Some personal information is considered sensitive. Some laws and regulations define the following to 
be sensitive personal information: 
 
• Information on medical or health conditions 
 
• Financial information 
• Racial or ethnic origin 
• Political opinions 
• Religious or philosophical beliefs 
• Trade union membership  
• Sexual preferences 
• Information related to offenses or criminal convictions 
Sensitive personal information generally requires an extra level of protection and a higher duty of care. 
For example, sensitive information may require explicit consent rather than implicit consent.  
 
Some information about or related to people cannot be associated with specific individuals. Such 
information is referred to as nonpersonal information. This includes statistical or summarized personal 
information for which the identity of the individual is unknown or linkage to the individual has been 
removed. In such cases, the individual’s identity cannot be determined from the information that 
remains, because the information is “de-identified” or “anonymized.” Nonpersonal information 
ordinarily is not subject to privacy protection because it can not be linked to an individual.  
Rights and Obligations 
An effective privacy program requires that organizations and individuals know and assume their rights 
and obligations that, in some cases, carry the force of law. The following table outlines some of these 
rights and obligations with respect to maintaining the privacy of personal information. Depending on 
the policies of the organization, specific agreements between the organization and the individual, 
regulations, standards, and laws, these aspects of privacy may be the right of the individual or 
organization, or its obligation to the other party. 
 

















• Be aware of the organization’s privacy 
policies. 
• Provide accurate and appropriate 
information suited to the purpose for 
which the information is needed. 
• Notify the organization of inaccuracies 
in or changes to personal information 
used by the organization. 
• Adhere to applicable laws and 
regulations, and other agreements with 
the organization. 
• Establish and communicate its privacy 
policies and commitments to the 
individual. 
• Provide choices or seek consent for 
the use of the personal information. 
• Collect, use, retain, and disclose 
personal information according to its 
privacy policies and commitments. 
• Allow the individual to update or 
correct personal information that is 
used by the organization. 
• Protect the personal information from 
unauthorized use and disclosure. 
• Otherwise adhere to its policies, 
applicable laws and regulations, and 
other agreements with the individual. 
 
Privacy, Confidentiality, and Security 
Privacy is about individuals having control over the collection, use, and disclosure of their personal 
information. Unlike privacy, there is not a widely accepted definition of confidentiality4 but, in most 
cases, it is about keeping business information from being disclosed to unauthorized parties. 
Confidentiality is usually driven by agreements or contractual arrangements. Security is one of the 10 
components of the Framework. The criteria for the security component of privacy are substantially 
equivalent to the criteria for the Trust Services Security Principle.  
Why Privacy Is a Business Issue 
Good privacy is good business.  Good privacy practices are a key part of corporate governance and 
accountability. One of today’s key business imperatives is maintaining the privacy of personal 
information. As business systems and processes become increasingly complex and sophisticated, more 
and more personal information is being collected. As a result, personal information may be exposed to 
a variety of vulnerabilities, including loss, misuse, and unauthorized access and disclosure. Those 
vulnerabilities raise concerns for organizations, the government, and the public in general.  
 
Organizations are trying to strike a balance between the proper collection and use of their customers’ 
personal information. The government is trying to protect the public interest but, at the same time, 
manage its own cache of personal information gathered from citizens. Consumers are very concerned 
about their personal information and many believe they have lost control of it. With identity theft on 
the rise, and fears of financial or medical records being accessed inappropriately, there is a pressing 
need to protect personal information. 
Individuals expect their privacy to be respected and their personal information to be protected by the 
organizations with which they do business. They are no longer willing to overlook an organization’s 
failure to protect their privacy. Therefore, privacy is a risk management issue for all businesses. 
Specific risks of having inadequate privacy policies and procedures include: 
 
• Damage to the organization’s reputation, brand, or business relationships 
• Legal liability and industry or regulatory sanctions 
• Charges of deceptive business practices 
• Customer or employee distrust 
• Denial of consent by individuals to have their personal information used for business purposes 
• Lost business and consequential reduction in revenue and market share 
• Disruption of international business operations 
Many CPAs/CAs are skilled at examining management information systems and identifying the 
controls needed to effectively manage risk. As trusted business advisers, they are adept at performing 
comprehensive risk assessments and developing advice on risk management. Many organizations are 
looking to CPAs/CAs for assistance in designing, implementing, maintaining, and evaluating their 
privacy program. In this respect, CPAs/CAs are in a unique position to provide privacy services to help 
organizations mitigate privacy-related risks, protect valuable business assets, preserve and enhance an 
organization’s brand and reputation, and maintain and enhance customer loyalty and employee 
                                                 
4 AICPA/CICA Trust Services provides a Confidentiality Principle and Criteria which may be helpful for addressing 
confidentiality. 
 
relationships. The Framework provides a foundation for delivering value-added privacy services. 
Additional information is available in the resource centers listed in Attachment C. 
 
Solutions to Privacy Issues 
CPAs/CAs can provide organizations with strategic advice on privacy risk management, help them 
mitigate privacy risk, and turn privacy into a competitive advantage. They build on decades of 
experience in providing assurance on financial and nonfinancial information. The business and 
professional experience, subject matter expertise, and professional characteristics needed for such 
services are the same key elements that enable a CPA/CA to provide solutions to privacy issues. They 
are the right professionals to perform objective assessments of an organization’s privacy program. 
 
If an organization collects, uses, retains, and discloses personal information, the challenge is to 
enhance the trust relationships with consumers, customers, employees, and third parties, as well as to 
comply with privacy laws and regulations and good fair information practices. A CPA/CA can help an 
organization address privacy issues by: 
 
• Developing a privacy strategy and plan. 
• Providing privacy advice, recommendations, and training relating to one or more of the 
privacy components. 
• Preparing or evaluating privacy policies and procedures. 
• Assessing and managing privacy risk. 
• Implementing a privacy program. 
• Providing assurance on whether the 10 privacy components (as measured by the criteria set 
out in the Framework) are met. 
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework  
AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Principle 
Personal information is collected, used, retained, and disclosed in conformity with the 
commitments in the entity’s privacy notice and with the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy 
Criteria. 
AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Components and Criteria 
The Framework contains 10 privacy components5 and related criteria that are essential to the proper 
protection and management of personal information. These privacy components and criteria are based 
on internationally known fair information practices included in many privacy laws and regulations of 
various jurisdictions around the world and recognized good privacy practices. The following are the 10 
privacy components: 
 
                                                 
5 Although some privacy regulations use the term principle, the term component is used in the Framework to represent 
that concept since the term principle has been previously defined in the Trust Services literature. 
 
1. Management. The entity defines, documents, communicates, and assigns accountability for its 
privacy policies and procedures. 
2. Notice. The entity provides notice about its privacy policies and procedures and identifies the 
purposes for which personal information is collected, used, retained, and disclosed. 
3. Choice and Consent. The entity describes the choices available to the individual and obtains 
implicit or explicit consent with respect to the collection, use, and disclosure of personal 
information.  
4. Collection. The entity collects personal information only for the purposes identified in the notice. 
5. Use and Retention. The entity limits the use of personal information to the purposes identified in 
the notice and for which the individual has provided implicit or explicit consent. The entity retains 
personal information for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated purposes. 
6. Access. The entity provides individuals with access to their personal information for review and 
update. 
7. Disclosure to Third Parties. The entity discloses personal information to third parties only for the 
purposes identified in the notice and with the implicit or explicit consent of the individual. 
8. Security. The entity protects personal information against unauthorized access (both physical and 
logical). 
9. Quality. The entity maintains accurate, complete, and relevant personal information for the 
purposes identified in the notice.. 
10. Monitoring and Enforcement. The entity monitors compliance with its privacy policies and 
procedures and has procedures to address privacy-related complaints and disputes. 
For each of the 10 privacy components, there are relevant, objective, complete, and measurable criteria 
for evaluating an entity’s privacy policies, communications, and procedures and controls. Privacy 
policies are written statements that convey management’s intent, objectives, requirements, 
responsibilities, and/or standards. Communications refers to the organization’s communication to 
individuals, internal personnel, and third parties about its privacy notice and its commitments therein 
and other relevant information. Procedures and controls are the other actions the organization takes to 
achieve the criteria.  
Framework Presentation 
The Framework is presented in a three-column format. The first column contains the Trust Services 
Privacy criteria.6 The second column, which contains illustrations and explanations, is designed to 
enhance the understanding of the criteria. The illustrations are not intended to be comprehensive, nor 
are any of the illustrations required for an entity to have met the Trust Services Privacy criteria. The 
third column contains additional considerations, including supplemental information such as good 
privacy practices and selected requirements of specific laws and regulations that pertain to a certain 
industry or country. 
 
                                                 
6 These criteria meet the definition of “criteria established by a recognized body” described in the third general standard for 
attestation engagements in the United States in Chapter 1 of Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) 
No. 10, Attestation Engagements: Revision and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 101.24), 
as amended, and in the standards for assurance engagements in Canada (CICA Handbook, paragraph 5025.41). 
 
 
The criteria identified in the 10 privacy components provide a basis for designing, implementing, 
maintaining, and evaluating a privacy program in order to meet an entity’s needs by CPAs/CAs in 
public practice, industry, government, and education. 
Practitioner Use of the Framework for Providing Advisory Services 
Practitioners can provide a variety of advisory services to their clients, which include strategic, 
diagnostic, implementation, and sustaining/managing services using the Framework principle, 
components, and criteria. It could include, for example, advising clients on system weaknesses, 
assessing risk, and recommending a course of action using the Framework criteria as a benchmark.  
 
Practitioners in the United States providing such advisory services follow Statement on Standards for 
Consulting Services, Consulting Services: Definition and Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 2, CS sec. 100). Canadian practitioners are not required to comply with any specific set of 
standards with respect to advisory service engagements but, as noted above, are expected to meet the 
standards set out in Sections 5000–5900 of the CICA Handbook. 
Practitioner Use of the Framework for Providing Attestation or Assurance Services 
Practitioners also can use the criteria to perform an examination of an organization’s privacy under 
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 10, Attestation Engagements: 
Revision and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 101), as amended, or the 
CICA HandbookAssurance, Section 5025, “Standards for Assurance Engagements.” In addition, the 
practitioner guidance included in the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Criteria is applicable to these types 
of engagements.7 The following key concepts apply to privacy assurance engagements: 
• A privacy assurance report ordinarily covers all 10 privacy components and all of the relevant 
criteria in all 10 privacy components need to be met during the period covered by the report to 
issue an unqualified report.8,9 
• The work should be performed at the highest level of assurance, i.e., the “examination” or 
equivalent level. 
• The scope of the engagement can cover (1) either all personal information or only certain identified 
types of personal information, such as customer information or employee information, and (2) all 
business segments and locations for the entire entity or only certain identified segments of the 
business (retail operations, but not manufacturing operations or only operations originating on the 
entity’s Web site) or geographic locations (such as only Canadian operations). In addition: 
 The scope of the engagement generally should be consistent with the description of the 
entities and activities covered in the privacy notice (see Criterion 2.2.2 below).  The scope 
often could be narrower, but ordinarily not broader, than that covered by the related 
privacy notice. 
                                                 
7 Chapter 10, of the AICPA/CICA Privacy Resource Guide also includes guidance on performing privacy assurance 
engagements. 
8 See Attachment B, “Illustrative Reports.” 
9 In certain circumstances (such as a report on a third-party service provider), special purpose privacy reports covering 
some of the 10 privacy components could be issued.  The Task Force recommends that such reports contain language 
that indicates that the privacy components not covered are essential for overall assurance of privacy and be “restricted 
use” reports.   
 
 The scope of the engagement should cover all of the activities in the “information cycle” 
for the relevant personal information.  These should include collection, use, retention, 
disclosure and destruction, de-identification or anonymization.  Defining a segment that 
does not include this entire cycle could be misleading to the user of the practitioner’s 
report. 
 If the identified personal information included in the scope of the examination is 
commingled with other information not in the scope of the engagement, the privacy 
assurance engagement needs to cover controls over all of the information from the point of 
commingling forward. 
• The practitioner’s report should ordinarily cover a period of time (not less than two months); 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Attachment A  
 Glossary 
 
Affiliate. An entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with another entity.  
 
Consent. Agreement by the individual for the entity to collect, use, and disclose personal information 
in accordance with the privacy notice. Such agreement can be explicit or implied. Explicit consent is 
given either orally or in writing, is unequivocal and does not require any inference on the part of the 
entity seeking consent. Implied consent may reasonably be inferred from the action or inaction of the 
individual. 
 
Cookies. Cookies are pieces of information generated by a Web server and stored in the user's 
computer, ready for future access.  This information can then be used to identify the user when 
returning to the Web site, to personalize Web content, and suggest items of potential interest based on 
previous buying habits. Certain advertisers use tracking methods, including cookies, to analyze the 
patterns and paths through a site.  
 
Entity. An organization that collects, uses, retains, and discloses personal information. 
 
Individual. The person about whom the personal information is being collected (sometimes referred to 
as the data subject). 
 
Internal personnel. Employees, contractors, agents, and others acting on behalf of the entity and its 
affiliates. 
 
Opt out. There is implied consent for the entity to collect, use, retain, and disclose personal 
information unless the individual explicitly denies permission.  
 
Opt in. Personal information may not be collected, used, retained and disclosed by the entity without 
the explicit consent of the individual.  
 
Personal information. Information that is or can be about or related to an identifiable individual.  
 
Policy. A written statement that communicates management’s intent, objectives, requirements, 
responsibilities, and/or standards.  
 
 
Privacy. The rights and obligations of individuals and organizations with respect to the collection, use, 
disclosure, and retention of personal information. 
 
Privacy Program. The policies, communications, procedures, and controls in place to manage and 
protect personal information in accordance with the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Principle, 
Components and Criteria in the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework. 
 
Purpose. The reason why personal information is collected by the entity. 
 
Sensitive personal information. Personal information that requires an extra level of protection and a 
higher duty of care, for example, information on medical or health conditions, racial or ethnic origin, 
political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, sexual preferences, or 
information related to offenses or criminal convictions. 
 
System. A system consists of five key components organized to achieve a specified objective. The five 
components are categorized as infrastructure (facilities, equipment, and networks); software (systems, 
applications, and utilities); people (developers, operators, users, and managers); procedures (automated 
and manual); and data (transaction streams, files, databases, and tables). 
 
Third party. An entity that is not affiliated with the entity that collects personal information or any 
affiliated entity not covered by the entity’s privacy notice. 
 
Web beacon. Web beacons, also known as Web bugs, are small strings of code that provide a method 
for delivering a graphic image on a Web page or in an e-mail message for the purpose of transferring 
data. Businesses use Web beacons for many purposes, including site traffic reporting, unique visitor 
counts, advertising and e-mail auditing and reporting, and personalization. For example, a Web beacon 
can gather a user's IP address, collect the referrer, and track the sites visited by users. The Web beacon 
may be controlled by the organization that is responsible for the Web site being visited, or by another 
party that has been given permission to place the Web beacon on the site. Primarily, they are used in 
conjunction with cookies to transmit data online. When third parties use Web beacons, users have no 
knowledge that their personal information is being collected. Furthermore, third parties are not legally 




Attachment B  
 Illustrative Reports 
Illustration 1--Reporting Directly on the Subject Matter  
Under A.I.C.P.A. Attestation Standards 
 
Independent Practitioner's Privacy Report 
 
To the Management of ABC Company, Inc.: 
We have examined (1) the effectiveness of ABC Company, Inc.’s (ABC Company) controls over the 
personal information collected in its _______ [description of the entities and activities covered, for 
example “the mail-order catalog-sales operations”] business (the Business) to provide reasonable 
assurance that the personal information was collected, used, retained, and disclosed based on its 
commitments in the privacy notice and on the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Criteria, and (2) 
ABC Company’s compliance with its commitments in the privacy notice related to the Business during 
the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003.  ABC Company’s management is responsible for 
maintaining the effectiveness of these controls and for compliance with its commitments in the privacy 
notice.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our examination. 
 
Our examination was conducted in accordance with attestation standards established by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly, included (1) obtaining an understanding of 
ABC Company’s controls over the privacy of personal information, (2) testing and evaluating the 
operating effectiveness of the controls, (3) testing compliance with the Company’s commitments in the 
privacy notice, and (4) performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the 
circumstances. We believe that our examination provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
 
In our opinion, during the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003, ABC Company, in all 
material respects (1) maintained effective controls over privacy of personal information collected in the 
Business to provide reasonable assurance that the personal information was collected, used, retained, 
and disclosed based on its commitments in the privacy notice and on the AICPA/CICA Trust Services 




Because of inherent limitations in controls, error or fraud may occur and not be detected.  Furthermore, 
the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings, to future periods is subject to the risk that the 
validity of such conclusions may be altered because of changes made to the system or controls, the 
failure to make needed changes to the system or controls, or a deterioration in the degree of 
effectiveness of the controls. 
 
[Name of CPA firm] 





Illustration 2—Reporting on Management’s Assertion 
Under A.I.C.P.A. Attestation Standards 
 
Independent Practitioner's Privacy Report 
 
To the Management of ABC Company, Inc.: 
 
We have examined ABC Company, Inc.’s (ABC Company) management assertion that, during the 
period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003, it: 
• Maintained effective controls over the privacy of personal information collected in its 
______________ [description of the entities and activities covered, for example “the mail-
order catalog-sales operations”] business (the Business) to provide reasonable assurance that 
the personal information was collected, used, retained, and disclosed based on its commitments 
in the privacy notice related to the Business and on the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy 
Criteria, and 
• Complied with its commitments in the privacy notice.  
 
This assertion is the responsibility of ABC Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express 
an opinion based on our examination. 
Our examination was conducted in accordance with attestation standards established by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly, included (1) obtaining an understanding of 
ABC Company’s controls over the privacy of personal information, (2) testing and evaluating the 
operating effectiveness of the controls, (3) testing compliance with the Company’s commitments in the 
privacy notice, and (4) performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the 
circumstances. We believe that our examination provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
In our opinion, ABC Company’s management assertion that, during the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through 
Yyyy yy, 2003, ABC Company: 
• Maintained effective controls over privacy of personal information collected in the Business to 
provide reasonable assurance that the personal information was collected, used, retained and 
disclosed based on its commitments in the privacy notice and on the AICPA/CICA Trust 
Services Privacy Criteria; and 
• Complied with its commitments in the privacy notice, 
is, in all material respects, fairly stated. 
OR 
In our opinion, ABC Company’s management assertion referred to above is fairly stated, in all material 




Because of inherent limitations in controls, error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Furthermore, 
the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings, to future periods is subject to the risk that the 
validity of such conclusions may be altered because of changes made to the system or controls, the 
failure to make needed changes to the system or controls, or a deterioration in the degree of 
effectiveness of the controls. 
 
[Name of CPA firm] 









Illustrative Management Assertion 
 
During the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003, ABC Company, in all material respects: 
• Maintained effective controls over the privacy of personal information collected in our 
_________ [description of the entities and activities covered, for example “the mail-order 
catalog-sales operations”] business (the Business) to provide reasonable assurance that the 
personal information was collected, used, retained and disclosed based on our commitments in 
the privacy notice related to the Business and on the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy 
Criteria, and 




Illustration 3--Reporting Directly on the Subject Matter Under CICA Assurance 
Standards 
 
Auditor’s Privacy Report 
To the Management of ABC Company, Ltd.:  
 
We have audited (1) the effectiveness of ABC Company, Inc.’s (ABC Company) controls over the 
personal information collected in its _______ [description of the entities and activities covered, for 
example “the mail-order catalog-sales operations”] business (the Business) to provide reasonable 
assurance that the personal information was collected, used, retained, and disclosed in accordance with 
its commitments in the privacy notice and with the AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Criteria, and 
(2) ABC Company’s compliance with its commitments in the privacy notice related to the Business 
during the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003. ABC Company’s management is responsible 
for maintaining the effectiveness of these controls and for compliance with its commitments in the 
privacy notice.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on our audit. 
 
Our audit was conducted in accordance with standards for assurance engagements established by the 
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA). Those standards require that we plan and 
perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance as a basis for our opinion. Our audit included (1) 
obtaining an understanding of ABC Company’s controls over the privacy of personal information, (2) 
testing and evaluating the operating effectiveness of the controls, (3) testing compliance with the 
Company’s commitments in the privacy notice, and (4) performing such other procedures as we 
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for 
our opinion. 
 
In our opinion, during the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003, ABC Company, in all 
material respects (1) maintained effective controls over privacy of personal information collected in the 
Business to provide reasonable assurance that the personal information was collected, used, retained, 
and disclosed in accordance with its commitments in the privacy notice and with the AICPA/CICA 
Trust Services Privacy Criteria; and (2) complied with its commitments in the privacy notice. 
 
Because of inherent limitations in controls, error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Furthermore, 
the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings, to future periods is subject to the risk that the 
validity of such conclusions may be altered because of changes made to the system or controls, the 
failure to make needed changes to the system or controls, or a deterioration in the degree of 
effectiveness of the controls. 
 
[Name of CA  firm]       [City, Province]  
Chartered Accountants      [Date] 
  
 
Illustration 4--Reporting on Management’s Assertion 
Under CICA Assurance Standards 
 
Auditor’s Privacy Report 
To the Management of ABC Company, Ltd.:  
We have audited ABC Company, Inc.’s (ABC Company) management assertion that, during the period 
Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003, it: 
• Maintained effective controls over the privacy of personal information collected in its 
______________ [description of the entities and activities covered, for example “the mail-
order catalog-sales operations”] business (the Business) to provide reasonable assurance that 
the personal information was collected, used, retained, and disclosed in accordance with its 
commitments in the privacy notice related to the Business and with the AICPA/CICA Trust 
Services Privacy Criteria, and 
 
• Complied with its commitments in the privacy notice.  
 
This assertion is the responsibility of management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion based on 
our audit. 
 
Our audit was conducted in accordance with standards for assurance engagements established by the 
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA).  Those standards require that we plan and 
perform our audit  to obtain reasonable assurance as a basis for our opinion.  Our audit included (1) 
obtaining an understanding of ABC Company’s controls over the privacy of personal information, (2) 
testing and evaluating the operating effectiveness of the controls, (3) testing compliance with the 
Company’s commitments in the privacy notice and (4) performing such other procedures as we 
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for 
our opinion. 
 
In our opinion, ABC Company’s management assertion that, during the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through 
Yyyy yy, 2003, ABC Company: 
 
• Maintained effective controls over privacy of personal information collected in the Business to 
provide reasonable assurance that the personal information was collected, used, retained and 
disclosed in accordance with its commitments in the privacy notice and with the AICPA/CICA 
Trust Services Privacy Criteria; and 
• Complied with its commitments in the privacy notice, 
 
is, in all material respects, fairly stated. 
OR 
In our opinion, ABC Company management’s assertion referred to above is fairly stated, in all material 
respects, in accordance with ABC Company’s privacy notice and the AICPA/CICA Trust Services 
Privacy Criteria.  
 
 
Because of inherent limitations in controls, error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Furthermore, 
the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings, to future periods is subject to the risk that the 
validity of such conclusions may be altered because of changes made to the system or controls, the 
failure to make needed changes to the system or controls, or a deterioration in the degree of 
effectiveness of the controls. 
 
[Name of CA firm]       [City, Province]  
Chartered Accountants      [Date] 
 
 
Illustrative Management Assertion 
 
During the period Xxxx xx, 2003 through Yyyy yy, 2003, ABC Company, in all material respects: 
 
• Maintained effective controls over the privacy of personal information collected in our 
_________business [description of the entities and activities covered, for example “the mail-
order catalog-sales operations”] (the Business) to provide reasonable assurance that the 
personal information was collected, used, retained and disclosed in accordance with our 
commitments in the privacy notice related to the Business and with the AICPA/CICA Trust 
Services Privacy Criteria, and 
 
• Complied with our commitments in the privacy notice. 
 
 
 Attachment C  
Additional Sources of Privacy-Related Information 
Privacy Resource Centers 
• American Institute of Certified Public Accountants AICPA overview (www.aicpa.org/privacy) and 
resource center (www.cpa2biz.com/ResourceCenters/Information+Security/Privacy/default.htm) 
• Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants CICA (www.cica.ca/privacy) 
• WebTrust for Online Privacy AICPA/CICA (www.aicpa.org/trustservices and 
www.cica.ca/webtrust) 
 
Privacy Legislation and Regulations 
• Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) United States (www.ftc.gov/privacy), online 
privacy rule (www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/coppa.htm), and consumer guide 
(www.consumerprivacyguide.org/law) 
• Data Protection Act United Kingdom (www.dataprotection.gov.uk) 
• Directive on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on 
the Free Movement of Such Data European Union 
(www.europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/dataprot/law/index.htm) 
• European Union (EU) Directive on Data Protection (95/46/EC) 
(http://www.dataprivacy.ie/6aii.htm) 
• EU Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications (2002/58/EC) (http://europa.eu.int/eur-
lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2002/l_201/l_20120020731en00370047.pdf 
• Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) United States 
(www.usdoj.gov/oip/foia_updates/Vol_XVII_4/page2.htm) 
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) United States (www.ftc.gov/privacy) 
• Greece's Data Protection Law (Unofficial English Translation of Law 2472/1997 on the Protection 
of Individuals With Regard to the Processing of Personal Data)(http://www.dpa.gr/legal_eng.htm) 
• Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data (Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD]) (www.oecd.org/EN/document/0,,EN-
document-43-1-no-24-10255-43,00.html) 
• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) United States 
(http://aspe.os.dhhs.gov/admnsimp/pl104191.htm), resource centre 
(http://aspe.os.dhhs.gov/admnsimp/) and consumer guide (www.consumerprivacyguide.org/law) 
• Model Code for the Protection of Personal Information (Canadian Standards Association, now 
CSA International, CAN/CSA-Q830-96) (www.csa.ca/standards/privacy/default.asp?load=code) 
• Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) Canada 
(www.parl.gc.ca/36/2/parlbus/chambus/house/bills/government/C-6/C-6_4/C-6_cover-E.html) 
• Privacy Act United States (www.usdoj.gov/foia/privstat.htm) and consumer guide 
(www.consumerprivacyguide.org/law) 
• Privacy Act Australia (www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/pa1988108) 
• Privacy Act New Zealand (www.privacy.org.nz/comply/comptop.html) 
• Privacy International and the Electronic Privacy Information Center Annual review of privacy laws 
in over 50 countries around the world (www.privacyinternational.org/survey) 
 
  
• Safe Harbor Privacy Principles United States 
(www.ita.doc.gov/td/ecom/SHPRINCIPLESFINAL.htm) and overview 
(www.export.gov/safeharbor/sh_overview.html)  




• Australia Privacy Commissioner (www.privacy.gov.au) 
• Canada Privacy Commissioner (www.privcom.gc.ca) 
• European Union National Data Protection Commissioners 
(http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/dataprot/links.htm) 
• Federal Trade Commission United States (www.ftc.gov/privacy/index.html) 
• New Zealand Privacy Commissioner (www.privacy.org.nz) 
• Ontario Information and Privacy Commissioner (www.ipc.on.ca) 
• United Kingdom Information Commissioner (www.dataprotection.gov.uk) 
 
Privacy Information Web Sites 
• Access to justice network (www.acjnet.org) 
• American Civil Liberties Union (www.aclu.org) 
• Canadian Marketing Association (www.the-cma.org) 
• Center for Democracy & Technology (www.cdt.org/privacy) 
• Center for Media Education (www.cme.org) 
• Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (www.cpsr.org) 
• Consumer Project on Technology (www.cptech.org/privacy) 
• Consumer Protection Association (www.consumerpro.com) 
• Identity theft U.S. government central Web site (www.consumer.gov/idtheft) 
• Consumer.net - Consumer Information Organization (www.consumer.net) 
• Cookie Central (www.cookiecentral.com) 
• Cyber-Rights & Cyber-Liberties (www.cyber-rights.org) 
• Direct Marketing Association (www.the-dma.org) 
• Electronic Frontier Canada (http://insight.mcmaster.ca/org/efc/efc.html) 
• Electronic Frontier Foundation (www.eff.org) 
• Electronic Privacy Information Center (www.epic.org) 
• European Union (http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/media/dataprot/index.htm) 
• Health Privacy Project (www.healthprivacy.org) 
• HIPAA Central Siemens Health Services (www.smed.com/hipaa/index.php) 
• Industry Canada E-Commerce Task Force (http://e-com.ic.gc.ca/english/privacy/index.html) 
• Internet Law and Policy Forum (www.ilpf.org) 
• International Security, Trust and Privacy Alliance (www.istpa.org) 
• JunkBusters (www.junkbusters.com) 
• Media Awareness Network (www.media-awareness.ca) 
• National Small Business Poll – Privacy and National Small Business Poll – Advice and Advisors 
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) Research Foundation (www.nfib.com) 
 
  
• Office for Civil Rights (www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa) 
• Online Privacy Alliance (www.privacyalliance.org) 
• Privacy & American Business (www.pandab.org) 
• Privacy Exchange (www.privacyexchange.org) 
• Privacy Forum (www.vortex.com/privacy.html) 
• International Association of Privacy Professionals (www.privacyassociation.org) 
• Privacy Page (www.privacy.org) 
• Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (www.privacyrights.org) 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Transition from AICPA/CICA Trust Services Online Privacy 
Principle and Criteria to the AICPA/CICA Trust Services 
Privacy Principle and Criteria 
Transition Guidance 
For Trust Services assurance privacy engagements with reporting periods beginning on or after April 
1, 2004, the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework Principle and Criteria are to be used in place of the 
AICPA/CICA Trust Services Online Privacy Principle and Criteria and will become known as the 
AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Principle and Criteria.  Earlier application is encouraged. 
WebTrust Online Privacy Seal or WebTrust Consumer Protection Seal10 
Existing WebTrust Online Privacy Engagements 
For those entities wishing to continue to display a WebTrust Online Privacy seal or a WebTrust 
Consumer Protection seal (both seals require an attestation or assurance report based on the 
AICPA/CICA Trust Services Online Privacy Principle and Criteria), a new unqualified report must be 
issued using the new AICPA/CICA Trust Services Privacy Principle and Criteria when the 
examination to renew the seal covers a period beginning on or after April 1, 2004.    
New Online Privacy Engagements 
When the privacy engagement relates to an online segment, an entity may choose to display a 
WebTrust Online Privacy seal or a WebTrust Consumer Protection seal.  For these engagements: 
 
• The scope of the engagement needs to include, but is not limited to, an online business 
segment of the entity.  Use of the WebTrust Seal is only permitted in circumstances where 
the online business segment is included in the scope of the practitioner’s examination. 
 
• WebTrust seals are trademarked and service-marked graphic images and their use is subject 
to the Trust Services License agreement.  The Trust Services license agreement and the 
guidance established for the Trust Services program permit the images to be displayed on a 
client’s Web site or electronically, subject to certain requirements: 
 
 The practitioner must be licensed under the Trust Services license agreement. 
 
 The entity must have received a report from the practitioner that does not include a 
qualification or scope limitation. 
                                                 
10 Currently, the use of a seal for other types of privacy assurance/attestation reports is under consideration.  Please contact 
Karyn Waller at the AICPA (kwaller@aicpa.org) or Bryan Walker at the CICA (bryan.walker@cica.ca) for additional 
information. 
 
 The seal must be issued using the AICPA/CICA processes and be listed on the 
Institutes’ server. 
 
 Fees as established by the Trust Services license agreement for the use of the seal 
must be paid to the Institutes. 
 
When the WebTrust Seal is used, the Task Force recommends that the practitioner’s report includes 
language such as the following: “The WebTrust Online Privacy Seal constitutes a symbolic 
representation of the contents of the independent auditor’s report and it is not intended, nor should it be 
construed, to update that report or provide any additional assurance.”   
 
Attachment F 
Summary of Changes to Privacy Framework 
 
The table below shows the summary of changes made to the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework and the 
Effective Date of those changes. 
 
 
Effective Date Framework Component Summary of Change 
March 22, 2004 Access Added Additional 
Considerations for Criteria 
6.2.3 – Understandable 
Personal Information, Time 
Frame, and Cost 
March 22, 2004 Access Modified Additional 
Considerations for Criteria 






PRIVACY SERVICES PROSPECT CHECKLIST
This checklist is aimed at assisting practitioners in small and medium-sized firms in
focusing their marketing efforts by identifying characteristics of existing and prospective
clients that will experience the greatest benefit by investing in privacy services. The more
of these characteristics the client has, the more likely it will be to consider or embrace
privacy services:
• The client’s reputation is built on or largely depends on its ability to keep
information private.
• The client has 10 or more employees.
• The client regularly collects customer or prospect information before
launching or modifying new products or services.
• The client relies heavily on gathering, updating, storing, and organizing
prospect information with contact management software programs and
technologies.
• The client has a human resources department that collects and stores
information on potential recruits and staff (10 or more employees).
• The client’s competitors have invested in privacy-related technologies and
processes.
• The firm’s clients have demanded accountability regarding processes for
keeping information private.
• The client needs to adopt new practices and technologies to comply with
privacy legislation.
B-2
UNDERSTANDING AND IMPLEMENTING PRIVACY SERVICES
Appendix B (cont.)
MARKETING QUESTIONS COMMONLY ASKED BY PRACTITIONERS
Question 1: When is the right time to market privacy services?
Answer
Practitioners should market privacy services when any of the following conditions are in place:
• The practitioner recognizes the need or opportunity to build revenues by
offering innovative nontraditional services.
• Potential students and/or recruits have expressed a desire to join firms
that offer innovative, nontraditional accounting services.
• Clients have expressed a concern about the completeness of their own
current privacy practices.
• Clients are under pressure to conform to strict industry regulation
around how they collect, use, retain, and disclose personal information.
Question 2: Who in the firm should market privacy services?
Answer
No specific individual should market privacy services. Since developing the skills to imple-
ment and market privacy services requires the commitment from the most senior levels of
the firm, everyone working in a small or medium-sized firm will be expected to be involved
in marketing privacy services.
The challenge for any small or medium-sized firm is clarifying the roles associated with
marketing privacy services. Based on successful adoption and marketing of privacy services,
the most critical role is that of the privacy services champion. This senior practitioner (part-
ner) must do the following:
• Work with a privacy services marketing adviser (external consultant) to develop
marketing strategy and targets
• Facilitate training of professional staff on identifying opportunities within the
existing and prospective client base
• Serve as the point-person for client and media contact
• Build relationships with various professional associations and organizations to
keep current on privacy services and changes in privacy legislation
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Appendix B (cont.)
PRIVACY SERVICES MARKETING SKILLS CHECKLIST
Research indicates that practitioners in small and medium-sized firms have neither the
knowledge nor the marketing skills to effectively bring privacy services to market.
Furthermore, practitioners recognized that they need to actively engage marketers to take
privacy services to market. As a result, practitioners expressed a demand for a concise list of
characteristics they could use in evaluating prospective marketing suppliers who would
guide them in bringing privacy services to market:
• Business skills. The ability to quickly and accurately understand the nature of
the businesses carried out by the prospects for privacy services, and a track
record demonstrating it.
• Communication skills. The ability to translate the benefit of privacy services
into terms that are relevant to the prospects for privacy services, and a track
record demonstrating it.
• Interpersonal skills. Strong listening and empathy skills.
• Evaluation skills. The ability to measure the impact of marketing strategies
and activities, and a track record in doing so.
• Networking skills. The ability to build networks within relevant industry mar-
kets, and a track record demonstrating it.
• Promotion skills. The ability to follow a rigorous methodology for increasing





PRIVACY CONSIDERATIONS FOR CPA FIRMS
Public practice firms should consider how their own organizations can leverage good priva-
cy policies and should be aware of the impact of applicable laws, such as the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act (GLBA), the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), and the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). In fact, when starting a new privacy services offering, one
exercise to go through may be to apply the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework to your own
firm. Applying the methodology in this privacy services implementation guide to your own
organization first, and then ultimately implementing privacy policies and procedures that are
consistent with the applicable AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework components, will allow
you to experience the learning curve of that first privacy services engagement. It also allows
your firm to be a case study or role model for your clients!
A logical place to start is to identify all data touchpoints that exist in your organization for
both your clients’ and employees’ personal information. An example of a data touchpoint
would be third-party service providers that receive and use personal information transferred
from you. Commonly known as “outsourcing,” this practice has been employed by firms
for a long time to provide more effective services to their clients. In addition, there have
been a number of AICPA communications regarding the responsibilities of CPAs who use
third-party service providers in client engagements.
Examples of services that may be outsourced include: 
• Tax preparation and processing
• Bookkeeping 
• Certain audit procedures performed by contract staff
• Outside specialist services in connection with an audit
• Human resource services
• Investment advisory services
• Working paper storage or destruction services
Firms need to be sensitive to privacy issues that relate to their outsourcing agreements.
Knowing your organization’s own data touchpoints with third parties should prove
enlightening. As you craft your privacy strategy and ultimately privacy policies and proce-
dures, you and the other members of your organization will see some of the same issues
that your clients will face when they ask for assistance. 
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The AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework is a comprehensive, best practices approach that will
in most cases help firms comply with the many legislative acts about privacy of personal
information. CPA firms also need to be especially careful that they are aware of and famil-
iar with U.S. legislation that likely affects them, including the GLBA, the IRC, and HIPAA. 
■ ■ ■
GLBA
The Federal Trade Commission’s Safeguards Rule, which implements the security provi-
sions of the GLBA, became effective on May 23, 2003. (The Act is available at
http://www.ftc.gov/privacy/privacyinitiatives/financial_rule_lr.html) Financial institu-
tions and other businesses that are subject to the Rule—which could include tax preparers
and financial advisers—must have in place a comprehensive security program to ensure the
security and confidentiality of customer information. These rules, particularly 16 C.F.R.
Section 313.4, require persons or businesses offering financial services for personal, family,
or household purposes to provide notices regarding their information-sharing policies and
practices. The notices must be provided to ongoing customers at the time the customer
relationship begins and, according to 16 C.F.R. Section 313.5, annually thereafter. (An
example of what a firm’s privacy policy may look like is given in Example 1.) A person who
provides personal, nonpublic information to obtain financial, investment, or economic
advisory services, regardless of whether there is a continuing customer relationship, is also
entitled to prior notice, and the ability to opt out of, any actual disclosure of such infor-
mation to a nonaffiliated third party. Therefore, as currently interpreted, the GLBA
requires practitioners who provide, among other things, tax planning and tax preparation
services to individual clients, to give notice of the practitioner’s policy regarding disclosure
of private information at the start of an engagement, and annually thereafter. 
The notices required by the GLBA generally require disclosure of categories of nonaffiliat-
ed third parties to whom there is disclosure of nonpublic information, under Section
313.6. The GLBA does not, however, require that a practitioner specifically disclose to a
client the fact that independent third-party providers are used in performing services to
clients. Section 313.14 provides an exception to the notice and opt-out requirements for
“processing and servicing transactions.” In summary, the notice and opt-out requirements
described above do not apply if (a) the practitioner discloses nonpublic personal informa-
tion in connection with servicing or processing a financial product or service that a con-
sumer requests or authorizes or (b) the sharing of information with the third party is
required, or is a usual, appropriate, or acceptable method to carry out the transaction or
service of which the transaction is a part, or to record, service, or maintain the consumer’s
account in the ordinary course of providing the financial service or product. 
In other words, if the third-party provider is connected to, or involved in the provision (or
processing) of the services offered by the practitioner, there is no requirement to disclose
to the client the fact that information is shared with that third party. Accordingly, if you
disclose only to nonaffiliated third parties covered by the exceptions described above, the
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Federal Trade Commission (FTC), in Section 313.6 and its “Sample Clauses” (in Example
1 of that section), states that the following language must be placed in the notices: “We do
not disclose any nonpublic personal information about our customers or former customers
to anyone, except as permitted by law.” If you disclose to nonaffiliated third parties that
are not covered by the exceptions, you are required to list in your notices, by category, the
nonexempt third parties (such as insurance agents, retailers, or marketers), and the FTC
states that the following clause should also be added: “We may also disclose nonpublic per-
sonal information about you to nonaffiliated third parties as permitted by law.” 
The FTC’s rules do, however, limit the extent to which a nonaffiliated third party may use
and reuse the information that has been disclosed. Specifically, a nonaffiliated third party
may disclose the information only to the financial institution itself, the third party’s affili-
ates (who are also bound by the same restrictions as the third party), or pursuant to the
exceptions outlined above, that is, to obtain a service in connection with the service or the
function the outside firm is performing.
Furthermore, the FTC has promulgated “safeguard rules” that require a financial institu-
tion, which again could be anyone offering financial services, to oversee the third-party
provider’s use of the information and ensure compliance with the GLBA. This rule (16
C.F.R. Section 314.4) requires that institutions develop, implement, and maintain an infor-
mation security program. In doing so, an institution must oversee service providers by tak-
ing reasonable steps to select and retain service providers that are capable of maintaining
appropriate safeguards for the customer information at issue, and requiring service
providers by contract to implement and maintain such safeguards. (AICPA/CICA Trust
Services Principal and Criteria Framework may be useful as a benchmark when determin-
ing the appropriate safeguards for service providers.)
■ ■ ■
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
IRC Section 7216 prohibits anyone who is involved in the preparation of tax returns from
knowingly or recklessly disclosing or using the tax-related information provided other than
in connection with the preparation of such returns. Anyone who violates this provision may
be subject to a fine or even imprisonment. The regulations under Section 7216 provide an
exemption from this law for tax return preparers who disclose taxpayer information to a
third party for the purpose of having that third party process the return. Nevertheless,
CPAs should make third-party providers to which they have supplied protected client infor-
mation aware of this requirement. Note there is no requirement in Section 7216 or its reg-
ulations for a CPA to inform the client that a third-party provider is being used.
In addition, IRC Section 7525 provides a client with a privilege similar to an attorney-
client privilege when it makes certain tax related disclosures to, among others, CPAs. Care
needs to be taken to assure that a third-party provider does not do anything that adverse-
ly affects a client’s rights under this provision.
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Because of the requirements of federal law as previously outlined, it is important for prac-
titioners to be aware of their continuing obligations to safeguard client data. In this regard,
it would be advisable—indeed it is likely necessary—to perform due diligence before dis-
closing information to a third-party provider to ensure that the provider is capable of ade-
quately protecting nonpublic information. (The AICPA Code of Professional Conduct
imposes similar obligations.) This seems to be particularly imperative where the provider is
located in an unfamiliar location, or where enforcement of privacy laws and the prosecu-
tion of those who misappropriate private information may be more difficult. Thus, the con-
tract between the practitioner and the third-party provider should contain appropriate pro-
visions for the protection of customer privacy.
■ ■ ■
HIPAA
HIPAA requires that all organizations that collect, use, or disclose medical information or
individually identifiable health information follow certain guidelines to ensure that the
health records are safely protected. If your public practice firm collects any of this type of
information about its employees, it must adhere to the HIPAA regulations. An example of
what a privacy notice to employees may look like is given in Example 2.
Whether derived from the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, the IRC, HIPAA, or the
GLBA, practitioners and their firms are responsible for maintaining the security and confi-
dentiality of client information. In performing any service for a client, practitioners must
do so with professional competence, due professional care, and in compliance with all pro-
visions of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. Even after the practitioner is satisfied
that a third-party provider is properly structured to ensure continued compliance with all
laws and regulations and ethical requirements, a practitioner’s duties do not end.
Monitoring procedures should be established to ensure that the procedures that third-
party providers have put into place remain effective.
Practitioners and their firms should consult their own legal advisers for additional guidance
on this subject. 
The following sources are available for additional information:
A standard disclosure statement and practice guide are available at
http://ftp.aicpa.org/public/download/news/ftc.doc.
The FTC regulations are available at its Web sites www.ftc.gov/os/2000/05/65fr33645.pdf
or www.ftc.gov/privacy/index.html. 
The Securities and Exchange Commission regulations are available at
http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/34-42974.htm
For CPAs wishing additional information, those having special situations, or members
in business and industry, there is an excellent outline of the FTC regulations at
its Web site, http://www.ftc.gov/privacy/glbact/glboutline.htm (in html) or
http://www.ftc.gov/privacy/glbact/glboutline.pdf (requires Adobe Acrobat software).
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Example 1
XYZ LLP’s Privacy Policy 
To Our Individual Clients:
Federal law requires us (along with banks, brokerage houses, and other financial institutions) to
annually disclose our privacy policy to you—which we are more than happy to do. Your privacy is
important to us, and maintaining your trust and confidence is one of our highest priorities. We
respect your right to keep your personal information confidential and understand your desire to
avoid unwanted solicitations. We hope that by taking a few moments to read our policy, you will
have a better understanding of what we do with the information you provide us and how we keep
it private and secure.
Types of Information We Collect
XYZ LLP collects certain personal information about you, but only when that information is pro-
vided by you or is obtained by us with your authorization. We use that information to prepare
your personal income tax returns and to provide various tax and financial planning services to you
at your request.
Examples of sources from which we collect information include:
• Interviews and phone calls with you
• Letters or e-mails from you
• Tax return or financial planning organizers
• Financial history questionnaires
Parties to Whom We Disclose Information
XYZ LLP, as a general rule, does not disclose personal information about our clients or former
clients to anyone. Our policy is to disclose personal information about our clients to our affiliates,
Financial Security Group and XYZ Capital LLC, only with your express authorization. However,
to the extent permitted by law and any applicable state code of professional conduct, certain non-
public information about you may be disclosed in the following situations:
1. To comply with a validly issued and enforceable subpoena or summons.
2. In the course of a review of our firm’s practices under the authorization of a state or
national licensing board, or as necessary to properly respond to an inquiry or complaint
from such a licensing board or organization.
3. In the event of a prospective purchase, sale, or merger, provided that we take appropri-
ate precautions (for example, through a written confidentiality agreement) so the
prospective purchaser or merger partner does not disclose information obtained in the
course of the review.
4. As a part of any actual or threatened legal proceedings or alternative dispute resolution
proceedings either initiated by or against us, provided we disclose only the information
necessary to file, pursue, or defend against the lawsuit and take reasonable precautions to
ensure that the information disclosed does not become a matter of public record.
5. To provide information to affiliates of the firm and nonaffiliated third parties who per-
form services or functions for us in conjunction with our services to you, but only if we
have a contractual agreement with the other party that prohibits them from disclosing or
using the information other than for the purposes for which it was disclosed. (Examples
of such disclosures include using an outside service bureau to process tax returns or
engaging a records-retention agency to store prior-year records.)
Use of Personal Information
We use the information collected under this policy to perform services within the scope of our
engagement and to inform you through any communications channel, including phone, fax, and e-
mail, about new services and to provide information that we think will be of interest to you, such
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as conferences we hold, changes in the law or accounting practices, or other professional or busi-
ness developments. If you do not wish to receive such information, you may opt out by sending an
e-mail to webmaster@xyz.com or by advising your XYZ contact, and we will discontinue sending
you information other than in regard to your account.
Confidentiality and Security of Nonpublic Personal Information
Except as otherwise described in this notice, we restrict access to nonpublic personal information
about you to employees of our firm and other parties who must use that information to provide
services to you. Their right to further disclose and use the information is limited by the policies of
our firm, applicable law, our code of professional conduct, and nondisclosure agreements where
appropriate. We also maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations to guard your personal information from unauthorized access, alter-
ation, or premature destruction.
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Example 2
HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practices to Employees
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) is federal legislation
that requires all medical records and other individually identifiable health information used or dis-
closed by us in any form, whether electronically, on paper, or orally, are kept properly confidential.
This Act gives you significant rights to understand and control how your health information is used.
HIPAA provides penalties for covered entities that misuse personal health information.
As required by HIPAA, we have prepared this explanation of how we are required to maintain the
privacy of your health information and how we may use and disclose your health information.
We may use and disclose your medical records only for each of the following purposes: treatment,
payment, and health care operations.
• Treatment means providing, coordinating, or managing health care and related services by
one or more health care providers. An example of this would include case management.
• Payment means such activities as obtaining reimbursement for services, confirming cov-
erage, billing or collection activities, and utilization review. An example of this would be
adjudicating a claim and reimbursing a provider for an office visit.
• Health care operations include the business aspect of running our health plan, such as
conducting quality assessment and improvement activities, auditing functions, cost-
management analysis, and customer service. An example would be an internal quality
assessment review.
We may also create and distribute de-identified health information by removing all reference to
individually identifiable information.
We may contact you to provide information about treatment alternatives or other health-related
benefits and services that may be of interest to you.
Any other uses and disclosures will be made only with your written authorization. You may revoke
such authorization in writing and we are required to honor and abide by that written request,
except to the extent that we have already taken actions relying on your authorization.
You have the following rights with respect to your protected health information, which can exer-
cise by presenting a written request to the privacy officer, [insert name].
• The right to request restrictions on certain uses and disclosures of protected health infor-
mation, including those related to disclosure to family members, other relatives, close per-
sonal friends, or any other person identified by you. We are, however, not required to
agree to a requested restriction. If we do agree to a restriction, we must abide by it unless
you agree in writing to remove it.
• The right to inspect and copy your protected health information.
• The right to amend your protected health information.
• The right to receive an accounting of nonroutine disclosures of protected health infor-
mation.
• We have the obligation to provide and you have the right to obtain a paper copy of this
notice from us every three years.
We are required by law to maintain the privacy of your protected health information and to
provide you with notice of our legal duties and privacy practices with respect to protected
health information.
This notice was effective as of April 14, 2003, and we are required to abide by the terms of the
notice of privacy practices currently in effect. We reserve the right to change the terms of our notice
of privacy practices and to make the new notice provisions effective for all protected health infor-
mation that we maintain. We will post and you may request a written copy of a revised notice of
privacy practices from this office.
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You have recourse if you feel that your privacy protections have been violated. You have the right
to file a formal, written complaint with us at the address below, or with the Department of Health
& Human Services, Office of Civil Rights, about violations of the provisions of this notice or the
policies and procedures of our office. We will not retaliate against you for filing a complaint.
Please contact us for more information: For more information about HIPAA or to 
file a complaint:
________________, Privacy Officer The U.S. Department of Health & Human
XYZ LLP Services Office of Civil Rights
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201
(202) 619-0257
Toll free (877) 696-6775
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So far, this publication has described the factors to be considered in developing and imple-
menting good privacy practices. This appendix contains the tools discussed throughout the
book. These samples are actual worksheets, forms, and checklists used in practice and may




TOOL T-1: U.S. LEGISLATIVE PRIVACY DEVELOPMENTS
This document provides an overview of developments on information privacy in the
United States. It reviews the Safe Harbor Agreement with the European Union, Privacy
Act 1974, Freedom of Information Act 1966, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act, and Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act.
SAFE HARBOR AGREEMENT WITH THE EU
Although the United States and the European Union (EU) share the goal of enhancing
privacy protection for the citizens, and generally agree on the underlying fair information
principles, they employ different means to achieve this goal. The EU approach to privacy
grows out of Europe’s history and legal traditions, where the protection of information pri-
vacy is viewed as a fundamental human right. Europe also has a tradition of prospective,
comprehensive lawmaking that seeks to guard against future harms, particularly where
social issues are concerned. The U.S. approach to privacy relies on a mix of legislation, reg-
ulation, and self-regulation. Given those differences, many U.S. organizations have
expressed uncertainty about the impact of the EU directive for “an adequate level of pro-
tection” on personal data transfers from the European Union to the United States.
To address this uncertainty and provide a more predictable framework for data transfers,
the U.S. Department of Commerce issued Safe Harbor Privacy Principles and Frequently








These principles were developed in consultation with industry and the general public to
facilitate trade and commerce between the United States and European Union. They are
intended for use solely by U.S. organizations receiving personal data from the European
Union for the purpose of qualifying for the safe harbor and the presumption of “adequa-
cy” it creates. Therefore, their adoption for other purposes may be inappropriate.
1 The U.S. Department of Commerce, under its statutory authority to foster promote and develop interna-
tional commerce, maintains an export portal Web site containing the Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, Safe
Harbor Documents, Safe Harbor Workbook, and related privacy materials.
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Decisions by organizations to qualify for safe harbor are entirely voluntary. Organizations
that decide to adhere to the principles must comply if they are to obtain and retain the ben-
efits of the safe harbor and publicly declare that they do so. For example, if an organiza-
tion joins a self-regulatory privacy program that adheres to the principles, it qualifies for
the safe harbor. Organizations may also qualify by developing their own self-regulatory pri-
vacy policies, as long as they conform to the principles. If an organization relies in whole
or in part on self-regulation, its failure to comply with self-regulation must also be action-
able under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, prohibiting unfair and decep-
tive acts, or another law or regulation prohibiting such acts.
In addition, organizations subject to a statutory, regulatory, administrative, or other body
of law (or of rules) that effectively protects personal privacy may also qualify for safe har-
bor benefits. In all instances, safe harbor benefits are assured from the date on which each
organization wishing to qualify for safe harbor self-certifies to the Department of
Commerce (or its designee) its adherence to the principles in accordance with the guidance
set forth in the document Frequently Asked Questions.
PRIVACY ACT 1974 AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 1966
The Privacy Act of 1974 (Privacy Act) prohibits federal government agencies from disclos-
ing any personal information about an individual without consent, except in certain cir-
cumstances such as law enforcement and census activities. The Privacy Act applies to fed-
eral government agencies, as well as businesses that are contractors for a federal govern-
ment agency and that collect, maintain, process, or transmit data.
In addition to passing the Privacy Act, Congress enacted the Freedom of Information Act
in 1966. The basic provisions allow individuals not only to access paper documents, but
also to access electronically created documents and information, such as electronic data-
bases, electronic documents, word-processing documents, and e-mail. The Act has broad-
ened the right of individuals to gain greater access to government documents.
GRAMM-LEACH BLILEY ACT
The Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (GLBA) was passed by Congress in 1999, with an effective
date of November 13, 2000. The provisions in the Act required any financial institution or
business that engages in financial activities to provide a privacy notice to their customers by
July 1, 2001, and if a relationship is established.2 The GLBA applies to many types of busi-
ness, including:
• Lending and extending credit
• Providing financial or investment services
• Insuring, guaranteeing, or indemnifying against loss
2 For details, refer to the Federal Trade Commission Web site, www.ftc.gov/privacy.
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• Underwriting or dealing with securities
• Banking or closely related banking services
• Engaging in an activity that a bank holding company may engage in outside
the United States
• Auto dealers that lease or finance
• Appraising real estate or other personal property
• Leasing real or personal property
• Mortgage lenders or brokers
The GLBA draws an important distinction between a “consumer” and “customer.” A
“consumer” is an individual who obtains a financial product or service from a company that
is to be used primarily for personal, family, or household purposes. A “customer” is a con-
sumer who has a “continuing relationship” with the financial services company.
Under the GLBA, a financial services company must post a clear and conspicuous privacy
policy that discloses, among other things, the categories of “nonpublic personal informa-
tion” and personally identifiable financial information that might be shared with a third
party, such as age, gender, or transaction history. A customer has a right to this disclosure
at the time the customer relationship is established, whether or not data sharing with a
third party is contemplated at that time. A consumer—for example, an individual shopping
for a price quote—would be entitled to a privacy policy disclosure only if the institution
intends to share personal information with a nonaffiliated third party. Opt-out notices are
required only if data sharing with nonaffiliated third parties is contemplated, regardless of
whether the individual is a customer or a consumer. Unless the GLBA disclosure and opt-
out requirements are observed, nonpublic personal information may not be shared with
third parties.
HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA)
The HIPAA legislation was passed by Congress in 1996. Organizations were to have been
compliant by April 14, 2003 (April 14, 2004, for small health plans). The Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) is responsible for implementing and enforcing the privacy regulation.
The Act requires health care providers to meet certain privacy protection standards with
respect to personal health information. The protection given must be for both inten-
tional and unintentional disclosures of personal health information. HIPAA applies to
the following:
• A health plan is defined as an individual plan or group health plan that pro-
vides, or pays the cost of, medical care. 
• A health care provider is defined as a provider of medical or health services and
any person or organization who furnishes, bills, or is paid for health care ser-
vices or supplies in the normal course of business. 
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• A health care clearinghouse is considered to be a public or private entity that
processes or facilitates the processing of nonstandard data elements of health
information into standard data elements.
CHILDREN’S ONLINE PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT
The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act became effective April 21, 2000. Web sites
that are directed to children 12 and under or that “knowingly collect information” from
this age group must post a notice of their information collection practices that includes:
• The types of personal information they collect from children—for example,
name, e-mail, and hobbies
• How the site will use the information—for example, to market and to notify
contest winners
• Whether the personal information is forwarded to advertisers or other third parties
• A contact at the site
Businesses that collect data online, even if they do not specifically target children, need to
be concerned about whether children in fact visit their sites. Parental consent must be
obtained before collecting data about children 12 and under.
U.S. STATE PRIVACY REGULATION
As various states are enacting disparate privacy laws, the demand to enact federal legislation
is also heating up. See the following resources for various state privacy laws:
• California’s Privacy Laws: http://www.privacy.ca.gov/lawenforcement/laws.htm
• A synopsis of the various state health privacy laws as compiled by the
Health Privacy Project Organization: http://www.healthprivacy.org/info-
url_nocat2304/info-url_nocat_show.htm?doc_id=35309
• Minnesota’s Office of Attorney General—Consumer Protection Privacy Web
site: http://www.ag.state.mn.us/consumer/privacy/privacy_law.htm




TOOL T-2: INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATIVE PRIVACY DEVELOPMENTS
This document provides an overview of international developments on information priva-
cy. It reviews initiatives by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) and by the European Union (EU). It also reviews specific initiatives by Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom.
ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) brings togeth-
er 30 countries sharing the principles of the market economy, pluralist democracy, and
respect for human rights.1 In September 1980, the OECD developed, for its member
states, a set of guidelines for the protection of personal information. Guidelines on the
Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data represents an international
consensus on how best to balance effective privacy protection with the free flow of personal
data. Personal data is defined as “any information relating to an identified or an identifi-
able individual (data subject).”
The OECD guidelines set out 10 basic principles: collection, limitation, data quality, pur-
pose specification, use, limitation, security safeguards, openness, individual participation,
and accountability.2 The guidelines provide flexibility in applying the principles and allow
for various means of compliance.
CANADA
The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) went into
force January 1, 2001, and it established new rules for privacy. The rules recognize the
rights of individuals to control the use of their personal information. The rules also impose
obligations on organizations to protect personal information in a manner that a reasonable
person would consider appropriate in the circumstances. Organizations, including corpo-
rations, individuals, associations, partnerships, and trade unions, are generally subject to
the privacy rules if they collect, use, or disclose personal information in the course of a com-
mercial activity. PIPEDA contains 10 principles:
• Accountability
• Identifying purposes
1 The original 20 members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
included the Western countries of Europe and North America.  Next came Japan, Australia, New Zealand
and Finland.  More recently, Mexico, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Korea, and the Slovak
Republic have joined.
2 Refer to the OECD Web site, http://www.oecd.org, for details.
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• Consent
• Limiting collection






In addition to these 10 principles, some specific rules were also enacted. For example, when
individuals request access to their information to verify its accuracy or simply to determine
what personal information an organization holds about them, the organization must fol-
low specific procedures and timelines when responding to those requests.
The Canadian government is phasing in the legislation in order to ease the transition for
business and to give provincial governments an opportunity to come up with their own pri-
vacy legislation. On January 1, 2004, all organizations that collect, use, or disclose personal
information in the course of a commercial activity will fall under the ambit of the PIPEDA.
This includes organizations operating strictly within provincial boundaries, unless that
province has enacted its own private sector privacy legislation. In other words, the privacy
rights of all Canadians will be protected in one of two ways—by federal legislation or by
provincial legislation that is “substantially similar” to the federal legislation. For example,
Quebec Bill 68, An Act respecting the protection of personal information in the private sector,
issued in 1993, meets the test of “substantially similar,” and organizations and activities
subject to the Quebec legislation are exempted from the Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents Act for matters within that province. Interprovincial or inter-
national activities are subject to the PIPEDA requirements.
EUROPEAN UNION (EU)
The European Union is the result of a process of cooperation and integration that began
in 1951 between six countries (Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the
Netherlands). After nearly 50 years, with four waves of accessions (1973: Denmark, Ireland
and the United Kingdom; 1981: Greece; 1986: Spain and Portugal; 1995: Austria,
Finland, and Sweden), the EU today has 15 member states and is preparing for its fifth
enlargement, this time toward Eastern and Southern Europe.
As one of its principal tasks, the European Commission (comprising 20 members drawn
from the 15 EU countries) ensures the free movement of goods, services, capital, and per-
sons throughout the EU. “To create a frontier free internal market,” the European
Commission’s Directive on Data Privacy (Directive 95/46/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of October 24, 1995 on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data) was put
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into effect in October 1998. The directive imposes obligations on data controllers (anyone
responsible for collection, use, or disclosure of personal information) in the public and pri-
vate sectors and applies to both automated and nonautomated forms of data.
The EU directive reflects the principles of generally recognized fair information practices
that form the basis of the OECD guidelines and most other recognized personal informa-
tion protection codes.3 In establishing these obligations, the directive also sought to pro-
tect the privacy rights of EU citizens when data is transferred beyond the shores of EU
countries. Article 25 requires that such transfers take place only where the third country
“ensures an adequate level of protection.” Article 26 contains certain derogations from
Article 25, allowing data to be processed in a third country despite the adequacy require-
ment, if certain conditions are met.
The adequacy of third country data protection regimes is measured against the following
six data use principles:
1. Data should be processed for a specific purpose and subsequently used or fur-
ther communicated only insofar as this is not incompatible with the purpose
of the transfer, with some specified limited exemptions to this rule.
2. Data should be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date. The data
should be adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation to the purposes for
which it is transferred or further processed.
3. Individuals should be provided with information concerning the purpose of the
processing and the identity of the data controller in the third country, and any
other information necessary to ensure fairness, with limited specific exemptions.
4. The data controller should implement technical and organizational security
measures that are appropriate to the risks presented by the processing. Any
person acting under the authority of the data controller, including a proces-
sor, must not process data except on instructions from the controller.
5. The data subject should have a right to obtain a copy of all data relating to
the individual that is processed, and a right to rectify data where it is shown
to be inaccurate, with limited and specified exemptions. In certain situations,
the individual should also be able to object to the processing of personal data.
6. Further transfers of the personal data by the recipient of the original data
transfer should be permitted only where the second recipient (that is, the
recipient of the onward transfer) is also subject to rules affording an adequate
level of protection, with limited specified exemptions.
The European data protection principles are embodied in law. Consequently, a system of
“external supervision” in the form of an independent authority is a necessary feature of a
data protection compliance system. Such systems must meet the following three objectives:
3 More information is available at the European Union Web site (http://europa.eu.int/index_en.htm).
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1. To deliver a high level of compliance. An effective system is generally charac-
terized by a high degree of awareness among data controllers of their oblig-
ations and among data subjects of their rights and the means of exercising
them. The existence of effective and dissuasive sanctions can play an impor-
tant role in ensuring respect for rules, as can systems of direct verification by
authorities, auditors, or independent data protection officials.
2. To provide support and help to individual data subjects in exercising their rights.
The individual must be able to enforce privacy rights rapidly, effectively, and
without prohibitive cost. There must be some sort of institutional mechanism
allowing independent investigation of complaints.
3. To provide appropriate redress where rules are not in compliance. This is a key ele-
ment that must involve a system of independent adjudication or arbitration that
allows compensation to be paid and sanctions imposed, where appropriate.
On December 20, 2001, the European Commission ruled that Canada’s PIPEDA provides
adequate protection for certain personal data transferred from the European Union to
Canada. This will allow certain personal data to flow freely from the European Union to
recipients in Canada subject to the PIPEDA, without additional safeguards being needed
to meet the requirements of the EU Data Protection Directive. The decision fulfills an
undertaking in 1999 by Canada and the European Union in their “Joint Statement on
Electronic Commerce in the Global Information Society.” Both parties promised to work
together to build confidence in cross-border electronic commerce and to ensure the free
flow of personal data on the basis of high data-protection standards.4
AUSTRALIA
Australia’s 1988 Privacy Act establishes information privacy principles that apply to the
activities of most federal government agencies. In April 2000, the Australian government
introduced legislation to extend privacy protection to the private sector. The Privacy
Amendment (Private Sector) Act 2000 received royal assent in December 2000. For many
organizations, including health services, the new private sector provisions went into effect
December 2001. For small business, the new provisions went into effect December 2002.5
4 The PIPEDA and the European Commission Decision do not cover personal data held by public bodies, both
at federal and provincial level, or personal data held by private organizations and used for noncommercial pur-
poses, such as data handled by charities or collected in the context of an employment relationship.  For these
transfers to recipients in Canada, additional safeguards will have to be put in place, such as the standard con-
tractual clauses adopted by the commission in June 2001 (see IP/01/851), before exporting the data.




The new Act requires organizations to respect the privacy of personal information they col-
lect and use. It contains 10 national privacy principles, which cover:
• Collection




• Access and correction
• Identifiers
• Anonymity
• Transborder data flows
• Sensitive information
It conveys to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner a wide range of functions, including han-
dling complaints, auditing compliance, promoting awareness, and advising on privacy matters.
The National Privacy Principles impose a lower standard of protection than the EU Directive
in several areas. Nevertheless, they include an innovative principle of anonymity, which states,
“Wherever it is lawful and practicable, individuals must have the option of not identifying
themselves when [entering] into transactions with an organization.” The bill attracted con-
troversy and widespread debate, with privacy and consumer groups and some business groups
expressing concern with its failure to meet international standards of privacy protection.
NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand’s 1993 Privacy Act is based on the 1980 OECD Guidelines and the infor-
mation privacy principles in Australia’s 1988 Privacy Act. The Act regulates the collection,
use, and dissemination of personal information in both the public and private sectors. It
applies to “personal information” about an identifiable individual, whether automatically
or manually processed, and grants individuals the right of access to their personal informa-
tion held by any agency. An agency can include a person or body of people and, conse-
quently, companies, government departments, incorporated societies, and boards of
trustees are all agencies.
New Zealand’s Privacy Act contains 12 privacy principles:
• The purpose of collection of personal information
• Source of personal information
• Collection of information from subject
• Manner of collection of personal information
• Storage and security of personal information
• Access to personal information
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• Correction of personal information
• Accuracy of personal information to be checked before use
• Time limit on personal information retention
• Limits on use of personal information
• Limits on disclosure of personal information
• Unique identifiers
In addition, the Act provides guidelines on information-matching programs run by gov-
ernment agencies and makes special provision for the sharing of law enforcement informa-
tion among specialized agencies.
Under the 1991 Privacy Commissioner Act, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner was
established as an independent oversight authority. The Privacy Commissioner’s principal
powers and functions include promoting the objects of the Privacy Act, monitoring pro-
posed legislation and government policies, dealing with complaints, approving and issuing
codes of practice and authorizing special exemptions from the information privacy princi-
ples, and reviewing public sector information matching programs.6
UNITED KINGDOM
Approved in July 1998, the United Kingdom’s Data Protection Act came into force on
March 1, 2000. It applied to personal data, which includes both facts and opinions about
an individual, as well as information regarding the intentions of the data controller towards
the individual. Government agencies and private entities processing personal data must
comply with the principles of good practice.
The Act sets out eight data protection principles. They require that personal data be processed
fairly and lawfully, obtained only for one or more specified and lawful purposes, and not be further
processed in any manner incompatible with those purposes. They also require that personal data
be adequate, relevant, not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are processed,
accurate, kept up-to-date, and retained only as long as necessary for the stated purposes. 
In addition, personal data must be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects
under the Act, and appropriate technical and organizational measures must be taken
against unauthorized or unlawful processing, accidental loss, destruction, or damage. As
well, personal data may not be transferred to a country or territory outside the European
Economic Area unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of protection for
the rights and freedoms of subjects in relation to the processing of personal data.
Furthermore, entities that collect personal data must register with the Information
Commissioner, an independent agency that enforces the Act. More than 237,000 data
users are registered with the Commission.7
6 For more information, refer to the New Zealand Privacy Commissioner Web site http://www.privacy.org.nz.




TOOL T-3: PRIVACY RISK ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
UNDERSTANDING PRIVACY
1. What personal information about customers and employees does the organi-
zation collect and retain?
2. What personal information is used in carrying out business, for example, in
sales, marketing, fundraising, and customer relations?
3. What personal information is obtained from, or disclosed to, affiliates or third
parties, for example, in payroll outsourcing?
4. What is the impact of U.S. privacy laws and regulations, and international priva-
cy requirements, on the organization? (A legal interpretation may be required.)
5. How does the organization’s business plan address the privacy of personal
information?
IMPLEMENTING A PRIVACY PROGRAM
6. To what degree is senior management actively involved in the development,
implementation, and promotion of privacy measures within the organization?
7. Has the organization assigned someone (for example, a chief privacy officer)
the responsibility for compliance with privacy legislation?
8. Has the designated privacy officer been given clear authority to oversee the
organization’s information handling practices?
9. Are adequate resources available for developing, implementing, and main-
taining a privacy compliance system?
10. What privacy policies has the organization established with respect to the col-
lection, use, disclosure, and retention of personal information?
11. How are the policies and procedures for managing personal information
communicated to employees?
12. How are employees with access to personal information trained in privacy
protection?
13. Are the appropriate forms and documents required by the system fully developed?
MANAGING PRIVACY RISK
14. To comply with the organization’s established privacy policies, what specific
objectives have been established?
15. What are the consequences of not meeting the specific privacy objectives?
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16. To what extent have appropriate control measures been identified and
implemented?
17. How is the effectiveness of the privacy control measures monitored and
reported?
18. What mechanisms are in place to deal effectively with failures to properly
apply the organization’s established privacy policies and procedures?
19. How would the organization benefit from a comprehensive assessment of
the risks, controls, and business disclosures associated with personal infor-
mation privacy?
20. Has the organization considered the value-added services available from an




TOOL T-4: PERSONAL INFORMATION MATRIX GUIDE
Personal Information Matrix Guide
[Insert Business Unit and/or System Name]
1. Introduction
The Personal Information Matrix is a tool that will assist [the entity] to identify its holdings
of personal information and the flow of that information within the organization. The
matrix will also assist in assessing the information against the privacy requirements. This
document should be read in conjunction with the document titled Personal Information
Matrix Form (included at the end of this Tool). 
Personal information means information about an identifiable individual that includes any
factual or subjective data, recorded or not, in any form.1
2. Completing the Matrix
As a representative of your function within [the entity], you are charged with completing,
or delegating the completion of, the matrix in respect of your particular area. The com-
pleted matrix will be signed off by [insert name]. A list of representatives and a description
of the areas for which they are responsible is attached.
Please note that the matrix is intended to be completed in respect of personal information
only, as defined above. Should you be in any doubt about whether information is person-
al, please seek further guidance from [insert name and contact details].
Explanatory Notes
A. Personal Information Clusters
Personal information may be collected by [the entity] in a variety of formats and in a vari-
ety of ways. A personal information cluster is a group of personal information collected or
held together at one time. For example, a cluster may be derived from a particular form,
file, application, system, telephone call, videotape, e-mail, or similar means. Identify all per-
sonal information collected or held in a cluster in this column (for example, name, address,
Social Security number, and so on.) At the same time, it is recognized that some personal
information may be collected in isolation; please also identify such instances in column A.
1 See the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework.
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B. Method of Collection
This column refers to the information entered into column A; please identify how the per-
sonal information is collected and held. Identify the method for obtaining consent for the
collection of the personal information as well as how the consent is recorded and tracked.
For example, an individual may complete a form with his or her personal information,
which is subsequently entered into a database by [the entity] staff. A second example would
be personal information being collected by [the entity] staff over the telephone and record-
ed manually in a file. Please identify any reference numbers associated with the collections
(for example, form numbers) and append any supporting documentation (for example,
copies of forms, logs, and screenshots) Last, please identify whether any personal informa-
tion collected is linked or matched to previously collected information and provide any
additional references or supporting documentation where possible.
C. Method of Obtaining, Recording, and Tracking Consent
This column refers to the information entered into column A; please identify the method
for obtaining consent for the collection of the personal information as well as how the con-
sent is recorded and tracked.
For example, consent may be obtained directly, that is, in person, from the client, via a sig-
nature on a form. Describe how the consent is recorded and tracked, including any time
and date stamp. 
D. Collected by
Personal information may be collected by [the entity] staff in some instances and by third
parties in others. In this column, please identify who (by job title, function) collects the
personal information referred to in column A.
E. Collected From
Personal information may be collected directly from an individual or it may be collected
from a third party about an individual. Please identify whether the information identified
in column A is collected directly or indirectly. If it is collected indirectly, please identify
the source.
F. Steps Taken to Ensure Accuracy
Please identify the steps taken to ensure that the personal information listed in column A is col-
lected accurately. For example, reasonableness checks could be run on personal information
entered into a database to ensure that dates of birth or postal codes are likely to be accurate. 
G. Any Unique Identifiers Included or Added
A unique identifier may be added or created by [the entity] in respect of personal informa-
tion collected (for example, a unique number on a form used to collect personal informa-
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tion) or it may be provided by the individual (for example, a Social Security number).
Please identify any unique identifiers collected as part of the cluster in column A or added
later by [the entity].
H. Used or Accessed Internally by
Please identify the job titles for those individuals internal to [the entity] who may use or
gain access to the personal information identified in column A. 
I. Disclosed Externally to Whom
Please identify organizations or individuals external to [the entity] to whom the personal
information listed in column A is made accessible.
J. Means of Disclosure
Please identify how the individuals or organizations listed in column G gain access to the
personal information listed in column A. For example, [the entity] may send the personal
information by post, fax, e-mail, or electronic transmission; it may provide it by hand or it
may allow an external individual to review the information at [the entity] premises. Please
also identify whether any record is made of the disclosure and where and how such records
are kept.
K. Purpose of Collection, Use, and Disclosure
Please identify the reasons for which the personal information listed in column A is col-
lected, used, and disclosed.
L. Items That Could Not Be Done Without It
For each piece of personal information identified in column A, please identify whether any
of the purposes listed in column J would be impossible to perform were the information
to become unavailable.
M. Storage/Retention Site and Means
Please identify where and how the personal information listed in column A is stored and
retained (including back-ups and archives), where known. For example, it could be stored
in hardcopy format in [the entity] or with an offsite backup service provider on disk.
N. Retention Period
Please enter the retention schedule for the personal information listed in column A if
known. In particular, please identify the length of time for which it is retained and why (for
example, required by statute, common law, and contract).
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O. Destroyed by What Means
If the information listed in column A is destroyed, please identify how this is done. For
example, personal information on paper may be shredded, or disks may be degaussed.
P. Ownership
Please identify whether ownership of the personal information listed in column A has been
established. If so, identify the individual’s job title.
Q. Protection
Identify the means of protecting the personal information listed in column A against
unauthorized access, disclosure, copying, modification or use. These may be physical safe-
guards (for example, locks on filing cabinets), logical safeguards (for example, passwords)
or organizational safeguards (for example, limiting access to the information to on a need-
to-know basis.
R. Questions, Comments, or Issues
Record any questions outstanding about the specific piece of personal information.
Document any relevant comments. Document any issues noted during the gathering of
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TOOL T-5: SAMPLE PRIVACY INITIATIVE PROPOSAL*
[Insert Client Name, Firm Name]
PROPOSAL TO SERVE
[CLIENT]
Sample Privacy Initiative Proposal (KPMG LLP). 
Copyright © 2004. Reprinted with permission.
*Note: While not all privacy compliance programs need to meet the requirements of the EUDDP, if the company







[Client] Corporation is [provide client background].
The issue of information privacy has garnered attention among the senior management at [Client].
Due to the nature of personal information collected as part of [Client’s] business processes getting
privacy “right” is crucial in order to safeguard the [Client’s] brand and reputation. There is also
recognition that privacy is quickly becoming a more important global issue.
[Client] commenced the development of a global privacy compliance program, intended to meet
the requirements of EU Directive of Data Privacy (EUDDP) and local Privacy laws and regulations
in each of the locations the [Client] is active. Policies and procedures have been written and
approved, a team of privacy officers has been named, and implementation of changes in business
and information processes has begun. There is recognition within [Client] that the privacy initia-
tive in some of the countries was driven by compliance with local laws and regulations rather than
by a business strategy driven by concern about brand and reputation. 
In the United States [Client] has appointed [Name] from the legal team to identify the privacy
implications for [Client] and identify necessary policies, procedures and processes relative to infor-
mation privacy in North America. 
[Client’s] management desires an independent assessment of the status of the current privacy policy
and practices/plans, an assessment of the privacy risks, and assistance in jump starting the [Client’s]
privacy project.
OBJECTIVES
[Client’s] objectives in seeking external assistance in the privacy area are to: (1) Achieve a baseline
standard of compliance with [defined corporate privacy standard] for the U.S. organization and (2)
Meet the EUDDP and relevant state legal and regulatory privacy requirements for each of its non-
U.S. subsidiaries. You have asked for our assistance to enhance this process and to provide resources
to organize and accelerate this effort. We understand further that [Client] desires to complete this
process as expeditiously as possible with minimal disruption to its business. 
Specifically, the objectives of the services described in this proposal are to:
• Review the Global and U.S. business architecture, privacy and security policies and practices
• Review and assess the development of a U.S. privacy business strategy to address both the
safe harbor compliance goals as well as [Client’s] strategic privacy approach
• Review and assess the privacy policy, procedures and implementation plans for the non-
U.S. subsidiaries
• Understand [Client’s] customers information collection, flow, processing, dissemination
and management practices for all locations
• Develop a gap analysis between the actual practices and the relevant privacy requirements 
SCOPE
The scope of this engagement will include a review of [Client] U.S. and non-U.S. policies and pro-
cedures. 
Specifically, we will address the following:
• Identification of Consumer & Customer Data Flows, containing nonpublic personal
information and information systems involved in these flows
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• Identification of the relevant business risks and processes relative to customer and
employee information
• Identification of the relevant privacy laws and regulations that effect the [Client’s] U.S.
and global operations today, and the privacy issues likely to evolve during the next year
• Policies and procedures already developed by [Client] for it’s non-U.S. operations, focus-
ing on the operating subsidiaries in the EU member states
The following areas fall outside the scope of this engagement:
• Effects of HIPAA legislation
• Customer data acquired, stored or used at external third party sites
PRIVACY METHODOLOGY
[Firm Name] views privacy risk management as a continuing cycle to overcome the challenges for
privacy initiatives, such as:
• Leveraging existing assets without compromising customer confidence
• Maintaining an effective privacy structure to meet expectations in the marketplace, and
• Executing a plan that provides flexibility to the customer and presents opportunities to
grow the business.








and Risk  Designing and     Monitoring and
Identification Planning Development Implementation Control
*A New Covenant with Stakeholders: Managing Privacy as a Competitive Advantage (KPMG LLP). Copyright © 2001. Reprinted with permission. 
A program of privacy risk management requires the collective expertise of a variety of departments
and specialists, including professionals with knowledge, insight and experience with information
risk management and business process analysis and redesign as well as with privacy regulations, leg-
islation, litigation and the organization’s own industry-specific needs. To varying degrees the team
should also include business line managers, IT managers and members of the organization’s legal,
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• Privacy life cycle
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Corresponding AICPA’s Privacy Services Delivery Components
Strategize Diagnose Design Implement Manage/
Sustain/Assure
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The approach, including major tasks and deliverables, is as follows (Figure 2: Major Privacy Tasks
and Deliverables):
FIGURE 2: MAJOR PRIVACY TASKS
PHASE MAJOR TASKS DELIVERABLES
1. Detail work plan • Work Plan
2. Conduct kickoff meeting
3. Review applicable legislation, • Kickoff Presentation
regulations and privacy standards
4. Define [Client]’s baseline • [Client] baseline compliance standards
compliance standards
5. Discuss draft deliverables and finalize
1. Obtain and review relevant privacy • Updated summary and flowchart of data
documentation storage, flows and usage per company
2. Review customer and employee personal • Documented review of [Client] business
data assets, flows, storage and use architecture and privacy recommendations
3. Review data management procedures • Documented observations on how to
4. Review system architecture apply privacy standards best practice
and security to the company’s business processes
5. Review central business processes
1. Analyze privacy risks, assess • Privacy risks analysis document
non-compliance risks and 
potential business exposure
2. Develop a gap analysis • Privacy gap analysis
DELIVERABLES
[Firm Name] will provide [Client] with specific deliverables as identified in the project
approach above. 
During the course of this project, items of high significance will be reported to [Client] as soon as






Phase II:  
Review 
 
Phase III:  








To ensure the efficient and effective use of [Firm Name] and [Client] resources, we utilize a thor-
ough set of project management, control and reporting procedures. These formalized procedures
have provided our past clients with services performed on schedule and within budget. [Firm
Name] has made a substantial internal investment in the development of these procedures and
methodologies to provide timely performance of our service, to effectively track progress and work
activities, and to prevent unnecessary cost overruns.
[Firm Name] recognizes that the critical steps to successful project management in all engagements
are to:
• Select qualified professionals
• Effectively organize the project team
• Define clear activities, tasks and sub-tasks to support the project
• Maintain regular status meetings to monitor progress and initiate corrective actions
• Monitor completion of tasks and overall compliance with project scope
• Ensure [Client] satisfaction with project deliverables, products and advice
• Knowledge transfer with the [Client] engagement team
Our project management approach is designed to see that these goals are met. 
ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were used for purposes of designing the work plan encompassed by this
proposal and are required for the timely completion of the project in accordance with the plan:
• [Client] will review any findings that result from the engagement. 
• [Client] will be responsible for all management decisions, including accepting responsi-
bility for the results of services provided.
• [Client] will establish and maintain internal controls over the engagement, including
monitoring ongoing activities.
• [Client] and [Firm Name] will conduct this engagement collaboratively, whereby [Client]
will assign representatives to work with [Firm Name] personnel throughout the project.
While this project should not be a full-time commitment of any single [Client] individ-
ual, it should be a priority for those selected to collaborate on this project.
STAFFING
Our staffing of this engagement brings a strong understanding of information privacy, controls,
web security and business processes, as well as appropriate use of [Firm Name’s] privacy method-












We will utilize other team members to provide [Client] with additional industry and privacy
expertise.
PROFESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
Timing for this engagement will be as follows:
• Target start date Planning and Phase I—[Insert Date]
• Completion of Phase I draft deliverables—[Insert Date]
• Completion of Phases II and III draft deliverables—[Insert Date]
Fees
Our fees are based on the project approach described herein, which anticipates the active involvement
and commitment of [Client] personnel. Our estimated professional fees for this engagement are:
Phase Hours Fees
Phase I—Privacy Baseline XXX $XXX,000
Phases II, III—Review and 
Risk Analysis XXX–XXX $XX,000–$XXX,000
The estimated professional fees are $XXX,000–$XXX,000 
Our fee will ultimately be based on the depth of our involvement and the number of tasks per-






[Insert Change Management section]
TERMS AND CONDITIONS







[Firm Name] is committed to providing quality service to [Client]. We welcome the opportunity
to assist you in this important engagement.
If the services outlined in this letter are in accordance with your requirements, and if the above
terms are acceptable to you, please sign one copy of this letter in the space provided below and
return it to us.
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UNDERSTANDING AND IMPLEMENTING PRIVACY SERVICES
1 OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this document is to identify the high-level privacy issues and risks for [this project
and/or organization] and to develop the appropriate control requirements to mitigate the identi-
fied risks and satisfy legislative requirements. 
2 PRIVACY ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW
The privacy assessment is a key driver in the design and development of appropriate controls. This
assessment will act as a road map to identify the high-level privacy risks by area along with the
appropriate control requirements. Other specific goals of a privacy assessment include: 
• Ensuring that privacy protection is a core consideration in the initial framing of the privacy
strategic objectives
• Providing decision-makers with the information necessary to make fully informed policy,
system design, or procurement decisions based on an understanding of privacy implica-
tions and risks and the options available to mitigate those risks
• Promoting awareness of privacy issues
3 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The privacy assessment was developed with the following assumptions and limitations: The privacy
assessment was conducted at a point in time and may not include privacy risks and controls require-
ments that may have changed or resulted from new developments. 
4 PRIVACY ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
The privacy questionnaire is organized around the 10 AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework compo-
nents that should be satisfied. A control strategy will be developed to mitigate the risks once they
have been identified.
5 INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONNAIRE
The following list of questions is intended to develop a general understanding of the context of the
[project and/or organization] in which personal information is involved and to identify the general
practices for handling such information. 
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL CONTEXT
Discussion Item Response Comments
1. What is your role in the [project and/or organization]? 
2. Can you describe the main objectives and expectations for the 
[project and/or organization] from your perspective (technical, 
marketing, legal, operational, etc)?
3. Are you familiar with privacy legislation and issues? [Depending 
on the answer, give the person a general overview of privacy 
considerations and legislations.]
4. Has your organization assessed whether it will have to comply 
with the specific regulatory legislation? Which ones?
5. Has someone been designated to act as privacy officer within the
organization? Is there someone specifically in charge of privacy 
issues related to the project?
6. Are there other business units/departments that play a role with 
respect to privacy protection (e.g., management board, legal 
department, information technologies, security, audit)?
7. Do you know if any steps have already been taken to this date to 
address privacy in the [project and/or organization]?
8. What personal information is collected or used with the [project 
and/or organization] (besides “tombstone info”: Social Security 
number, financial history, family history or parents’ names, client 
“case” history, complaints, notes from personal files)?
9. Does any of the personal information pertain to the employees 
of your organization?
10. For what purposes is the information collected? Is it used for 
other means than for delivery of the services or products required 
by the individual? 
11. How is information collected? Is it collected directly from the 
person or sometimes from others (e.g. [related entities or 
services providers])?
12. Besides this system, where is information kept? Are there any 
paper files? 
13. Are there policies and procedures in place for the handling and 
protection of personal information?
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL CONTEXT (continued)
Discussion Item Response Comments
15. Who has access to the information? To whom is it 
disclosed?
16. Are third parties involved in the collection or processing of 
personal information (e.g.: outsourcing 
of processing, system maintenance, service providers)?
17. What are the elements of the [project and/or organization] you 





The entity defines, documents, communicates, and assigns accountability for its privacy policies and
procedures.
MANAGEMENT
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
18. Has your organization designated an individual to be 
accountable for compliance with legislative privacy 
requirements?
19. Is your organization engaged in international disclosure of 
personal information?
20. Does your organization receive any form of consideration 
for international disclosure of personal information 
(e.g., expectation of money, expectations of future benefit, 
or commercial advantage)?
21. If your organization discloses personal information 
internationally, to what jurisdictions?
22. Has your organization established and implemented 
contractual or other means to protect personal information 
that it transfers to third parties for processing?
Note: Other means that may be appropriate are annual 
audits by an independent third-party.
23. Has your organization developed a policy and procedures 
covering the management of personal information? 
(From the collection to the destruction)
24. Has your organization developed and established procedures 
to receive and respond to complaints and inquiries 
regarding its information management practices?
25. Has your organization developed and implemented staff 
training and communications to make staff aware of its 
privacy policies and practices? When was the last training 
or awareness session?
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Component 2: Notice
The entity provides notice about its privacy policies and procedures and identifies the purposes for
which personal information is collected, used, retained, and disclosed.
NOTICE
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
26. Has your organization documented the purposes for which it 
collects personal information?
27. Is there notice at the collection stage that identifies the 
specific purposes for the collection, the authority for doing 
so, and the individual serving as official contact?
28. Is the notice associated with the collection of personal infor-
mation available and consistent across all mediums of access?
29. Are secondary uses contemplated for the information collected?
30. If consent is not obtained for secondary-purpose use, is
there authority for so using the information without consent?
31. Are your employees who collect personal information trained 
to be able to explain the purposes for its collection?
32. Is there a clearly defined and easy process for individuals to 
access their information and/or communicate with appro-
priate individuals with respect to policies and practices 
relating to management and protection of personal nformation?
33. Is your organization able to provide information on its 
personal information management policies and practices 
(e.g., brochures, policy manuals)? Are employees trained 
and able to provide such information? 
34. If answer to 33 is yes, does this information include:
• The name/title and address of the person(s) 
accountable for the organization’s policies and  
practices and to whom complaints may be forwarded?
• Instructions regarding how to gain access to the 
personal information held?
• Descriptions of the types of personal information held 
and a general account of use?
• Copy of brochures or other information that highlight 
the organization’s policies, standards, and codes?
• What personal information is made available to 
related organizations?
35. Has your organization developed information to explain its 
privacy policies and procedures?
36. Is there a communications plan to explain to the public how 
personal information will be managed and protected?
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Component 3: Choice and Consent
The entity descries the choices available to the individual and obtains implicit or explicit consent
with respect to the collection, use, retention, and disclosure of personal information.
CHOICE AND CONSENT
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
37. Does your organization gain individuals’ consent to the 
collection, use, and disclosure of their personal information? 
38. Is consent assumed or does consent require a positive action 
by an individual?
39. Is the consent clear and unambiguous?
40. If personal information is to be used for a secondary 
purpose not previously identified, will consent from the 
individual be obtained?
41. Can an individual refuse to consent to the collection or use 
of personal information for a secondary purpose, unless 
required by law?
42. Would the refusal of an individual to consent to the 
collection or use of personal information for a secondary 
purpose disrupt the level of service provided to the individual?
43. Are standards and mechanisms in place to ensure that the 
individual has capacity to give consent?
44. Are standards and mechanisms in place to ensure the 
recognition of persons authorized to make decisions on 
behalf of others (e.g., a minor or incapacitated person)?
Component 4: Collection
The entity collects personal information only for the purposes identified in the notice.
COLLECTION
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
45. Has your organization assessed whether all personal
information it collects is directly related and necessary for 
the specified purposes?
46. Is information anonymized when used for planning, 
forecasting, and/or evaluation purposes? Aggregated?
47. Will quality assurance or security activities result in personal 
information being accessed and, if yes, will personal information
be collected (e.g., via cookies, Web bugs, Web metrics used by
third-party organizations)? If so, who will own the data (e.g., will 
third-party organization be able to use or disclose it in any way)?
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Component 5: Use and Retention
The entity limits the use of personal information to the purposes identified in the notice and for
which the individual has provided implicit or explicit consent. The entity retains personal informa-
tion for only as long as necessary to fulfill the stated purposes.
Component 7: Disclosure to Third Parties
The entity discloses personal information to third parties only for the purposes identified in the
notice and with the implicit or explicit consent of the individual.
USE AND RETENTION AND DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
48. Is personal information used exclusively for the identified 
purposes and for uses that an individual would reasonably 
consider consistent with such purposes?
49. Are personal identifiers, such as a Social Security number, 
used for the purposes of linking across multiple databases?
50. Where data matching, mapping, or profiling occurs, is it 
consistent with the stated purposes for which the personal 
information is collected? Is it done in-house or by a third 
party? What are the control mechanisms? 
51. Is there an activity log attached to the personal 
information record?
52. Where personal information is used for data matching, 
mapping or profiling, is notice given to the individual for 
each such use or is there a clear manner in which the 
individual may ascertain the uses for which such information 
has been put?
53. Will personal information be processed or retained outside 
of the United States?
54. Has your organization developed and implemented 
procedures on the retention of personal information? If yes, 
do they establish minimum and maximum retention periods?





The entity provides individuals with access to their personal information for review and updates.
ACCESS
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
56. Has your organization developed and implemented processes 
and procedures so that, on request, an individual can be 
informed whether the organization holds personal 
information about him or her and is allowed access to it?
57. Do individuals have access rights for all the data sets of all the 
parties in the information life cycle, including third parties?
58. Does your organization have in place processes and 
procedures such that it could receive and respond to an 
access request or a complaint regarding its personal 
information handling policies and practices within a 30-day
period and at minimal or no cost to the individual?
59. Does your organization have in place a process and 
procedures to amend personal information that it holds that 
is inaccurate or incomplete and then transmit this information 
to third parties with access to the original information?
60. Where an individual challenges the accuracy or completeness 
of his or her personal information and your organization 
disputes this, is there a process in place whereby the 
unresolved challenge may be recorded and transmitted to 
third parties where appropriate?
61. Can your organization account for the uses of personal 
information and the third parties to whom it has been disclosed?
62. Has the organization developed and established a complaints 
investigation process and procedures surrounding it?
63. Does the organization investigate all complaints concerning 
its personal information handling policies and practices?
64. Are all custodians and employees aware of an individual’s 
right of access and dispute resolution process?
65. Are employees trained to inform individuals who make 
inquiries or file complaints of the existence of relevant 
complaint procedures?
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Component 8: Security
The entity protects personal information against unauthorized access (both physical and logical).
SECURITY
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
66. Has your organization implemented safeguards to protect 
personal information (e.g., restricted areas, locked files 
cabinet, background checks and formal authorization process, 
passwords, logical access control on a need-to-know basis, 
encryption and VPN access for remote access)?
67. Does your organization have in place means to protect 
personal information against loss, theft, unauthorized access, 
disclosure, copying, use, or modification?
68. Has your organization classified the personal information 
that it holds according to its sensitivity? If yes, is more 
sensitive personal information accorded greater levels of 
protection than less sensitive information?
69. Does your organization protect all personal information held, 
regardless of how it is held (e.g., personal information held 
at third-party owned storage sites or at employees’ homes)? 
70. Have security procedures for the collection, transmission, 
storage, and disposal of personal information, and access 
to it, been documented?
71. Are there controls in place for any process to grant 
authorization to modify (add, change, or delete) personal 
information from records?
72. Is the system designed so that access and changes to personal 
information can be audited by date and user identification?
73. Are user accounts, access rights, and security authorizations 
controlled by a system or record management process?
74. Are access rights only provided to users who actually require 
access for stated purposes of collection or other purposes 
consistent with collection?
75. Are there contingency plans and mechanisms in place to 
identify security breaches or disclosures of personal 
information in error?
76. Is there a quality assurance and audit program to assess the 
ongoing state of the safeguards applicable to the system?
77. Has your organization communicated to employees the 





The entity maintains accurate, complete, and relevant personal information for the purposes iden-
tified in the notice.
QUALITY
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
78. Is the personal information that your organization holds 
sufficiently accurate, complete, and up-to-date to minimize 
the possibility that inappropriate information could be used 
to make a decision concerning an individual?
79. Does your organization routinely update personal 
information?
80. Does the record of personal information indicate the date 
of the last information update and who updated it? 
81. Is a record kept of the source of the information used to 
make changes (e.g., paper or transaction records)?
82. Where applicable, is there a procedure, automatically 
or at the request of an individual, to provide notices of 
correction to third parties to whom personal information 
has been disclosed?
83. Is there a record kept with respect to requests for a review 
for accuracy, corrections, or decisions not to correct?
84. Does the individual have access to the records mentioned
in question 56?
85. Is there a clearly defined process by which an individual 
may access, assess, and discuss or dispute the accuracy of 
the record?
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Component 10: Monitoring and Enforcement
The entity monitors compliance with its privacy policies and procedures and has procedures to
address privacy-related inquiries and disputes.
MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
Issue Yes-No-N/A Comments Status
86. Is the custodian of personal information subject to 
performance and compliance reviews?
87. If third parties are involved in the processing of the 
personal information, will the organization be provided 
with the results of regular audits and compliance checks 
on the privacy practices of the third parties?
88. To improve information management practices and 
standards, has a procedure been established to log and 
periodically review the nature and resolution of complaints?
89. Are there oversight and review mechanisms implemented 
or available to ensure accountability?
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TOOL T-7: FORM 1—HIGH-LEVEL MAP OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
Form 1—High-Level Map of Personal Information
The following form is to be used to record information on the location of the collection, use, reten-
tion, or disclosure of personal information as well as the utilities that can access the information.
Information in this form is recorded at a high level by business unit.
Procedures:
Identify in the left column the key business units. These should be the owners of the information
as well as key users.
Record the other columns the names and/or identification numbers of the databases, applications,
middleware, communications networks, and third parties that store, communicate, communi-
cate/transmit, or otherwise have custody of, and access to, personal information. 
Definitions:
Databases. Repositories of information, including files, databases, data warehouses, data-marts,
and other electronic repositories, including CDs, diskettes, tapes, disks, cartridges, and other
storage devices. 
Applications. Computer programs that routinely process information on a scheduled or pro-
grammed ad hoc basis (e.g., queries initiated through a program feature rather than a utility of
structured query language.
Hosts. Computer service that provides the infrastructure for an organization, such as the hardware,
software, and communications lines required by the databases, applications, etc.
Remote. Computer technology used to store and process the databases, applications, etc., including
desktops computers, mobile computers (notebooks), Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and other
computing devices. 
Middleware. Software that can access databases, files, and information on an ad hoc basis and is not
part of an application program feature.
Communications networks. Private and public networks that are used to transmit personal infor-
mation, including LANs—local area networks, WANs—wide area networks, and VPNs—virtual
private networks.
Third parties. Organizations that have temporary or permanent custody or control of your organi-
zation’s personal information, excluding communications carriers, and with whom you have a con-
tractual agreement.
Information Use:
Information gathered in this section is used in the development of the privacy compliance plan. It
will also provide the basis for the categorization of applications, when detailed applications are list-
ed. Business units may use this information to confirm applications and databases for which they
are responsible. 
Completed By Position Business Unit / Business Process
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TOOL T-8: FORM 2—BUSINESS UNIT PERSONAL INFORMATION
Form 2—Business Unit Personal Information
The form on page E-45 is to be used to record information on the business unit activities related
to personal information, including collection, use, retention, and disclosure. Information in this
form is recorded at a high level by the business unit.
Procedures:
Identify in the left column the systems, applications, or business processes that result in the orga-
nization gathering, maintaining, storing, using, sharing, disclosing, and destroying personal infor-
mation. These should be the owners of the information as well as key users. 
Each application, system, or business process should result in the maintenance of a specific file,
record, or database entry (or perhaps all of these) with respect to the application or process.
Record in the other columns:
• Column 2—Information. A brief description of the personal information maintained.
• Column 3—Technology. The technology on which the information is maintained such as
hard copy, database, computer file, diskette, etc. If the information is maintained on more
than one media, please indicate the various media.
• Column 4—Use of personal information/used by. Please indicate the primary organization,
which owns and uses the data, and a brief description of what it is used for.
• Column 5—Use of personal information/shared with. Please indicate which other depart-
ments or areas, outside third parties, and others who share the information. Please also
indicate how that information is shared (for example, photocopy, computer file).
• Column 6—Related application and database. Indicate the related applications that also
use this information and the associated databases.
• Column 7—Security and protection techniques. Please indicate the security and protection
techniques employed to ensure the safeguarding of the information, and indicate that it
is accessed only on a need-to-know basis.
Definitions:
Systems, applications, or processes. These represent business activities and the supporting technolo-
gies that result in the gathering, maintaining, storing, using, disclosing, sharing, and destroying of
personal information. They may include activities that are performed wholly or partly by the orga-
nization, and may also include activities that are performed outside of the organization on the orga-
nization’s behalf.
Personal Information. Personal information is defined as information about an identifiable indi-
vidual that includes any factual or subjective data, recorded or not, in any form. 
Technology. This refers to the hardware, software, and communication networks, whether owned by
the organization or operated by a third party. The technology includes: 
• Databases. Repositories of information, including files, databases, data warehouses, data-
marts, and other electronic repositories, including CDs, diskettes, tapes, disks, cartridges,
and other storage devices. 
Completed By Position Business Unit / Business Process
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• Applications. Computer programs that routinely process information on a scheduled or
programmed ad hoc basis (e.g., queries initiated through a program feature rather than a
utility of structured query language (SQL)).
• Hosts. Computer service that provides the infrastructure for an organization, such as the
hardware, software, and communications lines required by the databases, applications, etc.
• Remote. Computer technology used to store and process the databases, applications, etc.,
that are not connected directly to a server, including desktop computers, mobile com-
puters (notebooks), personal digital assistants (PDAs) and other computing devices. 
• Middleware. Software that can access databases, files, and information on an ad hoc basis
and is not part of an application program feature.
• Communications networks. Private and public networks that are used to transmit person-
al information, including LANs—local area networks, WANs—wide area networks, and
VPNs—virtual private networks.
Third parties. Organizations that have temporary or permanent custody or control of your organi-
zation’s personal information, excluding communications carriers, and with whom you have a con-
tractual agreement.
Shared with. This refers to organizational units, individuals, other organizations, and third parties
with whom personal information is shared in a normal course of business. It does not include the
sharing of information as a result of litigation, police actions or other investigations.
Information Use
Information gathered in this section is used in the development of the privacy compliance plan. It
will also provide the basis for the categorization of applications, when detailed applications are list-
ed. Business units may use this information to confirm applications and databases for which they
are responsible. 
Column 1—Indicate the system, application or process.
Column 2—Briefly describe the personal information maintained (collected, used, retained,
disclosed).
Column 3—Indicate the technology platform(s) that are involved with the information (for exam-
ple, mainframe, server, notebook, and the networks, public, private LAN). 
Column 4—Indicate the primary user of the information and the primary purpose.
Column 5—Indicate the person(s) and/or groups that use the information in addition to the pri-
mary user and the purpose for which they use it.
Column 6—Indicate the related application(s) and databases that process and/or retain the infor-
mation (See Tool T-7, Form 1—High Level Map of Personal Information).
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TOOL T-9: PRIVACY SOLUTION DETAILED PLAN
PRIVACY SOLUTION DETAILED PLAN
KEY PHASES AND ACTIVITIES ALLOCATION OF TASKS/HOURS
Team 1 Team 2 Team 3
Activities
Phase 1—Strategize Scope
Understand and document the what, where, when, and why use of 
personal information.
Assess and analyze privacy information components.
Identify key legislative acts applicable to the privacy program.
Develop written introduction to the project and methodology.
Develop project charter and initial mandate.
Identify key ABC Company project personnel.
Phase 2—Strategize II—Strategy Formulation
Finalize privacy committee participants and roles and responsibilities.
Conduct initial project “kick-off” meeting.
Identify interviewees and customize interview guides.
Confirm interview meetings and distribute guides. 
Interview key individuals about personal information.
Interview chief information officer and application and infrastructure support staff.
Confirm initial information privacy assessments with committee.
Based on initial assessment—refine project scope.
Develop final workplan.
Allocate activities and tasks.
Finalize workplan and confirm with committee (quality review).
Phase 3—Diagnose
Identify key impacts—key systems.
Identify privacy initiatives, policies, safeguards required to comply with 
appropriate legislation (e.g., GLBA, HIPAA)—key elements.
Perform gap analysis between key impacts and existing initiatives, policies, etc.
Identify key personal information protection activities requiring policies, 
procedures, etc.
Confirm gap analysis and privacy policy requirements with committee 
(quality review).
Phase 4—Design
Draft policies to meet the needs of ABC Company.
Circulate policy among key members.
Obtain and review feedback.
Revise policies as required.
Meet with committee and confirm/finalize policies (quality review).




Team 1 Team 2 Team 3
Assess significance through workshops.
Review and validate consents for gathering information.
Review key documentation and information to be provided.
Finalize document of key information collected (quality review)
Identify areas where consent to use personal information is required.
Draft consents to be used in hard copy and electronic form.
Determine management practices required to support the consent policy.
Develop a consent implementation plan, including changes to forms and 
other documents, staff training, systems changes to record consent, etc.
Meet with committee and others to confirm/finalize consent forms and 
management practices.
Review employment records and policies for protection of privacy.
Revise employment policies to comply with privacy policy.
Develop and revise employment practices to comply with privacy policy.
Identify employee medical records and information and establish policies 
and practices for privacy compliance.
Interview human resources, marketing, and information technology personnel to
determine scope of changes and awareness/education required.
Determine and document training required by level: 
Senior management




Prepare privacy training modules, information, and delivery products (quality review).
Legal review and validate training modules.
Review training modules with designated personnel and committee (quality review).
Phase 5—Implementation
Prepare an implementation and roll out program and plan.
Identify key areas (HR, marketing, IT) that have to coordinate the rollout.
Schedule training and other implementation activities.
Perform preimplementation activities, printing, changing Web sites information, 
changing systems and reports.
Implement management practices and other changes to ensure consent and 
other privacy practices (quality review).
Phase 6—Manage and Sustain
Identify ongoing requirements, such as assessment, training, etc.




Identify key players to be involved in assurance.
Develop workplan for assurance.
Gather data.
Evaluate data against criteria.
Formulate opinion about adequacy of privacy system.
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TOOL T-10: QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR IT DEPARTMENT
ABOUT DATA PROTECTION
QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR IT DEPARTMENT ABOUT DATA PROTECTION
Maintenance of Data Integrity and Security
• What controls are in place so information present on a database is accurate, complete,
secure, and accessed only by authorized parties?
• Is information that is obtained from the customer encrypted using Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL)?
• How is data accessed by the organization?
• How are access privilege rights established? Are rights established by group/user?
• Does the corporate policy define the use, level of security, and privacy maintained by a
corporation requesting specific user information?
• Who is responsible for the administration of security to ensure logical and physical secu-
rity controls?
• Do the hardware and software configurations ensure adequate controls? Is the firewall,
router, and network policy adequate?
• Is sensitive information encrypted?
• What security methods are used to ensure integrity and confidentiality of data?
Audit Records Protection
• Are all audit records encrypted?
• Where is the encryption key stored?
• Who has access to the registry to decrypt the audit records and determine user’s transactions?
Information Storage
• What are the organization’s data store procedures?
• What type of database programs are in use (Oracle, Microsoft SQL, DB2, Sybase, Informix)?
• What information is stored in cache, memory, or random access memory (RAM)?
• How is information in memory, including credit card numbers and user’s name, stored?
• How difficult is it to access the memory of the server?  Determine if the appropriate peo-
ple only have access to the system. Is it possible for them to see these “swap” files when
the operating system engages in its normal memory paging activity? How possible is it
that this sensitive information could be written to disk?
Information Collection
• What type of information is logged and cached about customers?
• Who has access to this information?
• Is there any use of JavaScript plug-ins or active contents (such as scripts or buttons) that
have the capability to gather or track any user behavior?
Cookies Use and Purpose 
• Are cookies transmitted and received in an SSL session?
• Does the entity use any behavior-specific information in cookies?
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• What type of cookies are used?
— Session identifier cookies 
— User ID cookies 
— Flag cookies
• What type of information is reported?
• Does the database design support reporting capabilities that will allow information to be
provided if requested by a customer?
• Does the design support customers that have opted out of direct marketing?
• How is data provided to the customer if requested?
• What information is reported to the business unit?
• What type of information is the business unit requesting?
Transmission Protocols 
• Does the entity use TCP/IP—transmission control protocol/internet protocol, SNA—
systems network architecture, and IPX/SPX—Internetwork packet exchange/sequenced
packet exchange?
• What type of source information privy to an entity or person is contained in the header
of the packets?1
Third-Party Access to Information
• What transfer of customer information to Internet direct-marketing firms occurs?
• Is the organization evaluating the use or does it employ third parties to provide hosting
services?
• Are there legal contracts and confidentiality agreements that detail privacy and security
requirements in place for IT consultants and contractors?
• Do Web sites use information, banner, and Web site frames provided by a third-party con-
tent provider?
• Do third parties access this information for reporting, advertising and other purposes?
Storage
• Is there a required retention period for log, audit, and system files?
• Is there any promotion of applications that are downloaded by the customer and are
client-side applications (for example, Windows-executable applications that sit on the
client or Active X applications)?
• Does this application communicate with the corporate servers?
• What type of information is sent?
• What is the interaction with the Web server (PUT, GET, or POST commands)?
• What information is logged in the server?
• Who has access to this information?
• How is it stored? How is it correlated with other information?
• Can information “cached” by a user be accessed by the server hosting the visited
Web site through the use of additional technologies or products the customer may
have downloaded?
1 Data is broken up into “packets” for transmission on a network.  Each packet has a “header” containing its
source and destination, a block of data content, and an error-checking code.
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TOOL T-11: SAMPLE LEADING PRACTICES
LEADING PRACTICES USING THE
AICPA/CICA PRIVACY FRAMEWORK AS A GUIDE
The organization should continue to adopt leading practices in the implementation of its privacy
practices. Because such practices are relatively limited in the marketplace, the organization can draw
upon various guidelines that have been produced to provide some assistance. The leading practices
incorporate the AICPA/CICA’s 10 privacy components.
1. Management 
The leading practice is to:
a. Create the office of full-time privacy officer, who will report directly to the chief operat-
ing officer;
b. Create compliance teams that report to the privacy officer as the focus of responsibility
for privacy issues, including a representative from each business unit that has a substantial
interest in the collection, use, disclosure, and management of personal information; and
c. Create a working committee that meets regularly to coordinate the efforts of the team
members.
It is recommended that the chief financial officer, the marketing director, the sales manager, and
the internal auditor should not be selected as the privacy officer of the corporation or as members
of the Privacy Compliance Team, since, as the holders of these offices may have a role in develop-
ing the organization’s privacy code, there may be a perceived conflict of interest where compliance
with the code is challenged. The same may be said of the general counsel, although more latitude
is generally given to that office.
2. Notice
The leading practice requires that the purpose of collection of personal information be specifically
and clearly stated in concrete terms; this means that the organization should itemize the marketing
uses to be made of the information collected rather than use the umbrella phrase “marketing pur-
poses” or the like.
An adequate definition of purposes should satisfy the following criteria:
a. The definition clearly specifies the purposes for the collection of the information and
explains why that information is required.
b. The definition establishes a specific time frame for information collection use and retention.
c. The definition of purposes is explained in layman’s terms, and any abbreviations are explained.
d. The definition must provide sufficient information to allow the individual to make a
meaningful choice about whether he or she wants to give personal information for the
organization’s actual purpose.
e. In addition, the purposes in collecting the personal information in question should be
communicated to the individual at or before the time of collection.
f. The purpose in collecting the information should be documented and made available to
employees collecting the information as a reference for use when individuals challenge the
collection of particular information.
Leading practices recommend that a privacy brochure or flyer clearly explaining the following
points be made available to all who inquire:
a. The identity of and contact information for the organization’s privacy officer
b. The fact that the organization does not collect any more information than is necessary to
deliver its goods and services
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c. The fact that the organization only collects personal information with the knowledge and
consent of the individual, except in very limited and specific circumstances permitted by law
d. The fact that the organization limits the uses of this information, limits its retention,
ensures its accuracy to the best of its ability where the information will be used for deci-
sion making, and protects the information against unauthorized access or use
e. Where the organization intends to disclose the information to any third parties, this fact
and the identity of the third parties, as well as the individual’s options to withdraw con-
sent for such disclosures or for any optional uses
f. The fact that individuals have access to their personal information upon request, and how
to make such a request
3. Providing Choice and Obtaining Consent
Leading practice suggests that express (as opposed to implied) consent is preferred, particularly in
respect of sensitive information, such as any financial information and information about education
or employment. Express consent might be obtained:
a. Via phone or in person. For example, “Would you like us to send you more information by
mail or may we call you in the future to discuss our products?” (wait for yes or no response).
b. Via a response card. For example, “Please check the box if you would like to receive fur-
ther information about our products and services” (affirmative action required to initiate
further contact).
c. Via a telephone key pad, computer, or other electronic means. For example, “Press the fol-
lowing key if you wish to have your name included on our mailing list.”
d. Through a signature. For example, “Your signature is required to authorize the above
application form. Information provided will only be used for the purposes specified.”
e. Through use. For example, “Please note: your use of this product or service constitutes
express consent to use your personal information for the following purposes.”
When obtaining personal information from another organization, one should ensure that this dis-
closure of personal information is within the scope of the consent provided to the original collec-
tor of that information. Further, all consents should be provided willingly; there should be no link
between the provision of the goods or services in question and the supply of the requested personal
information, unless the provision of the goods or services in question clearly requires this informa-
tion, such as financial information for the purpose of issuing credit.
4. Collection
Leading practices suggest that information should not be collected surreptitiously and information
should not be gathered from other people such as family members or colleagues or acquaintances
without the knowledge and consent of the individual. Social Security number should not be col-
lected where there is no special need for this information. 
5. Use and Retention 
Leading practices clearly indicate any use or retention of personal information collected by the
organization must be within the scope of the consent obtained. Information collected should be
destroyed or rendered anonymous once it is no longer needed for the purpose for which it was col-
lected. 
A retention policy should be based on the following criteria:
a. How long the information is required to fulfill the fundamental purposes for which it is
collected and any secondary purposes to which the individual has consented.
b. How long the information is required to allow the individual to verify the accuracy or
completeness of the information and have the information corrected or updated if neces-
sary in the event of a query or a dispute.
c. How long the information is required to be held to meet customer expectations established
industry norms, standard accounting procedures, and regulatory and legal requirements.
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Disposal issues. When disposing of computers, diskettes, magnetic tapes, hard drives, and any other
magnetic media that contain personally identifiable materials, all data must be erased, the hardware
must be destroyed, or both. When disposing of waste and recycling paper, all documents contain-
ing personally identifiable information should be placed in secured locked containers or they should
be shredded.
6. Access
Leading practices would suggest the following procedures:
a. The organization should be able to provide timely response, either providing the infor-
mation requested or written reasons why that information cannot be provided. If a spe-
cific exemption is relied upon, it should be cited. The individual should also be advised of
any redress procedures if information has been withheld.
b. The individual should also be given an opportunity to challenge the accuracy of any infor-
mation in the file. This might be accomplished by including a form along with the
requested information, asking the individual to detail any perceived discrepancies.
c. Information files should be maintained in a way that facilitates efficient access by the indi-
vidual at a reasonable or no cost. They should also give a good overview of what infor-
mation is maintained, its source, and how it is used.
d. There should be reasonable procedures to verify the identity of the individual making the
request for information must be in. 
7. Disclosure to Third Parties
Where the organization discloses personal information to a third party, the organization should com-
municate any maximum retention times to that third party. Further, the third party using the infor-
mation should be contractually obligated to return or destroy it after the specified use is complete.
8. Security
Leading practices suggest the following precautions be taken when collecting personal information:
a. Staff should be specifically assigned to data security. Further, staff members should par-
ticipate in regular training programs to keep abreast of technical and legal issues.
b. Physical access to computer operations and paper or micrographic files that contain per-
sonally identifiable information should be restricted.
c. Sensitive files should be segregated in secure areas or computer systems made available
only to qualified persons.
d. Audit procedures and strict penalties should be in place, to prevent telephone fraud and
theft of equipment and information.
e. All employees should be required to follow strict password and password protection pro-
cedures; further, employees should be required to change their passwords and to avoid
using the more obvious password creation methods.
f. Encryption should be used to protect extremely sensitive information.
g. Computer systems should be regularly tested for vulnerability to hackers.
h. Employees should be trained never to leave computer terminals unattended when per-
sonally identifiable information is on the screen.
i. When providing copies of information to others, employees should ensure that non-
essential information is removed and that personally identifiable information that has no
relevance to the transaction is either removed or masked.
j. All employees who handle personal information should be trained to recognize “pre-text”
interviews, wherein the employee is probed for personal information by unauthorized or
unscrupulous persons.
In addition, it is recommended that all personally identifiable information be kept in one place, and
that informal or duplicate files be eliminated. Existing information that does not meet specified pur-




To ensure the accuracy of personal information collected, leading practices require that individuals
be given as much opportunity as reasonably possible to review data files and update their informa-
tion, particularly when it will be used for decision-making purposes. It is recommended that the
following procedures be in place to deal with access requests from individuals:
a. Making an official request. A request to review a personal information file should be made
formally by asking in person and filling in a form, or by such means that would allow the
organization to formally acknowledge and respond to the request.
b. Verifying the identity of the individual. When a request for access to personal information
files is made, the organization should require adequate identification of the individual
making that request. If access requests are made by letter or over the telephone, means of
establishing the identity of the individual seeking access must also be used. On a letter the
inclusion of customer identification numbers, mailing labels, driver’s licences, or other
similar types of identification along with the signature should be sufficient to establish
identity.
c. Keeping certain information unavailable: 
1. References to other individuals. For example, an employee file might contain refer-
ences to the employee as a member of a task force or team. Any comments about the
other individuals on the team should not be provided to the employee seeking access
to the file.
2. Information that cannot be disclosed for legal or security reasons. If an individual was
the subject of a security or legal investigation, release of any information pertaining
to the investigation might jeopardize the outcome.
3. Information that cannot be disclosed for commercial proprietary reasons. Examples
of such information might include labor rates charged by companies for employees
under contract, information used to establish ratings or eligibility or personal loans,
and insurance premiums or other information that, if disclosed, could be damaging
to the commercial interests of an organization.
4. Information that is subject to solicitor-client or litigation privilege.
5. Information that cannot be disclosed for reasons of prohibitive cost. However, where
the cost of access is considered to be too high, the individual should be given the
opportunity to contribute to the cost, thereby reducing it.
d. Establishing a time frame for a response. Access request should be dealt with promptly; a
time frame of two weeks is suggested. If it will take longer than two weeks, the individ-
ual making the request should be told how long he or she should expect to wait before
receiving the information.
e. Maintaining a registry of access inquiries.
f. Updating or correcting information and withdrawing consent. If the individual requests
that information be updated, corrected, or deleted or the consent for use be withdrawn
the organization should act on these request within a reasonable time (this period should
not be longer than 30 days).
g. Employing dispute resolution procedures where there are disagreements over the accuracy of
personal information. Where the individual disputes the accuracy of the information held
by the organization, this issue should be reviewed by the designated individual responsi-
ble for privacy compliance. If the dispute is not settled to the satisfaction of the individ-
ual, the individual should be made aware of the existence of any industry associations or
counsels, regulatory authorities or other agencies the individual can turn to for resolution
of the dispute.
h. Resolving language and cultural issues. Make reasonable efforts to provide information in
the format that the individual can readily understand.
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10. Monitoring and Enforcement
Leading practices suggest that the following procedures be implemented to address privacy-related
inquiries and complaints:
a. Logging-in. The date, time, and nature of the complaint and the identity of the com-
plainant should be recorded.
b. Acknowledgment. The organization should promptly acknowledge that the complaint is
receiving attention.
c. Decision. The decision about how to handle the complaint should be based on appropri-
ate legal requirements and the organization’s privacy policies, be made in a timely fash-
ion, and be consistent with previous decisions (a record of prior complaints and outcomes
should be kept for this purpose).
d. Response. A clear, prompt, and helpful response should be communicated to the individ-
ual. If the decision is adverse, the redress procedures should be made known to the indi-
vidual. If it will take longer than 30 days to make the decision, the individual should be
informed of the delay.
e. Follow-up. The organization should contact the individual following the decision to veri-
fy whether the matter has been resolved in a satisfactory manner.
f. Internal review. A pattern of complaints in any one area should prompt the organization’s
compliance team to review its practices and procedures in that area.
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HIGH-LEVEL GAP ANALYSIS
The following serves to identify gaps in Company ABC’s privacy compliance as required by legis-
lation, industry regulations, and the company’s privacy strategy.  The first (leftmost) column iden-
tifies the AICPA/CICA privacy components.  The second column describes Company ABC’s exist-
ing practice related to the specific privacy component.  The third column provides comments with
respect to gaps and recommendations.
Assessment Key
SYMBOL NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION
Satisfactory Company ABC currently is No action is required.
in the process of ensuring it 
meets privacy requirements.
Point of Enhancement is pointed out This is a suggestion that, while not
Consideration for consideration. essential, would align Company ABC’s 
activities more closely with best practices. 
The process meets minimum privacy 
requirements, but it is suggested that 
Company ABC consider enhancements. 
Needs Practice does not meet Company ABC should redesign or
Improvement privacy requirements. incorporate a new process inclusive of 
policies and/or procedures where 
deemed necessary.
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TOOL T-13: SAMPLE PRIVACY SCORECARD
Privacy Scorecard
Green:  Privacy criteria are being addressed.
Yellow: Privacy criteria are being addressed with certain exceptions. Failure to address these
exceptions may result in inefficient practices or risk exposures.
Red:  Privacy criteria are not being addressed.  Failure to address these issues on a timely
basis will result in inefficient practices and unacceptable risk exposures.
KEY PRIVACY SUMMARY FINDINGS RISK SUMMARY
COMPONENTS RECOMMENDATIONS
1 Management Company ABC has identified and
designated a key individual as the
corporation’s privacy officer. The
responsibilites assigned are currently




authority level for the privacy officer
position must be documented and
communicated within Company
ABC.
2 Notice Company ABC has conducted an
assessment to gather, identify, and
document the purposes for which
personal information is collected. This
assessment identified specific areas
where improvements are required
in communicating the purposes and
uses for which personal information
is collected by Company ABC.
Medium
(Yellow)
Company ABC “Welcome To” book
must be modified to include an
employee privacy policy. This policy
will be reviewed and approved by




obtains consent and in some cases




Company ABC will modify its
“Welcome To” book to include the
appropriate consent sign-off from
the employee. Company ABC will
modify its customer procedures and
documents, where required, to
obtain the appropriate consent from
the customer. This will include
developing and scheduling appropri-
ate training for Company ABC
employees on the new procedures
and documents.
4 Collection Company ABC is not collecting
personal information that is not
required for the business activities
of the organization. Medium
(Yellow)
Company ABC, as part of the privacy
project will develop and implement
privacy policies (employee and cus-
tomer) which will address all privacy
requirements (legislative, industry
regulation, and Company ABC priva-
cy strategies). These policies will be
aligned with, reviewed and approved
by the privacy steering committee.
(continued)
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5 Use and
Retention
Company ABC does not have ade-
quate retention policies and proce-
dures within business activities of
the organization. High
(Red)
Company ABC, as part of the privacy pro-
ject, will develop and implement appropriate
processes and procedures for the retention
of personal information. Company ABC will
also review implementing a system configura-
tion limiting the size of e-mail capacity for each
employee as part of the practice to accommo-
date more reasonable retention practices.
6 Access Company ABC does not currently
have processes and procedures to
address the request from an individ-
ual of the personal information col-




As part of the privacy project, Company
ABC will be developing appropriate policies,
processes, and procedures to ensure adher-
ence to the privacy requirements. This will
include a set of defined procedures and
guidelines to respond to an individual’s




Company ABC currently does not
have procedures to ensure all existing
and new contracts with third parties
including their Franchise
Agreements ensure adherence to
Company ABC's privacy requirements.
High
(Red)
Where contracts exist, Company ABC will
request confirmation that the third party is
in compliance with the privacy require-
ments. Company ABC will review the third
party contracts to determine if amendment
wording for contracts is required for inclu-
sion into the Company ABC contracts.
8 Security Company ABC does not consistent-
ly ensure the protection of personal




Company ABC, as part of the privacy project,
will develop the appropriate processes and
procedures to ensure standard security and
protection of personal information retained by
Company ABC. This will include the safeguard-
ing of information in paper and electronic for-
mat as well as the secure disposal of personal
information once the maximum retention
period has been reached. Company ABC will
also develop a data classification scheme in
order to ensure data is appropriately identified
as personal, sensitive, and confidential. 
9 Quality Company ABC does not consistently
ensure personal information retained
by Company ABC is accurate and up-
to-date. Clean-up activities of personal
information by Company ABC dis-
trict managers was initiated during
the course of the privacy project.
High
(Red)
Company ABC will modify its “Welcome
To” book to include a document inform-
ing employees they are responsible for
ensuring their personal information provid-






Company ABC does not have pro-
cedures for ensuring adherence to




Company ABC, as part of the privacy pro-
ject, will develop and document procedures
that must be followed in monitoring
adherence and enforcing  compliance with
the privacy requirements of Company
ABC. Company ABC will also develop a
process to ensure that a justifiable com-
plaint is addressed and all reasonable steps
and actions are taken for resolution.
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The following privacy assessment report defines the objectives, scope, and approach, and key find-
ings and recommendations of the privacy assessment conducted by [insert firm and/or practition-
er name] during the period November 10, 20XX through February 10, 20XX.
Objectives
The purpose of the privacy assessment was to assist Company ABC in assessing specific systems and
applications to support its efforts in meeting privacy compliance objectives and privacy require-
ments. The results of the assessment will provide Company ABC supporting requisite information
to be included in the strategy development and planning of the privacy initiative. 
Scope and Approach 
The privacy assessment requirements were based on the 10 privacy components found in the
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework and the privacy requirements defined in Company ABC’s
Corporate Privacy Strategy. 
We performed the following activities in conducting the privacy assessment:
• Conducted interview meetings with key personnel: 
• Developed the following deliverable documents:
— Customized privacy assessment requirements
— Detailed privacy assessment report
— Privacy considerations report for out-of-scope items identified 
— Company ABC personal information matrix 
• Reviewed the following documentation and information provided by Company ABC:
— Corporate security policy
— [Fill in as appropriate]
— [Fill in as appropriate]
• Reviewed specific industry regulations that affect Company ABC.
Key Findings and Recommendations
This privacy assessment is evidence that Company ABC is taking a proactive approach to ensuring
it addresses its privacy requirements and meets the privacy objectives of the organization. 
Detailed observations and recommendations have been made and are documented in the attached
Detailed Privacy Assessment Report. Additional observations, which were not in the scope of this
Name Title
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project but should be considered in the privacy initiative, have been made and documented in the
attached Privacy Considerations Report.
The following are the key privacy assessment gaps identified: 
1. Based on the review of existing documentation, there is an extensive amount of effort
required to position Company ABC as privacy compliant by January 1, 20XX. 
Recommendation
a. A comprehensive privacy strategy and detailed plan needs to be defined. The strategy
and plan should include, but are not limited to:
• A privacy infrastructure, for example, people and processes required
• Identification of the required documentation, including instructions, to be developed
• Communication plans
• Training requirements
• Monitoring and adherence procedures and performance metrics
• A detailed implementation plan
2. Company ABC is responsible for personal information in its possession or custody, includ-
ing information that has been transferred to a third party for processing. Company ABC
is also responsible where reliance is placed on a third party for obtaining knowledgeable
consent for the collection of personal information that Company ABC subsequently uses
for processing and/or further disclosure. 
All third-party contracts and agreements need to ensure adequate and sufficient language is
included in these contracts and agreements, which address privacy requirements in order to mit-
igate Company ABC’s exposure to potential legal liability and legislative contravention penalties. 
Recommendation
a. A thorough review of all third-party contracts and privacy policies needs to be con-
ducted for consistency with Company ABC’s privacy policies. Any gaps found must be
identified and remediated to the best extent possible.
3. Company ABC has a draft privacy policy, dated [insert date], which is intended to cover
all Company ABC’s business units and subsidiaries. The policy language must reflect,
completely, Company ABC’s position and practices relative to how it ensures compliance
with the privacy legislation and in meeting its own privacy objectives. 
The implications to Company ABC having incomplete and/or inaccurate privacy policies
may expose Company ABC to:
• Investigations by the Federal Trade Commission causing an impact on Company
ABC’s personnel time and possibly financial situation
• Damage to the organization’s reputation
• Individual privacy complaints lodged against Company ABC
• Confusion among Company ABC employees about the organization’s privacy practices
Recommendation
a. The Company ABC privacy policy should be updated and the wording modified to
accurately define and communicate Company ABC’s privacy position and practices. 
b. Security and privacy are directly linked but not the same. Company ABC should review
the language in the information security policy document to ensure, where appropri-
ate, reference is made to the privacy policy and vice versa.
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TOOL T-15: SAMPLE DETAILED PRIVACY ASSESSMENT REPORT
DETAILED PRIVACY ASSESSMENT REPORT
The following Detailed Privacy Assessment Report defines the privacy requirements, based on the
scope and focus of the Privacy Assessment. These requirements are based on the privacy criteria set
out in the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework and the requirements set out in Company ABC’s
Information Security Policy. This Report provides specific observations and notes relative to the
privacy requirements and identifies recommendations (technical and policy and/or procedural) for
gaps found within each requirement.  
AICPA/CICA Privacy
Framework
1.1.2. Responsibility and Accountability 
Responsibility and accountability is assigned to a person or group for
documenting, implementing, enforcing, monitoring and updating the
entity’s privacy policies. The names of such person or group and their




The section provides context around who within the organization is
accountable for data ownership, data classification, and security.
Observations and Notes Recommendation
Technical Policy and/or Procedure
1. Company ABC has a designated
Compliance & Internal Audit
business unit led by [insert
name]. This group is mandated
with ensuring the organiza-
tion’s compliance with appro-
priate laws and regulations and
is consistent with the privacy
requirement as noted above.
2. Company ABC does have a
draft privacy policy document
dated [insert date], however
there are critical components
within the Policy statements still
to be included.
3. Adoption and implementation
of Company ABC’s corporate
information security policy is
not consistent within the busi-
ness units across the organization.
Inconsistent adoption and imple-
mentation of the security policy
may expose Company ABC to
potential policy breaches.
1. Company ABC should consider
the following changes and
updates to the draft privacy
policy:
• [Insert text here]
2. Company ABC should ensure
the privacy policy is supported
by appropriately documented
procedures for areas of moni-
toring, data destruction, etc.
for future assurance and com-
pliance audits.
3. Once approved, implemented,
and communicated, the privacy
policy should be referenced in
the overall security policy.  
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TOOL T-16: SAMPLE PRIVACY POLICY MANUAL
COMPANY ABC
PRIVACY POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL




Purpose of the Privacy Policy and Procedures Manual
Background
Definition of Personal Information
Structure of the Manual
Maintenance of the Manual
Other Legislation and Company ABC Policies
Section One: Privacy Policy
Section Two: Management 
Section Three: Identifying Purposes and Notice
Section Four: Choice and Consent
Section Five: Collection




Section Ten: Disclosure to Third Parties
Section Eleven: Monitoring and Enforcement
Section Twelve: Challenging Compliance
Section Thirteen: Safeguarding of Employee Personal Information
Appendix One: Standard Consent Form
Appendix Two: Privacy Complaint Form
Appendix Three: Acknowledgment of Receipt of Complaint
Appendix Four: Privacy Code of Conduct
Appendix Five: Statement for Third-Party Contracts
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APPENDIX ONE
STANDARD CONSENT FORM
Authorization for Third-Party Consent
I hereby certify that [insert name] is acting on my behalf as an authorized representative and may
provide consent to Company ABC for the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information.
Name of individual: _____________________________________________
Signature of individual: __________________________________________
Name of authorized representative: ________________________________






Privacy Complaint Form Number:
Name _______________________________________________
Contact number _______________________________________________
Date complaint received _______________________________________________
Details of complaint _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Name of employee recording complaint _______________________________________________




Date complaint responded to _______________________________________________
Signed by the privacy officer _______________________________________________
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APPENDIX THREE
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF COMPLAINT
[Insert company privacy officer’s name, company name, company address]
Dear [insert complainant’s name]:
RE: Complaint Received [insert date] Number XXX
Company ABC received your complaint on [date] in respect of [complaint]. Even though we have
not yet responded formally, your complaint has been referred to the privacy officer and is current-
ly being investigated.
Within the next seven business days a representative of Company ABC will contact you with a
response to your complaint.
Should you have any further queries or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the privacy offi-







PRIVACY CODE OF CONDUCT
This policy statement outlines the company’s code of conduct for privacy, which applies equally to
all employees.
Compliance with this code by all employees is mandatory. Employees must sign off on the privacy
code of conduct annually.
If an employee is in doubt about the application of the code, the employee should discuss the mat-
ter with the person to whom he or she reports or a person at the management level.
In the regular course of business, the company accumulates a considerable amount of sensitive
client and other information. The following principles are to be observed in relation to all person-
al information collected and retained by Company ABC.
Obtaining and Safeguarding Information
Only such information as is necessary to the Company’s business should be collected, used, and
retained. When personal information is needed, wherever possible it should be obtained directly
from the person concerned.  Employees should take reasonable steps to ensure only reputable and
reliable sources are used to supplement this information.
Information should only be retained as long as it is needed or as required by law, and such infor-
mation should be physically secured and protected.
Information with respect to personal information regarding employees or clients and contained in
company files must not be disclosed to any individual by any employee unless and until proper
authorization for such disclosure has been obtained from the relevant party.  
Personal and sensitive information should never be sent over the public networks by e-mail unless
secured by encryption.
Access to Information
Internal access to personal information should be limited to those with a legitimate business rea-
son to seek the information.  Personal information should only be used for the purposes for which
it was originally obtained.  The consent of the person concerned should be obtained before there
is external disclosure of personal information, unless provided otherwise by legal process or con-
tractual arrangement.
Company ABC recognizes that all persons have the right to review and have access to their per-
sonal records retained by the Company.  This right is subject to a corresponding right to privacy of
the source of such information, recognizing that some information is not to be disclosed due to
legal and ethical prohibition or privilege.
“I have read and understand Company ABC’s 
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APPENDIX FIVE
STATEMENT FOR THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTS
I received, read, and understand the privacy policy established by Company ABC, and I agree to con-
duct all professional activities in accordance with this policy while under contract with Company ABC.  
There will be no further disclosure of personal information received from Company ABC to other







TOOL T-17: SAMPLE EMPLOYEE PRIVACY NOTICE
At Company ABC, we express our employee commitment by respecting your privacy, and we are
committed to protecting business integrity for our internal and external customers.
COMPANY ABC EMPLOYEE PRIVACY POLICY
Company ABC recognizes employees as an asset. Because we respect and value you as an employ-
ee, we also want you to understand that we will operate with integrity when protecting your priva-
cy and confidentiality, especially personal information we learn about you as a result of your
employment relationship with Company ABC. 
This privacy policy is designed to explain to you what personal information Company ABC collects
about you as an employee, and the use to which Company ABC puts that information. The policy
also explains how your personal information is kept safe and secure from inappropriate disclosure
or use.
Company ABC has always been concerned about the confidentiality of employee personal infor-
mation and has taken steps to ensure that the information is properly safeguarded and protected. 
Collection and Use of Personal Information
Application and New Hire Information
As soon as you are hired, Company ABC begins keeping a personnel file on you. Examples of infor-
mation your file might contain include the following:
• Resume and/or application
• Letters of offer and acceptance of employment
• Written employment contract 
• Payroll information, including Social Security number (SSN) and banking information
• Wage and benefit information 
• Forms relating to application for employee benefits, such as short- and long-term disabil-
ity, medical and dental care, etc.
• Emergency contact information
Most of the information listed above is required to ensure you are properly identified as an employ-
ee of Company ABC and that you are on the payroll. Emergency contact information is required
in case we need to notify anyone of your involvement in an emergency situation while at work. 
Performance Information
While employed with Company ABC, you may be periodically and annually evaluated, and changes
to your employment status may occur. For example, you may receive wage increases and promo-
tions. You may also complete internal or outside courses. All this information is collected and main-
tained so Company ABC can properly evaluate your performance, determine appropriate levels of
compensation, and make decisions about your future as an employee. 
Examples of performance information that may be added to your file throughout the course of your
employment include:
• Copies of performance appraisals
• Core course and mandatory policy sign-off sheets
• Internal communications regarding performance
• Corrective action forms
• Memorandums regarding completion of internal and outside courses
• Records of absences from work
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Surveillance
Some Company ABC locations are equipped with surveillance cameras. These cameras are gener-
ally in high-risk areas such as the cash area. Surveillance cameras are in use for your protection and
for the protection of Company ABC customers. In addition, they are there to protect Company
ABC against shoplifting and theft, and vandalism and damage to Company ABC goods and prop-
erty. In those stores where surveillance cameras are in use, a sign is posted letting our customers
know that the outlet is monitored by a surveillance camera. Videotapes recording images are rou-
tinely destroyed and not shared with third parties unless there is suspicion of a crime, in which case
they are turned over to the police.
Personality/Psychological Profiles
Currently, some screening and profile testing is done to evaluate the potential for an employee’s
promotion, or to assess whether the employee would work well with a particular group or team
within the organization. The information is also used to determine whether an employee has the
appropriate skills or traits to perform a particular job. 
Computer and E-Mail Access
Company ABC has the capability to monitor all employees’ computer and e-mail use. Employees
should understand that all equipment provided for employee use at work is considered to be the
property of Company ABC and is intended for employees’ use within the workplace, and not for
personal use. As a result, it is possible that your e-mail and computer usage will be monitored. In
light of its commitment to a healthy workplace, Company ABC wants to ensure that no inappro-
priate computer and Internet usage occurs.
Disclosure of Personal Information
Your employment file is securely maintained in the Human Resources Department, corporate
office. Company ABC shares your personal information only with those staff members of Company
ABC who need it to ensure that you are properly compensated, or those who are involved in your
hiring, promotion, discipline, or termination. Personal information in document form is kept in
secure locked offices, and computer information is maintained in secure files with very limited
access. We will also be committed to maintain your privacy when disclosed to outside resources for
processing (for example, payroll).
Retention of Personal Information 
Your personal information will be maintained in your employment file for as long as you are an
employee of the company. Some of the information relating to payroll and compensation must be
maintained for seven years after you leave your employment, as these documents are required by
law for audit and taxation purposes. Information not necessary for audit and taxation purposes is
destroyed two years after your last date of employment. 
Accuracy of Personal Information
To some extent, Company ABC relies on our employees to update their own personal information.
For example, if you have had a change of address, telephone number, or marital status, or if you
wish to make changes to your employee benefits plan, you should approach your appropriate
Human Resources staff member and request that your file be updated. Unless you advise Company
ABC of these important changes, Company ABC has no way of knowing about them.
Company ABC recognizes that the information we collect regarding your performance is based on
opinion and evaluation. To the best of our ability, we ensure that the performance portion of your
employment file is complete, in that it contains all information related to your performance, includ-
ing any documents or other information you supply to us on your own behalf. 
Company ABC has adopted a procedure allowing employees to challenge the accuracy of their per-
sonal information where they feel it is necessary. That procedure is described in the following section.  
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Access to Personal Information
Company ABC is committed to ensuring that we collect only the personal information about you
that we need to ensure an effective employment relationship. Company ABC is also committed to
ensuring that information about you is accurate and up-to-date. Company ABC will provide you
with the information we have about you when you make a written request.
In some cases, Company ABC may not be able to provide you with all the information we have
about you. This would occur if provision of the information could lead to disclosure of another
individual’s personal information, where laws or regulations prevent disclosure, or where it would
simply be too costly to provide the information. If we decide not to disclose some or all of your
personal information to you, we will advise you of the reason.
To ensure compliance with our privacy policy, Company ABC has appointed a Privacy Officer to
oversee all aspects of its employee privacy policy and practices. If you wish to know what informa-
tion Company ABC currently has about you, you should send a written request to the privacy offi-
cer, who will respond to your request within 30 days. If you become aware that the information we
have about you is incorrect, you should notify the privacy officer, who will review the information
and take appropriate steps to address your concerns. 
Company ABC does not provide information to outside sources or potential employers unless we
are provided with a signed letter authorizing us to do so.
Filing a Complaint
If you are dissatisfied with Company ABC’s privacy policy or practices, or with the result of your
request to access or correct your personal information, you should make a written complaint to the
privacy officer. The privacy officer will then investigate the matter, which may require the involve-
ment of management. The privacy officer will report back to you and advise you of any steps taken
to correct the problem. If you are still unsatisfied with the response, you may be entitled to make
a written complaint to the appropriate legal authority. 
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TOOL T-18: SAMPLE CUSTOMER PRIVACY NOTICE
At Company ABC, we express our customer commitment by respecting your privacy, and we are
committed to protecting business integrity for our internal and external customers.
COMPANY ABC PRIVACY POLICY
Company ABC recognizes that the privacy of your personal information is important. This privacy
policy is designed to explain to you what personal information Company ABC collects about you,
and the use to which Company ABC puts that information. The policy also explains how your per-
sonal information is kept safe and secure from inappropriate disclosure or use.
Collection and Use of Personal Information 
Individual Purchases
Company ABC ensures that it limits its requests for information to what is truly required to ensure
excellent service. Most of the information Company ABC collects about you is very basic informa-
tion that we need to complete a purchase, or to provide you with a refund or exchange. Examples
of information that may be collected to complete an in-person purchase or refund may include
things such as your name, address, and telephone number, your driver’s license, your credit or debit
card information, information printed on your personal check, and a description of the item
requested or purchased
Generally, we only request your address and phone number if the item will be sent to you at a later
date or if you are receiving a refund. We do ask for your zip code every time you make a purchase,
but this information cannot be linked to individuals and is requested only to track geographical
buying patterns. 
Internet Shopping
You may visit our Web site just to browse, or you may actually make an online purchase. If you
make a purchase, we collect personal information, such as your name, address, e-mail address,
phone number, and credit card information. Even if you do not make a purchase, we have the abil-
ity to track usage of our Web site. We can keep track of the number of times our Web site is visit-
ed, as well as the server from which the site was visited. This type of general usage information can-
not be linked back to you personally. 
Internet Database
To better serve you, our customer, Company ABC has also created an Internet database. As cus-
tomers, you may register on the database, so you can keep track of your own purchases at Company
ABC. For example, customers may register their preferred style of clothing and size so they know
what to look for next time they make a purchase. Registration is entirely voluntary and customers
may correct their information or remove themselves from the database at any time. 
Corporate Purchases
Company ABC may also collect personal information about employees of various companies who
are Company ABC corporate clients. For example, a company may contract with Company ABC
to supply all of its employee uniforms. When the employee comes in to make his or her purchase,
Company ABC collects information about the nature of that employee’s purchases and may pro-
vide that information to the employer.
Information Voluntarily Provided
Sometimes you may voluntarily provide information to Company ABC. This occurs when you fill
out a customer response card, providing your name and address, or perhaps when you provide feed-
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back to Company ABC through communications such as e-mail or a written letter. Company ABC
uses that information to respond to your query and to keep track of customer feedback.
Marketing
Company ABC does not sell or otherwise share your personal information with anyone else, such
as advertising agencies or marketing companies. Company ABC sends flyers or brochures only to
those customers who specifically request that they be added to the mailing list. This information is
sent to customers by regular mail or e-mail, depending on the customer’s election. 
Surveillance 
Many of Company ABC retail stores are equipped with surveillance cameras. These cameras are in
place for your safety as a customer, as well as for our own protection against shoplifting. If a
Company ABC store has a camera, there will be signs posted alerting you to that. Videotapes that
record your image are routinely destroyed and not shared with third parties unless there is suspi-
cion of a crime, in which case they are turned over to the police. 
Disclosure of Personal Information 
Company ABC does not supply any of your personal information to other companies for purposes
of customer lists or other advertising. Company ABC shares your personal information internally
with those staff members who need it to complete your purchase, or to carry out your instructions
regarding the receipt of brochures and flyers. If you are an employee of one of our corporate clients,
Company ABC may send information to your employer about the nature of the items purchased at
our store.
We will not disclose your personal information to any outside party without your written consent,
unless we are required by law to do so. 
Retention of Personal Information 
Generally, Company ABC keeps your personal information only as long as it needs to in order to
fulfill the purpose for which it was collected. For example, if you send a written inquiry to Company
ABC, Company ABC will retain your letter long enough to deal with your query, and for a rea-
sonable time thereafter in order to satisfy itself no further follow-up is required.
In some cases, Company ABC is required by law to keep your personal information for a specified peri-
od of time. For example, where information is collected for things such as credit or debit purchases or
refunds, Company ABC is required to retain this information for seven years for audit purposes. 
For those customers who request to be added to mailing lists or who register on Company ABC
Internet database, personal information is kept until the customer notifies Company ABC that it
no longer wishes to participate in these programs.
Accuracy of Personal Information 
Company ABC relies on our customers to notify us of any changes in address or telephone num-
ber, if they wish to continue receiving flyers and other information from Company ABC.
Customers who are registered on our Internet database service are given the ability to update their
personal information as it changes. Because most of the information we get from you is related to
a single purchase, we generally encounter few problems with inaccuracy of information. However,
should inaccurate information come to our attention, we will investigate the matter, correct the
information, and if necessary, advise third parties that the information has been corrected.
Protection of Personal Information 
Only those staff members who need the information to respond to your requests are given access
to it. Employees are provided with training and information regarding the proper handling of per-
sonal information of Company ABC customers. All information stored in our computer system is
protected from access by unauthorized users. Information that is stored in document form is kept
in secure, locked offices to prevent access by unauthorized persons.
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Access to Personal Information 
Company ABC is committed to ensuring that we have no personal information about customers
that is not absolutely necessary in order to provide them with excellent service. Company ABC is
also committed to ensuring that information about our customers is accurate and up-to-date.
Company ABC will provide you with information we have about you upon your request. 
In some cases, Company ABC may not be able to provide you with all the information we have
about you. This would occur if provision of the information could lead to disclosure of another
individual’s personal information, where laws or regulations prevent disclosure, or where it would
simply be too costly to provide the information. If we decide not to disclose some or all of your
personal information to you, we will advise you of the reason. 
To ensure compliance, Company ABC has appointed a privacy officer to oversee all aspects of its
privacy policy and practices. If you wish to know what information Company ABC currently has
about you, you should send a written request to:
[Company ABC Privacy Officer]
[Insert e-mail address.]
[Insert telephone number.]
Our privacy officer will respond to your request within 30 days. If you become aware that the infor-
mation we have about you is incorrect, you should notify the privacy officer, who will ensure the
information is updated.
Filing a Complaint
If you are dissatisfied with Company ABC privacy policies or practices, you should make a written
complaint to the privacy officer. The privacy officer will investigate the matter and take corrective
action where necessary. The privacy officer will then report back to you and advise you of any steps
taken to correct the problem. 
If you are still unsatisfied with the response you get, you may be entitled to make a written com-
plaint to the appropriate legal authority. 





TOOL T-19: SAMPLE THIRD-PARTY NETWORK ACCESS GUIDELINES
Third-Party Access to Internal Networks
In strictly controlled situations, Company ABC may allow third parties (for example, business part-
ners or contractors) access to its internal network. The information owner of the application to
which the third party will be given access must agree in writing to such access before it will be estab-
lished. The decision-making process for granting such access includes consideration of the controls
on the systems to be connected. Privileges for such third parties must be strictly limited to the sys-
tems and information needed to achieve predefined business objectives and must be reviewed and
approved by the Information Services Security Office. Third-party network connections should be
routed through a demilitarized zone (DMZ) designed for that purpose.
Default Access
In general, services provided over third-party network connections should be limited only to those
services needed, and only to those devices (hosts, routers, etc.) needed. Blanket access will not be
provided for anyone. The default policy position is to deny all access and then only allow those spe-
cific services that are needed and approved. In no case will a third-party connection be used for
Internet access.
Third Party Compliance Statement
Third parties wishing to access Company ABC’s internal network remotely must sign a compliance
statement before being provided access. A signature on this compliance statement indicates that the
involved user(s) understand and agree to abide by Company ABC’s corporate information securi-
ty policy.
System Vendor Access
All access to Company ABC systems by a system vendor (for example, platform or applications) must
be duly authorized by the system owner. Remote dial-in access may be provided for specific pur-
poses, including updates or enhancements to their products, or repair or maintenance on an emer-
gency basis by invoking approved emergency procedures. All such accesses will be granted on the
principle of least privilege. All commands entered by the vendor must be logged and reviewed by
the custodians. When maintaining communications systems, vendors must not be able to view infor-
mation transmitted over the network. A separate means of controlling the connection must be avail-
able so that connection can be prevented as and when required (in the case of a dial-up modem, the
modem should be left powered-off or disconnected and only activated while the service is needed). 
Disclosure of Systems Information
The internal addresses, configurations, and related system design information for Company ABC’s
network is restricted and must not be released to third parties that do not have a demonstrable need
to know such information. Likewise, the security measures employed to protect Company ABC
networks are restricted and should be protected.
Shared File Systems
The establishment of a connection between any external computer or network and a Company ABC
internal computer or network must not involve the use of shared file systems (such as Network File
System) to ensure that sensitive information is not inadvertently disclosed to unauthorized persons.
(Insert date/Company Name)
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Contractual Terms
The contractual terms must contain clauses to constrain access to only Company ABC’s informa-
tion (for example, data, applications, systems, or facilities) that is specifically required to perform
contracted services and prohibit access to all other information. The penalty for violating specified
constraints should also be addressed (for example, contract termination). The contractual clauses
must also include how Company ABC’s information is handled and protected at the third party’s
facility or site.
Gaining Unauthorized Access
Third parties provided access to Company ABC’s internal network are prohibited from gaining
unauthorized access to any information system or network to which they have not been expressly
granted access. Third parties are also prohibited from in any way damaging, disrupting, or inter-
fering with the operations of information systems to which they are connected. Likewise, they are
prohibited from capturing or otherwise being in possession of passwords, encryption keys, or any




TOOL T-20: SAMPLE PRIVACY TRAINING SCRIPT
PERSONAL INFORMATION SCRIPTS
CUSTOMER CHOICE
The following script must be used before taking any applications for service.
I wish to make you aware that I am required to advise you of the availability of the alter-
nate licensed retailers in [insert jurisdiction]. To view the current list of retailers, please
go to the Web site at [insert Web site address] or, if you would like to receive a copy, please
call [insert telephone number].”
The following scripts must be used when requesting personal information from a customer to set
up an account.
We require some personal information about you that, when collected, will be protected
under the [insert specific name of legislation].  The information is used for the establish-
ment, billing, and collection of your utility account and other services.
• Your name.
• Your mailing address.
• A phone number where you can be reached during the day.
Is there an alternate you would like to have listed on the account whom we can contact
in the event of an emergency or urgent situation, or who you would authorize to make
inquiries on the utility account?
Any arrears arising from this account, should you move, will be transferred to your active
account. If you are applying for a new utility account, any outstanding balance on your
previous inactive utility account must be paid first.
The following script must be used when requesting personal information from a customer to set up
bank draft.
Use the following if questioned by the customer:
To set your account up for automatic banking, I will require some personal information.
This information is also protected under the [insert specific name of legislation]. The infor-
mation I will need is…
Then, follow fields included on the bank draft form.  
The following script must be used when requesting personal information from a customer to com-
plete credit scoring to avoid a security deposit.
A satisfactory credit report will allow us to avoid assessing a deposit.
Personal information about you is collected and protected under the [insert specific name
of legislation]. I require some personal information about you that will be presented and
processed by the credit bureau.  This information will be used to determine if a security
deposit is required for the establishment of a residential account.
By providing us with this personal information over the telephone, you are consenting to
its use as mentioned. Do you have any questions about the collection or use of your per-
sonal information?
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To do this, I will require the following information:
• Name
• Address
If the above information does not produce a successful credit hit, ask for the following:
• Date of birth
• Employer
If the customer is not willing to provide this information, the security deposit will be assessed.
The following script must be used to assess a deposit. If the security deposit will be larger than $
[insert dollar amount] or is expected to generate more than $[insert dollar amount] in interest, a
Social Security number is required.  If the deposit is less than this amount, do not ask for a Social
Security number.
We are required to request a Social Security number if Form 1099-INT is to be generat-
ed from this deposit.  This information will be used for the generation of this document
and will be protected under the [insert specific name of legislation].
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TOOL T-21: SAMPLE INFORMATION ASSET CLASSIFICATION
PERSONAL INFORMATION CLASSIFICATION
Company ABC—Human Resources Department
Company ABC—Information Technology Services
Owner of Information Type of Information Source of Information Classification of
Information
Human Resources Employee files—active Human Resources, employee,
and management
Restricted
Human Resources Employee files—terminated Human Resources, employee,
and management
Restricted
Human Resources Performance reviews and
appraisals
Management, employee Confidential 
Human Resources Health and safety files Human Resources, employee,
and management
Internal use
Human Resources Offer letters Human Resources, employee Confidential 
Human Resources Short-term disability files Employee, insurance, and
medical doctor
Confidential 
Human Resources Long-term disability files Employee, insurance, and
medical doctor
Confidential
Human Resources Maternity leave Employee Confidential










Human Resources Business travel agreements Travel service provider Confidential
Business Unit Business travel report Human Resources, management Confidential
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Company ABC—Legal Department
Company ABC – Sales & Marketing Department
Owner of Information Type of Information Source of Information Classification of
Information
Legal Services Agreements Legal Services, management,
and service provider
Confidential
Legal Services Court actions Legal Services, management,
and employee
Public





Owner of Information Type of Information Source of Information Classification of
Information
Product Sales Client information, e.g.,
name, address, tele-
phone, date of birth,
Social Security number
Client, sales representative Confidential
Sales and Service File transmissions Client Internal use
Customer Service Procedure information
over the telephone
Employee Internal use





TOOL T-22: SAMPLE SECURITY PROGRAM TABLE OF CONTENTS





































Virtual private network (VPN)
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Local area network (LAN)







































TOOL T-23: PRIVACY RISK ASSESSMENT CONTROLS
Company ABC
Privacy Risk Assessment Controls
[Insert date]
1 Objective
The purpose of this document is to identify the high-level risks for Company ABC’s privacy initia-
tive and to develop the appropriate controls required to mitigate the identified risks. The scope of
our work will cover the following four areas: business practices, information technology (IT) infra-
structure, interface and conversions, and application security.
2 Risk Assessment Overview
The risk assessment is a key driver in the design and development of appropriate security and con-
trols. This assessment will act as a road map to identify the high-level risks by area along with the
appropriate control requirements. Control techniques should be developed based on the control
requirements in order to mitigate the identified risks. The identified risks will be ranked based on
likelihood and impact.
3 Assumptions and Limitations
The risk assessment was developed with the following assumptions and limitations:
• The scope of the risk matrix is [insert scope].
4 Risk Assessment Matrix
The risk assessment matrix is organized by processes and subprocesses, and the risk rankings are
developed at the subprocess level. Control requirements will be defined at the activity level. Risks
will be ranked based on two key factors: likelihood (that is, probability of occurrence) and impact
(that is, magnitude of the exposure). A control strategy will be developed to mitigate the risks once
they have been identified and ranked.
5 Privacy Assessment Overview
The privacy assessment is a key driver in the design and development of appropriate security and
controls. This assessment will act as a road map to identify the high-level privacy risks by area along
with the appropriate control requirements. Other specific goals of a privacy assessment include: 
• Ensuring that privacy protection is a core consideration in the initial framing of the pro-
ject’s objectives
• Providing decision-makers with the information necessary to make fully informed policy,
system design, or procurement decisions based on an understanding of privacy implica-
tions and risks and the options available to mitigate those risks
• Promoting awareness of privacy issues
6 Privacy Assumptions and Limitations
The privacy assessment was developed with the following assumptions and limitations:
• Considering time constraints, the privacy assessment will be high level.
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• The scope of the privacy assessment is restricted to Phase 1 of the project implementa-
tion.
• The privacy assessment was conducted at a point in time and may not include privacy risks
and controls requirements that may have changed or resulted from new developments.
• Where a legislative requirement is not satisfied, the impact is assessed as “high,” although
on a subjective point of view some requirements may appear more critical than others.
• The “Control Requirement” column in the Privacy Assessment Matrix provides high-level
mitigation control strategies. Additional work will be required to further develop some of
these control requirements into control techniques. The current engagement does not
mandate the further development of these mitigation strategies. 
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TOOL T-24: STEERING COMMITTEE STATUS MEETING
ABC Company
Privacy Project 
Steering Committee Status Meeting











TOOL T-25: PROJECT DASHBOARD




Progress [insert date] to [insert 
date] 
 Meetings held  
 Scheduled meetings for beginning  
 Received documentation from [ insert 
name] 
 Provided group with the personal 
information matrix template.  
 
Project discussion points 
 Just a note of appreciation for the 
cooperation and input received from 
ABC Company personnel to date  
  
Key target dates 
 [Insert date] - Draft privacy 
assessment tool completed.  
 Week of [insert date] schedule 2nd 
round of meetings.  
Next week [insert date] 
 Continue review of 
documentation provided by 
ABC Company  
2nd week out [insert 
date] 
 Project personnel on break.  
 
Project Gantt Chart   
 
WORK STEPS [Insert Year] 
 Nov Dec Jan Feb 
Scoping & 
planning 








    
2nd interviews     
    Conduct gap 
assessment 
report 
   
 
 - Deliverable  
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TOOL T-26: SAMPLE QUALITY PRIVACY COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
Quality Compliance Program
COMPANY ABC
[Insert project title if applicable]
AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework
Quality Component and Criteria
All personal information and data are accurate, complete, and up-to-date. Inaccurate,
incomplete, or expired data is erased or rectified.
Risk Expected Controls Tests of Controls Results of Control Testing
Personal data Personal data is periodically • Obtain a sample of data subjects’ 
is inaccurate tested for integrity and personal data and perform a
and/or exceptions are corrected. positive confirmation test by
incomplete. mailing a letter to each data 
subject in the sample. Ask the 
data subjects to confirm the 
accuracy and completeness of 
their personal data. Use e-mail as 
opposed to postal mail, if possible, 
for obtaining data subjects’ 
confirmations.
Expired, Criteria have been • Review guidelines for deleting
inaccurate, established and personal data and data retention
or irrelevant documented for the periods. Assess whether these
data is deletion of personal data. guidelines are in compliance 
maintained with privacy standards.
in the database. • Select a sample of personal data 
records and verify they have been 
retained in accordance with 
established guidelines.
Expired, Personnel responsible for • Document the methods for deleting
inaccurate, or the management and personal data and verify these  
irrelevant data maintenance of personal methods are in accordance with 
is maintained information are aware of management’s guidelines.
in the database. procedures for deleting • Using the log of updates to
personal data. personal data, select a sample of 
personal data records and/or data 
elements that have been deleted, 
and evaluate whether these sampled 
deletions were performed in 




All personal information and data are accurate, complete, and up-to-date. Inaccurate,
incomplete, or expired data is erased or rectified.
Risk Expected Controls Tests of Controls Results of Control Testing
• Determine if any manual files exist 
that store personal data, and 
evaluate whether personal data in 
these manual files is deleted in 
accordance with management’s 
guidelines.
Personal data Personal data transmitted • Review network diagrams and 
is not over networks to other document the means by which
accurately or systems is verified for personal data is transmitted. Assess 
completely accuracy and data integrity. the adequacy of controls in place
transmitted to provide complete and accurate 
over networks transmission of personal data.
to other systems.
Personal data Edit checks are in place • Review the purpose and function
is erroneously to provide validation of of edits in the systems that 
input. personal data input into capture personal data for each
personal data systems. data element. Evaluate whether 
these edits are adequate and
appropriate.
• Enter sample data into the test 
system to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a sample of online 
personal data elements.
• Use generalized audit software to 




Affiliate. An entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with anoth-
er entity.
Consent. Agreement by the individual for the entity to collect, use, retain, and disclose
personal information in accordance with the privacy notice. Such agreement can be explic-
it or implied.
Cookies. Pieces of information generated by a Web server and stored in the user’s comput-
er, ready for future access. This information can then be used to identify the user when
returning to the Web site, to personalize Web content, and to suggest items of potential
interest based on previous buying habits. Certain advertisers use tracking methods, includ-
ing cookies, to analyze patterns and paths through a site. 
Entity. An organization that collects, uses, retains, and discloses personal information.
Explicit consent. Consent given either orally or in writing, that is unequivocal and does not
require any inference on the part of the entity seeking consent.
Implied consent. Consent that may reasonably be inferred from the action or inaction of
the individual.
Individual. The person about whom the personal information is being collected (some-
times referred to as the data subject).
Internal personnel. Employees, contractors, agents, and others acting on behalf of the
entity and its affiliates.
Opt in. Personal information may not be collected, used, retained and disclosed by the
entity without the explicit consent of the individual. 
Opt out. There is implied consent for the entity to collect, use, retain, and disclose personal
information unless the individual explicitly denies permission. 
Personal information. Information that is or can be about or related to an identifiable
individual. 
Policy. A written statement that communicates management’s intent, objectives, require-
ments, responsibilities, and/or standards. 
Privacy. The rights and obligations of individuals and organizations with respect to the
collection, use, disclosure, and retention of personal information.
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Privacy program. The policies, communications, procedures, and controls in place to man-
age and protect personal information in accordance with the privacy components and cri-
teria in the AICPA/CICA Privacy Framework.
Purpose. The reason why personal information is collected by the entity.
Sensitive personal information. Personal information that requires an extra level of
protection and a higher duty of care, for example, information on medical or health
conditions, racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs,
trade union membership, sexual preferences, or information related to offenses or crim-
inal convictions.
System. Five key components organized to achieve a specified objective: infrastructure
(facilities, equipment, and networks), software (systems, applications, and utilities), people
(developers, operators, users, and managers), procedures (automated and manual), and
data (transaction streams, files, databases, and tables).
Third party. An entity that is not affiliated with the entity that collects personal informa-
tion or any affiliated entity not covered by the entity’s privacy notice.
Web beacon. Small strings of code that provide a method for delivering a graphic image on
a Web page or in an e-mail message for the purpose of transferring data. Also known as
Web bugs. Businesses use Web beacons for many purposes, including site traffic reporting,
unique visitor counts, advertising and e-mail auditing and reporting, and personalization.
For example, a Web beacon can gather a user’s IP address, collect the referrer, and track
the sites visited by users. The Web beacon may be controlled by the organization that is
responsible for the Web site being visited, or by another party that has been given permis-
sion to place the Web beacon on the site. Primarily, they are used in conjunction with cook-
ies to transmit data online. When third parties use Web beacons, users have no knowledge
that their information is being collected. Furthermore, third parties are not legally required
to abide by the privacy policy set by the original Web site.
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U.S. Privacy Information Web Sites
American Civil Liberties Union: http://www.aclu.org
COPPA Resources
• Federal Trade Commission’s How to Comply with COPPA:
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/coppa.htm
• Federal Trade Commission’s COPPA Links: 
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/edcams/kidzprivacy/workshop.htm
Federal Trade Commission: http://www.ftc.gov/privacy/index.htm
Freedom of Information Act Resources
• U.S. Department of Justice’s full-text document containing the Act:
http://www.usdoj.gov/oip/foia_updates/Vol_XVII_4/page2.htm
HIPAA Resources
• Pricewaterhouse’s HIPAA Resources:
http://www.pwchealth.com/hipaa.html
• HIPAA Complete Consulting Firm’s Resources: 
http://www.hipaacomplete.com/
• Siemens Health Services HIPAA Central:
http://www.smed.com/hipaa/index.php
• SciTech Concept EDI HIPAA Compliance Checker: 
http://www.scitechconcept.com/stccc.html
• ViPs HIPAA Compliance Solutions: 
http://www.vips.com/hipaa/hipaacompliancevips.html
Online GLBA Resources
• Summary of the Provisions from the U.S. Senate: http://www.senate.gov/
• National Association of Commissioners Guide:
http://www.naic.org/GLBA/index.htm
• Implementing the GLBA Act: One Year Later: Remarks from Governor
Meyer to the Federal Reserve Board:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/speeches/2001/20010215/
• PricewaterhouseCoopers: An Executive’s Guide to U.S. Financial
Modernization: http://www.pwcglobal.com/extweb/indissue.nsf/DocID/
5F8B28031AA7F4B0852568B200603732
• Texas Department of Banking: http://www.banking.state.tx.us
• Perspective from a law firm: Bricker & Eckler LLP:
http://www.bricker.com/attserv/practice/insurance/S900/
R-2
UNDERSTANDING AND IMPLEMENTING PRIVACY SERVICES
Privacy Act of 1974 Resources:
• U.S. Department of Justice’s full-text document containing the Act:
http://www.usdoj.gov/foia/privstat.htm
• Consumer Privacy Guide.org: http://www.consumerprivacyguide.org/law/
International Privacy Laws, Regulations, and Resources
Australian Resources
The Office of the Federal Privacy Commission: http://www.privacy.gov.au/
Canadian Resources
• Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act:
http://www.parl.gc.ca/36/2/parlbus/chambus/house/bills/govern-
ment/C-6/C-6_4/C-6_cover-E.html
• Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario—privacy diagnostic tool:
http://www.ipc.on.ca/english/resources/resources.htm
• European Union’s relations with Canada:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/canada/intro/index.htm
• EU ruling on compliance with Directive 95/46/EC:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/canada/intro/ip02_46.htm
• Canadian Privacy Commissioner: http://privcom.gc.ca
• Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants: http://www.cica.ca/privacy/
Center for Democracy & Technology: http://www.cdt.org/privacy
Center for Median Education: http://www.cme.org
Electronic Frontier Foundation: http://www.eff.org
Electronic Privacy Information Center: http://www.epic.org
European Union Privacy Directive Resources
• European Union web site: http://europa.eu.int/index_en.htm
• EU Privacy Directive: 
http://europa.eu.int/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!celexapi!prod!CELEX
numdoc&lg=en&numdoc=31995L0046&model=guichett
• EU and U.S. Safe Harbor Privacy Principles:
http://www.ita.doc.gov/td/ecom/SHPRINCIPLESFINAL.htm
New Zealand Resources
• New Zealand Privacy Commissioner: http://www.privacy.org.nz/top.html





• OECD Web site: http://www.oecd.org/
• OECD Privacy Statement Generator: 
http://cs3-hq.oecd.org/scripts/pwv3/pwhome.htm
• OECD FORUM Session on Privacy-Enhancing Technologies:
http://www.olis.oecd.org/olis/2001doc.nsf/LinkTo/dsti-iccp-
reg(2001)6-final
Online Privacy Alliance: http://www.privacyalliance.org
Privacy and American Business: http://pandab.org
Privacy Leadership Initiative: http://www.understandingprivacy.org
Privacy Officers Association: http://www.privacyassociation.org
United Kingdom Resources
• Data Protection Act 1998—An Introduction:
http://www.dataprotection.gov.uk/
• United Kingdom Information Commissioner:
http://www.dataprotection.gov.uk/
• New Zealand’s Privacy Law in Perspective (October 2001):
http://www.privacy.org.nz/media/mediatop.html

N o t i c e  t o  R e a d e r s
Understanding and Implementing Privacy Services: A  CPA’s Resource does not represent an 
official position of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and it is 
distributed with the understanding that the author and the publisher are not rendering 
accounting, or other professional services in the publication. If legal advice or other expert 
assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. This 
publication has not been approved, disapproved, or otherwise acted upon by any senior 
technical committee of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants or the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board and has no official or authoritative status.
Additional Resources from the AICPA
Privacy Issues for Businesses 
Webcast on CD-ROM
Privacy affects all of us, whether it involves the use of a credit card, or the outsourcing of a business process. This Webcast 
provides the information CPAs in both public practice and industry need to know about privacy issues and how they can 
significantly impact an organization. Experts discuss the risks involved in ignoring the question of privacy and provide real 
life examples of how they implemented privacy initiatives within their own organizations or those of their clients.
You will hear first hand knowledge of the relevant business issues relating to privacy and better understand why it 
is a critical issue for all business executives, and you will also gain an understanding of the first steps they need to take to 
begin to address privacy matters within their own organizations -  large or small. This Webcast on CD-ROM is a practical 
tool all CPAs can use to better understand and respond to the quickly emerging issue of privacy.
No. 780005HS AICPA Member $49.00 Nonmember $49.00
Risk Management: A CPA’s Toolkit for a Changing Environment
By Anthony E. Davis, Esq.; Marcia Gordon, CPA; Robert H. Spencer, Ph.D.
As CPA firms of all sizes add more services to their offerings, the threat of exposure or financial loss increases. Good risk 
management policies, systems and procedures will allow firms to achieve positive ends and, in the process, avoid or at least 
substantially reduce the threat or fact of claims. For CPA firms to be able to manage risk, CPAs must learn how to recognize 
risk and develop methods to reduce and manage it.
Risk Management: A CPA’s Toolkit for a Changing Environment takes you through the complete process in three 
parts. In Part I find chapters on: • Determining and Defining Risk • Performing a firm self-assessment • Follow up and 
implementation on managing risk.
For assistance on assessing and analyzing your CPA firm, Part II of the toolkit includes in-depth survey 
questionnaires (included on a disk) on such topics as: • Risk Management Structure • New Client and Engagement 
Acceptance • Human Resources Management • Contingency Planning for Technology Failures • Client relations 
management, and handling problems and claims.
You'll also find the answers and analysis for each of the survey questionnaires in Part III.
No. 056503 AICPA Member $50.40 Nonmember $63.00
Interna] Control -  Integrated Framework
This landmark report was commissioned by the Committee on Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission -  
commonly referred to as COSO. It establishes a common definition of internal control that services the needs of different 
parties for not only assessing their control systems, but also determining how to improve them.
Also included with Internal Control -  Integrated Framework is the Addendum to Reporting to External Parties. The 
addendum "encourages management that reports to external parties on controls over financial reporting to also cover 
controls over safeguarding of assets against unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition." It defines such controls and 
provides a suggested form of report. COSO's groundbreaking report includes: • Executive Summary • Framework • 
Reporting to External Parties • Evaluation Tools.
The Evaluation Tools are now available on disk. The five evaluation tools, for each of the internal control 
components identified in the COSO Integrated Framework for Internal Control, are columnar MS Word templates containing 
internal control risks, objectives, components and elements with spaces and columns for management or other evaluators 
to record their assessments, observations and conclusions. These worksheets are also printed in the Evaluation Tools 
volume of this set, pp. 3-47.
No. 990012 AICPA Member $28.00 Nonmember $35.00
To order call 1-888-777-7077 or log onto www.cpa2biz.com/store
IdentiRISK for Trust Services Privacy Principle and Criteria
By Claudia Rast, JD and Jack Birnbach, CPA
IdentiRISK for Trust Services Privacy Principle and Criteria helps minimize your risks to loss, misuse, disclosure and 
unauthorized access of personal information and provides invaluable feedback strategies for delivering sound privacy 
services using the AlCPA’s 10 recognized privacy components. This course enables you to assess the risk a company 
faces should its privacy practices and policies be inadequate, and gives you the knowledge to close any gaps.
Failure to protect confidential data can result in dire legal consequences, including exposure to liability and loss of 
reputation. Do not let yourself or your clients learn about the best practices of privacy the hard way — through negative 
publicity or lawsuits. Once you have answered a series of diagnostic questions, this course will give you a tailor-made 
IdentiPLAN which gives you specific actions to take to overcome any privacy vulnerabilities.
Prerequisite: None
Recommended CPE Credit (based on a 50-minute hour): 8 
Level: Basic 
NASBA #: 103104
AICPA Member $297.50 Nonmember $350.00
To order call 866-433-7475, or fax a request to 208-475-9232.
Privacy Matters: An Introduction to Personal Information Protection
Order pre-printed copies. (1 unit = 5 copies)
No. 056590 AICPA Member $20.00 Nonmember $25.00
20 Questions Businesses Need to Ask About Privacy
Order pre-printed copies. (1 unit = 10 copies. Shipping and handling is included in price.)
No. 056591 HI AICPA Member $10.00 Nonmember $12.00
Understanding and Implementing Trust Services
The AICPA and CICA jointly developed Understanding and Implementing Trust Services to assist CPAs in offering and 
delivering trust services. This comprehensive guide on CD-ROM contains: • Complete text of Trust Services Principles and 
Criteria • Guidance on providing advisory services according to the principles and criteria • Guidance on delivering attest 
engagements and over 40 sample reports • Third-Party Service Provider (TPSP) information • Engagement planning and 
management representation letters • Trust Services licensing and cost explanation • Branding information • Marketing 
information and a complete brochure for clients
Understanding and Implementing Trust Services is really the only tool you’ll need to get your firm to begin offering 
Trust Services.
No. 056520 AICPA Member $139.00 Nonmember $173.75
To order call 1-888-777-7077 or log onto www.cpa2biz.com/store
Prices shown do not include applicable sales tax or shipping and handling fees. Prices shown are subject to change.
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[Insert Firm Name Here]
PRIVACY IN THE NEWS
Privacy Complaints 




 Every day, companies collect, use,
profile, disclose, and analyze 
customer information…








– Concerned with how and why their information 
is collected, used, disclosed, and retained
– Want businesses to earn trust
 Businesses
– Trying to strike a balance between 
collection and use of information 
– Concerned with reducing privacy risk of poor privacy 
practices
– Want to leverage good privacy practices and regain 
trust of customers
 Government
– Taking increased action on growing 
concerns about privacy to:
 Protect rights of citizens
 Better manage its own data stores
GOVERNMENTS’ RESPONSE
 Recent U.S. legislation
– Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)
– Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA)
– Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)
– Controlling the Assault on Non-Solicited Pornography and 
Marketing Act (CAN SPAM)
– Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act of 2003 (FACT)
 Other important laws, regulations, 
and guidelines
– Privacy Act of 1974
– European Union Directive on Data Protection
– OECD privacy guidelines
– Personal Information, Protection and Electronic Documents Act 
(PIPEDA)
– Privacy Online: A Report to Congress
SO WHERE ARE WE?
 Privacy is increasingly in the news, 
particularly violations.
 Consumers are greatly concerned and 
want more control.
 Businesses are trying to balance collection 
and use.
 The government is taking increased 
action.
PRIVACY: A DEFINITION
Privacy encompasses the rights 
and obligations of individuals and 






PERSONAL INFORMATION: WHAT IS IT?
 Personal information is any information that is or 
reasonably could be attributable to a specific 
individual. The information can be either factual or 
subjective, recorded in any media, or even 
unrecorded. Some examples include:





 Much of this information is sensitive and greater 
cause for concern.
Individuals Organizations
• Be aware of the organization’s 
privacy policies
• Provide accurate and appropriate 
information suited to the purpose 
for which the information is 
needed
• Notify the organization of 
inaccuracies in or changes to 
personal information used by the 
organization
• Adhere to applicable laws and 
regulations, and other agreements 
with the organization
• Establish and communicate their 
privacy policies and 
commitments to the individual
• Provide choices or seek consent 
for the use of the personal 
information
• Collect, use, retain, and disclose 
personal information according 
to their privacy policies and 
commitments
• Allow the individual to update or 
correct personal information that 
is used by the organization
• Protect the personal information 
from unauthorized use and 
disclosure
• Otherwise adhere to their 
policies, applicable laws and 
regulations, and other 













 83% of customers* would stop doing 
business with companies that abuse privacy
 Entities have been involved in litigation: $1.8 millio  
settlement by DoubleClick; state settlements for 
ToysRus.com; censure of Ely Lilly by FTC.
 Poor privacy practices can damage brand, 
reputation, customer loyalty and satisfaction, 
market position, shareholder value, 
revenue, and more.
*Source: Harris Interactive, 2001
PRIVACY AS A COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE
 50% of customers* would spend more 
and buy more often if a company had 
good privacy practices.
 3 out of 5 customers* recommend 
companies with good privacy practices.
*Source: Harris Interactive, 2001
HOW CAN OUR FIRM HELP?
 We provide a full range of services, 
including:
 Privacy strategic and business planning
 Privacy gap and risk analysis
 Benchmarking against the AICPA/CICA 
Privacy Framework
 Privacy policy design and 
implementation
 Performance measurement 





Personal information is collected, used, 
retained, and disclosed in conformity with 
the commitments in the entity’s privacy 






 Choice and Consent
 Collection 





 Monitoring and Enforcement
DETAILED PRIVACY GUIDANCE!
• The Framework contains criteria for each of 
the 10 Privacy Components. 
• Each criteria’s illustrations and explanations
are designed to enhance the understanding of 
the criteria. 
• Many criteria have additional 
considerations, such as good privacy 
practices and selected requirements of 
specific laws and regulations pertaining to a 
certain industry or country.
[Firm Name] & THE PRIVACY FRAMEWORK 
HELP BRIDGE THE TRUST GAP
[Firm Name]
• Privacy is a risk management issue.
• Privacy can be used as a competitive advantage:
– 90% of customers would buy more from 
organizations that have independently
verified privacy practices (source: Harris 
Interactive 2001).
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
STEPS TO BETTER 
PRIVACY PRACTICES:
• Designate an individual to be responsible for 
privacy.
• Develop a business strategy.
• Perform a risk assessment and gap analysis 
of controls and procedures.
• Develop, design, and implement privacy 
initiatives.
• Sustain and manage privacy processes.
• Obtain third-party assurance of implemented 
privacy processes.
CPA Privacy Services
Your Trusted Adviser in 
Privacy
[Insert firm name here]
[Insert firm address here]
[Insert firm phone number here]
[Insert firm e-mail address here]
